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FOREWORD

The collection of military orders and regulations are the foundation, the cornerstone, of Israel's 26-year occupation of the West Bank and Gaza Strip. It is an occupation preoccupied with 'legality', and in this sense it is arguably unique. These military orders and regulations sanction, or make 'legal', virtually every illegal act that occurs in the occupied Palestinian territories: the occupation itself, civil and human rights violations, and violations against Palestinians' political, economic, social and cultural rights.

More than 1,300 military orders have been issued in the West Bank and over 1,000 similar orders in the Gaza Strip. Their primary aim has been to force out, through various means, the majority of Palestinians and subjugate the remainder of the population. Acquisition and confiscation of the land and debilitating economic restrictions have all been made possible through these orders and regulations. They have given a 'legal' facade to the manipulation of natural resources for the interest and benefit of the belligerent occupier rather than for the indigenous population and have imposed obstacles intended to stifle any attempt at economic, social or cultural development in the occupied Palestinian territories. They are geared towards promoting and strengthening Israel's own interests. A striking example of this is in the economic sphere where Israel has manipulated and restricted the Palestinian economy to its own advantage. Equally important is the method by which Israel has used the military orders to acquire land, under the pretext that such land is needed for 'security purposes'. Appropriated land has been turned over for settlement building to accommodate the influx of Jewish settlers into the occupied Palestinian territories.

International law enables the belligerent occupying power to issue certain regulations but only under two conditions: if the security of the occupying forces necessitates new legislation or if new regulations are required in the interests of the civilian population. The majority of military orders and regulations do not comply with these conditions. Israel's occupation has continued in contravention of United Nations Security Council Resolution 242 (1967), which recognised that the West Bank and Gaza Strip were indeed 'occupied' and demanded, among other things, that Israel withdraw its forces. In line with this resolution, Israel was called on to adhere to international law concerning the protection of civilians in times of war and belligerent occupation, including the Fourth Geneva Convention. Instead, Israel has used the military orders and regulations to change facts on the ground; to de facto annex the West Bank and Gaza Strip.

The current and increasing discussion about Israel's occupation of the West Bank and the Gaza Strip was primarily the reason that this collection of military orders is being published in English. We hope that this summary translation will enable those concerned to have access to this complex collection which governs every aspect of Palestinian life in the occupied Palestinian territories. It is also our belief that for the current peace efforts to be successful, the negotiations must focus on revoking the Israeli military orders and enable Palestinians to legislate their own laws and regulations.

Ghassan al-Khatib
Director JMCC
INTRODUCTION

On 7 June 1967, Israeli forces announced, in Military Proclamation 1, that they had occupied and taken control over the West Bank and the Gaza Strip 'in the interests of security and public order'. In the 25 years of occupation which have followed every change of policy or priority on the part of the Israeli authorities has been accompanied by a military order. It has been a legalistic occupation. Therefore, the study of military orders provides an excellent way of monitoring the developing nature of the occupation and its effects on the occupied Palestinian population.

This directory is intended to fill a long-standing need for a comprehensive survey of the military orders in English. It documents only those military orders which have been issued in the West Bank (excluding East Jerusalem which was annexed by Israel in 1967 and is now subject to Israeli law). However, military orders issued for the Gaza Strip are in general identical to their West Bank counterparts in everything except numbering. It is not within the scope of this directory to assess either the legality of these orders, or their wider legal implications; this is a task for qualified lawyers. Nor does the directory provide verbatim translations of the Hebrew and Arabic texts of the orders. Instead, it supplies a short summary of each order, taken from the Arabic text, which is intended to simplify the task of the researcher or lawyer in identifying those military orders which are relevant to his/her particular area of study.

Prior to 1980, all the military orders and regulations which had been passed since 1967 were not available in a systematic and comprehensive form to the occupied population whose lives they ruled, or to lawyers and researchers trying to operate within the complex, and often impenetrable, system. Since 1980, official volumes containing the Hebrew and Arabic text of orders have been retroactively issued. However, these volumes do not constitute an Official Gazette, they are simply termed as a ‘Collection of Orders, Pamphlets, and Appointments’. This directory has been compiled from this collection.

There are five categories of legislation documented within this directory:

- MILITARY PROCLAMATIONS Only three military proclamations have been issued, all of them within the first two days of the occupation. Signed by the Israeli Chief of Staff, they granted the Area Military Commander sweeping powers of control over the occupied Palestinian territories and
their inhabitants. Military Proclamation 3 is undated and very detailed indeed; it seems probable that it was written in anticipation of the occupation as part of an Israeli contingency plan.

**NUMBERED MILITARY ORDERS** Signed by the Area Military Commander, these orders make up the vast majority of the legislation issued during the course of the occupation. Since 1967, 1,377 military orders regulating life in the West Bank have been published by the Israeli authorities. However, an unquantifiable number of military orders, dating from July 1992 to the end of the year, have yet to be issued by the Israeli authorities, with the exception of Military Order 1369, dated 16 December 1992, which covers the mass expulsion of Palestinians to southern Lebanon.

**UNNUMBERED (UNN) MILITARY ORDERS** Signed by a commander of the Israeli army or, since its inception in 1981 (Military Order 947), by the head of the Civil Administration, these orders amend Jordanian and British Mandate laws, as well as existing military orders, in precisely the same way as numbered orders do.

**REGULATIONS** These regulations are issued by the various heads of departments in the Civil Administration to whom power has been delegated first by the Area Military Commander, and then by the head of the Civil Administration.

**NOTIFICATIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS** These may be issued by lower ranking officers in the various departments of the Civil Administration. They amend minor points of detail in existing military orders and regulations.

The reader will rapidly discover on using this directory that, while the numbered military orders are generally issued and published chronologically in the official Israeli volumes, the unnumbered ones are far from chronological, and are often published long after they have been issued. There are nonetheless many cases of numbering inconsistencies among the numbered orders, such as when two separate orders are given the same number (eg. Military Orders 161), or when sequential numbers are simply passed over (eg. Military Order 349), or when orders are cancelled before they are published (eg. Military Order 10). Military Orders 1157 to 1229 are particularly confusing since the same order is given a different number depending on the whether it was issued individually or in a bound volume by the Israeli authorities. In these cases we have alerted the reader to both numbers.

The numbering becomes even more erratic with respects to the amendments to existing military orders. Often amendment numbers are not in sequence, or the same number is repeatedly issued, or numbers are simply skipped over (a particularly extreme example of this phenomenon is presented by Military Order 263). In other cases, military orders are amended after they have already been cancelled (eg. Military Order 783), or amendment numbers are given to orders which are in themselves amendments to the root military order (eg. Military Order 56); in these instances we have added the tertiary amendment number to both the original order and its secondary amendment.
Unless otherwise specified in the text (see Military Order 823) the military orders are dated in accordance with the date of issuance rather than the date of enforcement, although these generally coincide. Some orders have no date at all (e.g. Military Order 1191). Among the orders issued in the official Israeli volumes there are several sections which comprise appointment notices, which appoint various individuals to organisational or bureaucratic jobs within the Civil Administration. We have not listed these appointments, since they have been superceded and are of little general interest. However, a box alerts the reader to their position within the official Israeli volumes so that they can be examined if required.

While we have in general avoided passing editorial comment on the orders contained within this directory, there are some instances where the title or text of an order obscures its meaning from the reader and in these cases we have amended the text in the interests of clarity. For example, Military Order 432, and its amendments, concerns guard duty in settlements in the occupied territories, but refers simply to ‘guard duty in villages’. It is only in the appendix to the order that it becomes apparent that these ‘villages’ are all Israeli settlements, and since we have not listed the settlements individually, we have modified the title of the order instead.

A verbatim translation of two essential military orders, Military Order 378 Concerning Security Provisions (20 April 1970), and Military Order 947 Concerning the Establishment of a Civil Administration (8 November 1981), has been included in the appendices, along with a list of Jordanian laws which the large majority of military orders amend. A comprehensive index is supplied at the back of the volume, along with a more detailed subject index which covers several key areas of legislation such as taxation and land transactions.
ISRAELI MILITARY ORDERS
IN THE OCCUPIED PALESTINIAN WEST BANK
1967 - 1992
CONCERNING ASSUMPTION OF AUTHORITY BY THE ISRAELI MILITARY FORCES
This declares that Israeli military forces have occupied the West Bank and have taken over control “in the interests of security and public order”. Curfew is imposed and all movement forbidden.

ORDER CONCERNING LOOTING
Anyone caught looting or breaking into premises will be punished; life imprisonment is authorised.

CONCERNING REGULATION OF AUTHORITY AND THE JUDICIARY
This military order endows the Area Commander with all legislative, executive and judicial powers. It describes the area to which the order applies as the “West Bank” and declares that the laws which were in force up to 7 June 1967 shall remain in force as long as they are not contradicted by a subsequent military order. It assumes control over any property, vehicle, money or ammunition which previously belonged to the Jordanian government or any associated organisation. It stipulates that the laws of taxation, customs and fees in effect on 6 June 1967 are still in force and that monies due should be paid to the military authorities. Severe punishments are threatened for anyone who disregards these laws.

ORDER CONCERNING QUARANTINE
This stipulates that no plants or animals may be removed from the West Bank. The area is to be under quarantine.

Amended by
1. Military Order 14 - 13 June 1967
2. Military Order 24 - 16 June 1967
3. Military Order 53 - 17 July 1967
4. Military Order 72 - 27 July 1967 (Cancels Amd.3)
5. Military Order 64 - 8 August 1967
7. Military Order 100 - 29 August 1967
8. Military Order 117 - 10 September 1967
9. Military Order 144 - 22 October 1967
11. Military Order 186 - 19 December 1967
12. Military Order 223 - 20 February 1968
15. Military Order 269 - 12 August 1968
17. Military Order 346 - 30 October 1969
18. Military Order 378 - 20 April 1970

CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Article 35 of this proclamation stipulates that “the military courts and their directors should adhere to the terms of the Geneva Convention of 12 August 1949 concerning the protection of civilians during war and regarding all matters relating to judicial procedure. If there is a contradiction between this order and the above-mentioned convention then the regulations of the convention will take precedent.”

- General Instructions. This covers the appointment of the Military Commander and specifies the areas of his jurisdiction and his powers.
- Courts and the Judiciary. This establishes military courts, outlines their areas of jurisdiction and supplies procedural details.
- Crimes. This forbids the possession or use of firearms. “Anyone who uses firearms for the purpose of killing or harming could be subject to capital punishment”.
- Detention, Searching, Confiscating. Article 67 stipulates that anyone can be held in administrative detention for up to a period of six months. “It is permissible for a soldier to detain any wrong-doer and take them to a detention-centre within 96 hours.” Any soldier may also search and confiscate any property which he suspects may be related to a crime.
- Restrictions on Movement. Any Military Commander may close off an area, deny movement, halt work etc.
- Special Censorship. Censorship is allowed in the interests of security and order.
- Transportation and Traffic. The military can restrict and regulate the usage of roads. Any soldier can force the residents to remove road-blocks or road obstacles.
- Curfews. This declares the zone closed. All those entering without permission will be punished.

Cancelled by Military Order 378 - 20 April 1970
CONCERNING IMPLEMENTATION OF
SECURITY PROVISIONS
"In the interests of order I hereby command that the
Order Concerning Security Provisions signed by me
and sent to all the districts, shall take effect on 7 June
1967."

ORDER CONCERNING ESTABLISHMENT
OF MILITARY COURTS
This stipulates that military courts are to be established
in 1. Jerusalem, 2. Hebron, 3. Nablus west and Jenin,
Amended by
1. Military Order 218 - 11 February 1968
Cancelled and replaced by Military Order 378

ORDER CONCERNING DELEGATING THE
POWER TO DETERMINE THE PLACE OF
MILITARY DETENTION
This delegates the power to determine the place of
military detention to the Military Commanders.

ORDER CONCERNING CLOSURE OF THE
WEST BANK
This declares the entire West Bank a closed military
area, with exit and entry to be controlled according to
the orders and conditions stipulated by the military.
Amended by
Military Order 18 - 13 June 1967
Military Order 34 - 2 July 1967

ORDER CONCERNING SURRENDERING OR
TURNING PEOPLE IN
Anyone belonging to the Jordanian or any other Arab
army should surrender along with members of the
National Guard, Palestinian Army or any organisation
connected with the above. The crime of giving shelter
or hiding anyone connected with the above is
punishable by 15 years in prison or a 15,000 lira fine.

ORDER CONCERNING MONETARY
TRANSACTIONS (BANKS)
This closes all banks and prohibits all trading and
money transactions.
Amended by
Military Order 255 - 27 May 1968
Unnumbered Military Order - 27 May 1968
Military Order 875 - 1 October 1980

ORDER CONCERNING PROHIBITION OF
SALE OR PURCHASE TRANSACTIONS
This prohibits all transactions of sale or purchase.
Cancelled by Military Order 42 - 4 July 1967

ORDER CONCERNING ACQUIRING BANK
STATEMENTS AND FREEZING ACCOUNTS
This gives the Israeli authorities access to bank
accounts and credit institutions. All assets may be
frozen, and accounting records removed.
Amended by
Military Order 867 - 14 August 1980

ORDER CONCERNING JUDICIAL
ADMINISTRATION
This order was cancelled.

ORDER CONCERNING IMPLEMENTING
ORDERS AND REGULATIONS
This stipulates that articles 1,3, 4, 50, 52, 56, 59, 60,
61, 65, 72, 73 of military proclamation 3 concerning
security provisions shall take effect immediately.
Amended by
Military Order 126 - 29 September 1967
Cancelled by Military Order 378 - 20 April 1970
MILITARY ORDER 13
11 JUNE 1967
ORDER CONCERNING RESTRICTING AVIATION IN THE WEST BANK
Any use of airplanes in the area is forbidden without a permit. Jerusalem Airport cannot be entered without a permit.

MILITARY ORDER 14
13 JUNE 1967
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment I to Military Proclamation 3
The Military Commander may issue regulations, but if these contradict the orders of the Area Commander they shall be overruled by the instructions of the latter.

MILITARY ORDER 15
11 JUNE 1967
ORDER CONCERNING MILITARY VEHICLES
Any vehicle belonging to the Jordanian government or any related office must be transferred to the control of the Israeli military forces. All such vehicles may be seized, and punishment for withholding them is 5 years in prison or a 10,000 lira fine.

MILITARY ORDER 16
12 JUNE 1967
ORDER CONCERNING DETENTION
Any person who has been accused of a crime can be held in detention by a military prosecutor for 14 days, and then for a further period of 14 days. Cancelled by Military Order 30 - 25 June 1967

MILITARY ORDER 17
12 JUNE 1967
ORDER CONCERNING DELEGATING RESPONSIBILITY (INVESTIGATING OF WITNESSES)
The Military Commander has the right to appoint an officer to question any accused person. Any witness's testimony should be written and signed by the witness and the officer concerned.

MILITARY ORDER 18
13 JUNE 1967
ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREAS
Amendment I to Military Order 5
Anyone wishing to enter the West Bank requires a permit.

Amended by
Military Order 34 - 2 July 1967

MILITARY ORDER 19
15 JUNE 1967
ORDER CONCERNING JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION (CANCELLATION)
This cancels military order 11.

MILITARY ORDER 20
13 JUNE 1967
ORDER CONCERNING VALUE OF THE DINAR (IN THE AREA OF THE WEST BANK)
This sets the rate of exchange at 7.5 Israeli lira to the Jordanian dinar. Cancelled by Military Order 76 - 31 July 1967

MILITARY ORDER 21
18 JUNE 1967
ORDER CONCERNING SECURING THE RIGHTS OF DEPOSITORS
Amendment to Corporate Law 12, 1966
This supervises the activities of banks and limits their power. The Israeli official-in-charge is to be granted considerable powers of jurisdiction over the running of banks, the appointment and dismissal of bank employees, and over the accounts. He has the right to transfer funds from one bank to another in the area, and to manipulate bank funds in whichever way he deems necessary. No-one is to benefit from the liquidation of property (in accordance with corporate law) except for depositors who are residents in the area and whosoever takes over the jurisdiction of the Jordanian government or any of its agencies.

MILITARY ORDER 22
16 JUNE 1967
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENT OF POLICE AND PRISON GUARDS (GRANTING POWERS)
The head of the Israeli military forces delegates the powers of appointing and supervising policemen and prison guards to the Military Commander as well as the administration of detention centres and prisons.

Amended by
Military Order 127 - 24 September 1967
MILITARY ORDER 23 (1-15) 23 JUNE 1967
ORDER CONCERNING AWARDING JURISDICTION
This announces the appointment of a Military Commander for the Ramallah district as well as 15 other areas. This deletes the appointments specified in military order 10.

MILITARY ORDER 24 16 JUNE 1967
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 2 to Military Proclamation 3
The title 'Area Commander' is to be replaced by 'Military Commander' wherever it appears.

MILITARY ORDER 25 18 JUNE 1967
ORDER CONCERNING TRANSACTIONS IN PROPERTY
This order renders it illegal to conduct business transactions involving land and property without a permit from the military authorities. Any transaction which is conducted without a permit will not be considered legally binding in court. Transgressors will be sentenced to 5 years in prison and/or a 1,500 Jordanian dinar fine.
Amended by
1. Military Order 141 - 29 September 1967
3. Military Order 794 - 20 May 1979
4. Military Order 1030 - 20 December 1982
   Unnumbered Military Order - 15 July 1983
5. Military Order 1054 - 31 March 1983
6. Unnumbered Military Regulation - 17 June 1984
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 17 September 1984
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 4 February 1985
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 24 March 1985

MILITARY ORDER 26 18 JUNE 1967
ORDER CONCERNING CONTROL OVER CURRENCY, BILLS OF EXCHANGE AND GOLD
Any person possessing foreign currency should exchange it with the appropriate authorities for Jordanian dinars or must acquire a permit. "It is forbidden to conduct transactions, cash or otherwise, direct or indirect, in foreign currency or gold".

Transactions in Jordanian dinars conducted outside the area are also forbidden as is the importation of gold, Jordanian dinars or foreign currency. Violations will result in 5 years in prison or a 1,500 Jordanian dinar fine.
Amended by
1. Military Order 41 - 7 July 1967
2. Military Order 81 - 1 August 1967
3. Military Order 139 - 4 October 1967
4. Military Order 221 - 18 March 1968
Cancelled by Military Order 299 - 15 January 1969

MILITARY ORDER 27 20 JUNE 1967
ORDER CONCERNING JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION
Anyone convicted of a crime which is specified in an existing order or pamphlet, but for which no punishment has been stipulated, will be subject to a term of imprisonment of not more than 10 years and/or a 5,000 lira fine.
Cancelled by Military Order 144 - 22 October 1967

MILITARY ORDER 28 22 JUNE 1967
ORDER CONCERNING INCOME AND PROPERTY TAX
Amendment to Income Tax Law 25, 1964, Property Tax as it relates to the Building on Land Law 11, 1934
Under the terms of military proclamation 2, the two above-mentioned laws are valid as of 7 June 1967. Any estimation, or work carried out, or regulation that was issued in accordance with these laws is also valid unless it is changed by the Israeli official-in-charge appointed by the head of the Israeli military forces.
Amended by
1. Military Order 84 - 10 August 1967
2. Military Order 120 - 10 September 1967
   Military Order 109 - 5 September 1967
   Military Order 1195 - 21 June 1987
   Unnumbered Military Order - 7 March 1991
   Unnumbered Military Order - 19 February 1992

MILITARY ORDER 29 23 JUNE 1967
ORDER CONCERNING OPERATION OF PRISONS AND DETENTION CENTRES
This stipulates that prisoners from the area should be kept separate from Israeli prisoners whenever possible and that detainees should be separated from convicted prisoners. It also details the regulations under which a
detainee should be allowed to prepare for trial; he should be allowed to consult his lawyer when necessary, although the Military Commander has the right to appoint a person to sit in on these legal consultations, cut them short or ban them altogether if he deems it necessary for reasons of security.

Amended by

Military Order 127 - 24 September 1967
1. Military Order 252 - 19 May 1968
5. Military Order 683 - 21 November 1976
6. Military Order 861 - 1 August 1980
7. Military Order 1317 - 18 October 1990

MILITARY ORDER 30
25 JUNE 1967
ORDER CONCERNING JURISDICTION OVER CRIMINAL OFFENSES
Military courts have the jurisdiction to pass judgment in any criminal case in accordance with legislation which was in effect on the day on which the crime was committed. This cancels military order 16.

Amended by

1. Military Order 140 - 8 October 1967
3. Military Order 242 - 10 April 1968

MILITARY ORDER 31
27 JUNE 1967
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS WITH REGARD TO LAW OF CUSTOMS AND EXCISE DUTIES
Amendment to Customs and Duties Law 1, 1962
This vests all the powers granted by Jordanian laws and regulations relating to customs duties, fees and taxes - and all powers of delegation and appointment given by them - to the Israeli officer appointed for this purpose by the Area Commander. This order imposes excise duty on certain products - salt (law 16, 1950), alcohol (law 15, 1953), tobacco (law 32, 1953), petrol products (law 36, 1960) match manufacturing (law 59, 1951 etc.).

Amended by

1. Military Order 75 - 30 July 1967
5. Military Order 356 - 7 December 1969

MILITARY ORDER 32
27 JUNE 1967
ORDER CONCERNING TOBACCO DUTIES
Amendment to Jordanian Tobacco Law 32, 1952
This raises the duties specified under the Jordanian tobacco laws by 20% on all tobacco products with the exception of cigarettes over which higher duties are imposed. Cigarettes costing less than 60 Jordanian fils are prohibited from being produced or marketed without a special permit.

Amended by

Military Order 336 - 7 September 1969

MILITARY ORDER 33
26 JUNE 1967
ORDER CONCERNING DEPOSITING MONEY FOR SECURITY REASONS
"It is permissible for the appropriate authorities to transfer money (of any currency) found in a bank or credit institution to the Bank of Israel."

Amended by

1. Military Order 74 - 21 July 1967

MILITARY ORDER 34
2 JULY 1967
ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREAS
Amendment to Military Order 18
The West Bank is declared a closed area. Military order 5 is cancelled.

Amended by

1 Unnumbered Military Order - 6 November 1967
2 Unnumbered Military Order - 30 November 1967
3. Military Order 240 - 10 April 1968
4. Unnumbered Military Order - 10 April 1968
5. Unnumbered Military Order - 14 May 1968
6. Unnumbered Military Order - 19 December 1968
7. Unnumbered Military Order - 14 September 1969
8. Unnumbered Military Order - 1 September 1970
10. Unnumbered Military Order - 6 December 1971
11. Unnumbered Military Order - 1 July 1971
12. Unnumbered Military Order - 2 July 1972
14. Unnumbered Military Order - 10 August 1972
15. Unnumbered Military Order - 29 December 1972
16. Unnumbered Military Order - 19 August 1973
17. Unnumbered Military Order - 22 May 1974
18. Unnumbered Military Order - 21 June 1974

MILITARY ORDER 35
This order was cancelled
MILITARY ORDER 36
29 JUNE 1967
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH POSTAL LAW
Any appointment made or jurisdiction granted under this law by the Jordanian government or any of its institutions is to be transferred to the Israeli official-in-charge. These appointments are then to be cancelled. The Israeli official-in-charge may appoint someone else in their place.
Amended by
Military Order 332 - 13 December 1973

MILITARY ORDER 37
18 JULY 1967
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENT AND EMPLOYMENT OF STAFF IN THE GOVERNMENT SECTOR
In accordance with the Jordanian Constitution of 1952 any appointment made or jurisdiction granted under this law by the Jordanian government or any of its institutions is to be transferred to the Israeli official-in-charge. These appointments are then to be cancelled. The Israeli official-in-charge may appoint someone else in their place.
Amended by
1. Military Order 88 - 15 August 1967
3. Military Order 430 - 3 June 1971
4. Military Order 477 - 16 August 1972
5. Military Order 512 - 8 May 1973
6. Military Order 611 - 28 August 1975
7. Military Order 635 - 19 February 1976
10. Military Order 786 - 20 March 1979
12. Military Order 926 - 7 July 1981
13. Military Order 1023 - 17 September 1982
15. Military Order 1099 - 7 July 1983
16. Military Order 1210 - 7 November 1987
19. Military Order 1366 - 8 April 1992

MILITARY ORDER 38
4 JULY 1967
ORDER CONCERNING ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
Amendment to the Law of Alcoholic Beverages 15, 1967
This defines the level of duties payable on different kinds of alcoholic beverages.

MILITARY ORDER 39
16 JULY 1967
ORDER CONCERNING POWERS AND JURISDICTION OF DISTRICT COURTS
Amendment to the Formation of Civil Courts Law 26, 1952
This begins the restructuring of a judicial system which is designed to be separate from both Jordan and Israel and which will be under the control of the military administration.
Amended by
1. Military Order 57 - 21 July 1967
2. Military Order 75 - 27 July 1967
Cancelled by Military Order 412 - 5 October 1970

MILITARY ORDER 40
16 JULY 1967
ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREAS (EXTENDING THE LICENSING PERIOD)
The Military Commander may extend the entry permit for any individual to enter the West Bank for as long as he sees fit.

MILITARY ORDER 41
7 JULY 1967
ORDER CONCERNING CONTROL OVER CURRENCY, BILLS OF EXCHANGE AND GOLD
Amendment 1 to Military Order 26
This defines “resident of the area” as anyone given a permit to remain in the area of his residence after 7 June 1967. Anyone who purchased Jordanian dinars in Israel is allowed to bring them into the area in accordance with the Defence Regulations (Finance) of 1941.

MILITARY ORDER 42
4 JULY 1967
ORDER CONCERNING ORDER PROHIBITING PURCHASE AND SALE (CANCELLATION)
This cancels military order 8, which prohibited all commercial transactions. Hereafter general prohibitions are to be replaced by conditional permits.

MILITARY ORDER 43
24 JULY 1967
ORDER CONCERNING DESIGNATION OF CENTRAL PRISONS AND DETENTION CENTRES
Hebron, Ramallah, Nablus and Tulkarem prisons are
all designated as detention and imprisonment centres.

Amended by
1. Military Order 162 - 1 November 1967
5. Military Order 545 - 10 May 1974
7. Military Order 676 - 16 September 1976
8. Military Order 988 - 6 May 1982
9. Military Order 1105 - 11 April 1984
10. Military Order 1136 - 5 May 1985

MILITARY ORDER 44
This order was cancelled.

MILITARY ORDER 45
9 JULY 1967

ORDER CONCERNING BANKING LAW
The Israeli official-in-charge of banks has the jurisdiction to appoint or delegate responsibility as specified in the Jordanian laws above and, at the same time, this military order cancels all of the appointments and delegations of responsibility made prior to 6 June 1967. Article 5 of the banking laws does not apply to any banks which have been awarded a trading licence by the Israeli official-in-charge. If a bank is awarded a licence from an official in accordance with article 3 of the banking laws and if this bank is a foreign company (in accordance with the law of companies) it does not have to register as a foreign company in accordance with chapter 12 of the Companies laws.

Amended by
Military Order 296 - 8 January 1969
Military Order 1179 - 26 September 1986
Military Order 1199 - 14 June 1987

MILITARY ORDER 46
This order was cancelled.

MILITARY ORDER 47
9 JULY 1967

ORDER CONCERNING TRANSPORTATION OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCE
This prohibits the transport in or out of the West Bank of any plant or animal produce (except for canned goods) without a permit from a military authority. The punishment for non-compliance is a prison sentence of up to 3 years and/or a fine of 3,000 Jordanian dinars.
This cancels military order 2.

Amended by
1. Military Order 155 - 24 October 1967

MILITARY ORDER 48
This order was cancelled.

MILITARY ORDER 49
11 JULY 1967

ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREAS
(PROHIBITING THE TRANSPORTATION OF GOODS)
This order makes it illegal to take out of or bring into the occupied territories any commodity (with the exception of agricultural products which are subject to separate military orders) without a permit signed by the authorised persons. Anyone who has a permit to enter the area does not automatically have permission to bring in or take out products from the closed area.

Amended by
1. Military Order 98 - 23 August 1967
2. Military Order 222 - 21 February 1968
3. Military Order 337 - 7 September 1969
4. Military Order 357 - 8 December 1969
5. Military Order 826 - 20 February 1980 [Classified in the text as Amd. 5 to MO 357]

MILITARY ORDER 50
11 JULY 1967

ORDER CONCERNING DISTRIBUTION OF NEWSPAPERS
It is forbidden to distribute or publish newspapers in the area without the permission of the military authorities. Papers brought in without permits will be seized and the punishment is 5 years in prison and/or a 1,500 Jordanian dinar fine.

Amended by
1. Military Order 110 - 4 September 1967
3. Military Order 862 - 6 August 1980
4. Military Order 1140 - 9 June 1985

MILITARY ORDER 51
This order was cancelled.
MILITARY ORDER 52  14 JULY 1967

ORDER CONCERNING POLICE FORCES OPERATING IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE ISRAELI MILITARY FORCES

This order grants any policeman the same jurisdiction granted to soldiers by:
1. existing regulations (military pamphlet 3)
2. the head of the Israeli military forces
3. any Jordanian law in force prior to 7 June 1967.

Amended by
Military Order 105 - 29 August 1967

MILITARY ORDER 53  17 JULY 1967

ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS

Amendment 3 to Military Proclamation 3

This defines the role of “legal advisor”. Article 67, paragraph 2, is extended: “any officer who issues a detention order in accordance with this article should immediately notify (within 96 hours) the legal advisor of the Military Commander”.

MILITARY ORDER 54  6 JULY 1967

ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH SURVEYING LAWS

Amendment to Land Surveying and Valuing Laws 42, 1953

Any appointment made or jurisdiction granted under this law by the Jordanian government or any of its institutions is to be transferred to the Israeli official-in-charge. These appointments are then to be cancelled. The Israeli official-in-charge may appoint someone else in their place.

Amended by
Military Order 313 - 25 February 1969
Cancelled by Military Order 451 - 6 October 1971

MILITARY ORDER 55  20 JULY 1967

ORDER CONCERNING INSURANCE OF MECHANICAL VEHICLES (NOTIFICATION OF THIRD PARTY) (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)

Amendment to Insurance of Mechanical Vehicles Law (Notifying the Third Party) 8, 1947

This specifies in considerable detail the general regulations governing insurance. All the rights and privileges granted in insurance contracts will be deemed legal. The word “Palestine” should be replaced with "the area" wherever it appears in this law. This order specifies the terms of the insurance laws.

MILITARY ORDER 56  11 JULY 1967

ORDER CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT

Amendment to Road Transport Law 49, 1958, and Law 80, 1966

This order specifies in considerable detail the conditions under which vehicle licensing is to be regulated.

Amended by
1. Military Order 67 - 10 August 1967
3. Military Order 198 - 8 January 1968
(Classified as Amd. 3 to MO 67)
Military Order 251 - 12 May 1968
Military Order 253 - 19 May 1968
4. Military Order 283 - 26 September 1968
7. Military Order 323 - 21 April 1969
8. Military Order 335 - 28 August 1969
12. Military Order 392 - 14 June 1970
13. Military Order 469 - 2 May 1972 *
14. Military Order 478 - 21 August 1972 *
15. Military Order 613 - 28 August 1975
20. Military Order 936 - 10 September 1981
22. Military Order 979 - 12 April 1982
23. Military Order 1085 - 9 November 1983
24. Military Order 1088 - 18 December 1983
25. Military Order 1090 - 31 January 1984
27. Military Order 1159 - 25 November 1985
29. Military Order 1169 - 1 May 1986
31. Military Order 1201 - 11 August 1987
32. Military Order 1245 - 27 July 1988
33. Military Order 1251 - 18 August 1988
34. Military Order 1267 - 7 January 1989
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 1 June 1991
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 1 July 1991
37. Military Order 1345 - 7 July 1991
25. Unnumbered Military Regulation - 8 November 1991
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 1 January 1992
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 1 January 1992
26. Unnumbered Military Regulation - 3 April 1992
Cancelled by Military Order 1310 - February 1992
("These orders were numbered 10 & 11 until Military Order 613")

MILITARY ORDER 57
21 JULY 1967
ORDER CONCERNING JUDICIARY (LOCAL COURTS)
Amendment 1 to Military Order 39
This specifies that "all judicial procedures are made and sentences issued in accordance with law and justice". It also stipulates that "all jurisdiction that was delegated in accordance with the local laws to the Court of Cassation in Jordan is to be transferred to the High Court of Israel." "Any provision in the procedures under local law that requires referral to the Jordanian High Court is to be cancelled."

MILITARY ORDER 58
23 JULY 1967
ORDER CONCERNING ABSENTEE PROPERTY (PRIVATE PROPERTY)
This defines the term 'absentee property' as "property whose legal owner, or whoever is granted the power to control it by law, left the area prior to 7 June 1967 or subsequently." The Area Commander may appoint an official with a legal background who is to be custodian of absentee property. The custodian of absentee property has the jurisdiction to negotiate contracts, manage, maintain or develop the property; he may let, rent or sell it or otherwise dispose of it in whichever way he deems necessary. The custodian also has the right to appoint supervisors to manage the absentee property and may transfer all his jurisdiction to them, with the exception of the power to appoint supervisors. Any right that was previously granted to the owner of the absentee property is to be automatically transferred to the custodian. The custodian must keep a register of it and produce an annual report. Anyone who controls property belonging to an absentee owner should declare it immediately or risk severe punishment. If the owner of absentee property returns legally to the area, and can prove his/her ownership rights, the custodian may return the property or a similar property to the owner. However, the custodian may also take a certain percentage of the value of the property as an administrative fee. Article 5 states that "any transaction carried out in good faith between the custodian and another person concerning property which the custodian considered, at the time of making the transaction, to be state property, shall not be cancelled and shall continue to be valid even if it is subsequently proved that the property was not at that time absentee property".

Amended by
1. Military Order 115 - 5 September 1967
2. Military Order 150 - 23 October 1967
5. Military Order 283 - 26 September 1968
7. Military Order 562 - 6 September 1974
8. Military Order 1005 - 8 July 1982

MILITARY ORDER 59
31 JULY 1967
ORDER CONCERNING STATE PROPERTY
This defines 'state property' as any property which prior to 7 June 1967 belonged to: 1. a hostile state. 2. any arbitration body connected with a hostile state. Property can be both movable and immovable and includes such items as money, bank accounts, vehicles, transportation equipment, quarries and mining areas etc. This places all state property in the hands of the custodian of public property. This official has the jurisdiction to negotiate contracts, manage, maintain, develop or otherwise dispose of the property in whichever way he deems necessary. The Israeli official-in-charge also has the right to appoint supervisors to manage the state property and may transfer all his jurisdiction to them, with the exception of the power to appoint supervisors. Severe punishments are to be inflicted on any person attempting to keep control over any state property. Article 5 states that "every transaction made in good faith between the custodian and another person concerning property which the custodian considered, at the time of making the transaction, to be state property, shall not be cancelled and shall continue to be binding even if it is proven that the property in question was not state property at the time when the transaction was made".

Amended by
1. Military Order 116 - 5 September 1967
5. Military Order 364 - 29 December 1969
6. Military Order 1007 - 8 July 1982
7. Military Order 1091 - 20 January 1984
8. Military Order 1308 - 20 July 1990
MILITARY ORDER 60
6 AUGUST 1967
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (CLOSURE OF MILITARY TRAINING ZONES)
This specifies which zones are to be closed.
Amended by
1. Military Order 122 - 11 September 1967
Cancelled by Military Order 496 - 25 December 1972

MILITARY ORDER 61
1 AUGUST 1967
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (CLOSURE OF MILITARY TRAINING ZONES)
This announces the closure of additional military training zones.
Cancelled by Military Order 496 - 25 December 1972

MILITARY ORDER 62
1 AUGUST 1967
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (CLOSURE OF MILITARY TRAINING ZONES)
This announces the closure of additional military training zones.
Cancelled by Military Order 383 - 4 June 1970

MILITARY ORDER 63
1 AUGUST 1967
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (CLOSURE OF MILITARY TRAINING ZONES)
This announces the closure of additional military training zones.

MILITARY ORDER 64
8 AUGUST 1967
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 5 to Military Proclamation 3
This adds the following phrase to article 54: “anyone who challenges or provokes any authority of the Israeli military forces or any of its symbols.” To article 54a2 is added: “anyone who threatens or insults another in a manner calculated to endanger the public or disturb public order will be charged with violating this order.”

MILITARY ORDER 65
12 AUGUST 1967
ORDER CONCERNING PROHIBITION OF EMPLOYMENT
This requires non-residents of the occupied territories intending to take employment there, including volunteers, to obtain a work permit from the military authorities. Punishment for violating the order is 3 years in prison and/or a 10,000 Israeli lira fine and the authorities may close any shop or business which employs people in contravention with this order. This does not apply to: 1. non-residents who had employment or a business in the area prior to 7 June 1967 and who did not leave prior to that date. 2. Any person who has been granted permission by the Israeli military forces, or any person employed by the Israeli military forces. 3. Anyone who represents a commercial concern which is based in Israel.
Amended by
1. Military Order 177 - 4 December 1967
2. Military Order 440 - 10 August 1971
3. Military Order 1137 - 1 May 1985
5. Unnumbered Military Order - 1 October 1991
6. Unnumbered Military Order - 17 May 1992

MILITARY ORDER 66
10 AUGUST 1967
ORDER CONCERNING THE SANCTITY OF HOLY PLACES
This states that the sanctity of all holy places must be maintained and respected, and ensures the freedom of access of all religions to their holy places. The punishment for violation of this order will be up to 7 years in prison, and 5 years for those who prevent access or offend the religious sensibilities of others.
Cancelled by Military Order 327 - 12 June 1969

MILITARY ORDER 67
10 AUGUST 1967
ORDER CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT
Amendment 1 to Military Order 56, Road Transport Law 49, 1958, and its amendment Law 80, 1966
Any vehicle may be seized unless it has been licenced and all fees paid. Pedestrians are added to the definition. Article 55 is deleted and replaced by “the Israeli official-in-charge of transportation on roads can specify in a publication which road signs are required and order them to be placed or removed. The term
'controller of road transport' should be replaced by 'central licensing authority'.

Amended by
Military Order 198 - 8 January 1968
Military Order 1088 - 18 December 1983

MILITARY ORDER 68 10 SEPTEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING THE GENERAL CENSUS
Amendment to General Census Law 24, 1950
This amends the minutiae of the census law. "The Israeli official-in-charge has the right to conduct a population census or any other census at any time which he deems fit."

MILITARY ORDER 69 10 SEPTEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING CURFEW FOR PURPOSE OF CONDUCTING A GENERAL CENSUS
This specifies the timing of curfews in certain areas on certain dates. It also defines those areas.

MILITARY ORDER 70
This order was cancelled.

MILITARY ORDER 71 27 JULY 1967
ORDER CONCERNING CANCELLATION OF THE ISRAELI BOYCOTT LAWS
This cancels the unified law for boycotting Israel (10,1958), the law forbidding trade with Israel (66, 1953) and all other regulations, instructions and orders issued which banned the establishment of commercial, economic or other relations with the state of Israel and its population.
Amended by
Military Order 481 - 11 September 1972

MILITARY ORDER 72 27 JULY 1967
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 4 to Military Proclamation 3
The term 'military prosecutions officer' is added to the order and the definition of 'harming or causing death is extended to include: "anyone who has caused the death of another or committed an act which will harm any division of the Israeli military forces, can be sentenced to capital punishment so long as they are not minors". Detention orders must be reported to the military prosecutions officer within 96 hours.
Amendment 3 to military proclamation 3, as defined in military order 53, is cancelled.

MILITARY ORDER 73 27 JULY 1967
ORDER CONCERNING JUDICIARY (LOCAL COURTS)
Amendment 2 to Military Order 39
This details the jurisdiction of local courts. The order establishing a magistrates' court in Qalqilia (military order 91) is cancelled and the magistrates' court in Tulkarem is designated to deal with the Qalqilia district as well.

MILITARY ORDER 74 21 JULY 1967
ORDER CONCERNING DEPOSITING MONEY FOR SECURITY PURPOSES
Amendment to Military Order 33
This adds to article 7: "however, money which falls within the category defined in article 4 of military proclamation 2 should be deposited in the account of the head of the Israeli military forces".

MILITARY ORDER 75 30 JULY 1967
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS MADE IN ACCORDANCE WITH LAW OF CUSTOMS AND EXCISE
Amendment to Military Order 31
The law of fees on stamps revenue 27 of 1952 is added to this military order.

MILITARY ORDER 76 31 JULY 1967
ORDER CONCERNING ISRAELI CURRENCY AS LEGAL TENDER
This establishes the legality of the Israeli currency, but this does not imply that Jordanian currency is rendered illegal. The exchange rate is set at 8.4 Israeli lira to the Jordanian dinar. It is forbidden for any bank to buy or sell Jordanian dinars in exchange for another currency without a licence.
Military order 20 is cancelled.
Amended by
1. Military Order 189 - 19 December 1967
2. Military Order 443 - 22 August 1971
4. Military Order 563 - 10 October 1974
5. Military Order 598 - 18 June 1975
6. Military Order 606 - 5 August 1975
7. Military Order 616 - 9 September 1975
8. Military Order 619 - 28 September 1975
10. Military Order 630 - 11 January 1976
11. Military Order 633 - 2 January 1976
17. Military Order 668 - 19 July 1976
18. Military Order 674 - 25 August 1976
19. Military Order 681 - 29 September 1976
22. Military Order 689 - 17 January 1977
23. Military Order 698 - 2 March 1977
24. Military Order 702 - 21 April 1977
25. Military Order 711 - 31 May 1977
26. Military Order 716 - 4 July 1977
27. Military Order 717 - 18 July 1977
28. Military Order 720 - 1 August 1977
29. Military Order 721 - 14 August 1977
30. Military Order 727 - 29 October 1977
31. Military Order 1199 - 14 June 1987
Military Order 1230 - 8 March 1988

MILITARY ORDER 78
24 AUGUST 1967
ORDER CONCERNING JURISDICTION OVER CUSTOMS FEES AND EXCISE DUTIES
Amendment to Military Proclamation 3, and Military Order 31
This outlines the powers to confiscate and seize: 2a. "it is permissible to confiscate the property of anyone who violates the following orders, laws and regulations:
- The customs and excise law.
- Any order, regulation or instruction notice issued by the Military Commander.
- The tobacco law 32.
- The alcoholic drinks law and military order 38.
- Military order 47 concerning the transportation of agricultural produce.
- Military order 49 relating to closed zones.
Whatever has appeared in this order is an addition to the jurisdiction of the Israeli official-in-charge of customs and excise, rather than a limitation."
Cancelled by Military Order 309 - 16 February 1969

MILITARY ORDER 79
2 AUGUST 1967
ORDER CONCERNING TRANSMISSION AND BROADCASTING
"It is forbidden to own any broadcasting equipment without permission, or to broadcast on it. All such equipment should be handed in to the authorities within 20 days. Punishment for non-compliance will be 5 years in prison and/or a 5,000 lira fine."
Amended by
1. Military Order 230 - 12 March 1968
2. Military Order 701 - 7 March 1977

MILITARY ORDER 80
2 AUGUST 1967
ORDER CONCERNING EXTENSION OF PERIOD OF SERVICE OF THE LOCAL ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITIES
This extends the period of service of the above until a new order is issued by the Israeli military forces. Even if there is no quorum, the period of service of any local authority is to be extended until another order is issued.
Amended by
1. Military Order 114 - 13 September 1967
Unnumbered Military Order - 7 March 1991
Unnumbered Military Order - 25 April 1991
Unnumbered Military Order - 6 May 1991
Unnumbered Military Order - 1 May 1991
Unnumbered Military Order - 18 July 1991

MILITARY ORDER 81 1 AUGUST 1967
ORDER CONCERNING CONTROL OVER CURRENCY, BILLS OF EXCHANGE AND GOLD.
Amendment 2 to Military Order 26
This amends the definition of 'foreign currency' to include the Israeli lira, and sets a new rate of exchange.

MILITARY ORDER 82 9 AUGUST 1967
ORDER CONCERNING SUSPENDING ACTIVITIES OF STATE SECURITY COURT
Amendment to Law of State Security Court 17, 1949
The activities of the above court are to be suspended. The jurisdiction is to be transferred to all the various courts in the area.

MILITARY ORDER 83 6 AUGUST 1967
ORDER CONCERNING ISRAELI CURRENCY AS LEGAL TENDER
This converts all payments due in Jordanian dinars to another legal currency (i.e. Israeli liras).

MILITARY ORDER 84 10 AUGUST 1967
ORDER CONCERNING INCOME AND PROPERTY TAX
Amendment 1 to Military Order 28
"It is permissible for any Israeli appointed official to revoke the appointment of any person, in accordance with articles 1 and 3, even if that appointment was made by the head of the Israeli military forces."

MILITARY ORDER 85 10 AUGUST 1967
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 6 to Military Proclamation 3
This stipulates that the right of appeal, as defined in article 67, is applicable to anyone who is under surveillance.

MILITARY ORDER 86 19 SEPTEMBER 1967
This order was cancelled.

MILITARY ORDER 87
ORDER CONCERNING PROVISIONAL LAW OF TOURISM
Amendment Law 45, 1965
Any appointment made or jurisdiction granted under this law by the Jordanian government or any of its institutions is to be transferred to the Israeli official-in-charge. These appointments are then to be cancelled. The Israeli official-in-charge may appoint someone else in their place.
Amended by
Unnumbered Military Order - 1 April 1976
Unnumbered Military Order - 25 August 1976

MILITARY ORDER 88 15 AUGUST 1967
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENT AND EMPLOYMENT OF STAFF IN THE GOVERNMENT SECTOR
Amendment to Military Order 37
"It should be clearly stated that the Israeli official-in-charge has the jurisdiction to appoint others to work on his behalf or in his place and grant them either all or part of his jurisdiction. Anyone with a provisional work permit may have his permit revoked by the official or his designate without any explanation."

MILITARY ORDER 89 16 AUGUST 1967
ORDER CONCERNING PUBLIC PARKS
Amendment to the Law of Public Parks and the Preservation of Nature, 1963
The Israeli public parks authority will be in charge of all public parks and an official warden will be appointed. Details of entry fees are recorded.
Amended by
Military Order 325 - 14 May 1969
Cancelled by Military Order 373 - 8 February 1970

MILITARY ORDER 90 7 AUGUST 1967
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO LAW OF CUSTOMS AND EXCISE
Amendment 1 of Law of Customs and Excise, 1962
"It is permissible to open import packages sent in the mail in order to conduct a security search, even if the importer is not present."
MILITARY ORDER 91
22 AUGUST 1967
ORDER CONCERNING JURISDICTION
OVER EDUCATION REGULATIONS
Any appointment made or jurisdiction granted under
this law by the Jordanian government or any of its
institutions is to be transferred to the Israeli official-in-
charge. These appointments are then to be cancelled.
The Israeli official-in-charge may appoint someone
else in their place.
Amended by
1. Military Order 183 - 4 December 1967
   Military Order 345 - 26 October 1969
2. Military Order 479 - 22 August 1972
3. Military Order 518 - 12 August 1973
4. Military Order 671 - 23 August 1976
   Unnumbered Military Order - 7 February 1978
   7. Military Order 798 - 5 August 1979
   8. Military Order 856 - 3 July 1980
   10. Military Order 982 - 1 April 1982
    11. Military Order 1016 - 25 August 1982
    12. Military Order 1065 - 7 July 1983

MILITARY ORDER 92
15 AUGUST 1967
ORDER CONCERNING JURISDICTION
OVER WATER REGULATIONS
Amendment to Jordanian Law Concerning Water
This vests all powers defined in any Jordanian law
dealing with water in the hands of an Israeli officer
appointed by the Area Commander. This Israeli
official-in-charge assumes full control over water
resources. He has the right to authorise a given
organisation to operate or establish a new water
authority, he may control its methods of operation and
appoint its head, etc..

MILITARY ORDER 93
22 AUGUST 1967
ORDER CONCERNING CONTROL OVER
INSURANCE OPERATIONS
Amendment to Law Regulating Insurance Operations 5,
1965
Any appointment made or jurisdiction granted under
this law by the Jordanian government or any of its
institutions is to be transferred to the Israeli official-in-
charge. These appointments are then to be cancelled.
The Israeli official-in-charge may appoint someone
else in their place. Wherever the words 'Kingdom' or
'Jordan' appear they should be replaced by the word
'area'. The phrase 'Official Gazette' should be
replaced by "pamphlets, orders or appointments issued
by the head of the Israeli military forces". Article 8 is
extended: "regardless of what has been mentioned in
this article it is permissible for the person in charge to
release the insurance company from all or part of the
regulations in this order."
Amended by
1. Military Order 215 - 1 February 1968

MILITARY ORDER 94
5 AUGUST 1967
ORDER CONCERNING COOPERATIVES
Amendment to Law on Cooperatives, 17, 1956
Any appointment made or jurisdiction granted under
this law by the Jordanian government or any of its
institutions is to be transferred to the Israeli official-in-
charge. These appointments are then to be cancelled.
The Israeli official-in-charge may appoint someone
else in their place. All existing cooperatives must be
re-registered. "It is permissible for the official to
appoint a provisional administrative committee for any
cooperative if he deems it necessary."

MILITARY ORDER 95
23 AUGUST 1967
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENT
AND EMPLOYMENT OF POLICEMEN
The police are appointed and employed in accordance
with the terms of the law in force prior to 7 June 1967.
Any appointment made or jurisdiction granted under
this law by the Jordanian government or any of its
institutions is to be transferred to the Israeli official-in-
charge. These appointments are then to be cancelled.
The Israeli official-in-charge may appoint someone
else in their place. Authority to conduct investigations
can be delegated either permanently or temporarily to a
person outside the police force.
Amended by
Military Order 750 - 12 February 1978
Military Order 1217 - 30 December 1987

MILITARY ORDER 96
15 AUGUST 1967
ORDER CONCERNING CUSTOMS AREAS
In accordance with the above, the West Bank is defined
as a distinct customs area in which it is not permissible
to transport or purchase goods in the following
circumstances without a permit:
• In a vehicle not-registered in the West Bank.
• In specified latitudes.
• On a donkey.  
Any goods in contravention may be confiscated as a punishment.

Amended by  
1. Military Order 215 - 1 February 1968  
Military Order 289 - 16 December 1968  
Military Order 309 - 16 February 1969

MILITARY ORDER 97  
10 SEPTEMBER 1967  
ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREAS (AYALON)  
This declares Ayalon a closed area. 
Cancelled by Military Order 146 - 23 October 1967

MILITARY ORDER 98  
23 AUGUST 1967  
ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREAS (PROHIBITION ON TRANSPORT OF GOODS)  
Amendment 1 to Military Order 49  
This redefines the word 'goods' in terms of quantity and value.

MILITARY ORDER 99  
This order was cancelled.

MILITARY ORDER 100  
29 AUGUST 1967  
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS  
Amendment 7 to Military Proclamation 3  
This adds that the military court may request that a detainee be given a medical check-up if it deems it necessary. Hospitalisation requires the order of an appointed psychiatrist. Additional details are given about the process of detention, seizure, confiscation and the release of prisoners on bail. Article 70a: "it is permissible for the Military Commander to order people to open shops, factories, restaurants, schools, public places etc. and he can also force people to close them."

MILITARY ORDER 101  
27 AUGUST 1967  
ORDER CONCERNING PROHIBITION OF INCITEMENT AND HOSTILE PROPAGANDA  
"It is forbidden to conduct a protest march or meeting (grouping of ten or more where the subject concerns or is related to politics) without permission from the Military Commander. It is also forbidden to raise flags or other symbols, to distribute or publish a political article and pictures with political connotations."  No attempt should be made to influence public opinion in a way which would be detrimental to public order/security. Censorship regulations are in accordance with the Defence Regulations (Emergency) 1945. The punishment for non-compliance is a prison sentence of up to 10 years and/or a fine of 2,000 Israeli lira; soldiers may use force to apply this law.

Amended by  
Military Order 718 - 22 July 1977  
Military Order 938 - 5 October 1981  
3. Military Order 1079 - 14 October 1983

MILITARY ORDER 102  
27 AUGUST 1967  
ORDER CONCERNING JURISDICTION TO SIGN TRANSACTIONS  
This order allows the head of the Israeli military forces to delegate his jurisdiction (to certain individuals or departments) to conduct transactions with a resident of the area or with a local authority in the area and to sign all related documents on his behalf. 
This is cancelled by Military Order 216 - 5 February 1968

MILITARY ORDER 103  
27 AUGUST 1967  
ORDER CONCERNING CUSTOMS TARIFFS  
This imposes customs duties on goods brought into the area in accordance with a permit issued under military order 45, with the exception of goods brought from Israel. It also announces the creation of a public fund which is to be used to develop the economy of the area and into which customs fees levied on goods are to be paid. 
Article 3 imposes customs duties on goods brought into the area of the West Bank from any area except Israel. The determination of the level of these duties is left to the "person responsible" who is to be appointed by the Area Commander. The customs and tariffs outlined in military order 31 are to be cancelled.

Amended by  
Military Order 276 - 12 August 1968  
Military Order 355 - 7 December 1969  
5. Military Order 584 - 7 March 1975  
7. Military Order 736 - 29 October 1977
MILITARY ORDER 104
This order was cancelled.

MILITARY ORDER 105
29 AUGUST 1967
ORDER CONCERNING POLICE-FORCES OPERATING IN COOPERATION WITH THE ISRAELI MILITARY FORCES
Amendment 1 to Military Order 52
Any policeman who is sent by the Israeli police to work in the area will be put under the command of the head of the Israeli military forces.

MILITARY ORDER 106
29 AUGUST 1967
ORDER CONCERNING PREVENTION OF INFILTRATION
This sets the punishment for infiltrators at 15 years imprisonment and/or a 10,000 lira fine. Armed infiltrators and their accomplices are to be sentenced to life-imprisonment.
Cancelled by Military Order 125 - 26 September 1967

MILITARY ORDER 107
29 AUGUST 1967
ORDER CONCERNING USE OF TEXT BOOKS
This lists 55 books which are banned from being taught in schools. These include Arabic language books, history, geography, sociology and philosophy books.
Amended by
1. Military Order 183 - 4 December 1967
2. Military Order 812 - 17 November 1979

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
16 OCTOBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
This concerns the place of detention/imprisonment. “It is permissible to put anyone detained under this order in prison in any place in Israel which is declared a prison by the Area Commander.”

MILITARY ORDER 108
22 SEPTEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO LAW OF LAND EXPROPRIATION (FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES)
Amendment to the Land Expropriation Law, 1953
The above mentioned law is to be valid but is subject to any changes outlined by this, any existing or subsequent military order issued by the head of Israeli military forces. A military objections committee will be established including three members with a legal training, and appointed by the head of the Israeli military forces, which will assume all the powers of the previous court specified in the 1953 law. All procedures are to be made public unless a security reason prevents it. The Israeli military forces have the power physically to remove any person who refuses to vacate land that has been seized, and punishment for non-compliance will include 5 years in prison.
Amended by
1. Unnumbered Military Order - 21 April 1968
Cancelled by Military Order 321 - 28 March 1969

MILITARY ORDER 109
5 SEPTEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING INCOME TAX APPEALS
Regardless of the above-mentioned provisions, all the jurisdiction that previously rested in the hands of the special court on income tax appeals, is to be transferred to the first instance court-south which is to be presided over by a single judge.
Amended by
Military Order 406 - 1 September 1970

MILITARY ORDER 110
4 SEPTEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING DISTRIBUTION OF NEWSPAPERS
Amendment 1 to Military Order 50
This replaces article 2 with “a permit to publish”. Bringing in and distributing or publishing a newspaper requires a permit from the official concerned.

MILITARY ORDER 111
6 SEPTEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING PROCLAMATIONS, PAMPHLETS AND ORDERS (THE COLLECTION THEREOF)
"The collection of proclamations (pamphlets, orders and appointments) issued by the head of the Israeli military forces in the area of the West Bank are to be published from time to time in both Hebrew and Arabic." Previous provisions issued to the public in any form prior to this order will be superseded, if they are
contradictory, by any order issued in this Collection of Proclamations. This, however, does not imply that the decisions, or punishments, or benefits accrued through the issuance of the previous provisions are null and void.

Amended by
Military Order 435 - 24 June 1971
Unnumbered Military Order - 13 February 1991
Unnumbered Military Order - 19 March 1991
Unnumbered Military Order - 11 April 1991
Unnumbered Military Order - 14 April 1991
Unnumbered Military Order - May 1991
Unnumbered Military Order - 16 June 1991

MILITARY ORDER 112
20 AUGUST 1967
ORDER CONCERNING GOVERNMENT TRIALS
Any legal case involving the government which was under consideration prior to 7 June 1967 should not be considered in court unless the head of the Israeli military forces has permitted it. Any legal decision taken by a court with regards to any Jordanian government matter should not take effect.

MILITARY ORDER 113
6 SEPTEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO COLLECTION OF GOVERNMENT MONIES LAW (TRANSFER OF AUTHORITY TO MILITARY COMMANDER OF THE WEST BANK)
Amendment to the Law of Collection of Government Monies, 6, 1952 and also to all other Amendments of that Law
Any jurisdiction granted under the above law to a Jordanian district commissioner or district officer is to be transferred to the Military Area Commander, who has the jurisdiction to delegate all or part of these powers to whoever he deems fit.

Amended by
1. Military Order 135 - 29 September 1967
2. Military Order 1095 - 26 January 1983
5. Military Order 1319 - 18 October 1990
6. Unnumbered Military Order - 12 July 1991

MILITARY ORDER 114
13 SEPTEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT
Amendment 2 to the Road Transport Law 49, 1958 and to Military Orders 56

“All expenses incurred in the transportation of a confiscated vehicle are to be paid by the owner, driver or responsible authority”. Driving without a driver's licence is strictly forbidden.

MILITARY ORDER 115
5 SEPTEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING ABSENTEE PROPERTY (PRIVATE PROPERTY)
Amendment 1 to Military Order 58
This adds to the definition of real-estate: “including stone quarries”.

MILITARY ORDER 116
5 SEPTEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING STATE PROPERTY
Amendment 1 to Military Order 59
This adds the phrase “in general to a certain type of property or to a particular property” to article 1 and adds “to whoever steals state property” to article 6.

MILITARY ORDER 117
10 SEPTEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 8 to Military Proclamation 3
This adds to article 46 a: “It is not permissible for any person to communicate in any way with anyone whom the appropriate authorities have any reason to suspect colludes with the enemy”.

MILITARY ORDER 118
12 SEPTEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING SUPERVISION OF FILMS
Amendment to the Law of the Supervision of Films 52, 1951
Any appointment made or jurisdiction granted under this law by the Jordanian government or any of its institutions is to be transferred to the Israeli official-in-charge. These appointments are then to be cancelled. The Israeli official-in-charge may appoint someone else in their place.

Amended by

MILITARY ORDER 119
19 SEPTEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING LAW OF ANTIQUITIES
Amendment to Provisional Law of Antiquities 51, 1966
Any appointment made or jurisdiction granted under this law by the Jordanian government or any of its institutions is to be transferred to the Israeli official-in-charge. These appointments are then to be cancelled. The Israeli official-in-charge may appoint someone else in their place.

Amended by
1. Military Order 246 - 21 April 1968
   Military Order 707 - 30 March 1977
5. Military Order 985 - 1 April 1982
7. Military Order 1111 - 16 May 1984
   Unnumbered Military Regulation - 1 January 1985
Cancelled by Military Order 1167 - 1 May 1986

MILITARY TRAINING ZONES)
Amendment 1 to Military Orders 60 and 61
The map attached to this military order is to replace the old map attached to military order 60.

MILITARY ORDER 123
21 SEPTEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING CURFEW HOURS
Amendment 1 to Military Order 77
This changes the hours of curfew within the Nablus municipality boundaries.

MILITARY ORDER 124
21 SEPTEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING RESTRICTION ON THE TRANSFER OF GOODS
"It is forbidden for anyone to bring in, move or transfer goods in the municipality of Nablus without the permission of the Area Commander."
Cancelled by Military Order 137 - 11 October 1967

MILITARY ORDER 125
26 SEPTEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING PREVENTION OF INFILTRATION
This details the punishment terms for armed (life-imprisonment) or unarmed (15 years, 10,000 lira) infiltrators. Any person must present documentary proof that he is a resident of the area or that he did not infiltrate the area willfully. The head of the Israeli military forces or his delegates may deport anyone who contravenes this order with or without a conviction. The order of deportation is a legal document which allows for the detention of the infiltrator until the time of deportation. This cancels the terms of military order 106.

Amended by
1. Military Order 190 - 24 December 1967
2. Military Order 241 - 10 April 1968
3. Military Order 315 - 3 March 1969
Cancelled by Military Order 329 - 29 June 1969

MILITARY ORDER 126
29 SEPTEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING IMPLEMENTATION OF ORDERS AND REGULATIONS
Amendment 1 to Military Order 12
This replaces the phrase "any order or other document" with "any security regulation."
24 SEPTEMBER 1967

ORDER CONCERNING PRISONS' AUTHORITY
Amendment to Law of Prisons 23, 1963 and its amendments, and to Military Orders 22 and 29
"Anyone appointed to become a warden or jailor in the areas should be granted all the privileges stipulated in the above law. Any warden will have all the jurisdiction granted to the Commander of the Detention Centre as elaborated above. Wherever a contradiction exists between the original law and subsequent military orders, the military order will take precedence."
Cancelled by Military Order 254 - 19 May 1968

MILITARY ORDER 127

ORDER CONCERNING OPENING OF SHOPS
This broadly defines 'shops' as businesses of all kinds. This allows the owner or manager to open his business during regular working hours. It is not permissible for a shop-keeper to refuse to sell his stock or to provide a service in an irrational manner. Punishment for non-compliance can involve the enforced closure of the shop, or the dispensation of the stock in whatever way the Military Commander sees fit, regardless of whether the owner has been convicted, or a fine of 1,000 lira and/or 1 year in prison.
Amended by
Military Order 1122 - 1 November 1984

MILITARY ORDER 128

ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS COMMITTEE OF THE JUDICIARY
Amendment to the Law of the Independence of Judiciary, 1953
This curtails the independence of the judiciary by giving the military the power to appoint, dismiss and promote all judges and prosecutors in the civil courts. The titles 'minister of justice' and 'judicial council' are to be replaced with 'Area Military Commander' and 'appointments committee of the judiciary'.
Cancelled by Military Order 310 - 16 February 1969

MILITARY ORDER 129

ORDER CONCERNING INTERPRETATIONS
This provides a comprehensive list of definitions and interpretations of terms which are used in military orders.

Amended by
1. Military Order 174 - 28 November 1967
3. Military Order 188 - 19 December 1967
5. Military Order 224 - 20 February 1968
7. Military Order 319 - 27 March 1969

MILITARY ORDER 130

ORDER CONCERNING TRYING OF JUVENILES
This defines terms such as child (0-11), adolescent (12-13) and teenager (14-17). "Any child under the age of 12 should not be held in detention. Adolescents must be detained in a single cell and for not more than 6 months. Teenagers must not be imprisoned for more than a year, unless they have been tried in relation to articles 44-46a, 53, 55 of military proclamation 3, or military order 101."
Amended by
1. Military Order 235 - 26 March 1968
2. Military Order 311 - 16 February 1969
4. Military Order 417 - 26 February 1971
5. Military Order 587 - 9 April 1973
8. Military Order 961 - 15 February 1982
9. Military Order 1083 - 4 October 1983
10. Military Order 1172 - 22 June 1986
11. Military Order 1290 - 7 July 1989

MILITARY ORDER 131
This order was cancelled.

MILITARY ORDER 132

ORDER CONCERNING SALE OF OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS
"It is permissible for the Military Commander to order a shop-keeper or stall-holder to sell and display any official document at the stated price. The punishment for non-compliance is a prison sentence of up to 1 year and/or a fine of 1,000 Israeli liras."
ORDER CONCERNING PROHIBITION ON OPERATING ISRAELI TRACTORS AND OTHER AGRICULTURAL EQUIPMENT

"It is not permissible to bring in or make use of a tractor or piece of agricultural equipment without a permit." The punishment for non-compliance is a prison sentence of up to 3 months and/or a fine of 1,000 liras.

ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO COLLECTION OF GOVERNMENT MONIES LAW (GRANTING POWER TO REPRESENTING AUTHORITY)
Amendment 1 to Military Order 113
This allows the Military Commander to delegate the Area Commander's ultimate power over the collection of government monies to whoever he chooses.

ORDER CONCERNING RESTRICTION ON TRANSFER OF GOODS IN THE NABLUS AREA (CANCELLATION)
This cancels military order 124.

ORDER CONCERNING CURFEW HOURS
Amendment 2 to Military Order 77
This increases the Nablus municipal boundaries to incorporate Tulkarem, which is now subject to the same curfew hours as Nablus.

ORDER CONCERNING CONTROL OVER CURRENCY, BILLS OF EXCHANGE AND GOLD
Amendment 3 to Military Order 26
This adds to article 9a: "the appropriate official has the right to search all postal mail if he deems it necessary in order to carry out the provisions of this order. He is also granted the same powers given to soldiers under article 61 of military proclamation 3. Without prejudice to the above, this official is to be allowed to confiscate any foreign currency transfer orders and can then deposit them in a local bank, to be paid to the correct person in the legal currency."

ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO ORDER REGARDING JURISDICTION OVER CRIMINAL OFFENCES
Amendment to Military Order 30
Article 5 of military order 30 is cancelled.

ORDER CONCERNING LAND TRANSACTIONS
Amendment 1 to Military Order 25
"It is permissible for the appropriate authority to appoint in writing officials from different districts and delegate either all or part of their powers over the area."

ORDER CONCERNING CURFEW HOURS
Amendment to Military Order 77
This cancels article 1d of military order 77.

ORDER CONCERNING DEFENCE PROCEDURES IN MILITARY COURTS
This details the procedures for the appointment and payment of defence attorneys and translators who are to appear before a military court. "It is forbidden for any defence lawyer to refrain from representing his client in the course of a court hearing, unless otherwise permitted. If the military court agrees that the defence lawyer should cease to represent the accused on the grounds of his non-cooperation, the court is not obliged to appoint a replacement lawyer."

Amended by
Military Order 286 - 8 October 1968
Unnumbered Military Order - 15 November 1968
Cancelled by Military Order 400 - 13 July 1970
MILITARY ORDER 144
22 OCTOBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 9 to Military Proclamation 3
This cancels article 35 of military proclamation 3, revoking the previous admission that Israel was bound, in its treatment of the Palestinian population of the West Bank, Gaza and Golan, by the terms of the Fourth Geneva Convention. The new article 35 reads: “if an accused person was sentenced to a term in prison, the amount of time already spent in prison should be deducted from the sentence.” This also cancels military order 27, concerning the judicial administration.

MILITARY ORDER 145
23 OCTOBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING PRESENCE OF ISRAELI LAWYERS IN COURTS (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
“It is permissible to appoint an Israeli lawyer regardless of the terms of any other law.”
Amended by
1. Military Order 248 - 22 April 1968

MILITARY ORDER 146
23 OCTOBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREAS
This cancels military order 97 concerning access to Ayalon. It declares the Ramallah district closed.
Amended by
Unnumbered Military Order - 10 April 1968

MILITARY ORDER 147
18 OCTOBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING COLLECTION OF ADDITIONAL FEES ON STAMP REVENUE
Amendment to National Guard Tax Law 33, 1954 and Income Tax Stamp Law, 27, 1952
The levy previously collected under the terms of the national guard tax is now to be added to the revenues collected under the income tax stamp law. The national guard tax law is cancelled.

MILITARY ORDER 148
22 OCTOBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING COURT SUMMONS FOR OFFENSES COMMITTED OUTSIDE THE AREA
This specifies the terms of court summons' which any policeman may send to the accused or a witness ordering them to appear in court in relation to a crime committed outside the area.

MILITARY ORDER 149
22 OCTOBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING LABELLING OF GOODS
This imposes a requirement on producers to place distinguishing marks on their products. Any officer of the customs authority may search and confiscate any goods which do not comply with these regulations.

MILITARY ORDER 150
23 OCTOBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING ABSENTEE PROPERTY (PRIVATE PROPERTY) (ADDITIONAL REGULATIONS)
Amendment 1 to Military Order 58
This stipulates that an absentee property can be let and rent may be charged. The appropriate authorities may take over control of the company shares belonging to any absentee owner. Any person supervising or controlling the property of an absentee owner must present a detailed report to the appropriate authorities within 30 days. Any registered company or broker which deals in share transfers must provide the appropriate authorities with full details of any share or fiscal transfers involving an absentee person within 30 days, even if the person leaves the area subsequent to this order. Any company with an absentee share-holder should report the fact and provide appropriate documentation. The appropriate authorities have the right to take control of the assets and running of any business owned by an absentee person. All money and dividends due to a person residing in a hostile state will be deemed an absentee’s money.
Amended by
1. Military Order 358 - 9 December 1969

MILITARY ORDER 151
1 NOVEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREAS (JORDAN VALLEY)
The Jordan valley is declared a closed area and anyone wishing to enter or exit the area requires a permit. Automatic permits are to be extended to anyone crossing the bridge from Jordan.
Amended by
Military Order 388 - 1 June 1970
2. Military Order 405 - 8 August 1970

MILITARY ORDER 152 22 OCTOBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING CURFEW HOURS (JORDAN VALLEY)
This announces that a night curfew will be in force between 5 pm and 6 am.
Amended by
1. Military Order 168 - 15 November 1967
Cancelled by Military Order 262 - 30 June 1968 and again by Military Order 488 - 1 October 1972

MILITARY ORDER 153 29 OCTOBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING HOTEL REGISTRATION
All hotel clients should be registered. This order specifies which registration details should be kept. The owner must submit a weekly record of the register. The punishment for non-compliance is a prison sentence of up to 2 years and/or a fine of 3,000 Israeli lira.
Amended by
1. Military Order 244 - 10 April 1968

MILITARY ORDER 154 30 OCTOBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING JURISDICTION OVER CRIMINAL OFFENSES.
Amendment 2 to Military Order 30
This removes the word "however" from article 3.

MILITARY ORDER 155 24 OCTOBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING TRANSPORTATION OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCE
Amendment to Military Order 47
The appropriate authority has the right to designate the routes along which agricultural produce is exported, appoint inspectors who are empowered to stop, search and seize any vehicle/produce, and confiscate all documents relating to the goods. The inspectors have the right to exercise all of these powers regardless of whether the owner has been legally convicted.

MILITARY ORDER 156 25 OCTOBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING PROHIBITION OF ACCEPTING Bribes FROM A HOSTILE SOURCE
"It is forbidden for anyone to take bribes from a hostile source or authority, or to ask the said hostile authority to provide a remuneration to another person. Any person whose relative was bribed will be treated as if he himself accepted a bribe, unless he can prove that he had no part in the original transaction."

MILITARY ORDER 157 1 NOVEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING EXTENSION OF DETENTION ORDERS (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
"Contrary to what is specified in the security provisions, a high-ranking police officer may extend a prisoner's period of detention by a further seven days if he deems it necessary as a result of the evidence before him."
Amended by
   Military Order 261 - 20 June 1968
   Military Order 294 - 2 January 1969
Cancelled by Military Order 378 - 20 April 1970

MILITARY ORDER 158 19 NOVEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO SUPERVISION OVER WATER LAW
Amendment to Water Law 31, 1953
"No person is allowed to establish or own or administer a water institution (any construction that is used to extract either surface or subterranean water resources or a processing plant) without a new official permit. It is permissible to deny an applicant a permit, revoke or amend a licence, without giving any explanation." The appropriate authorities may search and confiscate any water resources for which no permit exists, even if the owner has not been convicted.

MILITARY ORDER 159 1 NOVEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING LAW OF THE JORDAN ELECTRIC AUTHORITY
Amendment to Jordanian Law 21, 1967
Any appointment made or jurisdiction granted under this law by the Jordanian government or any of its
institutions is to be transferred to the Israeli official-in-
charge. These appointments are then to be cancelled.
The Israeli official-in-charge may appoint someone
else in their place.
Amended by
Military Order 375 - 13 February 1970
Military Order 427 - 16 May 1971

MILITARY ORDER 160 5 NOVEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING INTERPRETATIONS
(ADDITIONAL REGULATIONS 1)
This order stipulates that a “hidden law” (referred to
sometimes as an unpublished law) has not and never
has had legal validity. “Hidden law” is defined as any
legislation, whatever it is, which was enacted between
29 November 1947 and 15 May 1948 and which was
not published in the Official Gazette, in spite of the
fact that it was the kind of legislation whose
publication in the Official Gazette was required during
that period whether by necessity or custom.

MILITARY ORDER 161 5 NOVEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING INTERPRETATIONS
(ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS 2)
This order stipulates that regardless of whether a law
has been published in the Official Gazette, it shall be
deemed legally applicable to those whom it concerns in
the opinion of the Military Commander.

MILITARY ORDER 161 8 NOVEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING INTERPRETATIONS
(ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS 2)
This stipulates that instead of making public
announcements via the Official Gazette, an
announcement on the radio, publication in the offices
of the Area Commander, or via the mukhtar is deemed
sufficient.
Amended by
Unnumbered Military Order - 27 July 1970
2. Unnumbered Military Order - 3 May 1972

MILITARY ORDER 162 1 NOVEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING DESIGNATION OF
DETENTION CENTRES
Amendment 1 to Military Order 43
Jenin Prison is added to the list of detention centres.

MILITARY ORDER 163 5 NOVEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING INFORMATION
REGARDING INJURED PERSONS
Any doctor or nurse who has treated an injury resulting
from a gun, hand grenade, or explosive wound should
report it, on completion of the treatment, to the nearest
police station. The hospital receptionist or director
should likewise report these injuries.
Amended by
Military Order 1332 - 20 March 1991

MILITARY ORDER 164 3 NOVEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING LOCAL COURTS (IN
PLACE OF THE AUTHORITIES OF THE
ISRAELI MILITARY FORCES)
This stipulates that no local court can hear any case or
issue any orders against the state of Israel or any of its
employees, the Israeli forces or any of the Israeli
authorities established by them, unless special
permission is obtained from the military authority. "It
is permissible for the head of the Israeli military forces
to allow an Israeli employee to give testimony, present
documents or answer questions, or allow the local
court to press charges against the said employee". The
right of appeal to the head of the Israeli military forces
is allowed.
Amended by
Military Order 384 - 12 May 1970
Unnumbered Military Order - 31 December 1975
3. Military Order 1161 - 8 November 1985

MILITARY ORDER 165
This order was never issued

MILITARY ORDER 166 10 NOVEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING NATURE RESERVES
"It is forbidden to harm or remove any animal or plant
from areas designated as nature reserves, without prior
permission from the nature reserves authority. Vehicles
are only allowed in specified areas and roads. Littering
is forbidden."
Amended by
Military Order 277 - 27 August 1968
2. Military Order 308 - 11 February 1969
3. Military Order 342 - 8 October 1969
MILITARY ORDER 167  
8 NOVEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING AUTHENTICATING SIGNATURES
"It is permissible for an official to reject the signature of a person such as a judge or a notary public if he exceeded his authority in the case under review."
Cancelled by Military Order 264 - 11 July 1968

MILITARY ORDER 168  
15 NOVEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING CURFEW HOURS (JORDAN VALLEY)
Amendment 1 to Military Order 152
The curfew is brought forward to 4.00 pm.

MILITARY ORDER 169  
22 NOVEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 10 to Military Proclamation 3
This amends several articles, redefining the phrase 'reducing the sentence' and stipulating that "nothing in this article should be interpreted as limiting the jurisdiction of military courts with regards to the crimes specified in the article."

MILITARY ORDER 170  
21 NOVEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING CURFEW HOURS
Amendment to Military Order 77
This reduces the curfew hours during Ramadan. Curfew will begin at 10.30 pm between 30 November 1967 and 1 January 1968.
Amended by
Military Order 179 - 30 November 1967

MILITARY ORDER 171  
21 NOVEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING CURFEW HOURS
Amendment 4 to Military Order 77
This reduces the curfew hours in Ramallah, Bethlehem and Beit Jala.
Amended by
Military Order 303 - 29 December 1967

MILITARY ORDER 172  
22 NOVEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING OBJECTIONS COMMITTEES
This details the establishment of objections committees to deal with objections related to absentee property (private property) (military order 58) and government monies (military order 59). This order establishes the rights of taxpayers to appeal against tax demands before an objections committee.
Amended by
Military Order 303 - 16 January 1969
2. Military Order 353 - 7 December 1969
4. Military Order 473 - 21 August 1972
5. Military Order 476 - 26 July 1972
6. Military Order 521 - 16 September 1973
7. Military Order 800 - 28 August 1979
10. Military Order 1011 - 22 August 1982
11. Military Order 1019 - 3 September 1982
12. Military Order 1173 - 9 July 1986
14. Military Order 1303 - 1 April 1990
15. Military Order 1310 - 30 July 1990
Unnumbered Military Order - 16 April 1991
17. Military Order 1357 - 17 November 1991
Unnumbered Military Order - 26 November 1991

MILITARY ORDER 173  
28 NOVEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING TRAVEL AGENTS AND ISRAELI TOUR GUIDES
"It is not permitted for any travel agent, or tour guide, to operate in the area without a permit unless the tourists have come via Israel".

MILITARY ORDER 174  
28 NOVEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING INTERPRETATIONS
Amendment 1 to Military Order 130
This specifies the way in which a person's age is calculated.

MILITARY ORDER 175  
30 NOVEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING PORTS (ALLENBY BRIDGE)
"It is permissible for the interior ministry and the Israeli police to establish a station whereby permit-checks and body searches can be carried out on those wanting to travel to or from the East Bank of Jordan. The police may use any of the powers granted to them under military order 52 to search, seize etc.."
Amended by
Military Order 466 - 14 April 1972
Military Order 1213 - 1 September 1988
MILITARY ORDER 176
28 NOVEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDING THE LAW OF MUKHTARS
Amendment to Law of Mukhtars within the Municipal and Local Council Boundaries 52, 1958
"It is permissible for the Military Commander or his delegate to dismiss any mukhtar if they deem him inappropriate for his post or if he has abused his authority." If the mukhtar dies, loses his credibility, is absent either temporarily or permanently, or resigns, the Military Commander may replace him.
Amended by
1. Military Order 237 - 26 March 1968
Cancelled by Military Order 365 - 5 January 1970

MILITARY ORDER 177
4 DECEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING PROHIBITION OF EMPLOYMENT
Amendment 1 to Military Order 65
This replaces article 2 with 2a “It is not permissible for any non-resident of the area to establish or practice any trade, or to employ any resident of the area without a permit from the appropriate authorities.

MILITARY ORDER 178
1 DECEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING THE CONFISCATION OF AMMUNITION
All military hardware, ammunition, money, communications and transportation equipment and rations etc. which belong to the Jordanian Kingdom or to any other Arab army which may have been present in the area, shall become the property of the Israeli military forces.

MILITARY ORDER 179
30 NOVEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING CURFEW HOURS (RAMADAN)
Amendment to Military Order 170
Due to Ramadan curfew hours are reduced in the West Bank regardless of military order 77.
Amended by
1. Military Order 185 - 19 December 1967

MILITARY ORDER 180
14 DECEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING ISRAELI LICENSES
FOR FIREARMS
Anyone who was issued a licence to carry a firearm in Israel is automatically permitted to carry and own a weapon within the West Bank.
Amended by
1. Military Order 699 - 18 February 1977
2. Military Order 1080 - 3 October 1983

MILITARY ORDER 181
13 DECEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING LOCAL RETIREMENT LAWS (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
Amendment to Jordanian Retirement Law
This defines a public servant as: "any employee in one of the government authorities in the West Bank who is paid by the head of the Israeli military forces in the area, with the exception of all employees working for a local authority". The local retirement laws will be suspended until 31 December 1968. The head of the Israeli military forces has the right to terminate the employment of any government employee and award them retirement benefits as he sees fit.
Amended by
1. Military Order 290 - 16 December 1968
2. Military Order 420 - 23 March 1971

MILITARY ORDER 182
13 DECEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREAS (BETHLEHEM AND ITS ENVIRONS)
Christmas celebrations: Bethlehem and its environs is declared a closed area for the periods of 24-25 December, and 6-7 and 18-19 January 1968. Permits are required for entry even for soldiers and policemen.

MILITARY ORDER 183
4 DECEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING TEXT BOOKS
Amendment 1 to Military Order 91 and Military Order 107
The books listed in military order 107 may now be used in schools in their new editions.

MILITARY ORDER 184
10 DECEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENT IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAW OF CRAFT AND INDUSTRY
Amendment to Jordanian Law 89, 1966, and the Craft and Industry Law,
Any appointment made or jurisdiction granted under this law by the Jordanian government or any of its institutions is to be transferred to the Israeli official-in-charge. These appointments are then to be cancelled. The Israeli official-in-charge may appoint someone else in their place. This order removes the power or role vested by the law in the municipalities, or any of their officials, and alters the fees required for permits to practice these trades.

Amended by

MILITARY ORDER 185
19 DECEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING CURFEW HOURS ON CHRISTMAS DAY (CANCELLATION)
Amendment to Military Order 77 and Military Order 179
This suspends curfew hours over Christmas.

MILITARY ORDER 186
19 DECEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 11 to Military Proclamation 3
This amends articles 36, 41 and 43 regarding the definition of the term 'judicial ruling.' It specifies that a judge or the Area Commander may delegate his authority to execute the decision of a court to any person.

MILITARY ORDER 187
17 DECEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING INTERPRETATIONS (ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS)
Amendment 3 to Military Order 130
This specifies that the term 'Judea and Samaria' is to replace 'West Bank' wherever it appears.

MILITARY ORDER 188
19 DECEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING INTERPRETATIONS (ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS)
Amendment 4 to Military Order 130
"Whoever bears the title 'Area Commander' has all the powers that are vested in the head of the Israeli military forces in the area including the power to rule, legislate, appoint and administer."
Cancelled by Military Order 946 - 8 November 1981

MILITARY ORDER 189
19 DECEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING ISRAELI CURRENCY AS LEGAL TENDER
Amendment 1 to Military Order 76
This amends the rate of exchange between the Jordanian dinar and the Israeli lira from 8.4 to 9.8.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
22 NOVEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING ACQUISITION OF LAND FOR PUBLIC FORESTS
"In accordance with military order 101 (and land law 2 of 1953) a number of wooded areas are to be acquired."

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
6 NOVEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREAS
Amendment to Military Order 34
General Entry Permit 2 - "I hereby grant an entry or exit permit to anyone above the age of 60 who is a resident of Israel and/or a foreign resident who is staying legally in Israel. As for those below the age of 60, they are permitted to enter together with a companion aged over 60, but they must take certain roads, avoid refugee camps, military zones and camps or closed areas within certain hours."

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
30 NOVEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS AND CLOSED AREAS
Amendment to Military Order 34
General Entry Permit 3 - Gazans are allowed to enter the area so long as they take a certain road. This cancels General Entry Permit 1 (30 August 1967).

MILITARY ORDER 190
24 DECEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING INFILTRATION
Amendment 1 to Military Order 125
This adds the following to the original definition: "whoever enters the area with a permit and remains in the area after the permit has expired is hereby regarded as an infiltrator."

MILITARY ORDER 191
25 DECEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING ADMINISTRATION
OF VILLAGES LAW
Amendment to Law 5, 1954
Any appointment made or jurisdiction granted under this law by the Jordanian government or any of its institutions is to be transferred to the Israeli official-in-charge. These appointments are then to be cancelled. The Israeli official-in-charge may appoint someone else in their place.
Amended by
1. Military Order 236 - 26 March 1968
3. Military Order 360 - 2 October 1974
4. Military Order 607 - 9 September 1975
5. Military Order 614 - 4 September 1975
7. Military Order 752 - 5 March 1978
10. Military Order 366 - 3 January 1970
11. Military Order 607 - 9 September 1975
12. Military Order 614 - 4 September 1975
14. Military Order 772 - 16 September 1977
15. Military Order 765 - 21 June 1978
17. Military Order 1203 - 14 August 1987
18. Military Order 195

MILITARY ORDER 192
20 DECEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING THE FISCAL YEAR (TRANSITIONAL REGULATIONS)
Amendment to Fiscal Year Law 24, 1966
The fiscal year will commence as of 1 April and will end on 31 March. This order also specifies transitional arrangements regarding the payment of taxes etc.

MILITARY ORDER 193
29 DECEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING CURFEW HOURS
Amendment 5 to Military Orders 77 and 171
Beit Sahour is included within the curfew zone.

MILITARY ORDER 194
25 DECEMBER 1967
ORDER CONCERNING MUNICIPAL LAW
Amendment to Law 29, 1953
Any appointment made or jurisdiction granted under this law by the Jordanian government or any of its institutions is to be transferred to the Israeli official-in-charge. These appointments are then to be cancelled. The Israeli official-in-charge may appoint someone else in their place.
Amended by
1. Military Order 236 - 26 March 1968
2. Military Order 360 - 2 October 1974
3. Military Order 607 - 9 September 1975
4. Military Order 614 - 4 September 1975
6. Military Order 752 - 5 March 1978
8. Military Order 360 - 2 October 1974
10. Military Order 607 - 9 September 1975
11. Military Order 614 - 4 September 1975
13. Military Order 772 - 16 September 1977
15. Military Order 928 - 7 July 1981
16. Military Order 1203 - 14 August 1987
17. Military Order 195

MILITARY ORDER 195
1 JANUARY 1968
ORDER CONCERNING CURFEW HOURS (JORDAN VALLEY)
Amendment 2 to Military Order 152
This extends the curfew hours by one hour until 7.00 am.

MILITARY ORDER 196
4 JANUARY 1968
ORDER CONCERNING CURFEW HOURS
This order cancels military order 77 and sets new hours of curfew, but it does not effect the Christmas or Jordan valley curfews.
Amended by
1. Military Order 228 - 1 March 1968
2. Military Order 262 - 30 June 1968

MILITARY ORDER 197
8 JANUARY 1968
ORDER CONCERNING LOCAL AUTHORITIES' BUDGETS
This sets the budget of local authorities for the first three months of 1968. "It is not permitted for local authorities to spend money and make financial commitments unless the funds are available from previously acquired sources, or through officially authorised loans." Local authorities can be ordered to reduce their expenditure plans, and freeze employment levels.

MILITARY ORDER 198
8 JANUARY 1968
ORDER CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT
Amendment 3 to Jordanian Law 49, 1958, and Military Order 67
This specifies the speed limit for different types of vehicles on different roads, and the number plate requirements.
Amended by
1. Military Order 236 - 26 March 1968
3. Military Order 607 - 9 September 1975
4. Military Order 614 - 4 September 1975
6. Military Order 752 - 5 March 1978
8. Military Order 360 - 2 October 1974
10. Military Order 607 - 9 September 1975
11. Military Order 614 - 4 September 1975
13. Military Order 772 - 16 September 1977
15. Military Order 928 - 7 July 1981
16. Military Order 1203 - 14 August 1987
17. Military Order 195
MILITARY ORDER 199  8 JANUARY 1968

ORDER CONCERNING STATE PROPERTY
Amendment 2 to Military Order 59
This replaces the term 'Military Commander' with 'Area Commander.'

MILITARY ORDER 200  8 JANUARY 1968

ORDER CONCERNING CLOSING AN AREA FOR A MILITARY CAMP
This specifies the closing off of area 8040 (near Hebron) for security purposes. It also announces the issuance of a general permit allowing for movement along certain roads in the area.

MILITARY ORDER 201  8 JANUARY 1968

ORDER CONCERNING CLOSING AN AREA FOR A MILITARY CAMP
This specifies the closing off of area 8038 for security purposes. A general permit is to be issued allowing access to the area along certain roads.

MILITARY ORDER 202  8 JANUARY 1968

ORDER CONCERNING CLOSING AN AREA FOR A MILITARY CAMP
This specifies the closing off of area 8119 for security purposes. A general permit is issued to allow access to the area on certain roads.

MILITARY ORDER 203  8 JANUARY 1968

ORDER CONCERNING CLOSING AN AREA FOR A MILITARY CAMP
This specifies the closing off of area 8113 for security purposes. A general permit is issued to allow access to the area on certain roads.

MILITARY ORDER 204  8 JANUARY 1968

ORDER CONCERNING CLOSING AN AREA FOR A MILITARY CAMP
This specifies the closing off of area 8103 for security purposes. A general permit is to be issued to allow access to the area on certain roads.

MILITARY ORDER 205  14 JANUARY 1968

ORDER CONCERNING DESIGNATING A PLACE AS A PRISON OR DETENTION CENTRE
Amendment 2 to Military Order 43
This designates that all centres under the authority of the Israeli prison department and police department shall also be used as detention centres and prisons for the area.

MILITARY ORDER 206  14 JANUARY 1968

ORDER CONCERNING METHODS OF PUNISHMENT
"A person cannot be sentenced twice for the same crime with the exception of crimes which result in the death of a person."
Amended by
1. Military Order 212 - 31 January 1968
Cancelled by Military Order 322 - 6 April 1969

MILITARY ORDER 207  24 JANUARY 1968

ORDER CONCERNING PROVIDING INFORMATION (TO PROVE YOUR IDENTITY)
"Everyone is required to present an identity card when asked to by any member of the security services."
Cancelled by Military Order 332 - 10 July 1969

MILITARY ORDER 208  24 JANUARY 1968

ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY SERVICE PERSONNEL WORKING IN THE AREA
Amendment to Military Order 121
This amends article 1, replacing the phrase "security forces" with "any person authorised to work for the security forces."

MILITARY ORDER 209  24 JANUARY 1968

ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH LAW OF CRAFT AND INDUSTRY
Amendment 1 to Military Order 184
This clarifies the jurisdiction of the official concerned with granting licences in accordance with this law.

MILITARY ORDER 210  24 JANUARY 1968

ORDER CONCERNING DISTRICTS
This specifies the districts and their boundaries as
pertaining to security regulations.
Cancelled by Military Order 249 - 12 May 1968

MILITARY ORDER 211
29 JANUARY 1968

ORDER CONCERNING INTERPRETATIONS
Amendment 2 to Military Order 130
"Wherever security legislation has been cancelled or
replaced, the appointments, permits and regulations
issued under the cancelled legislation will remain valid
unless otherwise specified."

MILITARY ORDER 212
31 JANUARY 1968

ORDER CONCERNING METHODS OF
PUNISHMENT (DIFFERENT
INSTRUCTIONS)
Amendment 1 to Military Order 206
"Regulations and orders concerning security provisions
are to be applied regarding recommended jail
sentences. Other legislation regarding the above does
not apply."

MILITARY ORDER 213
25 JANUARY 1968

ORDER CONCERNING EXTENSION OF
DETENTION ORDER
Amendment to Military Order 157
This extends the original order until 1 August 1968.
Amended by
Military Order 261 - 20 June 1968

MILITARY ORDER 214
28 JANUARY 1968

ORDER CONCERNING STATE PROPERTY
Amendment 3 to Military Order 59
This specifies that nothing contained in military order
59 will reduce the jurisdiction of the Military
Commander or his delegate to confiscate government
chattels that could be used for military operations.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
8 JANUARY 1968

ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREAS
Amendment to Military Order 35
General Exit Permit 2 - Moslems do not require a
permit to go to pray in Jerusalem on a Friday, nor do
Christians to go to Jerusalem on a Sunday. Residents
of Ramallah, Bethlehem and Beit Jala may go to
Jerusalem without a permit at all times.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
24 JANUARY 1968

ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREAS
Amendment to Military Order 34
General Exit Permit 3 - This extends the area covered
by this permit to include the northern Sinai region.

MILITARY ORDER 215
1 FEBRUARY 1968

ORDER CONCERNING INSURANCE OF
VEHICLES (NOTIFYING THE THIRD PARTY)
Amendment to Israeli Law concerning the Insurance of
Vehicles, 1947 and Military Orders 93 and 96
This provides detailed instructions concerning
mandatory third party car insurance policies.
Amended by
1. Military Order 272 - 12 August 1968
5. Military Order 580 - 3 March 1975
5. Military Order 678 - 23 September 1976
Unnumbered Military Order - 26 October 1976
Unnumbered Military Order - 23 September 1976
Unnumbered Military Order - 29 June 1977
7. Military Order 1113 - 1 April 1984
9. Military Order 1261 - 8 December 1988

MILITARY ORDER 216
5 FEBRUARY 1968

ORDER CONCERNING JURISDICTION TO
EXECUTE DEALS
The Area Commander may be represented by a
government department or an individual in any
transaction or in the signing of any contract to
purchase or rent a property or to employ or service any
individual or group of people. This order cancels
Military Order 102.

MILITARY ORDER 217
2 FEBRUARY 1968

ORDER CONCERNING THE DESIGNATION
OF A PRISON OR DETENTION CENTRE
Amendment to Military Order 43
Jericho prison in added to the list of detention centres.

MILITARY ORDER 218
11 FEBRUARY 1968

ORDER CONCERNING ESTABLISHMENT
OF MILITARY COURTS
Amendment 1 to Military Order 3
The courts in all the districts are given new titles.
MILITARY ORDER 219
11 FEBRUARY 1968
ORDER CONCERNING THE REGISTRATION AND TESTING OF MECHANICAL VEHICLES AND ENGINEERING EQUIPMENT
This requires the owners of hydraulic or mechanical equipment such as tractors, cranes, concrete mixers, air-compressors etc. to register with a special registrar appointed by the Area Commander. Thereafter it becomes obligatory to report the particulars of the transfer of ownership of any equipment falling within this category.
Amended by
Military Order 352 - 7 December 1969
Military Order 696 - 10 February 1977
Unnumbered Military Order - 15 August 1983
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 15 March 1984
5. Unnumbered Military Regulation - 24 March 1985
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 29 March 1991
11 Unnumbered Military Regulation - 24 May 1991

MILITARY ORDER 220
This order was cancelled.

MILITARY ORDER 221
18 MARCH 1968
ORDER CONCERNING CONTROL OVER CURRENCY, BILLS OF EXCHANGE AND GOLD
Amendment 4 to Military Order 26, 1967
"It is permissible to bring Jordanian dinars in or out of the area when crossing the bridge, but details of the amount must be reported."

MILITARY ORDER 222
21 FEBRUARY 1968
ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREAS (PROHIBITION OF THE TRANSFER OF GOODS)
Amendment 2 to Military Order 49
This cancels the previous amendment which permitted the transportation of goods of limited value for personal use.

MILITARY ORDER 223
20 FEBRUARY 1968
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 12 to Military Proclamation 3

This amends the regulations pertaining to the jurisdiction of military courts. It adds bribery-related crimes to their jurisdiction.

MILITARY ORDER 224
20 FEBRUARY 1968
ORDER CONCERNING INTERPRETATIONS (ADDITIONAL REGULATIONS)
Amendment 5 to Military Order 130
This stipulates that emergency legislation can only be cancelled by other emergency legislation, which must specifically identify the legislation to be cancelled by name.

MILITARY ORDER 225
1 MARCH 1968
ORDER CONCERNING ACCOUNTABILITY FOR CRIMES
This specifies that a person will be held accountable for a crime even if he claims to be ignorant of the law. It stipulates the circumstances in which a person may be absolved from responsibility such as by reason of insanity, etc..
Amended by
Military Order 541 - 12 March 1974

MILITARY ORDER 226
1 MARCH 1968
ORDER CONCERNING METHODS OF PUNISHMENT (PRISONERS RELEASED BY AN ISRAELI PERMIT)
This specifies that all prisoners released under the terms of Israeli law or by an Israeli release committee may not be re-imprisoned unless a subsequent crime is committed.

MILITARY ORDER 227
1 MARCH 1968
ORDER CONCERNING PROHIBITION OF USE OF JORDANIAN STAMP REVENUE
Amendment to Law of Import Stamp Revenue, 27, 1952
This stipulates that only stamps issued by the appropriate authorities are to be used, and that any document bearing a Jordanian Import Stamp will not be deemed legal.

MILITARY ORDER 228
1 MARCH 1968
ORDER CONCERNING CURFEW HOURS
Amendment 1 to Military Order 196
This reduces curfew hours.
MILITARY ORDER 229 5 MARCH 1968
ORDER CONCERNING LAW OF STAMP REVENUE (IMPORT AND EXPORT APPLICATIONS)
Amendment to the Law of Import Stamp Revenue 27, 1952
This specifies that an application form which provides all the necessary information must be submitted.
Cancelled by Military Order 599 - 6 July 1975

MILITARY ORDER 230 12 MARCH 1968
ORDER CONCERNING BROADCASTING AND TRANSMISSION
Amendment to Military Order 79
This adds the term 'communications receiver' to the original order.

MILITARY ORDER 231 18 MARCH 1968
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 14 to Military Proclamation 3
This amends article 17, adding: "or the accused" and replace the phrase "being present" with "came before."

MILITARY ORDER 232 18 MARCH 1968
ORDER CONCERNING PROPERTY TRANSACTIONS
Amendment 2 to Military Order 25
This specifies that the provisions of article 2 concerning the renting of property do not apply for rental periods of less than a year, unless otherwise specified.

MILITARY ORDER 233 24 MARCH 1968
ORDER CONCERNING CURFEW HOURS (JORDAN VALLEY)
Amendment 3 to Military Order 152
This reduces the curfew hours by two hours.

MILITARY ORDER 234 17 MARCH 1968
ORDER CONCERNING IDENTITY CARDS
Men over the age of 16 are obliged to apply for an identity card, for which a fee is due.
Amended by Military Order 270 - 12 August 1968

MILITARY ORDER 235 26 MARCH 1968
ORDER CONCERNING TRYING OF JUVENILES
Amendment 1 to Military Order 132
This changes the age-definitions for children, adolescents, teenagers and adults.

MILITARY ORDER 236 26 MARCH 1968
ORDER CONCERNING MUNICIPAL LAW
Amendment 1 to Law 29, 1955 and Military Order 194
This grants the official-in-charge of internal affairs retroactive jurisdiction, previously endowed to the Jordanian government and the King.
Amended by Military Order 331 - 3 July 1969

MILITARY ORDER 237 26 MARCH 1968
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENT OF MUKHTARS
Amendment to Law of Mukhtars 52, 1958 and to Military Order 176
Any appointment made or jurisdiction granted under this law by the Jordanian government or any of its institutions is to be transferred to the Israeli official-in-charge. These appointments are then to be cancelled. The Israeli official-in-charge may appoint someone else in their place.
Amended by Military Order 365 - 5 January 1970

MILITARY ORDER 238 25 MARCH 1968
ORDER CONCERNING INCOME AND PROPERTY TAX.
Amendment 3 to Military Order 28
The term 'government monies', as defined in article 2 of the law of exemptions from government monies 24, 1957, is to be added to the order.

MILITARY ORDER 239 27 MARCH 1968
ORDER CONCERNING PROTECTION OF NATURE
"It is forbidden to harm nature, but the appropriate authority has the right to permit people to pick flowers or tamper with nature in the course of research studies".
MILITARY ORDER 240 10 APRIL 1968
ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREAS
Amendment 1 of Military Order 34
This deletes the term 'amendment' from the title and from article 4. Article 1a is replaced: "if an Area Commander decides that a fee is required for the issuing of a certain permit, then the licence will not be forthcoming until the fee is paid."

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 13 FEBRUARY 1968
ORDER CONCERNING EXPROPRIATION OF LAND FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES
Amendment to Law of Expropriation of Land for Public Purposes and to Military Order 108
This stipulates that certain pieces of land are to be expropriated for public purposes, mainly road construction.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 26 MARCH 1968
ORDER CONCERNING MUNICIPAL LAW
Amendment to Law 29, 1955, and Military Order 194
This delegates power to an official who may in turn delegate his jurisdiction over municipal law.

MILITARY ORDER 241 10 APRIL 1968
ORDER CONCERNING PROHIBITION OF INFILTRATION
Amendment 2 to Military Order 125
This replaces the term "entering" in article 4 with the word "infiltrating."

MILITARY ORDER 242 10 APRIL 1968
ORDER CONCERNING JURISDICTION OVER CRIMINAL OFFENSES
Amendment 3 to Military Order 30
This adds the following phrase to the end of article 3: "whether or not the jurisdiction to consider a case is granted to a court or a special court."

MILITARY ORDER 243 10 APRIL 1968
ORDER CONCERNING PROHIBITION OF TRADING IN MILITARY HARDWARE (USABLE OR NOT)
This prohibits the trading in any military hardware, including uniforms. The punishment for non-compliance is life-imprisonment and/or a fine of 20,000 Israeli lira.

MILITARY ORDER 244 10 APRIL 1968
ORDER CONCERNING HOTEL REGISTRATION
Amendment 1 to Military Order 153
This amends article 8 regarding the submission of hotel registers to the police. Hoteliers must keep all their post office receipts.

MILITARY ORDER 245 15 APRIL 1968
ORDER CONCERNING THE LAW OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
Amendment to Weight and Measures Law 8, 1953
Any appointment made or jurisdiction granted under this law by the Jordanian government or any of its institutions is to be transferred to the Israeli official-in-charge. These appointments are then to be cancelled. The Israeli official-in-charge may appoint someone else in their place, may appoint additional inspectors and may also change any measures of weight or ban their usage.

Amended by
Military Order 281 - 30 August 1968
Cancelled by Military Order 401 - 5 July 1970

MILITARY ORDER 246 21 APRIL 1968
ORDER CONCERNING ANTIQUITIES' INSPECTORS
Amendment to Military Order 119
The inspector of antiquities has the same powers granted to any soldier under the security provisions. Cancelled by Military Order 1167 - 1 May 1986

MILITARY ORDER 247 21 APRIL 1968
ORDER CONCERNING GOVERNMENT MONIES
Amendment 4 to Military Order 59
This adds new clauses concerning methods of using government monies.

MILITARY ORDER 248 22 APRIL 1968
ORDER CONCERNING ISRAELI LAWYERS WORKING IN COURTS (PROVISIONAL
REGULATIONS)
Amendment to Military Order 145
This extends the original order indefinitely until the Military Commander specifies otherwise.

MILITARY ORDER 249
12 MAY 1968
ORDER CONCERNING DISTRICTS
This cancels military order 210 and designates that the boundaries of districts will be in accordance with the security regulations specified by the Military Commander and available in his office.
Cancelled by Military Order 376 - 18 February 1970

MILITARY ORDER 250
12 MAY 1968
ORDER CONCERNING STAMP REVENUE (EXIT PERMITS TO EAST BANK)
Amendment to Stamp Revenue Law, 27, 1952
This sets the fee for crossing the bridge.
Cancelled by Military Order 452 - 28 January 1972

MILITARY ORDER 251
12 MAY 1968
ORDER CONCERNING REVOKING DRIVERS’ LICENSES
Amendment to Military Order 56
This describes the conditions under which licences may be revoked.
Amended by
  Military Order 314 - 25 February 1969
  3. Military Order 1026 - 3 October 1982
  Cancelled by Military Order 1310 - February 1992

MILITARY ORDER 252
19 MAY 1968
ORDER CONCERNING OPERATION OF PRISONS AND DETENTION CENTRES
Amendment 1 to Military Order 29
This stipulates that solitary confinement should not exceed 7 days. It is not permissible to bring any provisions to prisoners without permission. Article 32 of the original order is to be replaced by “it is permissible for the Military Commander as he deems fit to modify the conditions under which prisoners are kept, as long as this does not deny prisoners their rights as specified in the original order.”

MILITARY ORDER 253
19 MAY 1968
ORDER CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT
Amendment to Military Order 56
This allows drivers with valid licences to drive in Israel or any area controlled by the Israeli military forces.

MILITARY ORDER 254
19 MAY 1968
ORDER CONCERNING PRISON DEPARTMENTS
Amendment to Prison Law 22, 1953, and Military Order 29
The jurisdiction of prison wardens is outlined. Military order 127 is cancelled.
Amended by
  Military Order 510 - 8 May 1973
  3. Military Order 1099 - 4 March 1984

MILITARY ORDER 255
27 MAY 1968
ORDER CONCERNING PROHIBITION OF TRADING AND CONDUCTING MONETARY TRANSACTIONS (BANKS)
Amendment 1 to Military Order 7
This amends article 1, which closed all banks and credit institutions. Article 1 now specifies that only security provisions can order the closure or opening of a bank.

MILITARY ORDER 256
28 MAY 1968
ORDER CONCERNING TRADE UNIONS
Amendment to Provisional Employment Law 21, 1960
Trade unions can operate under the same terms as were specified in the original employment law, but they must provide details about the union, (its name, address, charter, elected members, etc.) within 30 days.

MILITARY ORDER 257
28 MAY 1968
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 15 to Military Proclamation 3
This amends the title of the head of the military prosecutions office to ‘head of the military prosecutions office of the Israeli military forces’. This also awards soldiers the jurisdiction to remove people without permits from the area.
MILITARY ORDER 258

ORDER CONCERNING STAMP REVENUE LAW (ENTRY PERMITS FROM THE EAST BANK)

Amendment to Stamp Revenue Law 52, 1958
This alters the fees for entry permits from the East Bank to 0.5 Jordanian dinars.
Cancelled by Military Order 452 - 28 January 1972

MILITARY ORDER 259

ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (CLOSURE OF MILITARY TRAINING ZONES)

A zone in the Bethlehem area is to be closed off as a military training area.

MILITARY ORDER 260

ORDER CONCERNING LEGAL PRACTICES (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)

Amendment to Practicing Lawyer's Law, 1966
This extends the period in which practicing lawyers must pay their registration fees until the 31 December 1968.
Amended by 1. Military Order 324 - 6 May 1969

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER

ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREAS

Amendment to Military Order 34
"Any person given a permit to exit the area via the bridges is required to pay a certain fee."

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER

ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREAS

Amendment 1 to Military Order 34
(General Entry Permit 2) - This incorporates Latroun and Ramallah into the original order.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER

ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREAS

Amendment to Military Order 146
General Entry Permit - "It is permissible for those with permits to enter the specified closed area from Israel and vice versa using the Latroun-Ramallah road. However, drivers must not leave their vehicles, or use the road during curfew hours".

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER

ORDER CONCERNING EXPROPRIATION FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES

Amendment to Military Order 108
This announces the acquisition of additional property for public purposes.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER

ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREAS

Amendment to Military Order 34
General Entry Permit 2 (Amendment 2): "It is not permissible for any person to transfer or change his/her place of residence either permanently or temporarily (for more than 48 hours) from one area to another without a permit."

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER

ORDER CONCERNING PROHIBITION OF TRADE AND TRANSACTIONS

Amendment to Military Order 7
This exempts the Ottoman bank from the jurisdiction of military order 7.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER

ORDER CONCERNING INCOME AND PROPERTY TAX

Amendment to Income and Property Tax Law 28
This allows the official given jurisdiction under the terms of military order 130 to in turn delegate this jurisdiction to whoever he chooses.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER

ORDER CONCERNING DEFENCE REGULATIONS (EMERGENCY, 1945)

This imposes additional conditions and requirements on people wanting to enter or exit the area.

MILITARY ORDER 261

ORDER CONCERNING THE EXTENSION OF DETENTION ORDERS

Amendment to Military Orders 157 and 213
This extends the above military orders until
1 February 1969.

Amended by
Military Order 294 - 2 January 1969

MILITARY ORDER 262

30 JUNE 1968

ORDER CONCERNING CURFEW HOURS
Amendment 2 to Military Order 196
This sets new curfew hours. It cancels article 2 of military order 196 and military order 152 in its entirety.

MILITARY ORDER 263

30 JUNE 1968

ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH LAW OF ANIMAL DISEASES
Amendment to the Law of Animal Diseases 39, 1954 and Military Order 47
Any appointment made or jurisdiction granted under this law by the Jordanian government or any of its institutions is to be transferred to the Israeli official-in-charge. These appointments are then to be cancelled. The Israeli official-in-charge may appoint someone else in their place.

Amended by
Unnumbered Military Order - 15 July 1983
18. Unnumbered Military Regulation - 15 March 1984
15. Unnumbered Military Regulation - 15 March 1984
20. Unnumbered Military Regulation - 17 June 1984
7. Unnumbered Military Regulation - 17 June 1984
16. Unnumbered Military Regulation - 17 June 1984
22. Unnumbered Military Regulation - 17 September 1984
8. Unnumbered Military Regulation - 17 September 1984
17. Unnumbered Military Regulation - 17 September 1984
23. Unnumbered Military Regulation - 4 February 1985
9. Unnumbered Military Regulation - 4 February 1985
18. Unnumbered Military Regulation - 4 February 1985
11. Unnumbered Military Regulation - 24 March 1985
24. Unnumbered Military Regulation - 24 March 1985
20. Unnumbered Military Regulation - 24 March 1985
32. Unnumbered Military Regulation - 14 May 1991
33. Unnumbered Military Regulation - 5 November 1991
33. Unnumbered Military Regulation - 15 November 1991
33. Unnumbered Military Regulation - 6 July 1992

MILITARY ORDER 264

11 JULY 1968

ORDER CONCERNING AUTHENTICATION OF SIGNATURES
This cancels military order 167 and defines the terms by which signatures can be withheld or limited.

Amended by
Unnumbered Military Order - 17 March 1991
Military Order 1346 - 7 July 1991

MILITARY ORDER 265

17 JULY 1968

ORDER CONCERNING CURFEW HOURS
Amendment 3 to Military Order 196
This modifies the curfew hours.

MILITARY ORDER 266

24 JULY 1968

ORDER CONCERNING ABSENTEE PROPERTY (PRIVATE PROPERTY)
ADDITIONAL REGULATIONS
Amendment 2 to Military Order 38
"If the revenues in a given fiscal year from absentee property, which is controlled by a government authority, do not exceed the maintenance expenses, then the Israeli official-in-charge will not pay taxes or any other fees due."
Cancelled by Military Order 283 - 26 September 1968

MILITARY ORDER 267

24 JULY 1968

ORDER CONCERNING COMPANY LAW
Amendment to Company Law 12, 1964
Any appointment made or jurisdiction granted under this law by the Jordanian government or any of its institutions is to be transferred to the Israeli official-in-charge. These appointments are then to be cancelled. The Israeli official-in-charge may appoint someone else in their place. This invests the military officer-in-charge of the judiciary with the power of the registrar of companies.

MILITARY ORDER 268

24 JULY 1968

ORDER CONCERNING LOCAL COURTS
DEATH PENALTY
The imposition of the death penalty is to be suspended and is to be replaced by life-imprisonment.
MILITARY ORDER 269
12 AUGUST 1968
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 16 to Military Proclamation 3
This amends the rules governing the formation and running of military courts.

MILITARY ORDER 270
12 AUGUST 1968
ORDER CONCERNING IDENTITY CARDS
Amendment to Military Order 234
"Whoever possesses an identity card should hand in his card when he/she leaves the area or if the holder dies. It is illegal for any person to carry another person's identity card."

MILITARY ORDER 271
12 AUGUST 1968
ORDER CONCERNING CLAIMS
This establishes a claims committee which is empowered to hear applications for compensation for damage caused by an Israeli army operation or any other body or resident working for the army. No claim may be made for any damage caused prior to 28 June 1967, or if an insurance claim has already been made.
Amended by
1. Military Order 302 - 16 January 1969
3. Unnumbered Military Order - 1 February 1970
5. Military Order 1101 - 15 March 1984

MILITARY ORDER 272
12 AUGUST 1968
ORDER CONCERNING INSURANCE ON MECHANICAL VEHICLES (NOTIFICATION OF THIRD PARTIES)
Amendment 1 to Military Order 215
This cancels article 5 of the original order, and amends articles 2 and 4, redefining public road and mechanical vehicle.

MILITARY ORDER 273
12 AUGUST 1968
ORDER CONCERNING ABSENTEE PROPERTY (PRIVATE PROPERTY)
Amendment 2 to Military Order 58
"Any contract concerning absentee property, which involves an official and is signed in good faith, even if the transfer has not been finalised, should remain in force. The Israeli official-in-charge can take up to 20% of the revenue which absentee property yields as an administrative fee."

MILITARY ORDER 274
12 AUGUST 1968
ORDER CONCERNING INTERPRETATIONS
Amendment 3 to Military Order 130
This adds the following to paragraph 11 of article 1: "whether the place belonged to the said person or was occupied by him, or whether the place was neither owned nor occupied by the said person."

MILITARY ORDER 275
12 AUGUST 1968
ORDER CONCERNING EXPLOSIVES
Amendment to Explosives Law 13, 1953
Any appointment made or jurisdiction granted under this law by the Jordanian government or any of its institutions is to be transferred to the Israeli official-in-charge. These appointments are then to be cancelled. The Israeli official-in-charge may appoint someone else in their place.
Amended by
2. Military Order 592 - 25 May 1975

MILITARY ORDER 276
12 AUGUST 1968
ORDER CONCERNING CUSTOMS TARIFFS
Amendment to Military Order 103
This adds the phrase "by anyone" to article 3a, and cancels clause 3b and article 6. The following phrase is added to article 3c: "as mentioned certain goods will be exempt from customs duties."

MILITARY ORDER 277
27 AUGUST 1968
ORDER CONCERNING NATURE RESERVES
Amendment to Military Order 166
"If any construction work is carried out in a nature reserve without a permit the building may be demolished."

MILITARY ORDER 278
27 AUGUST 1968
ORDER CONCERNING METHODS OF PUNISHMENT (DIFFERENT REGULATIONS)
Amendment 2 to Military Order 206
"Anyone convicted or detained before a military court
may serve his sentence in Israel in the same manner as anyone convicted in an Israeli court."

MILITARY ORDER 279
27 AUGUST 1968
ORDER CONCERNING OPERATION OF PRISONS
Amendment 2 to Military Order 29
This adds to article 11: "and that nothing in the interview should affect the investigation process."

MILITARY ORDER 280
27 AUGUST 1968
ORDER CONCERNING REGULATION OF PUBLIC SWIMMING AREAS
This provides detailed swimming regulations.
Amended by
1. Military Order 463 - 24 March 1972

MILITARY ORDER 281
30 AUGUST 1968
ORDER CONCERNING WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
Amendment to Military Order 245
This cancels article 4 and includes minor technical amendments to article 6 of the original order.

MILITARY ORDER 282
30 AUGUST 1968
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS REGARDING LAW OF CRAFT AND INDUSTRY
Amendment to the Law of Craft and Industry 16, 1953
Any appointment made or jurisdiction granted under this law by the Jordanian government or any of its institutions is to be transferred to the Israeli official-in-charge. These appointments are then to be cancelled. The Israeli official-in-charge may appoint someone else in their place.

Amended by
1. Military Order 447 - 31 August 1971
Cancelled by Military Order 282 - 4 May 1972

MILITARY ORDER 283
26 SEPTEMBER 1968
ORDER CONCERNING ABSENTEE PROPERTY (PRIVATE PROPERTY)
Amendment 3 to Military Order 58
Taxes or any other payment due on absentee property controlled by the appropriate authorities need not be paid if the revenues from the property do not exceed the maintenance costs. This cancels military order 266.

MILITARY ORDER 284
26 SEPTEMBER 1968
ORDER CONCERNING PROHIBITION OF MILITARY TRAINING AND COMMUNICATION WITH OUTSIDE HOSTILE ORGANISATIONS
"Any person, whether a resident of the area or not, should inform the nearest military/police post of his military training experience and his communication with outside organisations, even if this contact was obligatory or inescapable. The punishment for non-compliance is a prison sentence of up to 10 years and/or a fine of 10,000 Israeli lira.

Amended by
1. Military Order 934 - 7 September 1981
Military Order 1135 - 29 April 1985

MILITARY ORDER 285
26 SEPTEMBER 1968
ORDER CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT
Amendment 4 to Military Order 56
This replaces the term 'local law' with 'the law' and adds restrictions on the use of diesel engines.

MILITARY ORDER 286
8 OCTOBER 1968
ORDER CONCERNING DEFENCE PROCEDURES IN MILITARY COURTS
Amendment to Military Order 143
"It is permissible for the legal advisor to appoint a defence attorney at the expense of the Area Commander. These expenses will be paid from the area command fund or from any fund of the authorities, including local authorities."

MILITARY ORDER 287
11 OCTOBER 1968
ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREAS (AL-FARA'A VALLEY)
This area is declared closed.

MILITARY ORDER 288
28 OCTOBER 1968
ORDER CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT
Amendment 5 to Military Order 56
"It is permissible for buses with a seating capacity of 30 or less to allow up to 10 standing passengers."
MILITARY ORDER 289  16 DECEMBER 1968
ORDER CONCERNING CUSTOMS AREAS
Amendment to Military Order 86
This defines terms such as 'permit', 'official,' 'goods' and 'agricultural produce.'

MILITARY ORDER 290  16 DECEMBER 1968
ORDER CONCERNING PENSIONS' LAW
Amendment to Pensions Law 34, 1959 and Military Order 181
Any appointment made or jurisdiction granted under this law by the Jordanian government or any of its institutions is to be transferred to the Israeli official-in-charge. These appointments are then to be cancelled. The Israeli official-in-charge may appoint someone else in their place. No pension is to be paid under this law unless it is approved by the official and anyone convicted of a security offence will have his pension revoked.

Amended by
Military Order 368 - 5 January 1970
Military Order 408 - 6 October 1970
Cancelled by Military Order 514 - 8 May 1973

MILITARY ORDER 291  19 DECEMBER 1968
ORDER CONCERNING SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES OVER LAND AND WATER
Amendment to the Land and Water Regulation Law 40, 1952
All prior settlements of disputes regarding water are no longer valid. The Military Commander has the jurisdiction to cancel any regulation in the law or any water and land transactions even if these transactions were ratified by the civil courts. The water official is to be given increased jurisdiction in these matters.

MILITARY ORDER 292  27 DECEMBER 1968
ORDER CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT
Amendment 6 to Military Order 56
This provides regulations regarding the transfer of ownership of vehicles. The licensing authority can issue or refuse general licences to transport passengers at its own discretion and for a certain fee.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER  15 NOVEMBER 1968
ORDER CONCERNING DEFENSE

PROCEDURES IN MILITARY COURTS
Amendment to Military Order 143
This allows the Area Commander to delegate his powers to the legal advisor who is to be responsible for setting the costs of the trial and the defence.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER  15 DECEMBER 1968
ORDER CONCERNING TRANSPORTATION AND TRAFFIC
"It is forbidden to exit from the area in a mechanical vehicle registered in the area unless it is for the purpose of entering another area controlled by the Israeli military forces, in which case it must be taken along specified routes. It is not permissible for any resident of the area to drive any car which is not registered in the area."

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER  19 DECEMBER 1968
ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREAS
Amendment to Military Order 34
General Entry Permit 3 : Christians and Moslems may enter Israel and Jerusalem without a permit on their prayer-days. Jerusalem may be used as a transit point for travelling to and from different part of the area, but people may not stay in Jerusalem or open any business there.

MILITARY ORDER 293  1 JANUARY 1969
ORDER CONCERNING INAPPLICABILITY OF THE LEGISLATION PROTECTING TENANTS IN SPECIFIC CASES
Amendment to the Law of Landlords and Tenants, 62, 1953
The above-mentioned law does not apply to any property which has been rented by Israeli official.

MILITARY ORDER 294  2 JANUARY 1969.
ORDER CONCERNING EXTENSION OF DETENTION ORDERS
Amendment to Military Orders 157 and 261
These orders are extended until otherwise stated.

MILITARY ORDER 295  2 JANUARY 1969
ORDER CONCERNING THE EXTENSION OF MONETARY TRANSACTIONS IN POST-OFFICES
It is permissible for the Israeli official-in-charge to
allow any post-office which he designates to accept deposits in savings accounts and to transfer monetary and postal notes. The official may, as he sees fit, issue any regulations concerning these matters.

Amended by
1. Military Order 666 - 8 August 1976

MILITARY ORDER 296
8 JANUARY 1969
ORDER CONCERNING BANKING LAWS
Amendment to Military Order 45
Certain articles of the central bank law (93, 1966) do not apply to those banks which have permits, unless otherwise stipulated by the inspector of banks.

MILITARY ORDER 297
8 JANUARY 1969
ORDER CONCERNING IDENTIFICATION CARDS AND PERSONAL STATUS
This specifies what information is required for the issuance of an identity card, birth or death certificate. It reiterates the need for anyone over 16 to carry at all times, and show on demand, an identity card. It is forbidden to retain one's identity card on departure from the area, or to carry the identity card of a deceased or other person. Lost identity cards should be immediately reported. Certain people can be exempted from carrying identity cards by the Area Commander.

Amended by
1. Military Order 318 - 27 March 1969
5. Military Order 559 - 23 August 1974
8. Military Order 878 - 9 October 1980
11. Military Order 911 - 10 May 1981
15. Military Order 1044 - 16 February 1983
8. Unnumbered Military Regulation - 17 June 1984
9. Unnumbered Military Regulation - 17 Sep. 1984
10. Unnumbered Military Regulation - 4 February 1985
11. Unnumbered Military Regulation 24 March 1985
16. Military Order 1204 - 14 August 1987
18. Military Order 1208 - 13 September 1987

MILITARY ORDER 1213 - 3 December 1987
18. Military Order 1224 - 1 March 1988
20. Military Order 1247 - 29 June 1988

MILITARY ORDER 1293 - 16 January 1989
ORDER CONCERNING DESIGNATION OF PRISONS AND DETENTION CENTRES
Amendment 4 to Military Order 43
This specifies that any place which has been designated a prison by any military order issued in the Gaza Strip, is also classified as a detention centre for residents of the West Bank.

MILITARY ORDER 301
16 JANUARY 1969
ORDER CONCERNING DEFENCE PROCEDURES IN MILITARY COURTS
Amendment 2 to Military Order 143
This specifies that the defense attorney is required to wear a certain uniform.
16 JANUARY 1969
ORDER CONCERNING CLAIMS
Amendment to Military Order 271
This transfers the powers granted to the military court
to the claims officer of the objections committee.
Members of the objections committee are not subject to
the authority of anyone, but are bound by any existing
security provisions and the authority of law.

MILITARY ORDER 303
16 JANUARY 1969
ORDER CONCERNING OBJECTIONS
COMMITTEES
Amendment to Military Order 172
This adds the term 'security legislation' to the original
order.

MILITARY ORDER 304
16 JANUARY 1969
ORDER CONCERNING RESTRICTIONS ON
HUNTING
Amendment to Hunting Law 8, 1966
This bans the use of hunting adhesive in all its forms.
Cancelled by Military Order 1205 - 16 August 1987

MILITARY ORDER 305
16 JANUARY 1969
ORDER CONCERNING TRANSPORTATION
OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCE
Amendment 2 to Military Order 47
This redefines agricultural produce to include
"anything which derives from a plant or animal". It
provides technical details concerning the process of
pasteurisation, canning, freezing etc..

MILITARY ORDER 306
7 FEBRUARY 1969
ORDER CONCERNING WOODS AND
FORESTS
Amendment to the Law of Forests, 1926, Woods and Forest
and the Law for the Protection of Trees and Plants, 85,
1966, Law Prohibiting Goat-grazing, 18, 1952 Temporary
Law Prohibiting the Raising of Goats, 31, 1965
Any appointment made or jurisdiction granted under
these laws by the Jordanian government or any of its
institutions are to be transferred to the Israeli official-in-
charge. These appointments are then to be
cancelled. The Israeli official-in-charge may appoint
someone else in their place and change the level of
required fees.
Amended by
13. Unnumb ry Regulation - 5 November 1991

MILITARY ORDER 307
10 FEBRUARY 1969
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY
PROVISIONS
Amendment 17 to Military Proclamation 3
The Area Commander has the authority to seize money
or the property of anyone who has failed to pay a fine
for any violation, and to re-sell the property in order to
ensure payment of the fine.

MILITARY ORDER 308
11 FEBRUARY 1969
ORDER CONCERNING NATURE RESERVES
Amendment 2 to Military Order 166
Three additional nature reserves are declared.

MILITARY ORDER 309
16 FEBRUARY 1969
ORDER CONCERNING CUSTOMS
JURISDICTION
This authorises any person appointed by the head of
the customs and excise department to arrest without a
warrant anyone who violates or is suspected of
violating any of the laws specified in military order 31.
This cancels military order 78 and article 5 of military
order 96 concerning customs areas, as well as article 4
of military order 149, and articles 9,10,11, 13,14 of
military order 31 (1).
Amended by
1. Military Order 354 - 7 December 1969

MILITARY ORDER 310
16 FEBRUARY 1969
ORDER CONCERNING INDEPENDENCE OF
THE JUDICIARY LAW
Amendment to Law 19, 1965
Any appointment made or jurisdiction granted under
this law by the Jordanian government or any of its
institutions is to be transferred to the Israeli official-in-
charge. These appointments are then to be cancelled.
The Israeli official-in-charge may appoint someone
else in their place. This cancels articles 15 and 16 of
the judiciary law as well as military order 129.
Amended by
Military Order 472 - 3 July 1972
**MILITARY ORDER 317**  
18 MARCH 1969  
**ORDER CONCERNING CUSTOMS TARIFFS**  
*Amendment 2 to Military Order 103*  
This specifies that customs duties will be imposed on taxi-cabs even if they are imported from Israel.

**MILITARY ORDER 318**  
27 MARCH 1969  
**ORDER CONCERNING IDENTITY CARDS AND PERSONAL STATUS**  
*Amendment to Military Order 297*  
This stipulates that individuals may carry only one identity card, and are under no circumstances permitted to carry the identity card of another person.

**MILITARY ORDER 319**  
27 MARCH 1969  
**ORDER CONCERNING INTERPRETATIONS**  
*Amendment 3 to Military Order 130*  
"Wherever the phrase the 'jurisdiction of the head of the Israeli military forces' is used it should be interpreted to include anyone to whom he chooses to delegate all his powers with the exception of the power to issue military orders and pamphlets. It is also permissible for those to whom power has been delegated by the head of the Israeli military forces to delegate that power in turn."

**MILITARY ORDER 320**  
28 MARCH 1969  
**ORDER CONCERNING HOTEL REGISTRATION**  
*Amendment 2 to Military Order 153*  
Hotel owners should submit all personal particulars of anyone who has rented a room from them to the police station with 48 hours.

**MILITARY ORDER 321**  
28 MARCH 1969  
**ORDER CONCERNING LAND EXPROPRIATION FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES**  
*Amendment to Law of Expropriation 2, 1953*  
Any appointment made or jurisdiction granted under this law by the Jordanian government or any of its institutions is to be transferred to the Israeli official-in-charge. These appointments are then to be cancelled. The Israeli official-in-charge may appoint someone else in their place. This order outlines the powers of objections committees with regard to issues of compensation; these committees are granted the final
word concerning the estimation of levels of compensation. This cancels military order 108.

Amended by

Military Order 949 - 30 November 1981
Unnumbered Military Order - 25 March 1991
Unnumbered Military Order - 1 July 1991

MILITARY ORDER 322

6 APRIL 1969

ORDER CONCERNING METHODS OF PUNISHMENT

"Any phrase or ordinance in the law pertaining to the subject of detention will replicate the ordinances concerning imprisonment and these orders will apply in Israel and be similar to Israeli practices as well."

This cancels military order 206.

Amended by

1. Military Order 498 - 25 December 1972
3. Military Order 992 - 26 May 1982
5. Military Order 1068 - 20 July 1983
6. Military Order 1166 - 13 April 1986
7. Military Order 1323 - 13 January 1991

(*this amendment number was later changed to 8)

MILITARY ORDER 323

21 APRIL 1969

ORDER CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT

Amendment 7 to Military Order 56

This sets new specifications concerning the overall weight of vehicles and the use of markings and deflectors.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER

ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (MOVEMENT AND PASSAGE)

Amendment to Military Proclamation 3

"It is forbidden for anyone to drive a vehicle which is not registered in the area or a vehicle which does not carry the necessary identification plates."

MILITARY ORDER 324

6 MAY 1969

ORDER CONCERNING LEGAL PRACTICES

Amendment to Military Order 260

This extends the above order until further notice.

MILITARY ORDER 325

14 MAY 1969

ORDER CONCERNING PUBLIC PARKS

Amendment to Military Order 89

This specifies the location of parks and their entry fees.

MILITARY ORDER 326

18 MAY 1969

ORDER CONCERNING RETURN OF LOST AND FOUND ITEMS (JURISDICTION OF POLICE)

This sets regulations concerning the procedure for handling lost and found property. It may be sold if the product is perishable, if it is an animal, or currency etc..

Amended by

2. Military Order 374 - 5 February 1970

MILITARY ORDER 327

12 JUNE 1969

ORDER CONCERNING THE SANCTITY OF HOLY PLACES

The appropriate authorities have the right to stipulate what behavior is acceptable in holy places, and to appoint guards to see that these standards are adhered to. This cancels military order 66.

Amended by

1. Military Order 1038 - 20 December 1982

MILITARY ORDER 328

15 JUNE 1969

ORDER CONCERNING EXTENDING THE OPERATIONS OF THE CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE

Amendment to the Law of Chambers of Commerce and Industry, 41, 1949

This extends the operation of the councils and administration of the chambers of commerce, even if no quorum exists, and regardless of what may appear in local law, until the Area Commander otherwise instructs.

Amended by

1. Military Order 697 - 14 February 1977

MILITARY ORDER 329

29 JUNE 1969

ORDER CONCERNING INFILTRATION

This redefines the term "infiltrator" as: "any person who deliberately enters the area or who remains,
contrary to regulations, in the East Bank of Jordan, Syria, Egypt or Lebanon after the specified date, will be deemed an infiltrator if he tries to re-enter. "Armed infiltrator" includes any person armed with weapons, explosives, equipment or any material which may kill or harm a person. This gives the Area Commander the power to expel any infiltrator whether convicted or not; he may use the expulsion order to detain and imprison any person until the date of expulsion. This cancels military order 125.

Amended by
1. Military Order 831 - 18 March 1980

MILITARY ORDER 330
3 JULY 1969
ORDER CONCERNING PROHIBITION OF TRADING IN RELIEF AGENCY GOODS
This defines 'relief agency' as well as 'goods' (clothes, food, educational, cultural, recreational and medical equipment). It bans the sale of any goods which emanate from a relief agency or any government department.

MILITARY ORDER 331
6 JULY 1969
ORDER CONCERNING MUNICIPAL LAW
Amendment 3 to Law 29, 1965 and Military Order 236
This stipulates the opening and closing hours of businesses or factories on a weekly day of rest.

MILITARY ORDER 332
10 JULY 1969
ORDER CONCERNING MANDATORY PROOF OF IDENTITY
"Anyone asked to present his identity card must do so. Every person over the age of 16 must carry an identity card with him at all times and the duplication of identity cards is forbidden." This cancels military order 207.

MILITARY ORDER 333
26 AUGUST 1969
ORDER CONCERNING IDENTITY CARDS AND PERSONAL STATUS,
Amendment 2 to Military Order 297
This repeats the rules governing the possession of identity cards as stipulated in previous military orders.

MILITARY ORDER 334
29 AUGUST 1969
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY

PROVISIONS (CLOSED AREAS)
The Theodosius region is declared closed.
Cancelled by Military Order 341 - 13 September 1969

MILITARY ORDER 335
28 AUGUST 1969
ORDER CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT (DRIVING REGULATIONS)
Amendment 8 to Military Order 56
This deals with regulations governing driving schools.

MILITARY ORDER 336
7 SEPTEMBER 1969
ORDER CONCERNING TOBACCO LAWS
Amendment to Military Order 32
"If excise duty due is not paid either in full or in part, it is permissible for the Israeli official-in-charge to make the supply of banderole or any other certificate for the producer conditional on full payment."

MILITARY ORDER 337
7 SEPTEMBER 1969
ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREAS (PROHIBITION ON THE TRANSFER OF GOODS)
Amendment 3 to Military Order 49
"Regardless of what has appeared in other military orders, it is forbidden for any person to bring into the area goods that were brought from Israel or another area controlled by the Israeli military forces. The Israeli official-in-charge has the right to order the goods to be returned."

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
14 SEPTEMBER 1969
ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREAS
Amendment to Military Order 34
General Entry Permit 4 - "Any resident who has obtained an exit permit will automatically be granted a re-entry permit so long as the terms of the exit permit have not been defied." This cancels General Entry Permit 3 (Gaza Strip residents).

MILITARY ORDER 338
15 SEPTEMBER 1969
ORDER CONCERNING SUPPLY AND CONFISCATION OF GUARANTEES.
"The Area Commander may set a guarantee for any permit which he issues. These guarantees may be personal or financial and any military court may
I expropriate the property used as a guarantee if the terms of the permit are broken."

Amended by
Unnumbered Military Order - 4 May 1991

MILITARY ORDER 339
24 SEPTEMBER 1969
ORDER CONCERNING LOST AND FOUND PROPERTY (POLICE JURISDICTION)
Amendment to Military Order 326
"In the case of conflicting claims of ownership, the property will be returned to whoever can produce the most convincing proof."

MILITARY ORDER 340
30 SEPTEMBER 1969
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (CURFEW HOURS FOR THEODOSIUS) (CANCELLATION)
The curfew order for the Theodosius region is cancelled.

MILITARY ORDER 341
13 SEPTEMBER 1969
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (CLOSED AREA - THEODOSIUS) (CANCELLATION)
Military order 334 is cancelled.

MILITARY ORDER 342
8 OCTOBER 1969
ORDER CONCERNING NATURE RESERVES
Amendment 3 to Military Order 166
Fees due on entry to nature reserves must be paid.
Children and soldiers are allowed free entry.

MILITARY ORDER 343
9 OCTOBER 1969
ORDER CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT (ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS)
Amendment to Military Order 198
This specifies the speed limits in different areas.

MILITARY ORDER 344
15 OCTOBER 1969
ORDER CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT
Amendment 9 to Military Order 56
This delineates the licensing period and specifies the different types of licence plate. Renewal of licences must take place 30 days before the expiry date of the previous licence.

MILITARY ORDER 345
26 OCTOBER 1969
ORDER CONCERNING EDUCATION LAWS
Amendment to Military Order 91, Education Law 16, 1964
Any appointment made or jurisdiction granted under this law by the Jordanian government or any of its institutions is to be transferred to the Israeli official-in-charge.

MILITARY ORDER 346
30 OCTOBER 1969
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 18 to Military Proclamation 3
This stipulates that no one is to be given the death sentence in a military court unless two of the court members are officers with legal backgrounds and a majority decision is taken.

MILITARY ORDER 347
4 NOVEMBER 1969
ORDER CONCERNING CURFEW HOURS
This redefines the curfew hours in various areas.

MILITARY ORDER 348
3 NOVEMBER 1969
ORDER CONCERNING LEGAL ASSISTANCE
"Anyone wishing to execute a court order in Israel which was issued by a court in the West Bank is entitled to do so provided that he applies first to the execution office in Israel and attaches a copy of the court order. Any court order issued in Israel can be executed in the West Bank and any document issued in the area can be used as evidence in a court in Israel."

Amended by
Military Order 421 - 25 March 1971
3. Military Order 714 - 21 June 1977
Unnumbered Military Order - 19 July 1977
Unnumbered Military Order - 24 April 1978
5. Military Order 957 - 31 January 1982
7. Military Order 1097 - 19 February 1983
8. Military Order 1117 - 8 June 1984
10. Military Order 1178 - 20 September 1986
   Military Order 1329 - 10 March 1991
   Unnumbered Military Order - 10 March 1991

MILITARY ORDER 349
This order was never issued.

MILITARY ORDER 350
2 DECEMBER 1969
ORDER CONCERNING INDIRECT TAXES
(IN SUFFICIENT OR EXCESS TAX PAID)
'Indirect tax' is defined as the customs fees and excise
duties specified in military order 31. If an insufficient
or excessive amount of tax has been paid, the
additional sum should be paid or re-paid once the
correct information/evidence can be provided. The
official may attach the tax-debtor's property until the
tax debtor has paid what is due”.

MILITARY ORDER 351
7 DECEMBER 1969
ORDER CONCERNING PAYING
WITNESSES' EXPENSES
The legal advisor may summon expert witnesses such
as doctors to court so that they may express a
professional opinion; they are to be paid. This specifies
the level of expenses which these witnesses can claim
for missing a day's work, performing an autopsy etc..
Amended by
1. Military Order 618 - 12 September 1975
2. Military Order 725 - 17 August 1977
3. Military Order 787 - 20 March 1979
5. Military Order 1001 - 10 June 1982

MILITARY ORDER 352
7 DECEMBER 1969
ORDER CONCERNING REGISTRATION
AND INSPECTION OF MECHANICAL AND
ENGINEERING EQUIPMENT
Amendment to Military Order 219
This adds to the definitions of what constitutes
mechanical and engineering equipment.

MILITARY ORDER 353
7 DECEMBER 1969
ORDER CONCERNING OBJECTIONS
COMMITTEE
Amendment 2 to Military Order 172
This classifies and estimates the value of certain goods
according to existing military orders. It cancels articles
167-177 of the customs and excise duties law 1 of
1962.

MILITARY ORDER 354
7 DECEMBER 1969
ORDER CONCERNING CUSTOMS
JURISDICTION
Amendment to Military Order 309
This defines 'objections committees' (as pertains to
military order 172) and specifies that people may
present their objections before these committees.

MILITARY ORDER 355
7 DECEMBER 1969
ORDER CONCERNING CUSTOMS TARIFFS
Amendment to Military Order 103
This defines 'objections committees' and specifies that
people may present their objections before these
committees.

MILITARY ORDER 356
7 DECEMBER 1969
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS
RELATED TO LAW OF CUSTOMS AND
EXCISE DUTIES
Amendment 2 to Military Order 31
This defines 'objections committees' (as pertains to
military order 172) and specifies that people may
present their objections before these committees.

MILITARY ORDER 357
8 DECEMBER 1969
ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREAS
(PROHIBITION ON TRANSFER OF GOODS)
Amendment 4 to Military Order 49
This defines 'objections committees' (as pertains to
military order 172) and specifies that people may
present their objections before these committees.

Amended by
5. Military Order 826 - 20 February 1980

MILITARY ORDER 358
9 DECEMBER 1969
ORDER CONCERNING ABSENTEE
PROPERTY (ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS
NO. 1)
Amendment 1 to Military Order 150
This deletes the word 'company' from article 4.
ORDER CONCERNING INTERPRETATIONS
Amendment to Military Order 130
"Regardless of what has already been stipulated in any existing law, any procedure or document in a legal, para-legal or administrative process will not be nullified if it is written only in Arabic."

ORDER CONCERNING CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE
Amendment to Chamber of Commerce Law 41, 1949
Any appointment made or jurisdiction granted under this law by the Jordanian government or any of its institutions is to be transferred to the Israeli official-in-charge. These appointments are then to be cancelled. The Israeli official-in-charge may appoint someone else in their place.

Amended by
- Military Order 482 - 17 September 1972
- Unnumbered Military Order - 10 July 1991
- Unnumbered Military Order - 12 July 1991
- Unnumbered Military Order - 15 July 1991
- Unnumbered Military Order - 25 August 1991
- Unnumbered Military Order - 6 September 1991
- Unnumbered Military Order - 10 September 1991
- Unnumbered Military Order - 15 October 1991
- Unnumbered Military Order - 15 October 1991
- Unnumbered Military Order - 27 October 1991
- Unnumbered Military Order - 30 October 1991

ORDER CONCERNING DOCUMENTING CARS (GARAGES)
Any garage-owner or manager must document the details of the age, model and licence plate number of any car in his garage and these records must be kept for at least a year.

Amended by
- Military Order 395 - 18 June 1970

ORDER CONCERNING COMPANY LAW
This provides a detailed description of procedures and regulations applicable to companies, the system for registering a new company etc..
Cancelled by Military Order 398 - 19 June 1970

ORDER CONCERNING POSTAL SERVICES (DEFENCE REGULATIONS) (EMERGENCY, 1945)
"It is not permissible for any person to send or receive any postal deliveries via the bridges on the Jordan river."

ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (TRANSFER AND TRANSPORT) (DEAD SEA)
"It is not permitted for any person to move around the Dead Sea area using either road or water vehicles."


ORDER CONCERNING PROTECTION OF NATURE RESERVES
This establishes the jurisdiction of the nature reserves authority.

Amended by
1. Military Order 402 - 20 July 1970
2. Military Order 415 - 14 February 1971
3. Military Order 426 - 14 May 1971
4. Military Order 458 - 16 March 1972
5. Military Order 503 - 31 December 1972
7. Military Order 554 - 16 July 1974
8. Military Order 622 - 18 November 1975
11. Military Order 748 - 1 February 1978
14. Military Order 781 - 26 February 1979
15. Military Order 803 - 17 September 1979
16. Military Order 836 - 1 April 1980
17. Military Order 880 - 19 November 1980
18. Military Order 885 - 1 December 1980
18. Military Order 894 - 1 February 1981
19. Military Order 1119 - 10 August 1984

MILITARY ORDER 364
29 DECEMBER 1969
ORDER CONCERNING STATE PROPERTY
Amendment 4 to Military Order 59
This expands the definition of 'state property' to include any property whose owner is unable to prove before a military committee (according to the rules of evidence which they determine) to be his private property.

MILITARY ORDER 365
5 JANUARY 1970
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS PERTAINING TO LAW OF MUKHTARS
Amendment to Military Order 227
"It is permissible for the Israeli official-in-charge or his delegate to appoint a mukhtar if he considers such an appointment to be in the interests of public order. It is permissible to dismiss an existing mukhtar regardless of whether he was appointed or elected."
This cancels military order 176.

MILITARY ORDER 366
5 JANUARY 1970
ORDER CONCERNING VILLAGE ADMINISTRATION LAW
Amendment to Law 5, 1954 and Military Order 191
"It is permissible for the Israeli official-in-charge or his delegate to appoint a mukhtar if he considers such an appointment to be in the interests of public order for any population block, village or tribal grouping. It is permissible to dismiss an existing mukhtar regardless of whether he was appointed or elected."

MILITARY ORDER 367
5 JANUARY 1970
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENT AND EMPLOYMENT OF STAFF IN THE GOVERNMENT SECTOR
Amendment 2 to Military Order 37
"It is permissible for the official, regardless of any previous stipulation in law, to dismiss staff for reasons of public order and the safety of the Israeli military forces."

MILITARY ORDER 368
5 JANUARY 1970
ORDER CONCERNING PENSIONS LAW

Amendment to Military Order 290
"It is permissible for the Area Commander, upon the recommendation of the special committee, to refuse to pay any member of staff, who was dismissed on security grounds, the money which is due to him/her under this law."

MILITARY ORDER 369
5 JANUARY 1970
ORDER CONCERNING PROHIBITION OF PAYING FEES TO SECURITY CRIMINALS
This order defines 'criminals' as specified in article 5 of military order 224, and 'fees' are defined as salaries, pensions or any compensation claim. "It is not permissible for anyone to pay a security detainee any of his fiscal entitlement or fees from a public fund."

MILITARY ORDER 370
22 JANUARY 1970
ORDER CONCERNING IMPOSITION OF TAX ON GOODS IN STOCK
"It is permissible to impose excise duty on unsold stock in the hands of a merchant."
Amended by
1. Military Order 615 - 8 September 1975

MILITARY ORDER 371
15 JANUARY 1970
ORDER CONCERNING TRYING OF JUVENILES
Amendment 3 to Military Order 132
This specifies that the maximum penalty for a juvenile will be 5 years in prison.

MILITARY ORDER 372
1 FEBRUARY 1970
ORDER CONCERNING CLAIMS
Amendment 2 to Military Order 271
"It is not possible to file, consider or pay a compensation claim against any damage which was caused in any area which the Area Commander has defined as a 'fighting zone'."
Cancelled by Military Order 385 - 25 May 1970

MILITARY ORDER 373
8 FEBRUARY 1970
ORDER CONCERNING PUBLIC PARKS
This details the jurisdiction and duties of the appropriate authorities in charge of public parks. This cancels military order 89.
Amended by
1. Military Order 390 - 5 June 1970
3. Military Order 456 - 6 February 1972
4. Military Order 527 - 1 November 1973
6. Military Order 621 - 18 November 1975
7. Military Order 656 - 2 June 1976
8. Military Order 703 - 28 March 1977
10. Military Order 790 - 1 April 1979
11. Military Order 833 - 1 April 1980
12. Military Order 849 - 17 June 1980
15. Military Order 923 - 7 July 1981
17. Military Order 1004 - 21 June 1982

MILITARY ORDER 374  
5 FEBRUARY 1970
ORDER CONCERNING RETURN OF LOST AND FOUND PROPERTY (POLICE JURISDICTION)
Amendment 2 to Military Order 326
This replaces the term "official" with the 'police commander'. Any policeman may collect and register any lost property, which must then be transferred to a police commander who will investigate the matter.

MILITARY ORDER 375  
13 FEBRUARY 1970
ORDER CONCERNING ELECTRICITY (REGULATION AND OPERATION)
Amendment to the Jordanian Electric Authority Law, 21, 1967, and to Military Order 159
This order gives the Area Commander the authority to utilize or refuse others access to any existing electricity plant. In addition he has the right to enter any electricity station and establish the necessary equipment for the purpose of linking any government installation to the electricity grid.
Cancelled by Military Order 427 - 16 May 1971

MILITARY ORDER 376  
18 FEBRUARY 1970
ORDER CONCERNING DISTRICTS
This redefines and specifies the district boundaries. This cancels military order 249.
Cancelled by Military Order 601 - 16 July 1975

MILITARY ORDER 377  
19 MARCH 1970
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (CLOSURE OF TRAINING ZONES)
This specifies a number of areas in the Bethlehem, Hebron and Jordan valley districts which are declared closed and are to be military training zones. An oral closure order is to be issued to the mukhtars and local authority heads who must inform their constituents.
Cancelled by Military Order 383 - 4 June 1970

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER  
26 JANUARY 1970
ORDER CONCERNING LAW OF URBAN AND RURAL PLANNING (REGULATIONS CONCERNING SUPERVISION OVER CONSTRUCTION) (RESTRICTIONS ON THE HEIGHT OF BUILDINGS IN RAMALLAH SOUTH)
Amendment to Law 79, 1966
"It is not permissible for any person to build or own in the specified area any building that exceeds 819 meters above ground-level in Zone A and 804 meters in Zone B.
Amended by
Unnumbered Military Order - 27 July 1970

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER  
1 FEBRUARY 1970
ORDER CONCERNING CLAIMS (WEST BANK)
Amendment to Military Order 271
The Area Commander defines a particular area as a fighting zone.

MILITARY ORDER 378  
20 APRIL 1970
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Cancellation of Military Proclamation 3
This expands the jurisdiction of military courts (established and defined in military proclamation 3) to cover a huge variety of security charges. It authorises arrests without warrant and detention for as many as 18 days, renewable without charge or trial. It creates a system of military justice with only one level of courts whose decisions cannot be appealed. It cancels military
orders 12 and 157 as well as military proclamation 3.
(See full translation of the text in Appendix II)
Amended by
1. Military Order 413 - 4 October 1970
2. Military Order 422 - 30 March 1971
3. Military Order 423 - 5 May 1971
5. Military Order 449 - 28 September 1971
   Unnumbered Military Order - 23 July 1971
   Unnumbered Military Order - 6 December 1971
   Military Order 488 - 1 October 1972
   Unnumbered Military Order - 1 July 1971
   Military Order 496 - 25 December 1972
   Military Order 497 - 25 December 1972
   Unnumbered Military Order - 2 July 1972
   Unnumbered Military Order - 2 July 1972
   Unnumbered Military Order - 10 August 1972
   Unnumbered Military Order - 29 December 1972
7. Military Order 517 - 15 July 1973
   Military Order 545 - 10 May 1974
8. Military Order 546 - 10 May 1974
   Unnumbered Military Order - 19 August 1973
   Unnumbered Military Order - 22 May 1974
   Unnumbered Military Order - 22 May 1974
   Unnumbered Military Order - 21 June 1974
9. Military Order 557 - 4 August 1974
10. Military Order 585 - 12 March 1975
    Unnumbered Military Order - 21 June 1974
    Unnumbered Military Order - 21 June 1974
11. Military Order 629 - 8 January 1976
12. Military Order 682 - 14 October 1976
13. Military Order 700 - 3 March 1977
14. Military Order 726 - 6 September 1977
15. Military Order 741 - 6 November 1977
17. Military Order 813 - 25 November 1979
22. Military Order 859 - 3 August 1980
23. Military Order 865 - 26 August 1980
24. Military Order 870 - 2 September 1980
   [Classified as Amd.25 to MO 853]
26. Military Order 876 - 12 October 1980
27. Military Order 879 - 20 November 1980
30. Military Order 918 - 12 June 1981
32. Military Order 948 - 26 November 1981
33. Military Order 959 - 3 February 1982
34. Military Order 964 - 10 March 1982
35. Military Order 966 - 11 March 1982
36. Military Order 987 - 3 May 1982
37. Military Order 999 - 8 August 1982
38. Military Order 1020 - 16 September 1982
40. Military Order 1031 - 5 December 1982
41. Military Order 1041 - 15 April 1983
Unnumbered Military Order - 15 August 1983
42. Military Order 1056 - 27 April 1983
43. Military Order 1059 - 4 May 1983
44. Military Order 1066 - 19 April 1983
45. Military Order 1067 - 20 July 1983
46. Military Order 1080 - 3 October 1983
47. Military Order 1082 - 4 October 1983
49. Military Order 1108 - 25 March 1984
9. Unnumbered Military Regulation - 17 September 1984
10. Unnumbered Military Regulation - 4 February 1985
50. Military Order 1123 - 18 November 1984
51. Military Order 1124 - 18 November 1984
52. Military Order 1131 - 18 February 1985
53. Military Order 1220 - 3 February 1988
   Military Order 1229 - 17 March 1988
55. Military Order 1233 - 5 May 1988
56. Military Order 1234 - 10 May 1988
57. Military Order 1260 - 6 November 1988
58. Military Order 1265 - 1989
59. Military Order 1276 - 24 May 1989
61. Military Order 1297 - 26 February 1990
63. Military Order 1316 - 21 October 1990
Unnumbered Military Order - 30 December 1990
   Unnumbered Military Order - 16 December 1991
   Unnumbered Military Order - 30 June 1991
64. Military Order 1343 - 7 July 1991
65. Military Order 1344 - 7 July 1991
   Unnumbered Military Order - 7 July 1991
67. Military Order 1369 - 28 April 1992

MILITARY ORDER 379

ORDER CONCERNING DISTRIBUTION OF NEWSPAPERS
Amendment 2 to Military Order 50
This amends the article which relates to the issuing of permits.

MILITARY ORDER 380

ORDER CONCERNING INSURANCE OF MECHANICAL VEHICLES (NOTIFYING THE THIRD PARTY)
Amendment 2 to Military Order 215
This redefines the category of 'the injured' and 'injury-
related deaths' which are entitled to compensation.
Amended by
3. Military Order 407 - 1 September 1970

MILITARY ORDER 381
15 APRIL 1970
ORDER CONCERNING OPERATION OF PRISONS AND DETENTION CENTRES
Amendment 3 to Military Order 29
This removes a number of prisoner’s privileges.

MILITARY ORDER 382
22 APRIL 1970
ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREAS
This declares part of the Hebron district a closed area.

MILITARY ORDER 383
4 JUNE 1970
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (CLOSED AREAS)
This specifies a number of closed areas and cancels military orders 62 and 377.
Cancelled by Military Order 497 - 25 December 1972

MILITARY ORDER 384
12 MAY 1970
ORDER CONCERNING LOCAL COURTS (IN PLACE OF THE ISRAELI MILITARY AUTHORITIES)
Amendment to Military Order 164
No legal action is to be taken against property over which any Israeli authority presides. Legal action may be taken against property which conforms to article 2b of the original order.

MILITARY ORDER 385
25 MAY 1970
ORDER CONCERNING CLAIMS
Amendment 3 to Military Order 271
“It is forbidden to attend to any legal claims or pay any compensation damages in an area defined as a fighting zone, unless the Area Commander has stipulated that the damage was incurred as a result of a military operation.” This cancels military order 372.

MILITARY ORDER 386
25 MAY 1970
ORDER CONCERNING THE COST OF ELECTRICITY
In relation to Jerusalem Electric Company Law of 1930
This sets various price rates for electricity in different areas.
Amended by
Military Order 436 - 4 July 1971
Military Order 507 - 25 March 1973
Military Order 536 - 4 February 1974
Military Order 581 - 5 March 1975
{Classified as Amd. to MO 536 in the text.}
Military Order 583 - 7 March 1975
Military Order 594 - 25 May 1975
{Classified as Amd to MO 583 in the text.}
Military Order 646 - 5 April 1976
Military Order 672 - 15 July 1976
5. Military Order 695 - 2 February 1977
7. Military Order 743 - 22 December 1977
Military Order 744 - 21 December 1977
10. Military Order 793 - 17 May 1979
Military Order 877 - 23 October 1980
15. Military Order 881 - 4 December 1980
17. Military Order 901 - 14 April 1981
Military Order 919 - 4 June 1981
22. Military Order 963 - 15 February 1982
23. Military Order 983 - 22 April 1982
24. Military Order 989 - 3 May 1982
25. Military Order 995 - 1 June 1982
{Classified as Amd to MO 995 in the text}

MILITARY ORDER 387
24 MAY 1970
ORDER CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT LAW
Amendment 10 to Military Order 56
The title ‘chairman of the economics branch’ will replace ‘officer in charge of administration and services’.

MILITARY ORDER 388
1 JUNE 1970
ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREAS IN THE JORDAN VALLEY
Amendment to Military Order 151
This redraws the map of the area.
MILITARY ORDER 389

ORDER CONCERNING INVESTMENT IN NATURE RESOURCES
Amendment to Temporary Law for the Regulation of Nature Resources 37, 1966
Any appointment made or jurisdiction granted under this law by the Jordanian government or any of its institutions is to be transferred to the Israeli official in charge. These appointments are then to be cancelled. The Israeli official in charge may appoint someone else in their place.

MILITARY ORDER 390

ORDER CONCERNING PUBLIC PARKS
Amendment to Military Order 373
New entry fees are stipulated.

MILITARY ORDER 391

ORDER CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT LAW (LICENCES TO DRIVE LORRIES AND TRUCKS)
Amendment 11 to Military Order 56
This defines the maximum load-weights of different categories of vehicle and the kind of licence required for each.
Amended by
11. Military Order 932 - 30 August 1981

MILITARY ORDER 392

ORDER CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT LAW (EXEMPTION FROM REGISTRATION FEES)
Amendment 12 to Military Order 56
This stipulates that fees are not to be charged to anyone who has paid a fee under the terms of Israeli law or any existing security legislation.

MILITARY ORDER 393

ORDER CONCERNING SUPERVISION OF CONSTRUCTION WORKS
This gives the Area Commander the jurisdiction to prohibit, limit or halt the construction of any building if he thinks that it endangers the security of the Israeli military forces, and to demolish or take down any building or part of a construction which defies this order.

MILITARY ORDER 394

ORDER CONCERNING MUNICIPAL LAW
Amendment 4 to Military Order 194, and Law 29, 1955
The municipality has the right to collect taxes on vegetables, fruits and any produce which is sold in the public market place. It must obtain the consent of the appropriate authorities in order to impose taxes on any product which is not fruit and vegetables. The municipal council may specify the level of taxes with official approval.

MILITARY ORDER 395

ORDER CONCERNING DOCUMENTATION OF VEHICLES (GARAGES)
Amendment to Military Order 361
A garage owner or manager must include the following information in his registration of vehicle details: the driver’s name, the details of required repairs and the degree and cause of the existing damage.

MILITARY ORDER 396

ORDER CONCERNING IDENTITY CARDS AND PERSONAL STATUS
Amendment 3 to Military Order 297
This amends the terminology of the order requiring the possession of an identity card.

MILITARY ORDER 397

ORDER CONCERNING THE LAW OF TRADEMARKS
Amendment to Trademarks Law 33, 1952
This order establishes the West Bank companies and trademarks registration department. Any trademark registered prior to 7 June 1967, will only be legally recognised if it is re-registered.
Amended by
1. Military Order 462 - 24 March 1972
2. Military Order 617 - 22 September 1975

MILITARY ORDER 398

ORDER CONCERNING COMPANIES
This invests the ‘military officer in charge of the judiciary’ with the power of the ‘registrar of trademarks’ and establishes the register for companies. While it recognizes the existence of companies...
established before 1970, it obliges them to re-register within 90 days and it also makes it possible for Israeli companies to operate in the occupied territories without the need to register there. The order also amends Jordanian company law by changing the venue of appeal against the decisions of the registrar of companies from local courts to military objections committee. This cancels military order 362.

MILITARY ORDER 399  
9 AUGUST 1970
ORDER CONCERNING TRAFFIC LAWS
This provides extensive, detailed regulations governing traffic.
Amended by
1. Military Order 409 - 20 September 1970
2. Military Order 428 - 2 May 1971
4. Military Order 455 - 30 December 1971
5. Military Order 506 - 15 February 1973
7. Military Order 591 - 4 May 1975
8. Military Order 797 - 8 July 1979
12. Military Order 935 - 10 September 1981
15. Military Order 1182 - 3 November 1986

MILITARY ORDER 400  
13 JULY 1970
ORDER CONCERNING DEFENCE BEFORE MILITARY COURTS
This details the appointment and responsibilities of defence lawyers as well as defence expenses, the process of dropping a case etc. This cancels military order 143.

MILITARY ORDER 401  
5 JULY 1970
ORDER CONCERNING THE LAW OF WEIGHTS AND MEASUREMENTS
Amendment to the Law of Weights and Measurements, 8, 1953
Any appointment made or jurisdiction granted under this law by the Jordanian government or any of its institutions is to be transferred to the Israeli official-in-charge. These appointments are then to be cancelled. The Israeli official-in-charge may appoint someone else in their place. This cancels military order 243. Amended by
Unnumbered Military Order - 28 March 1978

MILITARY ORDER 402  
20 JULY 1970
ORDER CONCERNING PROTECTION OF NATURE RESERVES
Amendment to Military Order 363
This redefines the term ‘nature reserve’. This gives the appropriate authority the right to build roads, open paths, put up buildings, employ staff and inspectors. The Area Commander may set the entry fees.

MILITARY ORDER 403  
27 JULY 1970
ORDER CONCERNING IDENTITY CARDS AND PERSONAL STATUS
Amendment 4 to Military Order 297
This changes the level of fees for various different applications.

MILITARY ORDER 404  
27 JULY 1970
ORDER CONCERNING PUBLIC PARKS
Amendment 2 to Military Order 373
This redefines 'public park'. This gives the appropriate authority the right to build roads, open paths, put up buildings, employ staff and inspectors. The Area Commander may set the entry fees.

MILITARY ORDER 405  
8 AUGUST 1970
ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREAS (JORDAN VALLEY)
Amendment 2 to Military Order 151
The title of the attached map is changed.

MILITARY ORDER 406  
1 SEPTEMBER 1970
ORDER CONCERNING INCOME TAX APPEALS
Amendment to Military Order 109
Regardless of previous laws, all the jurisdiction given to the special court on income tax appeals is to be transferred to the objections committee as specified in military order 172.

MILITARY ORDER 407  
1 SEPTEMBER 1970
ORDER CONCERNING INSURANCE OF MECHANICAL VEHICLES (NOTIFYING THE THIRD PARTY)
Amendment 3 to Military Order 380
This changes the date on which the original order is to be enforced from 8 March 1970 to 8 April 1970.
MILITARY ORDER 408  6 OCTOBER 1970
ORDER CONCERNING RETIREMENT LAWS (EMPLOYEES FROM ANOTHER AREA)
Amendment to Military Order 290 and Law of Insurance and Retirement 8, 1964 of the Gaza Strip
This concerns employees who have moved from working in one area to another. It details their rights and privileges.
Amended by Military Order 903 - 9 April 1981

MILITARY ORDER 409  20 SEPTEMBER 1970
ORDER CONCERNING TRAFFIC LAWS
Amendment to Military Order 399
These are major technical amendments to the traffic laws, covering areas such as the sale or inheritance of vehicles, the number of legal passengers that different categories of cars are allowed to carry etc..
Cancelled by Military Order 506 - 15 February 1973

MILITARY ORDER 410  6 SEPTEMBER 1970
ORDER CONCERNING OBJECTIONS COMMITTEES
Amendment 3 to Military Order 172
This adds the following phrase to article 8: "income tax appeals in accordance with the income tax law (24, 1964)."

MILITARY ORDER 411  8 DECEMBER 1970
ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREAS (SABASTIA)
The Sabastia area is declared closed.

MILITARY ORDER 412  5 OCTOBER 1970
ORDER CONCERNING LOCAL COURTS
This invests the officer in charge of the judiciary with all the former powers and privileges of the minister of justice under Jordanian law. This cancels military order 39.
Amended by Military Order 500 - 31 December 1972
2. Military Order 531 - 5 November 1973
4. Military Order 799 - 19 August 1979

MILITARY ORDER 413  4 OCTOBER 1970
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment to Military Order 378
This establishes and defines the workings of a new appeals committee.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 1 SEPTEMBER 1970
ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREAS
Amendment to Military Order 34
General Entry Permit 5 - This gives residents of the area and of Israel the privilege to enter one another's areas so long as they follow specific routes and enter during specific hours.
This cancels the General Entry Permit 2 of 1967.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 27 JULY 1970
ORDER CONCERNING URBAN AND RURAL PLANNING (CONSTRUCTION REGULATIONS) (RESTRICTIONS ON THE HEIGHT OF BUILDINGS) (RAMALLAH SOUTH)
Amendment to Unnumbered Military Order - 26 January 1970
The original order is to be changed to read 815 meters above "sea-level" rather than "ground-level".

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 27 JULY 1970
ORDER CONCERNING INTERPRETATIONS (ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS 2)
Amendment to Military Order 161
Wherever the term ‘Official Gazette’ is used it should be replaced by "any daily newspaper distributed in the West Bank or any subsequent orders which relate to military order 111."

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 2 SEPTEMBER 1970
ORDER CONCERNING INTERPRETATIONS (ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS 2)
Amendment to Law of Expropriation of Land for Public Purposes, 2, 1933
Wherever the term 'Official Gazette' is used it should
be replaced by 'any daily newspaper distributed in the West Bank or any subsequent orders which relate to military order 111.'

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 27 JULY 1970
ORDER CONCERNING INTERPRETATIONS (ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS 2)
This amends the terms for the publication of municipal council regulations; wherever the term 'Official Gazette' is used it should be replaced by "any daily newspaper distributed in the West Bank or any subsequent orders which relate to military order 111."

MILITARY ORDER 414 24 JANUARY 1971
ORDER CONCERNING ISRAELI CURRENCY AS THE LEGAL TENDER (ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS 2)
This stipulates that figures should be rounded up when calculating the price of the stamps.
Amended by
Military Order 610 - 31 August 1975

MILITARY ORDER 415 14 FEBRUARY 1971
ORDER CONCERNING PROTECTION OF NATURE RESERVES
Amendment 2 to Military Order 363
This redefines "maintaining the natural state."

MILITARY ORDER 416 23 FEBRUARY 1971
ORDER CONCERNING BEIT SAHOUR MUNICIPAL COUNCIL
This gives a list of names for the mayor, his deputy and the members of the Beit Sahour municipal council.

MILITARY ORDER 417 26 FEBRUARY 1971
ORDER CONCERNING TRYING OF JUVENILES
Amendment 4 to Military Order 132
"The court has the right to oblige any party responsible for a juvenile to obey the terms of this order and pay the required fine."

MILITARY ORDER 418 23 MARCH 1971
ORDER CONCERNING URBAN AND RURAL PLANNING
Amendment to the Urban and Rural Planning Law, 79, 1966
This order abolishes the participation of all local authorities or institutions and national planning committees in the planning of land use. The order also restricts the licensing power of the municipalities. All these powers are to be transferred into the hands of the regional planning committees and the higher planning council.
Amended by
Military Order 577 - 17 December 1974
Military Order 778 - 7 February 1979
5. Military Order 895 - 17 February 1981
7. Military Order 1100 - 25 March 1984

MILITARY ORDER 419 19 MARCH 1971
ORDER CONCERNING JURIDICAL BODIES
Amendment to Law of Judicial Bodies 4, 1953
This empowers the Area Commander to allow any agency listed in article 5a of the law to acquire or own immovable property in the area, and to manage it, even if the conditions specified in articles 5a and 8a of the law are not met.
Amended by
Military Order 1025 - 4 October 1982

MILITARY ORDER 420 23 MARCH 1971
ORDER CONCERNING RETIREMENT OF LOCAL POLICE
Amendment to Military Retirement Law 33, 1959, and Military Order 181
The military retirement committee will assume all powers granted under the above-mentioned law to any other authority. This restricts the retirement benefits of any policeman who has been suspended from duty prior to this order, and revokes the benefits of any policeman found to have endangered the security of the Israeli military forces. If a policeman died prior to the enactment of this order, his relatives are nonetheless entitled to the benefits stipulated hereto.
Amended by
Military Order 475 - 26 July 1972
Military Order 476 - 26 July 1972
2. Military Order 525 - 15 October 1973
3. Military Order 784 - 20 March 1979

MILITARY ORDER 421
25 MARCH 1971
ORDER CONCERNING LEGAL ASSISTANCE
Amendment to Military Order 348
This amends article 4 as follows: "amendment of the Arabic text is complete."

MILITARY ORDER 422
30 MARCH 1971
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 2 to Military Order 378
"It is not permissible for any person to obtain or hold any document issued in accordance with a certain security regulations, which is not directly addressed to him/her."

MILITARY ORDER 423
5 MAY 1971
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 3 to Military Order 378
This is an amendment relating to the ordering of re-trials.

MILITARY ORDER 424
13 MAY 1971
ORDER CONCERNING SHOP SIGNS
The Area Commander has the right to oblige people to hang signs outside their shops.

MILITARY ORDER 425
17 MAY 1971
ORDER CONCERNING CURFEW HOURS
This changes the curfew hours in particular areas.
Cancelled by Military Order 441 - 9 August 1971

MILITARY ORDER 426
14 MAY 1971
ORDER CONCERNING PROTECTION OF NATURE RESERVES
Amendment 3 to Military Order 363
This changes the entry fees to nature reserves.

MILITARY ORDER 427
16 MAY 1971
ORDER CONCERNING ELECTRICITY

AUTHORITY (REGULATING AND IMPORTING)
Amendment to Military Order 159
This reaffirms the Area Commander's jurisdiction to exert his power over the electric company and grants him the right to provide special permits allowing for the installation of electricity. This cancels military order 375.
Amended by
Military Order 595 - 3 June 1975
Military Order 1216 - 31 December 1987
Unnumbered Military Order - 24 February 1992

MILITARY ORDER 428
2 MAY 1971
ORDER CONCERNING TRAFFIC LAW
(CONDUCT ON ROADS)
Amendment to Military Order 399
This substantially amends the traffic laws.

MILITARY ORDER 429
26 MAY 1971
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PERSONNEL EMPLOYED IN THE AREA
Amendment 2 to Military Order 121
This stipulates that security personnel will be supervised by a special authority.

MILITARY ORDER 430
3 JUNE 1971
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENT AND EMPLOYMENT OF STAFF IN THE GOVERNMENT SECTOR
Amendment 3 to Military Order 37
This gives the appropriate authority the power to dismiss government staff sentenced or detained on security charges. This details the benefits to which the ex-staff member is entitled.

MILITARY ORDER 431
27 MAY 1971
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 4 to Military Order 378
"It is not permissible for any Military Commander to exercise his power as specified in this provision, unless he considers such an act to be vital for security."
MILITARY ORDER 432 1 JUNE 1971
ORDER CONCERNING ORGANISING GUARDS IN SETTLEMENTS
The Israeli military forces have the right to issue orders placing guards in any Israeli settlement. This order defines the duties of such guards.
Amended by
Military Order 516 - 17 June 1973
2. Military Order 730 - 1 October 1977
Unnumbered Military Order - 26 June 1976
Unnumbered Military Order - 11 October 1977
Unnumbered Military Order - 7 February 1978
6. Military Order 1052 - 7 April 1983
7. Military Order 1163 - 20 January 1986

MILITARY ORDER 433 12 JULY 1971
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENT OF STAFF (UNGRADED AND FIXED-TERM CONTRACT STAFF)
Amendment to Civil Service Law 23, 1966
"Any ungraded employee who has worked for a period of two years in one of the agencies of the Israeli military forces in the area will be assigned a grade."
Cancelled by Military Order 477 - 16 August 1972

MILITARY ORDER 434 24 JUNE 1971
ORDER CONCERNING TRAFFIC LAWS
Amendment 3 to Military Order 399
This amends the traffic laws.

MILITARY ORDER 435 24 JUNE 1971
ORDER CONCERNING COLLECTION OF ORDERS AND PAMPHLETS
Amendment to Military Order 111
This order deals with errata in previous orders and pamphlets.

MILITARY ORDER 436 4 JULY 1971
ORDER CONCERNING COST OF ELECTRICITY
Amendment to the Electricity Law, 1930
This stipulates that the discounts set down in article 19 of the law are to be cancelled, and it sets various new price rates for electricity.

MILITARY ORDER 437 24 JUNE 1971
ORDER CONCERNING BOOK-KEEPING AND ACCOUNTING
Amendment to the Book-Keeping Profession Law 10, 1961
This replaces article 1 with "the application for a book-keeping licence is to be submitted to a committee appointed by the Area Commander."
Amended by
2. Military Order 1194 - 17 May 1987
3. Military Order 1239 - 29 June 1988

MILITARY ORDER 438 12 JULY 1971
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO THE CIVIL SERVICE REGULATIONS
Amendment to the Civil Service Regulations 23, 1966
This adds a new scale of rank and salary to the original regulations.

MILITARY ORDER 439 4 AUGUST 1971
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO THE LABOUR LAW
Amendment to Labour Law 21, 1960 and its Amendment 2, 1965
This amends the terms governing the election of worker’s and employer’s representative councils and outlines the procedures for handling trade disputes.
Amended by
Military Order 764 - 14 June 1978
Military Order 825 - 20 February 1980
Military Order 1133 - 1 March 1985

MILITARY ORDER 440 10 AUGUST 1971
ORDER CONCERNING PROHIBITION OF EMPLOYMENT
Amendment 2 to Military Order 65
This adds that "the appropriate authority is to be granted all the jurisdiction given to the prime minister under the regulations supervising the employment of foreigners (Defence Regulations 4 of 1948)").

MILITARY ORDER 441 9 AUGUST 1971
ORDER CONCERNING CURFEW HOURS (CANCELLATION)
This cancels military order 425.
MILITARY ORDER 442  
22 AUGUST 1971  
ORDER CONCERNING ARRANGEMENTS RESULTING FROM CURRENCY FLUCTUATION  
This sets down detailed and lengthy regulations regarding foreign currency, levels of import tax, fuel tax etc.  
Cancelled by Military Order 564 - 10 October 1974

MILITARY ORDER 443  
22 AUGUST 1971  
ORDER CONCERNING ISRAELI CURRENCY AS LEGAL TENDER  
Amendment 2 to Military Order 76  
The rate of exchange between the Israeli lira and the Jordanian dinar is to be changed from 9.8 to 11.76.

MILITARY ORDER 444  
3 SEPTEMBER 1971  
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO THE CIVIL SERVICE REGULATIONS  
Amendment 3 to Civil Service Regulation 23, 1966  
This classifies employees into categories, and grades their salaries accordingly.

MILITARY ORDER 445  
3 SEPTEMBER 1971  
ORDER CONCERNING COST OF LIVING ALLOWANCES FOR GOVERNMENT STAFF  
Amendment Cost of Living Regulation 61, 1959  
This specifies the amount of money which should be allocated to the wife, and each child of government staff as a cost of living allowance.

MILITARY ORDER 446  
30 AUGUST 1971  
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO THE CIVIL SERVICE REGULATIONS  
Amendment 2 to Civil Service Regulations 23, 1966  
This concerns the establishment of a misconduct committee to deal with any wrongdoing committed by government employees.  
Cancelled by Military Order 477 - 16 August 1972

MILITARY ORDER 447  
31 AUGUST 1971  
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAW OF CRAFT AND INDUSTRY  
Amendment to Military Order 282  
This amends the title of the 'Israeli official-in-charge'.  
In article 2, the phrase “for the official in accordance with the order concerning the municipal law (194)” is to be replaced by: “for the director of the department of administration and services in the area command.”

MILITARY ORDER 448  
26 SEPTEMBER 1971  
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO THE LAW REGARDING THE DECLARATION OF UNREGISTERED IMMOVABLE PROPERTY (MONEY)  
Amendment to Law 6, 1964  
This concerns the establishment of registration committees to deal with the registration of immovable property, and specifies the terms under which it will operate, the make-up of the committee and the sorts of cases which they will consider.  
Amended by  
Military Order 1034 - 6 December 1982  
3. Military Order 1145 - 17 July 1985

MILITARY ORDER 449  
28 SEPTEMBER 1971  
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS  
Amendment 5 to Military Order 378  
This amends the clause concerning the harming or insulting of soldiers with violent weapons.

MILITARY ORDER 450  
6 OCTOBER 1971  
ORDER CONCERNING LAND LAW  
Any jurisdiction granted under this law by the Jordanian government or any of its institutions is to be transferred to the Israeli official-in-charge. This order should take into account military order 451.

MILITARY ORDER 451  
6 OCTOBER 1971  
ORDER CONCERNING THE SURVEYING AND DEFINITION OF LAND BOUNDARIES  
Amendment to Surveying Law 42, 1953  
Any appointment made or jurisdiction granted under this law by the Jordanian government or any of its institutions is to be transferred to the Israeli official-in-charge. These appointments are then to be cancelled. The Israeli official-in-charge may appoint someone else in their place. This should take into account the
jurisdiction granted to the Israeli official-in-charge under military order 450. This cancels military order 54.

MILITARY ORDER 452 28 JANUARY 1972

ORDER CONCERNING STAMP REVENUE (ENTRY AND EXIT PERMITS TO THE EAST BANK)
Amendment to Stamp Law 27, 1953
This specifies the cost of the various permits in Israeli liras. This cancels military orders 250 and 258. Cancelled by Military Order 599 - 6 July 1973

MILITARY ORDER 453 1 OCTOBER 1971

ORDER CONCERNING COST OF LIVING ALLOWANCES FOR MUNICIPAL STAFF
Amendment to Municipal Staff Cost of Living Regulations 90, 1963
This specifies the rates which should be granted as a cost of living allowance in relation to the size of the employees' families.

MILITARY ORDER 454 26 NOVEMBER 1971

ORDER CONCERNING MUNICIPAL ELECTIONS
Amendment to the Municipality Law 29, 1955
The elections for the municipality will take place in accordance with the above-mentioned law. The Israeli official-in-charge is to specify the date.

MILITARY ORDER 455 30 DECEMBER 1971

ORDER CONCERNING TRAFFIC LAWS
Amendment 4 to Military Order 399
This provides detailed amendments to the traffic laws.

MILITARY ORDER 456 6 FEBRUARY 1972

ORDER CONCERNING PUBLIC PARKS
Amendment 2 to Military Order 373
This stipulates new rates for entry fees into public parks.

MILITARY ORDER 457 15 FEBRUARY 1972

ORDER CONCERNING REGULATION OF THE LAW OF NATURAL RESOURCES
Amendment to the Law 37, 1966

The appropriate authority may estimate the value of land or the proportion of water, or both, as well as the cost of the damage which may be incurred as a result of the agency’s work. All of the regulations relating to claims which are outlined in military order 271 do not apply to any claims related to the regulation of natural resources.

Amended by
Military Order 1110 - 1 May 1984

MILITARY ORDER 458 16 MARCH 1972

ORDER CONCERNING PRESERVATION OF NATURE RESERVES
Amendment 4 to Military Order 363
This changes the level of entry fees to nature reserves.

MILITARY ORDER 459 24 MARCH 1972

ORDER CONCERNING MUNICIPAL ELECTIONS (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
Amendment to Municipal Law 29, 1955 and to Military Order 194
The Israeli official-in-charge has the right to specify or to extend the candidacy period in municipal elections.

MILITARY ORDER 460 26 MARCH 1972

ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO LAW OF CRAFT AND INDUSTRY
Amendment to Law 89, 1966
This adds Hebron to the definition.

MILITARY ORDER 461 24 MARCH 1972

ORDER CONCERNING CUSTOMS TARIFFS
Amendment 4 to Military Order 103
This exempts taxi-cabs from the regulations.

MILITARY ORDER 462 24 MARCH 1972

ORDER CONCERNING TRADEMARKS (RENEWED REGISTRATION)
Amendment to Military Order 397
This extends the original order.

MILITARY ORDER 463 24 MARCH 1972

ORDER CONCERNING REGULATION OF
PUBLIC SWIMMING AREAS
Amendment to Military Order 280
This allows the appropriate authority to delegate the jurisdiction granted in the original military order to a third party.

MILITARY ORDER 464
24 MARCH 1972
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 6 to Military Order 378
The Military Commander may instruct whoever he chooses to build fences, put up shop signs or plaques on buildings or to remove signs etc.

MILITARY ORDER 465
18 APRIL 1972
ORDER CONCERNING PROHIBITION OF CONSTRUCTION
This forbids any construction on an expropriated piece of land or the site of a previously demolished house.
Amended by
Military Order 1197 - 30 June 1987

MILITARY ORDER 466
14 APRIL 1972
ORDER CONCERNING TRANSIT STATIONS (JORDAN RIVER BRIDGES)
Amendment to Military Order 175
"It is permissible for the Israeli ministry of the interior or the police ministry to establish two transit stations on the Jordan bridges in order to conduct security checks and issue permits."

MILITARY ORDER 467
28 MARCH 1972
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO CIVIL SERVICE REGULATIONS
Amendment 4 to Civil Service Regulations, 1966
This specifies the salary levels of the different categories of workers.
Cancelled by Military Order 477 - 16 August 1972

MILITARY ORDER 468
2 MAY 1972
ORDER CONCERNING DANGEROUS DRUGS LAW
Amendment Dangerous Drug Law 10, 1955
"Anyone possessing any of the drugs specified in the above-mentioned law should hand them into the police for disposal."
Cancelled by Military Order 538 - 16 February 1975

MILITARY ORDER 469
2 MAY 1972
ORDER CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT
Amendment 13 (previously Amd.10) to Military Order 56
"Any owner of a vehicle may obtain an exemption from paying the vehicle licensing fee if his car is non-operational for a period, providing that the driver's licence and the licence plates are handed in to the authorities."

MILITARY ORDER 470
4 MAY 1972
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAW OF CRAFT AND INDUSTRY
Amendment to Law 16, 1953
Any appointment made or jurisdiction granted under this law by the Jordanian government or any of its institutions is to be transferred to the Israeli official-in-charge. These appointments are then to be cancelled. The Israeli official-in-charge may appoint someone else in their place. The Area Commander has the right to deny or revoke licences if he deems it necessary. This cancels military order 282 with the exception of the regulation regarding the supervision of garages.
Amended by
1. Military Order 480 - 15 August 1972
2. Military Order 705 - 25 April 1977
   Unnumbered Military Order - 26 December 1977
   Unnumbered Military Order - 3 March 1980
   Unnumbered Military Regulation - 15 April 1984
11. Unnumbered Military Order - 17 July 1991

MILITARY ORDER 471
4 MAY 1972
ORDER CONCERNING EXEMPTION FROM THE LAW OF CRAFT AND INDUSTRY
"Regardless of any existing law or regulations, it is permissible for the Area Commander or his delegate to exempt anyone from the need to obtain a licence."

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
23 JULY 1971
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (CLOSED AREAS)
Amendment to Military Order 378 and Military Order 34
General Exit Permit 4 (Amendment): "with the exception of the Eilat area" is included in the definition.
UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 6 DECEMBER 1971
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (ENTRY TO BETHLEHEM AND HEBRON DISTRICTS)
Amendment to Military Order 378 and Military Order 34
This specifies particular roads which must be taken to enter or exit these areas.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 3 MAY 1972
ORDER CONCERNING INTERPRETATIONS (ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS) (MUNICIPAL COUNCIL REGULATIONS)
Amendment to Military Order 161
This adds the following phrase to article 1: “with regards to any person authorised to issue a regulation in accordance with the municipal law 29 of 1955.”

MILITARY ORDER 472 3 JULY 1972
ORDER CONCERNING THE INDEPENDENCE OF THE JUDICIARY LAW
Amendment to Military Order 310
This specifies the privileges, membership and areas of jurisdiction of the misconduct committee.

MILITARY ORDER 473 21 AUGUST 1972
ORDER CONCERNING OBJECTIONS COMMITTEES
Amendment to Military Order 172
This order relates to any objection or claim made in relation to the decisions of the natural resources authority.

MILITARY ORDER 474 26 JULY 1972
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDING THE LAW FOR THE PRESERVATION OF TREES AND PLANTS
Amendment to the Law for the Preservation of Trees and Plants 85, 1966
The Military Commander is entitled to appoint inspectors to enforce these regulations. The inspector may arrange for the removal from cultivated land of anyone who hinders him in the course of his duties. This also restricts the planting of specific fruit trees and plants.

MILITARY ORDER 475 26 JULY 1972
ORDER CONCERNING RETIREMENT OF LOCAL POLICE
Amendment to Military Order 420
This merely changes the numbering of some clauses.

MILITARY ORDER 476 26 JULY 1972
ORDER CONCERNING OBJECTIONS COMMITTEES
Amendment to Military Order 172
This amends the regulations which govern the procedure for filing an objection to any decision taken in relation to the retirement law as specified in military order 290 and 420.

MILITARY ORDER 477 16 AUGUST 1972
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENT AND EMPLOYMENT OF STAFF IN THE GOVERNMENT SECTOR
Amendment to Military Order 37
This stipulates the salary levels of staff in accordance with their ranks. The Israeli official-in-charge of the department of justice has the right to appoint a misconduct committee. This cancels military orders 433, 446 and 467.

MILITARY ORDER 478 21 AUGUST 1972
ORDER CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT
Amendment to Military Order 56
“Any person whose licence was revoked or was not renewed may file an objection before an objections committee within 30 days.”

MILITARY ORDER 479 22 AUGUST 1972
ORDER CONCERNING JURISDICTION OVER EDUCATION
Amendment to Military Order 91
This sets the level of student contributions under the colection of contributions in schools law 22 of 1965, according to the age and grade of students.

MILITARY ORDER 480 15 AUGUST 1972
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAW OF CRAFT AND INDUSTRY.
Amendment to Military Order 470
This adds manufacturers of gas canisters to the list of those subject to the jurisdiction of the above-mentioned order.

MILITARY ORDER 481
11 SEPTEMBER 1972
ORDER CONCERNING CANCELLATION OF THE ISRAEL BOYCOTT LAWS
Amendment to Military Order 71
This expands the definition of "forbidding trade relations" to make it more general and all-embracing.

MILITARY ORDER 482
17 SEPTEMBER 1972
ORDER CONCERNING ESTABLISHMENT OF CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE
Amendment to Military Order 360
This modifies the title of the Israeli official-in-charge.

MILITARY ORDER 483
17 SEPTEMBER 1972
ORDER CONCERNING ELECTIONS FOR THE COUNCIL OF THE CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE
This stipulates that elections are to take place according to the will of the official, and the former council will be suspended 14 days after the elections.

MILITARY ORDER 484
15 SEPTEMBER 1972
ORDER CONCERNING WATER WORKS AUTHORITY (BETHLEHEM, BEIT JALA AND BEIT SAHOUR)
This establishes a water authority and provides detailed general regulations concerning its jurisdiction, areas of control, ownership etc. The Military Commander has the authority to appoint members to this authority and to change its composition.
Amended by
1. Military Order 494 - 26 November 1972
2. Military Order 715 - 17 June 1977
Cancelled by Military Order 1376 - 24 July 1992

MILITARY ORDER 485
1 SEPTEMBER 1972
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO THE INCOME TAX LAW
Amendment to Income Tax Law 35, 1964
This changes the fee which was previously set in Jordanian dinars to Israeli liras. This also specifies the level of income tax to be paid on different salary grades.

MILITARY ORDER 486
24 SEPTEMBER 1972
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDING THE LAW OF HUNTING RESTRICTIONS
Amendment to the Law of Hunting Restrictions 8, 1966
The term 'dangerous animal' is defined here.

MILITARY ORDER 487
22 SEPTEMBER 1972
ORDER CONCERNING INTEREST RATES (SETTING THE RATE)
"Regardless of the stipulations of any existing law, lenders should not, in general, be restricted to a set interest rate. The inspector of banks can, however, specify the upper limit of possible interest rates."

MILITARY ORDER 488
1 OCTOBER 1972
ORDER CONCERNING RESTRICTIONS ON TRANSPORT, TRANSFER AND CURFEW (JORDAN VALLEY)
Amendment to Military Order 378
This specifies the area under curfew and the roads which may be used at specific times etc. This cancels military order 152.
Amended by
Military Order 547 - 22 May 1974

MILITARY ORDER 489
3 OCTOBER 1972
ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED MILITARY AREAS
This closes a certain zone along the Jerusalem-Jericho road.

MILITARY ORDER 490
3 OCTOBER 1972
ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED MILITARY AREAS
This closes a particular zone around Bethlehem.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
1 JULY 1971
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY
PROVISIONS

Amendment to Military Orders 34 and 378
General Permit 4: This cancels General Permit 5 of 1968.

MILITARY ORDER 491
25 OCTOBER 1972
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO ROAD TRANSPORT REGULATIONS
Amendment to Law 117, 1965
This specifies the level of registration fees for heavy-vehicles.

MILITARY ORDER 492
20 OCTOBER 1972
ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED MILITARY AREA
This declares the Jenin area as closed.

MILITARY ORDER 493
20 NOVEMBER 1972
ORDER CONCERNING ABSENTEE PROPERTY (PRIVATE PROPERTY)
Amendment 4 to Military Order 58
"The custodian of absentee property has the right to expel any person from a property after the contract between the person and the official-in-charge has expired."

MILITARY ORDER 494
26 NOVEMBER 1972
ORDER CONCERNING WATER WORKS (BETHLEHEM, BEIT JALA AND BEIT SAHOUR)
Amendment to Military Order 484
This adds that the water works authority should elect a chairman from among the mayors of the three member cities.

MILITARY ORDER 495
18 DECEMBER 1972
ORDER CONCERNING STAMP DUTY LAW (PERMITS TO GO TO THE EAST BANK)
Amendment to the Stamp Law 27, 1952
This sets new fees for permits.
Cancelled by Military Order 599 - 6 July 1975

MILITARY ORDER 496
25 DECEMBER 1972
ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREAS

Amendment to Military Order 378
This declares particular areas in the northern part of the Jordan valley closed. This cancels military orders 60 and 61.

MILITARY ORDER 497
25 DECEMBER 1972
ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREAS
Amendment to Military Order 378
This declares a particular area around Hebron closed. This cancels military order 383.

MILITARY ORDER 498
25 DECEMBER 1972
ORDER CONCERNING METHODS OF PUNISHMENT
Amendment to Military Order 322
This provides an exception to imprisonment under Israeli legislation.

MILITARY ORDER 499
27 DECEMBER 1972
ORDER CONCERNING INSURANCE OF MECHANICAL VEHICLES (NOTIFYING THE THIRD PARTY)
Amendment 3 to Military Order 215
This specifies the jurisdiction of the local courts in accordance with the terms of the civil courts law 26, 1952. It amends article 4: "without prejudice to the jurisdiction of the military courts, local courts shall hear cases involving crimes committed in contravention of this order."

MILITARY ORDER 500
31 DECEMBER 1972
ORDER CONCERNING LOCAL COURTS
Amendment to Military Order 412
This establishes a new magistrates court in Salfit.

MILITARY ORDER 501
31 DECEMBER 1972
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO THE EDUCATION FEES REGULATIONS
Amendment to Education Fees Regulation 1 1956
Local education committees may, with official permission, set the level of education fees.
Amended by
Military Order 520 - 4 September 1973
2. Military Order 708 - 7 April 1977
31 DECEMBER 1972

ORDER CONCERNING PRICE CONTROL (CEMENT)
This sets the upper limit for the cost of cement. It is forbidden to speculate with prices or to hold stock.

31 DECEMBER 1972

ORDER CONCERNING PROTECTION OF NATURE RESERVES
Amendment to Military Order 363
This sets new fees for entry into nature reserves and lists those who are exempt from paying.

31 DECEMBER 1972

ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO SURVEYING REGULATIONS
Amendment to Surveying Regulations 6, 1967
This sets the fee for building permit applications; these permits are valid for a period of one year.
Cancelled by Military Order 759 - 25 May 1978

31 DECEMBER 1972

ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO FEES FOR LAND REGISTRATION LAW
Amendment to Land Registration Law 26, 1958
This sets new fees and stipulates the kind of maps which are required with land registration submissions.
Amended by
Military Order 623 - 30 October 1975
Military Order 625 - 24 November 1975
3. Military Order 693 - 31 February 1977
(Classified as Amd. 4 to MO 693 in the text)
5. Military Order 804 - 4 September 1979
(Classified as Amd. 5 to MO 760 in the text)
(Classified as Amd. 6 to MO 760 in the text)
(Classified as Amd. 7 to MO 760 in the text)
(Classified as Amd. 8 to MO 828)
9. Military Order 858 - 1 August 1980

2 JULY 1972

ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (CLOSED AREAS)
Amendment to Military Orders 34 and 378
General Exit Permit 5: “The Eilat area is not included in this permit”. This cancels General Permit 4, 1971.

2 JULY 1972

ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (CLOSED AREAS)
Amendment to Military Orders 34 and 378
General Entry Permit 5: This allows any resident of the area to enter another area without a permit. This cancels General Entry Permit 4, 1969.

10 AUGUST 1972

ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (CLOSED AREAS)
Amendment to Military Orders 34 and 378
General Exit Permit 5: This allows any resident of the area to enter another area without a permit in a registered vehicle.

29 DECEMBER 1972

ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (INSTRUCTIONS CONCERNING THE EXIT AND ENTRY INTO THE BETHLEHEM AND HEBRON DISTRICTS) (CANCELLATION)
Amendment to Military Orders 34 and 378
All instructions which regulate the entry or exit into the above districts are to be cancelled.

15 FEBRUARY 1973

ORDER CONCERNING TRAFFIC LAWS
Amendment 5 to Military Order 399
This adds ‘highways’ to the original definition. This also cancels military order 409.
MILITARY ORDER 507
25 MARCH 1973
ORDER CONCERNING COST OF ELECTRICITY
This approves the increases in the price of electricity which the electricity company submitted to the head of the Israeli military forces.

MILITARY ORDER 508
27 MARCH 1973
ORDER CONCERNING ISRAELI CURRENCY AS LEGAL TENDER
Amendment to Military Order 76
The exchange rate between the Israeli lira and the Jordanian dinar is raised from 11.76 to 12.65.

MILITARY ORDER 509
27 MARCH 1973
ORDER CONCERNING PAYMENTS OF TAXES (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
"Wherever taxes are set in Jordanian dinars, the payment is to be made in the equivalent sum in Israeli liras."

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
10 APRIL 1973
ORDER CONCERNING STRUCTURE OF AUTHORITY AND COMMAND (2)
This gives concurrent powers to the head of the finance department for the West Bank, the legal advisor and the advisor on Arab affairs.

MILITARY ORDER 510
8 MAY 1973
ORDER CONCERNING PRISON AUTHORITIES
Amendment to Military Order 254
The jurisdiction of the Israeli minister of defence under article 24 of the imprisonment laws, will be delegated to the head of the administration and services sector in the area.

MILITARY ORDER 511
28 MAY 1973
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO LAW OF CRAFT AND INDUSTRY
Amendment 2 to Law of Craft and Industry 89, 1966
Bethlehem, Beit Jala and Beit Sahour are added to article 6b and deleted from article 6c.

MILITARY ORDER 512
8 MAY 1973
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENT

AND EMPLOYMENT OF STAFF IN THE GOVERNMENT SECTOR
Amendment 3 to Military Order 37
"Regardless of any existing laws or orders it is permissible for the Israeli official-in-charge to set the level of staff salaries and make necessary deductions for health services."

MILITARY ORDER 513
8 MAY 1973
ORDER CONCERNING CONTROL OVER CURRENCY, NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS AND GOLD
Amendment to Military Order 299
This cancels article 5d.

MILITARY ORDER 514
8 MAY 1973
ORDER CONCERNING RETIREMENT LAW
This vests all powers previously contained in the Jordanian pensions law in the civil pensions committee, appointed by the Area Commander. This cancels military order 290.

Amended by
Military Order 732 - 13 October 1977
2. Military Order 785 - 20 March 1979
4. Military Order 1047 - 1 February 1983
6. Military Order 1114 - 21 May 1984
7. Military Order 1264 - 10 December 1989
8. Military Order 1377 - 21 July 1992

MILITARY ORDER 515
25 JUNE 1973
ORDER CONCERNING EMPLOYMENT WITH THE MILITARY AUTHORITY (RESTRICTIONS AFTER TERMINATION OF SERVICE)
This restricts an ex-employee from subsequently representing a person with regards to any objection procedure which is being brought against an authority for whom he previously worked.

MILITARY ORDER 516
17 JUNE 1973
ORDER CONCERNING ORGANISING GUARDS IN SETTLEMENTS
Amendment to Military Order 432
This redefines the 'official-in-charge of guards' as 'the one who has been appointed by the Area Commander'.
MILITARY ORDER 517

ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 7 to Military Order 378
This includes ‘espionage’ in its definition of security crimes and sets new fees.

MILITARY ORDER 518

ORDER CONCERNING JURISDICTION OVER EDUCATION REGULATIONS
Amendment 3 to Military Order 91
This sets new fees for contributions in accordance with the education law.

MILITARY ORDER 519

ORDER CONCERNING EMPLOYMENT OF POLICE FOR A CERTAIN OCCASION (FEES)
This permits the appropriate authority to employ additional police forces on certain occasions and this stipulates their pay, conditions of employment and their degree of jurisdiction.

MILITARY ORDER 520

ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO THE EDUCATION TAX REGULATIONS
Amendment to Military Order 501
“If an official has let an absentee property the education tax will be levied only from the tenant (i.e. not from the official).”
Cancelled by Military Order 1195 - 21 June 1987

MILITARY ORDER 521

ORDER CONCERNING OBJECTIONS COMMITTEES
Amendment 6 to Military Order 172
This adds “the safeguarding of the rights of depositors” to the original order.

MILITARY ORDER 522

ORDER CONCERNING BLACK-OUTS (EMERGENCY REGULATIONS)
This concerns the blacking-out of buildings, vehicles, street and traffic lights during specific times. It also specifies that vehicles must be painted in certain ways.
Amended by
Unnumbered Military Order - 6 November 1973

MILITARY ORDER 523

ORDER CONCERNING COMMODITIES (PROHIBITING STORAGE)
This stipulates that it is forbidden to hold stocks of commodities; they should be sold on demand.
Amended by
Military Order 524 - 10 October 1973
Cancelled by Military Order 538 - 1 March 1974

MILITARY ORDER 524

ORDER CONCERNING COMMODITIES (PROHIBITING STORAGE)
Amendment to Military Order 523
This clarifies the concepts set out in the original order.

MILITARY ORDER 525

ORDER CONCERNING RETIREMENT OF LOCAL POLICE
Amendment 2 to Military Order 420
This deletes articles 32 and 38 of the military retirement law and specifies that the instructions contained in article 30 do not apply to anyone granted exemption by the Military Commander.

MILITARY ORDER 526

ORDER CONCERNING MUNICIPAL LAW
Amendment 5 to the Municipal Law 29, 1955 and to Military Order 194
Certain articles are deleted or renumbered and new fees are set. Article 4 also stipulates that the municipal council may grant contracts without first requesting competitive bids.

MILITARY ORDER 527

ORDER CONCERNING PUBLIC PARKS
Amendment 4 to Military Order 373
This sets new fees.

MILITARY ORDER 528

ORDER CONCERNING LAWYERS UNDER TRAINING
Amendment to the Practicing Lawyers Law 11, 1966
This stipulates the necessary period of training for lawyers. The Israeli official-in-charge may allow lawyers undergoing training to be employed in the
legal or judicial departments under his control.

Amended by
1. Military Order 710 - 17 April 1977
2. Military Order 780 - 21 February 1979

MILITARY ORDER 529
6 DECEMBER 1973
ORDER CONCERNING RESTRICTIONS ON
THE MOVEMENT OF VEHICLES
(EMERGENCY REGULATIONS)
This outlines fuel-conservation measures which
involve every vehicle-owner abstaining from driving
one day a week.

Amended by
1. Military Order 539 - 1 March 1974
Cancelled by Military Order 540 - 8 March 1974

MILITARY ORDER 530
13 DECEMBER 1973
ORDER CONCERNING DISTINGUISHING
MARKS ON PRODUCTS
This obliges producers to put distinguishing marks in
both Arabic and Hebrew on their products.

MILITARY ORDER 531
5 NOVEMBER 1973
ORDER CONCERNING LOCAL COURTS
Amendment 2 to Military Order 412
This specifies that the Qalqilia magistrate court will
increase its area of jurisdiction to include Salfit.

MILITARY ORDER 532
13 DECEMBER 1973
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS
IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
TELEPHONE LAWS
Amendment to Military Order 36, 1967
This changes the definition of postal laws. Any
appointment made or jurisdiction granted under this
law by the Jordanian government or any of its
institutions is to be transferred to the Israeli official-in-
charge. These appointments are then to be cancelled.
The Israeli official-in-charge may appoint someone
else in their place.

MILITARY ORDER 533
16 DECEMBER 1973
ORDER CONCERNING INCOME TAX LAW
(AUTHORITY TO EXEMPT TAX PAYMENT
ON COST OF LIVING ALLOWANCE)
This stipulates that the Israeli official-in-charge has
the right to exempt individuals from paying tax on
their cost of living allowance.

MILITARY ORDER 534
22 JANUARY 1974
ORDER CONCERNING COMMODITIES
(PROHIBITION OF STORAGE)
Amendment 2 to Military Order 523
This increases the jurisdiction of the local court in
accordance with the establishment of courts law 26,
1952 and the amendments resulting from subsequent
security legislation.

MILITARY ORDER 535
10 DECEMBER 1973
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO
TELEPHONE REGULATIONS
Amendment to Regulations 1, 1951
The chief telecommunications officer may grant
discounts on telecommunications services.

MILITARY ORDER 536
4 FEBRUARY 1974
ORDER CONCERNING COST
OF ELECTRICITY
This stipulates new prices for a variety of electricity
services.

Amended by
Military Order 581 - 5 March 1975

MILITARY ORDER 537
17 FEBRUARY 1974
ORDER CONCERNING MUNICIPAL LAWS
Amendment 6 to Municipal Law 29, 1953 and Military Order 194
The Area Commander has the right to employ people
to fulfil any municipal services which have not been
carried out by the municipal authorities, or oblige the
authorities to do the job. He may also appoint an
investigation committee to study the municipal
boundaries or any of the development projects or
activities carried out by the municipality. He may also
order the modification of any municipal boundary.
This gives wide-ranging powers to the Area
Commander.

MILITARY ORDER 538
1 MARCH 1974
ORDER CONCERNING GOODS AND
SERVICES (PROHIBITING STORAGE AND
OBLIGING THE SALE
This order obliges merchants and factory-owners to sell, and forbids the storage of a variety of goods and services. Non-compliance will result in the closure of the shop or factory. This cancels military order 523.
Amended by
1. Military Order 553 - 10 July 1974
Military Order 886 - 21 December 1980

MILITARY ORDER 539
1 MARCH 1974
ORDER CONCERNING RESTRICTIONS ON THE MOVEMENT OF VEHICLES
(EMERGENCY INSTRUCTIONS)
Amendment to Military Order 529
This modifies the definition of 'day' to 12 hours from 6.00 am to 6.00 pm.

MILITARY ORDER 540
8 MARCH 1974
ORDER CONCERNING RESTRICTIONS ON THE MOVEMENT OF VEHICLES
(EMERGENCY INSTRUCTIONS)
This cancels military order 529.

MILITARY ORDER 541
12 MARCH 1974
ORDER CONCERNING ACCOUNTABILITY FOR CRIMES
Amendment to Military Order 225
"Whoever aids or provides equipment, money or information to someone knowing that it will be used directly or indirectly to commit a certain crime, will be imprisoned for 5 years, regardless of whether the crime takes place."

MILITARY ORDER 542
14 MARCH 1974
ORDER CONCERNING PROTECTION OF NATURE RESERVES
Amendment 6 to Military Order 363
This changes the entry fees into nature reserves.

MILITARY ORDER 543
20 MARCH 1974
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO THE INCOME TAX LAW.
Income Tax Law 25, 1964
This changes certain tariffs from Jordanian dinars to Israeli liras and sets a number of tax brackets.
Amended by
1. Military Order 636 - 2 March 1976
3. Military Order 725 - 1 September 1976
4. Military Order 754 - 7 April 1978
5. Military Order 770 - 5 November 1978
6. Military Order 782 - 4 March 1979
7. Military Order 791 - 9 April 1979
14. Military Order 924 - 7 July 1981
15. Military Order 943 - 1 October 1981
17. Military Order 976 - 11 April 1982
18. Military Order 978 - 12 April 1982
19. Military Order 1014 - 22 August 1982
23. Military Order 1084 - 4 November 1983
24. Military Order 1094 - 26 January 1983
25. Military Order 1098 - 17 February 1983
27. Military Order 1143 - 9 July 1985
28. Military Order 1158 - 16 December 1985
29. Military Order 1160 - 16 December 1985
30. Military Order 1174 - 6 August 1986
31. Military Order 1185 - 22 December 1987
32. Military Order 1206 - 13 September 1987
33. Military Order 1225 - 15 November 1987
34. Military Order 1241 - 10 April 1988
35. Military Order 1247 - 29 June 1988
Military Order 1266 - 25 December 1989
37. Military Order 1286 - 13 October 1989
38. Military Order 1313 - 12 August 1990

MILITARY ORDER 544
30 APRIL 1974
ORDER CONCERNING GRAZING AREAS IN THE JORDAN VALLEY
This forbids the grazing of cattle in specified areas of the Jordan valley.
Amended by
1. Military Order 588 - 11 April 1975
Cancelled by Military Order 1012 - 8 August 1982
MILITARY ORDER 545  10 MAY 1974
ORDER CONCERNING DESIGNATING PRISONS AND DETENTION CENTERS
Amendment 5 to Military Order 43 and to Military Order 378
A new prison centre is authorised in Bethlehem.

MILITARY ORDER 546  10 MAY 1974
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 8 to Military Order 378
This stipulates that trials which take place in a military court should be held in public, but it gives the courts the right to hold trials in private for reasons of security and public order.

MILITARY ORDER 547  22 MAY 1974
ORDER CONCERNING RESTRICTIONS ON TRANSPORT; TRANSFER AND CURFEWS (JORDAN VALLEY)
Amendment to Military Order 488
These restrictions are expanded to include the Jerusalem-Jericho road.
Cancelled by Military Order 551 - 21 June 1974

MILITARY ORDER 548  27 MARCH 1974
ORDER CONCERNING MUNICIPAL LAW
Amendment 7 to Municipal Law 29, 1955 and Military Order 194
This stipulates that streets must contain pedestrian pavements.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER  19 AUGUST 1973
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment to Military Orders 34 and 378
General Exit Permit 5 (Amendment 2): It is forbidden to transport animals into Israel for grazing purposes.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER  6 NOVEMBER 1973
ORDER CONCERNING BLACK-OUTS (EMERGENCY INSTRUCTIONS) (PROCLAMATION FOR MILITARY NECESSITY)
This stresses that military order 522 is due to military requirements.

Cancelled by Unnumbered Military Order - 24 November 1973

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER  24 NOVEMBER 1973
ORDER CONCERNING BLACK-OUTS (EMERGENCY INSTRUCTIONS) (PROCLAMATION FOR MILITARY NECESSITY) (CANCELLATION)
This cancels the above unnumbered military order.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER  22 JANUARY 1974
ORDER CONCERNING ELECTRIC WORKS (HABLA)
This stipulates that Habla is to be connected to the electricity grid.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER  22 MAY 1974
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (RESTRICTIONS ON MOVEMENT)
Amendment to Military Order 378
This stipulates that movement along specified roads during certain hours is forbidden.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER  22 MAY 1974
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment to the Law of Literature. 28, 1927
Any jurisdiction given to the council under this law is to be transferred to the inspector in charge of public literature.

MILITARY ORDER 549  9 MAY 1974
ORDER CONCERNING LAW OF LITERATURE (SUPERVISION)
Amendment to the Law of Literature, 28, 1927
Any jurisdiction given to the council under this law is to be transferred to the inspector in charge of public literature.

MILITARY ORDER 550  18 JUNE 1974
ORDER CONCERNING PUBLIC PARKS
Amendment 5 to Military Order 373
This sets new rates for entry into public parks.
MILITARY ORDER 551
21 JUNE 1974
ORDER CONCERNING RESTRICTIONS ON TRANSFER, TRANSPORT AND CURFEW (JORDAN VALLEY)
Amendment 2 to Military Order 547
This cancels military order 547.

MILITARY ORDER 552
5 JULY 1974
ORDER CONCERNING SETTING THE TIME
This sets the clocks in accordance with Greenwich Mean Time.

MILITARY ORDER 553
10 JULY 1974
ORDER CONCERNING GOODS AND SERVICES (PROHIBITING STORAGE AND OBLIGING SALE)
Amendment to Military Order 538
This adds “for the purpose of this order” to article 1, and redefines ‘consumer’.

MILITARY ORDER 554
16 JULY 1974
ORDER CONCERNING PROTECTION OF NATURE RESERVES
Amendment 7 to Military Order 363
This declares new areas to be nature reserves.

MILITARY ORDER 555
15 JULY 1974
ORDER CONCERNING PATENTS (RENEWING REGISTRATION)
Amendment to the Jordanian Law of Patents, 22, 1953
This invests power in the Israeli official-in-charge, or his appointee, to dispense trade names and patents. It lays down the procedure for registering patents.

MILITARY ORDER 556
29 JULY 1974
ORDER CONCERNING LICENSING OF TAXI-CABS
This establishes a special committee for the purpose of licensing taxi-cabs, and to deal with all issues regarding taxi-cabs. This order automatically supersedes any previous orders concerning road transport.
Cancelled by Military Order 603 - 15 August 1975

MILITARY ORDER 557
4 AUGUST 1974
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 9 to Military Order 378
This amends article 47, stipulating that the probationary period will commence on the date of the court verdict or when the prisoner is released.

MILITARY ORDER 558
16 FEBRUARY 1975
ORDER CONCERNING DANGEROUS MEDICAL DRUGS
This is a detailed order which outlines the necessary steps involved in importing or selling medical drugs. This stipulates the conditions of trading, the punishments for misusing, illegally producing or selling such drugs. This cancels the Jordanian law concerning dangerous drugs 10 of 1955, and military order 468.

MILITARY ORDER 559
23 AUGUST 1974
ORDER CONCERNING IDENTITY CARDS AND PERSONAL STATUS
Amendment 5 to Military Order 297
This stipulates that it is a crime for anyone to carry an illegally-modified identity card.
Amended by

MILITARY ORDER 560
2 OCTOBER 1974
ORDER CONCERNING THE LAW OF VILLAGE ADMINISTRATION
Amendment to the Law of Village Administration 5, 1954 and to Military Order 191
This stipulates that when new roads are paved the owners of land adjacent to the road must pay not more than 50% of the cost of the paving.

MILITARY ORDER 561
3 OCTOBER 1974
ORDER CONCERNING THE ADMINISTRATION OF KIRYAT ARBA
This stipulates that Kiryat Arba should be run in accordance with the administrative principles issued by the Area Commander and its own internal regulations. This order does not in any way modify the application of any law or order, unless explicitly specified.
Cancelled by Military Order 892 - 1 March 1981
MILITARY ORDER 562
6 SEPTEMBER 1974
ORDER CONCERNING ABSENTEE PROPERTY (PRIVATE PROPERTY)
Amendment 5 to Military Order 58
Any contract issued in respect to an absentee property, either before or after the Israeli official-in-charge took over the property, will remain valid. It can be cancelled by the Israeli official-in-charge if 1. the assumption of control over the property was in accordance with article 13a of the original order and if the official is convinced that cancelling the contract will not substantially harm the rights of the other party. 2. If the other party fails to fulfil the terms of the original contract.

MILITARY ORDER 563
10 OCTOBER 1974
ORDER CONCERNING ISRAELI CURRENCY AS LEGAL TENDER
Amendment 4 to Military Order 76
This changes the exchange rate between the Israeli lira and the Jordanian dinar from 12.65 to 18.00.

MILITARY ORDER 564
10 OCTOBER 1974
ORDER CONCERNING NEW INSTRUCTIONS RESULTING FROM CURRENCY FLUCTUATIONS
This sets new rules and new levels of currency tax which take the fluctuations in the value of currency into account. This also imposes new levels of customs duty on goods which have not yet received customs clearance, as well as new duties on locally produced goods, on fuel and various other products. This cancels military order 442.

Amended by
2. Military Order 579 - 3 March 1975
3. Military Order 582 - 26 February 1975

MILITARY ORDER 565
18 NOVEMBER 1974
ORDER CONCERNING NEW INSTRUCTIONS RESULTING FROM CURRENCY FLUCTUATIONS
"Without prejudice to the jurisdiction of the military courts, the local courts have the right to decide whether military order 564 has been violated."

MILITARY ORDER 566
15 NOVEMBER 1974
ORDER CONCERNING TRAFFIC LAWS
Amendment 5 to Military Order 399
Article 219 of military order 399 is cancelled.

MILITARY ORDER 567
18 NOVEMBER 1974
ORDER CONCERNING LOCAL COURTS
Amendment 3 to Military Order 412
This specifies the villages and towns which are under the jurisdiction of the Ramallah magistrates’ court.

MILITARY ORDER 568
This order was cancelled.

MILITARY ORDER 569
17 DECEMBER 1974
ORDER CONCERNING REGISTRATION OF SPECIAL TRANSACTIONS IN LAND
This order creates a department for special transactions in land. This defines ‘special transactions’ as those involving land which has been expropriated for military purposes. The registrar is to establish and administer a new register for this category of expropriated property and all relevant transactions of this nature are to be registered here. This also stipulates the procedure for expropriating such property and the terms of management.

Amended by
Military Order 605 - 24 July 1975
Unnumbered Military Order - 17 December 1974
2. Military Order 796 - 4 July 1979
Unnumbered Military Order - 17 December 1979
Unnumbered Military Order - 15 July 1983
Unnumbered Military Order - 15 March 1984
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 17 June 1984
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 17 June 1984
Unnumbered Military Order - 17 September 1984
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 4 February 1985
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 24 March 1985

MILITARY ORDER 570
16 DECEMBER 1974
ORDER CONCERNING ELECTIONS FOR BEITA VILLAGE COUNCIL
Elections are to be held for the Beita village council in accordance with the law. The Israeli official-in-charge is to set the date for the election and this order simultaneously dissolves the previous village council.
MILITARY ORDER 571  3 JANUARY 1975
ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREAS (AREA 22)
This declares area 22 closed.

MILITARY ORDER 572  3 JANUARY 1975
ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREAS (AREA 23)
This declares area 23 (in the environs of Bethlehem) closed.

MILITARY ORDER 573  16 JANUARY 1975
ORDER CONCERNING ELECTIONS FOR DAHARIYA VILLAGE COUNCIL
Elections are to be held for the Dahariya village council in accordance with the law. The Israeli official-in-charge is to set the date for the election and this order simultaneously dissolves the previous village council.

MILITARY ORDER 574  16 JANUARY 1975
ORDER CONCERNING ELECTIONS FOR SAIDA VILLAGE COUNCIL
Elections are to be held for the Saida village council in accordance with the law. The Israeli official-in-charge is to set the date for the election and this order simultaneously dissolves the previous village council.

MILITARY ORDER 575  15 JANUARY 1975
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENT OF A COMMITTEE TO ADMINISTER THE YATTA MUNICIPALITY (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
This appoints a committee of three people to administer the municipality of Yatta with the same jurisdiction which applies to any other municipality.

MILITARY ORDER 576  3 FEBRUARY 1975
ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREAS (AREA 24)
This declares area 24 (near the Jordan valley) closed.

MILITARY ORDER 577  17 DECEMBER 1974
ORDER CONCERNING LAW OF URBAN AND RURAL PLANNING
Amendment to Military Order 418
The planning committee is to be responsible for issuing licences, authorising certificates and setting relevant fees. All decisions taken by the higher planning committee are to be announced via publication in two newspapers.

MILITARY ORDER 578  9 FEBRUARY 1975
ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREA (AREA 927)
This declares area 927 (in the Nablus vicinity) closed.

MILITARY ORDER 579  3 MARCH 1975
ORDER CONCERNING NEW INSTRUCTIONS RESULTING FROM CURRENCY FLUCTUATIONS
Amendment 2 to Military Order 564
This stipulates minor amendments to tax rates resulting from currency fluctuations.

MILITARY ORDER 580  3 MARCH 1975
ORDER CONCERNING INSURANCE OF VEHICLES (NOTIFYING THE THIRD PARTY)
Amendment 5 to Military Order 215
This implements minor changes to the definition of ‘the insured’ and ‘the licenced’ and in terminology.

MILITARY ORDER 581  5 MARCH 1975
ORDER CONCERNING COST OF ELECTRICITY
Amendment to Military Order 536
This sets new prices for electricity at the request of the Jerusalem Electric Company.

MILITARY ORDER 582  26 FEBRUARY 1975
ORDER CONCERNING NEW INSTRUCTIONS AS A RESULT OF CURRENCY FLUCTUATIONS
Amendment 3 to Military Order 564
This adds clause 10d to the original order: "if the official is concerned that a discrepancy exists between the quoted price of goods and their actual price, then he may levy taxes appropriate to the actual price."
MILITARY ORDER 583  7 MARCH 1975
ORDER CONCERNING COST OF ELECTRICITY
This authorizes new price levels for electricity.
Amended by
Military Order 594 - 25 May 1975

MILITARY ORDER 584  7 MARCH 1975
ORDER CONCERNING CUSTOMS DUTIES
Amendment 5 to Military Order 103
"Any goods brought into the area are subject to customs duties at levels specified by the appropriate authority unless they are brought in from Israel in certain circumstances."

MILITARY ORDER 585  12 MARCH 1975
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 10 to Military Order 378
This details the establishment of new military courts, the appointment of judges, the process of judgement and the sentencing levels for previously capital offences.

MILITARY ORDER 586  11 MARCH 1975
ORDER CONCERNING PAYMENT OF TAXES (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
This stipulates that any taxes due in Jordanian dinars should be paid in the equivalent Israeli liras (according to the exchange rate set on 9 November 1974).

MILITARY ORDER 587  9 APRIL 1975
ORDER CONCERNING TRYING OF JUVENILE S
Amendment 5 to Military Order 132
The Military Commander has the right to exempt a juvenile from trial before a military court conditional on the payment of a fine by the father.

MILITARY ORDER 588  11 APRIL 1975
ORDER CONCERNING GRAZING AREAS (JORDAN VALLEY)
Amendment to Military Order 544
The Military Commander has the right to issue permits for the entry of animals into certain areas for grazing purposes

MILITARY ORDER 589  17 APRIL 1975
ORDER CONCERNING SETTING THE TIME
This sets the time in accordance with Greenwich Mean Time.

MILITARY ORDER 590  7 MAY 1975
ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREA S (904 NORTH A)
This declares area 904 north A closed.

MILITARY ORDER 591  4 MAY 1975
ORDER CONCERNING TRAFFIC LAW
Amendment 6 to Military Order 399
This changes the specified time period from one to two years.

MILITARY ORDER 592  25 MAY 1975
ORDER CONCERNING LAW OF EXPLOSIVES
Amendment 2 to Military Order 275
This adds a number of new chemical compounds to the list of explosives subject to the original order.

MILITARY ORDER 593  27 MAY 1975
ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREAS (AREA 929)
This declares area 929 closed.

MILITARY ORDER 594  25 MAY 1975
ORDER CONCERNING COST OF ELECTRICITY
Amendment to Military Order 583
This raises the price of electricity.

MILITARY ORDER 595  3 JUNE 1975
ORDER CONCERNING ELECTRICITY PLANTS (REGULATING AND IMPORTING)
Amendment to Military Order 427
"It is permissible for the Area Commander to issue permits allowing for certain work relating to the supply of electricity to be carried out, even if the owner or
manager in charge of the property withholds his consent, or is unable to give his consent for reasons of absence etc."

MILITARY ORDER 596

19 JUNE 1975

ORDER CONCERNING GRAZING AREAS (JORDAN VALLEY)
Amendment 2 to Military Order 544
This redefines the permitted grazing areas. A map is attached.
Cancelled by Military Order 634 - 11 February 1976

MILITARY ORDER 600

25 JUNE 1975

ORDER CONCERNING SAFETY BELTS
This makes the wearing of safety belts in cars compulsory.
Amended by
Unnumbered Military Order - 15 December 1975
Military Order 758 - 2 May 1978
Unnumbered Military Order - 27 June 1975
2. Military Order 1214 - 17 December 1987
Military Order 1238 - 14 June 1988

MILITARY ORDER 597

22 JUNE 1975

ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREAS (AREA 25)
This declares area 25 closed.

MILITARY ORDER 598

18 JUNE 1975

ORDER CONCERNING ISRAELI CURRENCY AS LEGAL TENDER
Amendment 5 to Military Order 76
This raises the exchange rate between the Jordanian dinar and the Israeli lira from 18.00 to 18.36.

MILITARY ORDER 601

16 JULY 1975

ORDER CONCERNING DISTRICTS
This designates the boundaries of different districts, attaching a map. This cancels military order 376.
Cancelled by Military Order 675 - 26 August 1976

MILITARY ORDER 599

6 JULY 1975

ORDER CONCERNING STAMP REVENUE LAW
Amendment to Stamp Revenue Law 27, 1952
This defines the level of stamp fees for various different types of permit. This cancels military orders 229, 452, 495.
Amended by
Military Order 637 - 24 March 1976
2. Military Order 647 - 14 April 1976
4. Military Order 719 - 21 July 1977
5. Military Order 749 - 2 February 1978
6. Military Order 779 - 14 February 1979
7. Military Order 789 - 1 April 1979
8. Military Order 809 - 24 October 1979
9. Military Order 834 - 4 April 1980
10. Military Order 867 - 14 August 1980
   [Classified as Amd.10 to MO 834]
11. Military Order 871 - 8 September 1980
17. Military Order 1017 - 29 September 1982
18. Military Order 1042 - 4 January 1983

MILITARY ORDER 602

11 JULY 1975

ORDER CONCERNING ELECTRICITY (ELECTRIC WORKS AND GENERATORS)
"It is forbidden to establish any kind of electricity work or generator without a permit. This grants inspectors the rights to investigate and prosecute in cases of non-compliance."
Amended by
Military Order 651 - 9 May 1976

MILITARY ORDER 603

15 AUGUST 1975

ORDER CONCERNING LICENSING OF TAXI-CABS
This establishes a committee to issue licences and deal with all other regulations relating to taxi-cabs. This cancels military order 556.
Amended by
Military Order 769 - 2 November 1978
3. Military Order 955 - 17 January 1982
Unnumbered Military Order - 29 April 1992
MILITARY ORDER 604  
20 JULY 1975
ORDER CONCERNING LAW OF URBAN AND RURAL PLANNING
The Military Commander may appoint a special planning committee as well as secondary planning committees subject to the authority of the higher planning council.

MILITARY ORDER 605  
24 JULY 1975
ORDER CONCERNING REGISTRATION OF SPECIAL TRANSACTIONS IN LAND
Amendment to Military Order 569
This grants the registrar the right to show the special transactions registry to any authorised personnel.

MILITARY ORDER 606  
5 AUGUST 1975
ORDER CONCERNING ISRAELI CURRENCY AS LEGAL TENDER
Amendment 6 to Military Order 76
This raises the rate of exchange between the Jordanian dinar and the Israeli lira from 18.36 to 18.72.

MILITARY ORDER 607  
9 SEPTEMBER 1975
ORDER CONCERNING VILLAGE ADMINISTRATION LAW
Amendment to Village Administration Law 5, 1954 and Amendment 3 to Military Order 191
"It is permissible for the village council to issue local regulations in order to pursue its duties, but this is conditional on authorisation from the head of the department of administration and services in the Area Command."

MILITARY ORDER 608  
9 SEPTEMBER 1975
ORDER CONCERNING MUNICIPAL LAW
Amendment 8 to Military Order 194, and Municipal Law 29, 1959
The Area Commander may issue a model of internal regulations which the various municipalities may follow. The municipal council has the right to accept or amend this model as it sees fit. Should the model be abolished by a subsequent military order, this will not effect the internal regulations of any municipal council.

MILITARY ORDER 609  
22 AUGUST 1975
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO THE LAW OF CRAFT AND INDUSTRY
Amendment 3 to the Law of Craft and Industry, 89, 1966
Tulkarem is added to article 6b and cancelled from article 6c.

MILITARY ORDER 610  
31 AUGUST 1975
ORDER CONCERNING ISRAELI CURRENCY AS LEGAL TENDER (ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS)
Amendment 2 to Military Order 414
This authorises the rounding up of decimal figures.

MILITARY ORDER 611  
28 AUGUST 1975
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENT AND EMPLOYMENT OF STAFF IN THE GOVERNMENT SECTOR
Amendment 6 to Military Order 37
This involves minor amendments to terminology.

MILITARY ORDER 612  
1 SEPTEMBER 1975
ORDER CONCERNING PAYMENT OF TAXES (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
This defines 'taxes' as including all taxes, interest accruements, fines, obligatory payments which are stipulated in any law or legislation issued by the Area Commander or any of his departments. All fees set in Jordanian dinars should be paid in Israeli liras in accordance with the exchange rate set on the 1 April 1975.

MILITARY ORDER 613  
28 AUGUST 1975
ORDER CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT LAW
Amendment 15 to Military Order 56
The licences for vehicles produced after 1 January 1972 will not be renewed unless certain modifications are made to the engine in the interest of preventing air pollution. Military order 469 has been renumbered as amendment 13 rather than amendment 10. And military order 478 has been renumbered as amendment 14 instead of amendment 11.
OF A MUNICIPAL COUNCIL (QABATIA)
Amendment to Municipal Law 29, 1935
This sets the boundaries and jurisdiction, as well as establishing the municipal council of Qabatia. It also stipulates the make-up and rules governing the council.

MILITARY ORDER 615
8 SEPTEMBER 1975
ORDER CONCERNING IMPOSITION OF TAX ON GOODS IN STOCK
Amendment to Military Order 370
This replaces the term ‘customs duties’ with ‘tax’.

MILITARY ORDER 616
9 SEPTEMBER 1975
ORDER CONCERNING ISRAELI CURRENCY AS LEGAL TENDER
Amendment 7 to Military Order 76
This modifies the rate of exchange between the Jordanian dinar and the Israeli lira from 18.72 to 19.08.

MILITARY ORDER 617
22 SEPTEMBER 1975
ORDER CONCERNING TRADE-MARKS (RENEWAL OF REGISTRATION)
Amendment 2 to Military Order 397
This specifies the jurisdiction of the official or his appointee.

MILITARY ORDER 618
12 SEPTEMBER 1975
ORDER CONCERNING PAYMENTS FOR EXPENSES OF WITNESSES
Amendment to Military Order 351
This modifies the fees payable to specialist witnesses such as doctors.

MILITARY ORDER 619
28 SEPTEMBER 1975
ORDER CONCERNING ISRAELI CURRENCY AS LEGAL TENDER
Amendment 8 to Military Order 76
This modifies the rate of exchange between the Jordanian dinar and the Israeli lira from 19.08 to 21.

MILITARY ORDER 620
28 SEPTEMBER 1975
ORDER CONCERNING NEW INSTRUCTIONS RESULTING FROM CURRENCY FLUCTUATIONS
This sets new rules and new levels of currency tax.
which take the fluctuations in the value of currency into account. This also imposes new levels of customs duty on goods which have not yet received customs clearance, as well as new duties on locally produced goods, on fuel and various other products. Amended by Military Order 673 - 18 August 1976

MILITARY ORDER 621 18 NOVEMBER 1975 ORDER CONCERNING PUBLIC PARKS Amendment 6 to Military Order 373 This sets new entry fees for public parks.

MILITARY ORDER 622 18 NOVEMBER 1975 ORDER CONCERNING NATURE RESERVES Amendment 8 to Military Order 363 This sets new entry fees for nature reserves.

MILITARY ORDER 623 30 OCTOBER 1975 ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO THE LAW OF LAND REGISTRATION FEES Amendment to Law of Land Registration Fees 26, 1958 This sets new fees for a variety of services. Cancelled by Military Order 693 - 31 February 1977

MILITARY ORDER 624 30 OCTOBER 1975 ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO THE SURVEYING LAW Amendment to Surveying Regulations 6, 1967 This increases the level of fees set in the original regulations. Amended by 2. Military Order 690 - 20 January 1977 Cancelled by Military Order 759 - 25 May 1978

MILITARY ORDER 625 24 NOVEMBER 1975 ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO THE LAW OF LAND REGISTRATION FEES Amendment 2 to Law of Land Registration Fees 86, 1958 This increases the fees from 3 to 8 Israeli liras. Cancelled by Military Order 693 - 31 February 1977

MILITARY ORDER 626 24 NOVEMBER 1975 ORDER CONCERNING ISRAELI CURRENCY AS LEGAL TENDER Amendment 9 to Military Order 76 This modifies the rate of exchange between the Jordanian dinar and the Israeli lira from 21 to 21.3.

MILITARY ORDER 627 28 DECEMBER 1975 ORDER CONCERNING MUNICIPAL LAW Amendment 9 to Military Order 194 and to Municipal Law 25, 1969 This deletes the term ‘males’.

MILITARY ORDER 628 7 JANUARY 1976 ORDER CONCERNING MUNICIPAL ELECTIONS This sets the date for municipal elections as 12 April 1976.

MILITARY ORDER 629 8 JANUARY 1976 ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS Amendment 11 to Military Order 378 “It is forbidden for any person to obtain or keep any document or permit issued under another person’s name in accordance with any security legislation.”

MILITARY ORDER 630 11 JANUARY 1976 ORDER CONCERNING ISRAELI CURRENCY AS LEGAL TENDER Amendment 10 to Military Order 76 This modifies the rate of exchange between the Jordanian dinar and the Israeli lira from 21.3 to 21.65.

MILITARY ORDER 631 13 JANUARY 1976 ORDER CONCERNING ESTABLISHMENT OF MUNICIPAL COURTS This outlines the membership, jurisdiction, operating hours etc. of municipal courts. Amended by Unnumbered Military Order - 3 March 1976 Military Order 713 - 10 June 1977 2. Military Order 1188 - 8 February 1987

MILITARY ORDER 632 18 MARCH 1976 ORDER CONCERNING MUNICIPAL LAW Amendment 10 to Municipal Law 29, 1955 and to Military Order 194 This changes the level of fees from 300 to 500
Jordanian dinars. "It is permissible for the municipal council to undertake certain transactions (not in excess of 1,000 dinars) without the authorisation of the Israeli official."

**MILITARY ORDER 633**  
12 FEBRUARY 1976  
ORDER CONCERNING ISRAELI CURRENCY AS LEGAL TENDER  
*Amendment 11 to Military Order 76*  
This modifies the rate of exchange between the Jordanian dinar and the Israeli lira from 21.65 to 22.14.

**MILITARY ORDER 634**  
11 FEBRUARY 1976  
ORDER CONCERNING GRAZING (JORDAN VALLEY)  
*Amendment 3 to Military Order 544*  
This cancels military order 596 and redraws the map designating permitted areas for grazing.

**MILITARY ORDER 635**  
19 FEBRUARY 1976  
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENT AND EMPLOYMENT OF STAFF IN THE GOVERNMENT SECTOR  
*Amendment 7 to Military Order 37*  
The official has the right to grant unpaid sabbatical leave to government staff without prejudicing their rights as an employee.

**UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER**  
11 NOVEMBER 1975  
ORDER CONCERNING URBAN AND RURAL PLANNING (RESTRICTING HEIGHT OF BUILDINGS IN RAMALLAH 79/1)  
This sets restrictions in certain areas, specifies no-building zones, pedestrian zones etc.. This cancels all previous instructions pertaining to building in Ramallah.

**UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER**  
15 DECEMBER 1975  
ORDER CONCERNING SAFETY BELTS (EXEMPTIONS)  
*Amendment to Military Order 600*  
This exempts Israeli soldiers from wearing safety belts.

**UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER**  
19 OCTOBER 1975  
ORDER CONCERNING CONFISCATED LAND (CANCELLATION)  
This cancels two land confiscation regulations: 73/4 and 75/2

**UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER**  
14 DECEMBER 1975  
ORDER CONCERNING CONFISCATED LAND 14/75  
Land in a certain area is to be confiscated for military purposes. The owner may claim compensation.

**UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER**  
14 DECEMBER 1975  
ORDER CONCERNING CONFISCATED LAND 15/75  
Land in a certain area is to be confiscated for military purposes. The owner may claim compensation.

**MILITARY ORDER 636**  
2 MARCH 1976  
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO INCOME TAX LAW.  
*Amendment to Military Order 543*  
This is a minor change in levels of taxation.

**MILITARY ORDER 637**  
24 MARCH 1976  
ORDER CONCERNING LAW OF STAMP REVENUES  
*Amendment to Military Order 599*  
This increases the fees for a number of different permits.

**MILITARY ORDER 638**  
15 MARCH 1976  
ORDER CONCERNING ISRAELI CURRENCY AS LEGAL TENDER  
*Amendment 12 to Military Order 76*  
This modifies the rate of exchange between the Jordanian dinar and the Israeli lira from 22.14 to 22.56.

**MILITARY ORDER 639**  
21 MARCH 1976  
ORDER CONCERNING TRYING OF
JUVENILES
Amendment 6 to Military Order 132
This amends article 7a of the original order regarding the bail which is to be payed by the parent and/or guardian.

MILITARY ORDER 640
18 MARCH 1976
ORDER CONCERNING ADMINISTRATION OF VILLAGES LAW
Amendment to Law 5, 1954 and Amendment 4 to Military Order 191
This allows the village council to take decisions independently of the Israeli official-in-charge if the sum involved does not exceed 100 Jordanian dinars and has been allocated from the budget, or if the decision concerns the authorisation of expenditure of not more than 300 Jordanian dinars.

MILITARY ORDER 641
28 MARCH 1976
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO THE LAW OF CRAFT AND INDUSTRY
Amendment 4 to Law of Craft of Industry 89, 1966
This amends the level of fees.

MILITARY ORDER 642
31 MARCH 1976
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO THE LAND TAX LAW
Amendment to Law 30, 1955
This specifies the amount of tax to be paid on cultivated land according to the type of tree which is planted on it.

Amended by
Military Order 1102 - 23 March 1984
Unnumbered Military Order - 31 January 1991

MILITARY ORDER 643
31 MARCH 1976
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO THE LAW OF CUSTOMS AND EXCISE ON LOCAL PRODUCTS
Amendment to Law 16, 1963
This adds various services to the original list of products and materials on which excise duty is payable.

MILITARY ORDER 644
31 MARCH 1976
ORDER CONCERNING HOLDING

MUNICIPAL ELECTIONS (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
This extends the period during which candidates may come forward. The official has the right to set the administrative terms for candidacy.

MILITARY ORDER 645
31 MARCH 1976
ORDER CONCERNING ERADICATING THE OLIVE FLY
This allows the municipality to issue regulations concerning the eradication of the olive fly within its boundaries.

MILITARY ORDER 646
5 APRIL 1976
ORDER CONCERNING COST OF ELECTRICITY
This sets new prices for electricity.

MILITARY ORDER 647
14 APRIL 1976
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO STAMP REVENUE LAW
Amendment 2 to Military Order 599 and Law 27, 1952
This adds a definition of the term 'service' and outlines the level of stamp fees which are due on different types of service. Cancelled by Military Order 670 - 29 July 1976

MILITARY ORDER 648
17 APRIL 1976
ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREAS
This declares an area in the environs of Ramallah closed.

MILITARY ORDER 649
22 MARCH 1976
ORDER CONCERNING ISRAELI CURRENCY AS LEGAL TENDER
Amendment 13 to Military Order 76
This modifies the rate of exchange between the Jordanian dinar and the Israeli lira from 22.56 to 23.00.

MILITARY ORDER 650
6 MAY 1976
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO THE LAW OF CRAFT AND INDUSTRY
Amendment 5 to Law 86, 1966
This is a minor amendment which involves removing and inserting 'Tulkarem' into different definitions.
MILITARY ORDER 651  9 MAY 1976
ORDER CONCERNING ELECTRICITY
(ELECTRIC WORKS)
Amendment to Military Order 602
A minor technical change which adds "and the concerned authority" to the definition of 'official'.

MILITARY ORDER 652  9 MAY 1976
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENT
AND EMPLOYMENT OF STAFF IN THE
GOVERNMENT SECTOR
Amendment 8 to Military Order 37
This assigns government staff with different grades.

MILITARY ORDER 653  15 APRIL 1976
ORDER CONCERNING MATERIALS
SUBJECT TO CONTROL
"It is illegal to open any production facility to make commodities which are subject to control. It is illegal to bring into or take out of the occupied territories any such commodities." These controlled commodities include mixed fertilizers with a high proportion of ammonium nitrate, herbicides with sodium chlorate, and aluminum powder.

MILITARY ORDER 654  20 MAY 1976
ORDER CONCERNING ISRAELI CURRENCY
AS LEGAL TENDER
Amendment 14 to Military Order 76
This modifies the rate of exchange between the Jordanian dinar and the Israeli lira from 23.00 to 23.45.

MILITARY ORDER 655  23 MAY 1976
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO
INCOME TAX LAW
Amendment 2 to Military Order 543
"Any company which pays income tax will not be subject to the additional social services tax."

MILITARY ORDER 656  2 JUNE 1976
ORDER CONCERNING PUBLIC PARKS
Amendment 7 to Military Order 373
This raises the entry fees for public parks.

MILITARY ORDER 657  2 JUNE 1976
ORDER CONCERNING NATURE RESERVES
Amendment 9 to Military Order 363
This raises entry fees for nature reserves.

MILITARY ORDER 658  2 JUNE 1976
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO
THE LAW OF CUSTOMS AND EXCISE ON
LOCAL PRODUCTS
Amendment 2 to the Law of Fees on Local Products 16, 1963
VAT is to be charged on all goods (except fresh fruit and vegetables), services and imported goods.

Amended by
2. Military Order 1126 - 17 February 1985
   Military Order 1302 - 1 April 1990

MILITARY ORDER 659  3 JUNE 1976
ORDER CONCERNING DESIGNATING
PRISONS AND DETENTION CENTRES
Amendment 6 to Military Order 43
This designates a building in Jericho as an additional detention centre.

MILITARY ORDER 660  14 JUNE 1976
ORDER CONCERNING CUSTOMS TARIFFS
Amendment 6 to Military Order 103
This adds the term 'service' to the previous definition of commodities on which customs tariffs are payable.

MILITARY ORDER 661  18 JUNE 1976
ORDER CONCERNING ISRAELI CURRENCY
AS LEGAL TENDER
Amendment 15 to Military Order 76
"It is permissible for the appropriate authority to declare that the old bank notes are no longer valid." 

MILITARY ORDER 662  22 JUNE 1976
ORDER CONCERNING INSURANCE
AGAINST WORK INJURIES
This order defines the procedural regulations concerning insurance against work-related injuries.
MILITARY ORDER 663  
24 JUNE 1976
ORDER CONCERNING LABOUR LAW
(WORK INJURIES)
Amendment to Labour Law 21, 1960
Any appointment made or jurisdiction granted under this law by the Jordanian government or any of its institutions is to be transferred to the Israeli official-in-charge. These appointments are then to be cancelled. The Israeli official-in-charge may appoint someone else in their place. This law is also extended to cover employees of the government and military authorities or anyone employed in seasonal work. This also specifies the amounts and terms of compensation payments.

Amended by
Military Order 1127 - 7 November 1985

MILITARY ORDER 664  
23 JUNE 1976
ORDER CONCERNING REGISTRATION AND OPERATION OF EQUIPMENT
"It is permissible for the Military Commander to order the owners of equipment to provide information regarding their machines and machine-operators. All such equipment may be put under the control of the Israeli military forces if it is deemed necessary."

MILITARY ORDER 665  
2 JUNE 1976
ORDER CONCERNING ISRAELI CURRENCY AS LEGAL TENDER
Amendment 16 to Military Order 76
This modifies the rate of exchange between the Jordanian dinar and the Israeli lira from 23.45 to 23.6.

MILITARY ORDER 666  
8 AUGUST 1976
ORDER CONCERNING POSTAL TRANSACTIONS
Amendment to Military Order 295
This adds the term ‘authorised money changer’ to the definition.

MILITARY ORDER 667  
25 JULY 1976
ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREAS (904 SOUTH)
The above area has been declared a closed military zone.

MILITARY ORDER 668  
19 JULY 1976
ORDER CONCERNING ISRAELI CURRENCY AS LEGAL TENDER
Amendment 17 to Military Order 76
This modifies the rate of exchange between the Jordanian dinar and the Israeli lira from 23.6 to 24.00.

MILITARY ORDER 669  
27 JULY 1976
ORDER CONCERNING ORGANISING GUARDS IN SETTLEMENTS
Amendment to Military Order 432
This redefines the term ‘resident.’ Article 5 is amended from "18-55" to "18-60."

MILITARY ORDER 670  
29 JULY 1976
ORDER CONCERNING LAW OF STAMP REVENUE
Amendment 2
This cancels military order 647.

MILITARY ORDER 671  
23 AUGUST 1976
ORDER CONCERNING JURISDICTION OVER EDUCATION REGULATIONS
Amendment 4 to Military Order 91
This sets a new level of fees.

MILITARY ORDER 672  
15 JULY 1976
ORDER CONCERNING COST OF ELECTRICITY
The price of electricity is to be raised.

MILITARY ORDER 673  
18 AUGUST 1976
ORDER CONCERNING REGULATIONS RESULTING FROM CURRENCY FLUCTUATIONS
Amendment to Military Order 620
Existing goods will be exempt from tax so long as the tax due does not exceed 15,000 Israeli liras.

MILITARY ORDER 674  
25 AUGUST 1976
ORDER CONCERNING ISRAELI CURRENCY AS LEGAL TENDER
Amendment 17 to Military Order 76
This modifies the rate of exchange between the
Jordanian dinar and the Israeli lira from 24.00 to 24.4.

MILITARY ORDER 675 26 AUGUST 1976
ORDER CONCERNING DISTRICTS
This redefines district boundaries. This also cancels military order 601.

MILITARY ORDER 676 16 SEPTEMBER 1976
ORDER CONCERNING DESIGNATING PRISONS OR DETENTION CENTRES
Amendment 7 to Military Order 43
This designates a new building in Tulkarem a prison.

MILITARY ORDER 677 23 SEPTEMBER 1976
ORDER CONCERNING COMPENSATION FOR THOSE INJURED IN TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
This sets down general regulations concerning the procedure and circumstances for claiming compensation.

Amended by
Unnumbered Military Order - 23 September 1976
Unnumbered Military Order - 23 September 1976
Military Order 777 - 16 January 1979
Unnumbered Military Order - 7 April 1977
Unnumbered Military Order - 30 December 1982
3. Military Order 1033 - 14 October 1982
Unnumbered Military Order - 31 January 1984
4. Military Order 1112 - 1 April 1984
Military Order 1184 - 11 December 1986
7. Military Order 1255 - 5 October 1988
Unnumbered Military Order - Undated
10. Military Order 1356 - 10 October 1991

MILITARY ORDER 678 23 SEPTEMBER 1976
ORDER CONCERNING INSURANCE OF MECHANICAL VEHICLES
Amendment 5 to Military Order 215
This deletes the phrase “notifying the third party” from the original order.

MILITARY ORDER 679
This order was never issued.

MILITARY ORDER 680 23 SEPTEMBER 1976
ORDER CONCERNING CONTROL OVER CURRENCY, NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS AND GOLD
Amendment 3 to Military Order 299
This amends the article which pertains to people who are permitted to hold foreign currency.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 23 SEPTEMBER 1976
ORDER CONCERNING COMPENSATION FOR THOSE INJURED IN TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
Amendment to Military Order 677
This concerns the setting up and functioning of summary courts designed to process compensation claims swiftly. This outlines the procedures involved.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 23 SEPTEMBER 1976
ORDER CONCERNING COMPENSATION FOR THOSE INJURED IN TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
Amendment to Military Order 677
This specifies the level of compensation payments for different injuries.
Cancelled by Unnumbered Military Order - 29 June 1977

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 23 SEPTEMBER 1976
ORDER CONCERNING COMPENSATION FOR THOSE INJURED IN TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
Amendment to Military Order 677
This outlines compensation levels for physical injuries (i.e. as opposed to car damage claims).

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 26 OCTOBER 1976
ORDER CONCERNING INSURANCE OF MECHANICAL VEHICLES
Amendment to Military Order 215
This sets out the details of an insurance claim form.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 23 SEPTEMBER 1976
ORDER CONCERNING INSURANCE OF
### MECHANICAL VEHICLES
**Amendment to Military Order 215**
This amends article 1 concerning insurance forms, as well as the appendix to the order.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER</th>
<th>26 OCTOBER 1976</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING VILLAGE ADMINISTRATION LAW</td>
<td><strong>Amendment to Law 3, 1954, and to Military Order 614</strong> This lays out the procedure for summoning the elected village council.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### AS LEGAL TENDER
**Amendment 20 to Military Order 76**
This modifies the rate of exchange between the Jordanian dinar and the Israeli lira from 24.85 to 25.20.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MILITARY ORDER 685</th>
<th>24 FEBRUARY 1977</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT</td>
<td><strong>Amendment 16 to Military Order 56 and to Road Transport Law 49, 1958</strong> &quot;It is permissible for the Israeli official-in-charge to change, amend, increase or introduce new fees etc. to the footnotes in the appendix of the road transport law.&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
**3 MARCH 1976**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORDER CONCERNING ESTABLISHMENT OF MUNICIPAL COURTS</th>
<th><strong>Amendment to Military Order 631</strong> This orders the establishment of municipal courts in the Bethlehem, Beit Jala and Beit Sahour regions.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MILITARY ORDER 681</td>
<td><strong>29 SEPTEMBER 1976</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MILITARY ORDER 682
**14 OCTOBER 1976**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS</th>
<th><strong>Amendment 12 to Military Order 378</strong> This adds to article 80 of the original order the phrase &quot;or will commit.&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MILITARY ORDER 683</td>
<td><strong>21 NOVEMBER 1976</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MILITARY ORDER 684
**24 NOVEMBER 1976**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORDER CONCERNING ISRAELI CURRENCY AS LEGAL TENDER</th>
<th><strong>Amendment 21 to Military Order 76</strong> This modifies the rate of exchange between the Jordanian dinar and the Israeli lira from 25.20 to 25.60.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MILITARY ORDER 689</td>
<td><strong>17 JANUARY 1977</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE SURVEYING LAW  
Amendment 2 to Military Order 624  
This sets new fees and rates for services.

MILITARY ORDER 691  
31 JANUARY 1977  
ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREAS  
(JORDAN VALLEY)  
Amendment 3 to Military Order 151  
This sets new fees for crossing the bridges on the Jordan river.

MILITARY ORDER 692  
31 JANUARY 1977  
ORDER CONCERNING LAW OF STAMP DUTY  
Amendment 3 to Military Order 599  
This raises the level of fees for various permits.

MILITARY ORDER 693  
31 FEBRUARY 1977  
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO THE LAND REGISTRATION FEES  
Amendment 3 to Military Order 505  
This raises the fees. It also cancels military orders 623 and 625.

Amended by 4. Military Order 760 - 25 May 1978

MILITARY ORDER 694  
31 FEBRUARY 1977  
ORDER CONCERNING IDENTITY CARDS AND PERSONAL STATUS  
Amendment 6 to Military Order 297  
This sets new fees for various services provided under these regulations.

MILITARY ORDER 695  
2 FEBRUARY 1977  
ORDER CONCERNING COST OF ELECTRICITY  
Amendment 5 to Military Order 386  
This introduces another set of new fees for services rendered by the Jerusalem Electric Company.

MILITARY ORDER 696  
10 FEBRUARY 1977  
ORDER CONCERNING REGISTRATION

AND INSPECTION OF EQUIPMENT.  
Amendment to Military Order 219  
This gives the registrar the right to pass regulations which facilitate the implementation of the original order.

MILITARY ORDER 697  
14 FEBRUARY 1977  
ORDER CONCERNING CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE  
Amendment to Military Order 328  
All the councils of the chambers of commerce will remain in office until a future military order stipulates otherwise.

MILITARY ORDER 698  
2 MARCH 1977  
ORDER CONCERNING ISRAELI LICENSED FIREARMS  
Amendment to Military Order 180  
The Military Commander may forbid anyone, regardless of any other order, to carry or possess firearms in the area unless they have been issued a permit by the Area Commander.

MILITARY ORDER 699  
18 FEBRUARY 1977  
ORDER CONCERNING ISRAELI CURRENCY AS LEGAL TENDER  
Amendment 23 to Military Order 76  
This modifies the rate of exchange between the Jordanian dinar and the Israeli lira from 26.1 to 26.6.

MILITARY ORDER 700  
3 MARCH 1977  
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS  
Amendment 13 to Military Order 378  
“No one is permitted to present any evidence in a court of law if the Area Commander, by way of a signed affidavit, stipulates that the presentation of this evidence will endanger public safety”.

MILITARY ORDER 701  
7 MARCH 1977  
ORDER CONCERNING BROADCASTING AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS  
Amendment 2 to Military Order 79  
“Any licence which allows the use of broadcasting or telecommunications equipment requires the authorisation of the Area Commander.”
MILITARY ORDER 702  
ORDER CONCERNING ISRAELI CURRENCY AS LEGAL TENDER  
Amendment 24 to Military Order 76  
This modifies the rate of exchange between the Jordanian dinar and the Israeli lira from 26.6 to 27.05.

MILITARY ORDER 703  
ORDER CONCERNING PUBLIC PARKS  
Amendment 8 to Military Order 373  
This sets new rates for entry into public parks.

MILITARY ORDER 704  
ORDER CONCERNING PROTECTION OF NATURE RESERVES  
Amendment 10 to Military Order 363  
This sets new rates for entry into nature reserves.

MILITARY ORDER 705  
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS MADE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAW OF CRAFT AND INDUSTRY  
Amendment 2 to Military Order 470  
This sets new rates for various business sectors.

MILITARY ORDER 706  
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO THE LAW OF CRAFT AND INDUSTRY  
Amendment 6 to Law 89, 1966  
This adds Tulkarem to the definition.

MILITARY ORDER 707  
ORDER CONCERNING LAW OF ANTIQUITIES  
Amendment to Military Order 119  
This converts the fees from Jordanian dinars to Israeli liras and augments them simultaneously. Cancelled by Military Order 762 - 28 May 1978

MILITARY ORDER 708  
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO THE LAW OF EDUCATION FEES  
Amendment 2 to Military Order 501  
This increases the percentage rates. Cancelled by Military Order 1195 - 21 June 1987

MILITARY ORDER 709  
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENT OF COMMITTEE TO ADMINISTER THE MUNICIPALITY OF DEIR DIBWAN (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)  
This appoints the above-mentioned committee.

Amended by  
Military Order 712 - 5 June 1977  
Military Order 755 - 10 April 1978  
2. Military Order 766 - 20 August 1978  
2. Military Order 1003 - 8 July 1982

MILITARY ORDER 710  
ORDER CONCERNING LAWYERS IN PRACTICE  
Amendment to Military Order 528  
The official-in-charge may place additional colleges and universities on the list of institutions certified to teach law.

MILITARY ORDER 711  
ORDER CONCERNING ISRAELI CURRENCY AS LEGAL TENDER  
Amendment 25 to Military Order 76  
This modifies the rate of exchange between the Jordanian dinar and the Israeli lira from 27.05 to 27.55.

MILITARY ORDER 712  
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENT OF A COMMITTEE TO ADMINISTER THE MUNICIPALITY OF DEIR DIBWAN (PROVISIONAL INSTRUCTIONS)  
Amendment to Military Order 709  
This replaces one of the committee members.

MILITARY ORDER 713  
ORDER CONCERNING ESTABLISHMENT OF MUNICIPAL COURTS  
Amendment to Military Order 631  
This adds two Jordanian laws and one military order to the appendix of article 5 of military order 631.
ORDER CONCERNING LEGAL ASSISTANCE
Amendment 3 to Military Order 348
"The Area Commander, regardless of any existing law or military order, has the right to establish a special office of execution to implement the regulations issued in military order 348. The Area Commander may appoint a chief execution officer who will have all the jurisdiction granted to the head of the execution office in accordance with the execution law 31, 1952.

ORDER CONCERNING WATERWORKS
(BETHLEHEM, BEIT JALA AND BEIT SAHOUR)
Amendment 2 to Military Order 484
This empowers the water authority, after obtaining the consent of the official, to enforce payment of bills or application fees for water projects. The municipal court is to hear any objections pertaining to the water authority, and its decisions are final.

ORDER CONCERNING ISRAELI CURRENCY AS LEGAL TENDER
Amendment 26 to Military Order 76
This modifies the rate of exchange between the Jordanian dinar and the Israeli lira from 27.55 to 28.3.

ORDER CONCERNING ISRAELI CURRENCY AS LEGAL TENDER
Amendment 29 to Military Order 76
This replaces article 4 of the original order, adding that "the responsible authority may set and vary the exchange rate between the Jordanian dinar and the Israeli lira from time to time in accordance with the international rate of exchange."

ORDER CONCERNING JURISDICTION OVER THE EDUCATION REGULATIONS
Amendment 5 to Military Order 91
This increases the level of fees.

ORDER CONCERNING PAYMENT OF EXPERT WITNESSES
Amendment 2 to Military Order 351
This increases the level of fees.

ORDER CONCERNING DISMISSING THE VILLAGE COUNCIL OF QABATIA AND THE APPOINTMENT OF A MUNICIPAL COMMITTEE
This dissolves the original village council and appoints an alternative committee to administer the
municipality.

Amended by
Military Order 767 - 8 October 1978
3. Military Order 1152 - 13 December 1985

MILITARY ORDER 725
1 SEPTEMBER 1977
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO
THE INCOME TAX LAW
Amendment 3 to Military Order 543
This sets new tax rates.

MILITARY ORDER 726
6 SEPTEMBER 1977
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY
PROVISIONS
Amendment 14 to Military Order 378
This adds the following clause to the original order: "it
is forbidden for anyone to remain in a closed area even
if he possesses a written permit which allows him into
the area."

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
29 JUNE 1977
ORDER CONCERNING COMPENSATION
FOR THOSE INJURED IN TRAFFIC
ACCIDENTS (INSURANCE FEES)
Amendment to Military Order 215
This sets new rates as a result of currency devaluation.
This cancels unnumbered military order - 23
September 1976 titled as above.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
19 JUNE 1977
ORDER CONCERNING LEGAL
ASSISTANCE (348) (FEES AND EXPENSES
FOR THE SPECIAL EXECUTION
DEPARTMENT)
This outlines the procedure for claiming fees and
expenses.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
19 JULY 1977
ORDER CONCERNING LEGAL
ASSISTANCE (ESTABLISHMENT OF A
SPECIAL EXECUTION DEPARTMENT)

Amendment to Military Order 348
This establishes a special execution department.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
8 AUGUST 1977
ORDER CONCERNING HEIGHT OF
BUILDINGS IN RAMALLAH
This sets regulations concerning the maximum height
of buildings, and grants the appropriate authorities the
power to demolish any building in contravention with
this order. This cancels military regulation 79/1.

NUMEROUS APPOINTMENT ORDERS
FOLLOW

MILITARY ORDER 727
16 SEPTEMBER 1977
ORDER CONCERNING MUNICIPAL LAW
Amendment to Law 26, 1955, Amendment 11 to Military
Order 194
This outlines minor changes to the jurisdiction of the
municipality. This also grants the municipality
the jurisdiction to close or open shops on a given day.

MILITARY ORDER 728
20 OCTOBER 1977
ORDER CONCERNING COST OF
ELECTRICITY
Amendment 6 to Law of the Jerusalem Electric Company
This sets new tariffs for various services related to
electricity.

MILITARY ORDER 729
28 SEPTEMBER 1977
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENT OF
A COMMITTEE TO ADMINISTER THE
VILLAGE OF YATTA (PROVISIONAL
REGULATIONS)
A committee will be appointed to administer the
village of Yatta until a new council may be elected.
The committee has all the jurisdiction granted to the
council.
Amended by
Military Order 772 - 24 November 1978
2. Military Order 1045 - 7 February 1983

MILITARY ORDER 730
1 OCTOBER 1977
ORDER CONCERNING ORGANISING
GUARDS IN SETTLEMENTS
Amendment 2 to Military Order 432
This allows the Israeli official-in-charge of guards to install a security system in any educational institution catering to pupils over 16 years of age.

**MILITARY ORDER 731**  
13 OCTOBER 1977  
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENT AND EMPLOYMENT OF STAFF IN THE GOVERNMENT SECTOR

*Amendment 9 to Military Order 37*

The official has the right to grant any staff member permission to take unpaid leave for a period not exceeding 12 months, if he is convinced that there are good reasons. The employee will not be entitled to any compensation.

*Amended by Military Order 915 - 15 May 1981*

**MILITARY ORDER 732**  
13 OCTOBER 1977  
ORDER CONCERNING RETIREMENT LAW

*Amendment to Military Order 514*

These regulations deal with the technicalities involved in taking unpaid leave; during this period the employee must pay his own retirement contributions.

**MILITARY ORDER 733**  
14 OCTOBER 1977  
ORDER CONCERNING EXPLOSIVES (PERMIT TO USE EXPLOSIVES)

This stipulates that the use of explosives is strictly forbidden without a permit. Anyone applying to use them must have the appropriate qualifications. The appropriate authority has the right to inspect the use of explosives.

**MILITARY ORDER 734**  
28 OCTOBER 1977  
ORDER CONCERNING NEW REGULATIONS RESULTING FROM CURRENCY FLUCTUATIONS (TAX ON EXISTING GOODS)

"Anyone who has imported stock already in his possession must pay taxes which are a percentage of the value of the goods in US dollars."

**MILITARY ORDER 735**  
28 OCTOBER 1977  
ORDER CONCERNING BANK HOLIDAYS

This stipulates the days on which banks must remain closed.

**MILITARY ORDER 736**  
29 OCTOBER 1977  
ORDER CONCERNING CUSTOMS TARIFFS

*Amendment 7 to Military Order 103*

This cancels the previous definition of ‘goods and services’ as well as several other articles.

**MILITARY ORDER 737**  
29 OCTOBER 1977  
ORDER CONCERNING ISRAELI CURRENCY AS LEGAL TENDER

*Amendment 30 to Military Order 76*

This cancels article 5 of military order 76.

**MILITARY ORDER 738**  
29 OCTOBER 1977  
ORDER CONCERNING PROHIBITION OF RAISING PRICES AND THE NOTIFICATION OF THE PUBLIC

An appendix stipulates which goods are to be price controlled. Any law or amendment which contradicts this order is cancelled.

*Cancelled by Military Order 1121 - 5 November 1984 and by Military Order 1125 - 5 November 1984*

**MILITARY ORDER 739**  
30 OCTOBER 1977  
ORDER CONCERNING REGULATIONS RESULTING FROM CURRENCY FLUCTUATIONS

Very long and detailed regulations concerning new levels of import tax, VAT rebates etc.

**MILITARY ORDER 740**  
29 NOVEMBER 1977  
ORDER CONCERNING CUSTOMS ON LOCAL PRODUCTS

*Amendment to Customs Law 16, 1963*

This adds to the definition of ownership: “the owner has the right to travel by air, sea or land within or outside the area”. The area is defined as Israel and any area controlled by the Israeli military forces.

**MILITARY ORDER 741**  
6 NOVEMBER 1977  
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS

*Amendment 15 to Military Order 378*

An Area Commander has the right to attach and resell property; he may appoint a legal guard in order to execute these regulations.
MILITARY ORDER 742

ORDER CONCERNING ASSUMPTION OF RESPONSIBILITY BY VILLAGE COUNCILS
"Regardless of any existing law or security legislation village councils' terms in office will be extended until otherwise stipulated by a future military order."

Amended by
Unnumbered Military Order - 14 December 1990
Unnumbered Military Order - 18 December 1990
Unnumbered Military Order - 20 November 1990
Unnumbered Military Order - 14 October 1990
Unnumbered Military Order - 3 February 1991

MILITARY ORDER 743

ORDER CONCERNING COST OF ELECTRICITY
Amendment 7 to Military Order 386
This sets new prices for electrical services.

MILITARY ORDER 744

ORDER CONCERNING COST OF ELECTRICITY
This sets new prices for electrical services.

MILITARY ORDER 745

ORDER CONCERNING LICENSING AND PRACTICING OF HEALTH AND MEDICAL PROFESSIONS
Amendment to the Public Health Law, 43, 1966
This sets down the procedure for obtaining a licence to practice in the above-mentioned professions as well as operational regulations governing these professions.

MILITARY ORDER 746

ORDER CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES
This defines the category of people who may benefit from health services, as well as those who are exempt from payment. This cancels Health Insurance Regulations 146 of 1966 as well as the Regulation Concerning Health Service Fees (Exemptions and Reductions) of 1973.
Amended by
Unnumbered Military Order - 23 January 1978
Unnumbered Military Order - 5 June 1979

MILITARY ORDER 747

ORDER CONCERNING PUBLIC PARKS
Amendment 9 to Military Order 373
This sets new fees for entry into public parks.

MILITARY ORDER 748

ORDER CONCERNING NATURE RESERVES
Amendment 11 to Military Order 363
This sets new fees for entry into nature reserves.

MILITARY ORDER 749

ORDER CONCERNING STAMP
REVENUE LAW
Amendment 5 to Military Order 599
This sets new levels of permit fees.

MILITARY ORDER 750

ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENT AND EMPLOYMENT OF POLICEMEN
Amendment to Military Order 93
This stipulates that if a police-force is stationed in an area which is under the control of an Area Commander, each policeman will have all the jurisdiction granted under the police laws.

MILITARY ORDER 751
ORDER CONCERNING PROTECTION OF NATURE
Amendment 12 to Military Order 363
This designates a new nature reserve.

MILITARY ORDER 752
ORDER CONCERNING LAW OF VILLAGE ADMINISTRATION
Amendment 4 to Military Order 191 and to Law 5, 1964
This stipulates that the Area Commander has the right to permit the establishment of societies designed to enhance inter-village council cooperation.

MILITARY ORDER 753
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAW OF CRAFT AND INDUSTRY
Amendment 3 to Military Order 470
This introduces new fees for permits and licences.

MILITARY ORDER 754
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO THE INCOME TAX LAW
Amendment 4 to Military Order 543
This sets new income tax rates.

MILITARY ORDER 755
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENT OF A COMMITTEE TO ADMINISTER THE MUNICIPALITY OF DEIR DIBWAN (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
Amendment to Military Order 709
This restructures the committee.

MILITARY ORDER 756
ORDER CONCERNING COST OF ELECTRICITY
Amendment 9 to Military Order 386
This sets new prices for various electrical services.

MILITARY ORDER 757
ORDER CONCERNING LEGAL ASSISTANCE
Amendment 4 to Military Order 348
This grants the official the power to delegate any task to a person, even if that person has not been officially appointed.

MILITARY ORDER 758
ORDER CONCERNING SAFETY BELTS
Amendment to Military Order 600
All driving instructors and students must wear safety belts during training sessions.

MILITARY ORDER 759
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO THE SURVEYING LAWS
Amendment 3 to Surveying Law 6, 1967
This sets new fees for a variety of services. This also cancels military orders 504 and 624.

Amended by
Military Order 802 - 5 September 1979
Cancelled by Military Order 1046 - 27 January 1983

MILITARY ORDER 760
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO THE LAND REGISTRATION FEES
Amendment 4 to Military Order 693
This sets new registration fees.

Amended by
5. Military Order 804 - 4 September 1979

MILITARY ORDER 761
ORDER CONCERNING JURISDICTION IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE EDUCATION LAWS
Amendment 6 to Military Order 91
This sets new rates and fees.
MILITARY ORDER 762
28 MAY 1978
ORDER CONCERNING ANTIQUITIES LAW
Amendment 2 to Antiquities Law, 51, 1966 and Military Order 119
This sets new fees and cancels military order 707. Cancelled by Military Order 837 - 25 April 1980

MILITARY ORDER 763
29 MAY 1978
ORDER CONCERNING EDUCATION TAX REGULATIONS
Amendment 2 to Education Law 1, 1856
This changes the tax rate from 5 to 7%.
Cancelled by Military Order 1195 - 21 June 1987

MILITARY ORDER 764
14 JUNE 1978
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO THE LABOUR LAW
Amendment to Law 21, 1969 and Military Order 439
This amends the age bracket from between 13-14 to between 14-18.

MILITARY ORDER 765
21 JUNE 1978
ORDER CONCERNING MUNICIPAL LAW
Amendment to Law 29, 1955 and Amendment 12 to Military Order 194
The municipality has the right to ask property owners to contribute to the expense of installing a municipal sewage system if the owners will benefit from the system.

MILITARY ORDER 766
20 AUGUST 1978
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENT OF A COMMITTEE TO ADMINISTER THE MUNICIPALITY OF DEIR DIBWAN (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
Amendment 2 to Military Order 709
This replaces one member of the committee.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
7 FEBRUARY 1978
ORDER CONCERNING ORGANISING GUARDS IN SETTLEMENTS
Amendment 3 to Unnumbered Military Order, 1971
The appendix lists all villages to which these laws are applicable; they are all Jewish settlements.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
7 FEBRUARY 1978
ORDER CONCERNING JURISDICTION OVER THE EDUCATION REGULATIONS (EXAMINATIONS IN GENERAL SECONDARY AND PREPARATORY LEVELS)
Amendment to Military Order 91
This changes the examination fee from 3 Jordanian dinars to 200 Israeli liras.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
23 JANUARY 1978
ORDER CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES
Amendment to Military Order 746
This specifies the rates for health insurance for those participating in this scheme. This allows local authority employees to participate in the scheme provided that each municipality applies to the Area Commander. Workers working in Israel are also permitted entry into this scheme.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
24 APRIL 1978
ORDER CONCERNING LEGAL ASSISTANCE (FEES AND EXPENSES FOR THE EXECUTION DEPARTMENT)
Amendment to Military Order 348
This involves minor amendments to procedural details.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
30 APRIL 1978
ORDER CONCERNING VILLAGE ADMINISTRATION LAW (ESTABLISHMENT OF SOCIETIES AND ASSOCIATIONS TO PROMOTE COOPERATION BETWEEN VILLAGE COUNCILS AND SETTLEMENTS)
Amendment to Law 5, 1954
This specifies the operational requirements of these associations.
NUMEROUS APPOINTMENT AND RESIGNATION ORDERS FOLLOW

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 28 MARCH 1978
ORDER CONCERNING LAW OF WEIGHTS AND MEASUREMENTS
Amendment to Military Order 401
The Area Commander delegates all powers specified in the weights and measures law to the official-in-charge of trade and commerce.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 26 JUNE 1976
ORDER CONCERNING ORGANISING GUARDS IN SETTLEMENTS
Amendment 1 to Unnumbered Military Order
This adds nine more settlements to the original list.

NUMEROUS APPOINTMENT ORDERS CONNECTED TO THE JUDICIARY FOLLOW.

MILITARY ORDER 767 8 OCTOBER 1978
ORDER CONCERNING DISMISSAL OF THE QABATIA MUNICIPAL COUNCIL AND APPOINTMENT OF A COMMITTEE TO ADMINISTER THE MUNICIPALITY (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
Amendment to Military Order 724
This replaces one member of the committee.

MILITARY ORDER 768 8 OCTOBER 1978
ORDER CONCERNING JURISDICTION IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAW OF LICENSING SURVEYORS
Amendment to Law Regulating the Surveying Profession 7, 1948
Any appointment made or jurisdiction granted under this law by the Jordanian government or any of its institutions is to be transferred to the official-in-charge. These appointments are then to be cancelled. The official-in-charge may appoint someone else in their place.

MILITARY ORDER 769 2 NOVEMBER 1978
ORDER CONCERNING LICENSING OF TAXI-CABS
Amendment to Military Order 603
This adds to article 8: “it exempts the applicant from part or all of the requirements set out in article 7.”

MILITARY ORDER 770 5 NOVEMBER 1978
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO THE INCOME TAX LAW (FINES, ADVANCE PAYMENTS)
Amendment 5 to Military Order 543
This adds a new subsection dealing with fines and advance payments in relation to the Income Tax Regulations. This deals with exemptions from tax payment, the level of fines etc. This order also empowers tax-assessment officers to obtain an order from a ‘special court’ to delay the departure of a person from the West Bank, or to attach his property independent of a court order.

Amended by 7. Military Order 791 - 9 April 1979

MILITARY ORDER 771 10 NOVEMBER 1978
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO PENAL LAW (STOLEN OR SUSPECTED STOLEN PROPERTY)
Amendment to Law 16, 1960
This increases the maximum sentences for those accused of theft from 6 months to 2 years. Anyone suspected of possessing stolen property and originating the crime may be jailed for up to 6 months, unless he is able to prove that he acquired the property in good faith.

MILITARY ORDER 772 24 NOVEMBER 1978
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENT OF A COMMITTEE TO ADMINISTER THE VILLAGE OF YATTA (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
Amendment to Military Order 729
This states that the administrative committee of Yatta will administer the municipality until otherwise stipulated in a subsequent military order.
MILITARY ORDER 773 24 NOVEMBER 1978
ORDER CONCERNING DISMISSAL OF THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL OF QABATIA AND THE APPOINTMENT OF A COMMITTEE IN ITS PLACE (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
Amendment to Military Order 724
The committee is to administer the municipality of Qabatia until otherwise stipulated in a subsequent military order.

MILITARY ORDER 774 19 DECEMBER 1978
ORDER CONCERNING LICENSING OF TAXI-CABS
Amendment to Military Order 603
"It is forbidden for anyone to transfer the ownership of a taxi-cab, or to lend it to someone temporarily or permanently, without written permission from the appropriate authority."

MILITARY ORDER 775
This order was never issued.

MILITARY ORDER 776 12 JANUARY 1979
ORDER CONCERNING LICENSING OF PETITION WRITERS
Amendment to the Law of Licensing Petition Writers, 42, 1956
This stipulates that licences to practice as legal clerks restrict the holder to practicing solely within the district in which he/she resides.

Amended by
Unnumbered Military Regulation- 15 March 1984
7. Unnumbered Military Regulation- 24 March 1985

MILITARY ORDER 777 16 JANUARY 1979
ORDER CONCERNING COMPENSATION FOR INJURIES RESULTING FROM TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
Amendment to Military Order 677
This broadens the definition of the category of 'injured persons' who are eligible for compensation.

MILITARY ORDER 778 7 FEBRUARY 1979
ORDER CONCERNING THE VILLAGE AND URBAN PLANNING LAW (MAINTENANCE OF JURISDICTION)
Amendment to Military Order 418 and the Law 79, 1966
This clarifies that the above-mentioned law and military order do not prevent the higher planning council from setting appropriate fees for building permits.

MILITARY ORDER 779 14 FEBRUARY 1979
ORDER CONCERNING LAW OF STAMP REVENUE
Amendment 6 to Military Order 599
This adds new levels of fee for various permits.

MILITARY ORDER 780 21 FEBRUARY 1979
ORDER CONCERNING PRACTICING LAWYERS
Amendment 2 to Military Order 528
This stipulates that the Military Commander has the right to reduce the length of training period for lawyers, in certain circumstances and in contravention of previous regulations, provided that this period is not less than 6 months.

MILITARY ORDER 781 26 FEBRUARY 1979
ORDER CONCERNING NATURE RESERVES
Amendment 14 to Military Order 363
This sets new fees for entry into nature reserves.

MILITARY ORDER 782 4 MARCH 1979
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO THE INCOME TAX LAW
Amendment 6 to Military Order 543
This sets new tax rates.

MILITARY ORDER 783 25 MARCH 1979
ORDER CONCERNING ADMINISTRATION OF REGIONAL COUNCILS
Five Jewish regional councils are to be established. These will be administered in accordance with the law specified by the Area Commander. This does not detract from any of the regulations, orders or privileges in existence or to be passed in the future. Regional councils have jurisdiction over a group of Jewish settlements in their area.
Amended by
Military Order 795 - 29 May 1979
2. Military Order 806 - 13 September 1979
Military Order 807 - 30 September 1979
Unnumbered Military Order - 9 December 1979
Cancelled by Military Order 892 - 1 March 1981
5. Military Order 1058 - 22 June 1983

MILITARY ORDER 784  20 MARCH 1979
ORDER CONCERNING RETIREMENT OF
LOCAL POLICEMEN
Amendment 3 to Military Order 420 and to Military
Retirement Law 33, 1959
This redefines the term 'salary' and reduces the level
of contribution to pension funds.

MILITARY ORDER 785  20 MARCH 1979
ORDER CONCERNING RETIREMENT LAW
Amendment 2 to Military Order 514 and Civil Retirement
Law, 34, 1954
This redefines the term 'salary' and reduces the level
of contribution to pension funds.

MILITARY ORDER 786  20 MARCH 1979
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENT
AND EMPLOYMENT OF STAFF IN THE
GOVERNMENT SECTOR
Amendment 10 to Military Order 37, Civil Service
Regulation 33, 1966
This amends salary levels according to the seniority
and grade of staff members.

Amended by
Military Order 915 - 15 May 1981

MILITARY ORDER 787  20 MARCH 1979
ORDER CONCERNING PAYMENT FOR
EXPERT WITNESSES
Amendment 2 to Military Order 351
The jurisdiction of the legal advisor will be
transferred to the officer-in-charge of legal affairs.

MILITARY ORDER 788  27 MARCH 1979
ORDER CONCERNING ADMINISTRATION
OF MA’ALEH ADUMIM
This order stipulates that Ma’aleh Adumim will be
administered in accordance with the law as specified
by the Area Commander.

MILITARY ORDER 789  1 APRIL 1979
ORDER CONCERNING STAMP
REVENUE LAW
Amendment 7 to Military Order 599
This sets new levels of fees for permits.

MILITARY ORDER 790  1 APRIL 1979
ORDER CONCERNING PUBLIC PARKS
Amendment 10 to Military Order 373
This sets new entry fees to public parks.

MILITARY ORDER 791  9 APRIL 1979
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO
THE INCOME TAX LAW (FINES)
Amendment 7 to Military Order 770 and to Income Tax Law
5, 1964
This gives the Israeli tax-authorities the power to seize
and sell property in order to realize outstanding debts.

MILITARY ORDER 792  15 APRIL 1979
ORDER CONCERNING CONTROL OVER
CURRENCY, NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS
AND GOLD
Amendment 4 to Military Order 299
This changes the level of fines for offences connected
with this law. The appropriate authorities may
confiscate any money possessed in contravention with
this law.

MILITARY ORDER 793  17 MAY 1979
ORDER CONCERNING COST OF
ELECTRICITY
Amendment 10 to Military Order 386
This sets new fees for various electricity-related
services.

MILITARY ORDER 794  20 MAY 1979
ORDER CONCERNING LAND TRANSACTIONS
Amendment 3 to Military Order 25
This stipulates that land transactions which were
carried out without a permit, or contrary to the terms of
the permit, will not be valid.
MILITARY ORDER 795
ORDER CONCERNING ADMINISTRATION OF REGIONAL COUNCILS
Amendment to Military Order 783
This modifies the name of one of the regional councils.

MILITARY ORDER 795A
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAW OF REGISTERING TRADE MARKS
Amendment to the Law No. 30, 1953
This sets down regulations governing all appointments made in relation to the law of registering trade marks.

MILITARY ORDER 796
ORDER CONCERNING LAND TRANSACTIONS
Amendment 2 to Military Order 569
"It is forbidden for anyone to own property unless 1. The ownership is in accordance with an agreement with the Israeli official-in-charge. 2. the transaction has been registered in the appropriate registry."

MILITARY ORDER 797
ORDER CONCERNING TRAFFIC REGULATIONS
Amendment 8 to Military Order 399
This stipulates that handicapped people are exempt from paying vehicle licence fees.

MILITARY ORDER 798
ORDER CONCERNING JURISDICTION OVER THE EDUCATION REGULATIONS
Amendment 7 to Military Order 91
This sets new levels of fees.

MILITARY ORDER 799
ORDER CONCERNING LOCAL COURTS
Amendment 4 to Military Order 412
This adds to article 4: "or when the court is sitting as a court of appeals as specified in the law of criminal court procedures 9 of 1961."

MILITARY ORDER 800
ORDER CONCERNING OBJECTIONS COMMITTEES
Amendment 8 to Military Order 172
This adds to the category of objections which may be brought before objections committees; objections in connection with fees set on local products in accordance with the law of customs and excise may be considered.

MILITARY ORDER 801
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 16 to Military Order 378
This outlines the regulations and procedures to which the accused is bound during the period of the trial.

MILITARY ORDER 802
ORDER CONCERNING SURVEYING LAW
Amendment 4 to Surveying Regulations 6, 1967
This sets new fees and cancels article 1 of military order 759.
Cancelled by Military Order 1046 - 27 January 1983

MILITARY ORDER 803
ORDER CONCERNING NATURE RESERVES
Amendment 15 to Military Order 363
This designates new areas as nature reserves.

MILITARY ORDER 804
ORDER CONCERNING LAW OF LAND REGISTRATION FEES
Amendment 5 to Military Order 760
This sets rates for various transactions. This cancels previous fees set.

MILITARY ORDER 805
ORDER CONCERNING LAW OF LAND REGISTRATION FEES
Amendment 6 to Military Order 760
This sets additional fees in connection with land registration.
MILITARY ORDER 806
13 SEPTEMBER 1979
ORDER CONCERNING ADMINISTRATION OF REGIONAL COUNCILS
Amendment 2 to Military Order 783
"It is permissible for the Area Commander to redraw the boundaries of the regional councils."

MILITARY ORDER 807
30 SEPTEMBER 1979
ORDER CONCERNING RELIGIOUS SERVICES
Amendment to Military Order 783
The appropriate authority has the right to establish a religious council in every local authority. These religious councils are to be responsible for religious affairs in the Jewish settlements.
Amended by
Military Order 893 - 23 January 1981
2. Military Order 1116 - 28 February 1984

MILITARY ORDER 808
14 SEPTEMBER 1979
ORDER CONCERNING REGULATION OF COURT DUTIES
Amendment to Court Fee Regulations, 1952
This sets fees for legal services such as bankruptcy claims etc..
Cancelled by Military Order 1036 - 17 December 1982

MILITARY ORDER 809
24 OCTOBER 1979
ORDER CONCERNING STAMP FEES
Amendment 8 to Military Order 599
This sets new fees for various permits.

MILITARY ORDER 810
4 NOVEMBER 1979
ORDER CONCERNING SUPERVISION AND MAINTENANCE OF ROADS
Amendment to the Law of Supervision and Maintenance of Roads 51, 1938
This makes technical changes to the laws governing road construction and maintenance, with particular reference to the meter size specified in the original law.

MILITARY ORDER 811
23 NOVEMBER 1979
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO

LAW OF IMMOVABLE PROPERTY
Amendment to Law 51, 1958
This amends article 11, extending the validity of irrevocable powers of attorney from 5 to 10 years.
Amended by
Military Order 847 - 1 June 1980

MILITARY ORDER 812
17 NOVEMBER 1979
ORDER CONCERNING TEXT BOOKS
Amendment 2 to Military Order 107
This adds new titles to the list of books banned for use in schools and colleges.

MILITARY ORDER 813
25 NOVEMBER 1979
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 17 to Military Order 378
This deletes article 3b. It replaces 4a with the following: "at least one of the judges sitting in a military court should be a trained judge. The court president will decide the court structure."

MILITARY ORDER 814
11 DECEMBER 1979
ORDER CONCERNING URBAN AND RURAL PLANNING
Amendment 3 to Military Order 418
This raises the level of fines.

MILITARY ORDER 815
11 JANUARY 1980
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 18 to Military Order 378
This includes major amendments to the law governing administrative detention. It also establishes an appeals committee (as specified in article 86).

MILITARY ORDER 816
20 JANUARY 1980
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO THE INCOME TAX LAW
Amendment 8 to Military Order 543
This sets new tax rates.
ORDER CONCERNING PROTECTION OF EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
This specifies that all educational institutions in settlements must have guards on duty at all times, and sets out the terms of guard duty.
Amended by
- Military Order 840 - 11 May 1980
- Military Order 868 - 29 August 1980
- Military Order 1115 - 28 May 1984
- Military Order 1351 - 1 September 1991

MILITARY ORDER 818
ORDER CONCERNING THE PLANTING OF CERTAIN DECORATIVE FLOWERS
This regulates the growing of certain types of flowers and limits the numbers.

MILITARY ORDER 819
ORDER CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT
Amendment 17 to Military Order 56
This sets new levels of fine for various violations of this law.

MILITARY ORDER 820
This order was never issued.

MILITARY ORDER 821
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO THE EDUCATION TAX REGULATIONS
Amendment to Second Education Tax Regulation, 1, 1956
Landlords and tenants within the municipal boundaries should pay a 7% annual education tax on the value of their property. This cancels article 2 of military order 501.
Cancelled by Military Order 1195 - 21 June 1987

MILITARY ORDER 822
ORDER CONCERNING LITTERING
This sets regulations concerning littering in public places and fines for violation of this law.

MILITARY ORDER 823
ORDER CONCERNING SHEKEL AS A NEW CURRENCY
This specifies that the shekel is now the new Israeli currency and should automatically replace Israeli liras wherever they are mentioned. The rate of exchange should be 10 agarots to 1 Israeli lira.
Amended by
- Unnumbered Military Order - 24 September 1980
- Military Order 1148 - 9 October 1985

MILITARY ORDER 824
This order was never issued.

MILITARY ORDER 825
ORDER CONCERNING LABOUR LAWS
Amendment to Law 21, 1960 and to Military Order 439
This specifies that certain individuals (anyone who has been imprisoned for 5 years or more) should not be admitted to the administrative council of any trade union.

MILITARY ORDER 826
ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREAS (PROHIBITION ON THE TRANSFER OF GOODS)
Amendment 4 to Military Order 357
"It is permissible for the Israeli official to demand a certain insurance fee from anyone wanting to import goods or obtain customs clearance. This fee will be deposited in the 'area command fund'."

MILITARY ORDER 827
ORDER CONCERNING RETIREMENT OF LOCAL POLICE
Amendment 4 to Military Order 420
"It is permissible for the Area Commander to pay retiring policemen a pension."

MILITARY ORDER 828
ORDER CONCERNING LAND ADMINISTRATION FEES
Amendment 7 to Military Order 760
This stipulates new levels of fees.
Amended by
- Military Order 846 - 26 May 1980
- Military Order 858 - 1 August 1980
- Military Order 875 - 1 October 1980
MILITARY ORDER 829
23 MARCH 1980
ORDER CONCERNING LAW OF NOTARY PUBLICS
Amendment to Law 11, 1952
This sets new fees for services provided by notary publics.

MILITARY ORDER 830
8 APRIL 1980
ORDER CONCERNING EXTENSION OF MUNICIPAL COUNCIL SERVICES
Municipal councils will continue to function, even if they lack a quorum, until they are suspended by a future military order.
Amended by
Military Order 965 - 11 March 1982
2. Military Order 1049 - 28 February 1983

MILITARY ORDER 831
18 MARCH 1980
ORDER CONCERNING INFILTRATION
Amendment to Military Order 329
This adds the following phrase to article 3b: "unless otherwise specified by a special order."

MILITARY ORDER 832
21 MARCH 1980
ORDER CONCERNING OBJECTIONS COMMITTEES
Amendment 9 to Military Order 172
The Area Commander has the right to set the level of fees that are paid in these committees.

MILITARY ORDER 833
1 APRIL 1980
ORDER CONCERNING PUBLIC PARKS
Amendment 10 to Military Order 373
This sets new fees for entry into public parks.

MILITARY ORDER 834
4 APRIL 1980
ORDER CONCERNING STAMP REVENUE LAW
Amendment 9 to Military Order 399
This sets new fees for different permits.
Amended by
10. Military Order 867 - 14 August 1980

MILITARY ORDER 835
15 APRIL 1980
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO
INCOME TAX LAW
Amendment 9 to Military Order 543
This sets new tax rates.

MILITARY ORDER 836
1 APRIL 1980
ORDER CONCERNING NATURE RESERVES
Amendment 16 to Military Order 363
This sets new fees for entry into nature reserves.

MILITARY ORDER 837
25 APRIL 1980
ORDER CONCERNING ANTIQUITIES
Amendment 3 to Antiquities Law 51, 1966 and to Military Order 119
This sets new fees. It also cancels military orders 707 and 762.

MILITARY ORDER 838
30 APRIL 1980
ORDER CONCERNING ORGANISING GUARDS IN SETTLEMENTS
Amendment 3 to Military Order 432
This cancels the definition of 'educational institutions' and also cancels articles 1a and 10a.

MILITARY ORDER 839
4 MAY 1980
ORDER CONCERNING TRAFFIC LAWS
Amendment 9 to Military Order 399
This makes major amendments to the laws governing the transportation of passengers in commercial vehicles.

MILITARY ORDER 840
11 MAY 1980
ORDER CONCERNING PROTECTION OF EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
Amendment to Military Order 817
This outlines the objections procedure for people who have been ordered to serve as guards to educational institutions (in settlements).

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
9 DECEMBER 1979
ORDER CONCERNING REGISTRATION OF TRANSACTIONS IN SPECIAL PROPERTY
Amendment to Military Order 569, and Military Order 783
This stipulates that the provisions in article 2 of military order 703 are to be enforced.
UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 4 NOVEMBER 1979
ORDER CONCERNING EXTENDING VALIDITY OF DRIVERS’ AND VEHICLE LICENCES (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
The above licences are to be extended from 4 to 14 November 1979.

3 MARCH 1980
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAW OF CRAFT AND INDUSTRY
Amendment to Military Order 470
This details the procedure of supervision over distributors of gas cylinders. It also sets new fees.

15 MAY 1980
ORDER CONCERNING CLOSURE OF INVESTIGATION FILES
"It is permissible for the Area Commander or the legal advisor to close an investigation file or to refrain from proceeding with a certain case if they think that there is no public interest served by the investigation or the trial."

Amended by
Military Order 1000 - 20 June 1982
2. Military Order 1375 - 7 July 1992

18 MAY 1980
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 19 to Military Order 378
"It is permissible for a three-judge court to transfer a certain case to a one-judge court who can make use of everything that was presented as evidence before the previous court. Any military court has the jurisdiction granted to local courts by military order 412."

18 MAY 1980
ORDER CONCERNING IDENTITY CARDS AND PERSONAL STATUS
Amendment 6 to Military Order 297
This sets new fees for services related to the above.

18 MAY 1980
ORDER CONCERNING ORGANISING GUARDS IN SETTLEMENTS
Amendment 4 to Military Order 432
This order is not available in Arabic. Article 8 is to be deleted and replaced by 8a: "A person shall not be obliged to undertake guard-duty for more than 6 hours per week and in accordance with the guarding needs of a settlement. If the Israeli official-in-charge of guards considers it necessary, additional guarding hours may be imposed.

7 MAY 1980
ORDER CONCERNING INCREASING FINES SET BY THE SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military courts are authorised to set fines in relation to the length of the prison sentence.

Amended by
2. Military Order 1035 - 5 December 1982
3. Military Order 1071 - 10 July 1983
Military Order 1104 - 1 April 1984
5. Military Order 1129 - 3 February 1985

26 MAY 1980
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO LAND REGISTRATION LAW
Amendment 8 to Military Order 828
The fees for certain services are raised.

1 JUNE 1980
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO LAW OF IMMOVABLE PROPERTY
Amendment to Law 51, 1958 and to Military Order 811
The validity of an irrevocable power of attorney is extended from 10 to 15 years.

15 JUNE 1980
ORDER CONCERNING MANAGING LOCAL COUNCILS
Amendment 3 to Military Order 783.
This amends article 1 and defines the terms ‘local council,’ (adding new settlements) ‘territory of local councils’ and ‘territory of a single settlement.’
MILITARY ORDER 849  
17 JUNE 1980
ORDER CONCERNING PUBLIC PARKS
Amendment 11 to Military Order 373
Entrance fees to public parks are to be raised.

MILITARY ORDER 850  
24 JULY 1980
ORDER CONCERNING COST OF ELECTRICITY
Amendment 11 to Military Order 386
This sets new prices for electricity.

MILITARY ORDER 851  
25 JULY 1980
ORDER CONCERNING COST OF ELECTRICITY
Amendment 12 to Military Order 386
This sets new prices for electricity.

MILITARY ORDER 852  
22 JUNE 1980
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 20 to Military Order 378
"It is not permissible to graze animals in a closed military area without permission from the Military Commander."

MILITARY ORDER 853  
25 JUNE 1980
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 21 to Military Order 378
In article 80a the following phrase is added: "or who intends to commit a crime".
Amended by

MILITARY ORDER 854  
6 JULY 1980
ORDER CONCERNING LAW OF EDUCATION AND CULTURE
Amendment 16 to Law, 1964
This redefines the term 'college' and it sets conditions for granting permits for colleges to operate. Birzeit, Najjah and Bethlehem Universities and the College of Islamic Studies are to be granted temporary permits.
Amended by
Military Order 927 - 5 July 1981

MILITARY ORDER 855  
6 JULY 1980
ORDER CONCERNING COST OF ELECTRICITY
Amendment 13 to Military Order 386
This sets new prices for electricity.

MILITARY ORDER 856  
3 JULY 1980
ORDER CONCERNING JURISDICTION OVER THE EDUCATION REGULATIONS
Amendment 8 to Military Order 91
This sets new levels of fees.

MILITARY ORDER 857  
3 AUGUST 1980
ORDER CONCERNING SETTING THE TIME
This sets the time in accordance with Greenwich Mean Time.

MILITARY ORDER 858  
1 AUGUST 1980
ORDER CONCERNING THE AMENDMENT TO LAND REGISTRATION LAW
Amendment 9 to Military Order 828
The service fees stipulated by this law are raised.

MILITARY ORDER 859  
3 AUGUST 1980
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 22 to Military Order 378
This expands on the definition of 'firearm' that was set out in article 1 of military order 378.

MILITARY ORDER 860  
13 AUGUST 1980
ORDER CONCERNING URBAN AND RURAL PLANNING
Amendment 4 to Military Order 418
"It is permissible for the Area Commander to appoint a district planning committee."

MILITARY ORDER 861  
1 AUGUST 1980
ORDER CONCERNING THE OPERATION OF PRISONS
Amendment 4 to Military Order 29
The period specified in article 17b of military order 29 is to be extended from 7 days to 14 days.
MILITARY ORDER 862
6 AUGUST 1980
ORDER CONCERNING THE DISTRIBUTION OF PRINTED MATERIAL
Amendment 3 to Military Order 50
The word ‘newspaper’ is to be replaced by ‘printed material’ in the original order. It is not permissible for the Israeli official to issue a permit for the distribution of a banned text book.”

MILITARY ORDER 863
11 AUGUST 1980
ORDER CONCERNING THE TRYING OF JUVENILES
Amendment 7 to Military Order 132
This is a minor amendment concerning the methods of punishing juveniles.

MILITARY ORDER 864
12 AUGUST 1980
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO RETIREMENT LAW
Amendment 3 to Military Order 514
This deletes article 2c and 3c of the appendix.

MILITARY ORDER 865
26 AUGUST 1980
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 23 to Military Order 378
This raises the fees set in article 47a1 and in article 50c3 of the original order.

MILITARY ORDER 866
26 AUGUST 1980
ORDER CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT
Amendment 18 to Military Order 56
The level of fines are raised.

MILITARY ORDER 867
14 AUGUST 1980
ORDER CONCERNING STAMP REVENUE LAW
Amendment to Military Order 9 and Amendment 10 to Military Order 834
Money collected before 1 April 1980, in accordance with the previous level of tariffs, will be deemed legal.

MILITARY ORDER 868
29 AUGUST 1980
ORDER CONCERNING PROTECTION OF EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS (SETTLEMENTS)
Amendment 2 to Military Order 817
This outlines the rules regarding the receipt of notices.

MILITARY ORDER 869
28 SEPTEMBER 1980
ORDER CONCERNING SHEKEL (BANK HOLIDAY) (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
This stipulates the dates of bank holidays and sets out the rules regarding the closure of banks, etc.

MILITARY ORDER 870
2 SEPTEMBER 1980
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 24 to Military Order 378
The Area Commander has the right to grant jurisdiction to any person to arrange the release of a detained person as long as no formal detention order has been issued.

MILITARY ORDER 871
8 SEPTEMBER 1980
ORDER CONCERNING STAMP REVENUE LAW
Amendment 11 to Military Order 599
A fine of 75 shekels is to be imposed on visitors from the East Bank whose stay in the area exceeds the visiting period specified in their permits.

MILITARY ORDER 872
22 SEPTEMBER 1980
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 25 to Military Order 853
Article 2 is cancelled.

MILITARY ORDER 873
24 SEPTEMBER 1980
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO INCOME TAX LAW
Amendment 10 to Military Order 543
This sets new tax rates.

MILITARY ORDER 874
1 OCTOBER 1980
ORDER CONCERNING PUBLIC PARKS
Amendment 12 to Military Order 373
This raises the entry fees for public parks.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Order Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 October 1980</td>
<td>Order concerning land registration fees. Amendment to Military Order 7 and amendment 10 to Military Order 828. Fees for different services related to land registration are raised.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 October 1980</td>
<td>Order concerning security provisions. Amendment 26 to Military Order 378. This reaffirms that the Area Commander has jurisdiction over the cancellation of a detention order.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 October 1980</td>
<td>Order concerning cost of electricity. New prices are set for electricity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 October 1980</td>
<td>Order concerning identity cards and personal status. Amendment 8 to Military Order 297. &quot;The appropriate authority has the right to specify the date of expiry, renewal and/or other changes in identity cards.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 November 1980</td>
<td>Order concerning security provisions. Amendment 27 to Military Order 378. This adds article 79b: &quot;Any person released on bail is required to come forward for questioning whenever necessary or to complete his/her sentence. The court may impose any additional conditions for the release of a prisoner on bail, including the withholding of the passport and a ban on leaving the country&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 November 1980</td>
<td>Order concerning stamp duties. Amendment 11 to Military Order 599. This sets new fees for entry and exit permits, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 December 1980</td>
<td>Order concerning cost of electricity. Amendment 16 to Military Order 386. This sets new prices for electricity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 December 1980</td>
<td>Order concerning land surveying law. Amendment 5 to Land Surveying Law 6, 1967. The fees for a variety of different services are raised. Cancelled by Military Order 1046 - 27 January 1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 December 1980</td>
<td>Order concerning nature reserves. Amendment 18 to Military Order 363. This sets new fees for entry into nature reserves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 December 1980</td>
<td>Order concerning jurisdiction to supervise goods and services. Amendment to Military Order 538 and to the Price Control Regulations 33, 1959. The official has the right to appoint inspectors who are to be granted the jurisdiction provided to other officials under military order 17. Amended by Military Order 1209 - 15 November 1987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 December 1980</td>
<td>Order concerning compensation for those injured in traffic.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ACCIDENTS
Amendment 2 to Military Order 677
A special fund is to be created out of any excess insurance money and this fund is to be invested in the Golan Heights, the Gaza Strip and North and South Sinai.

MILITARY ORDER 888 16 JANUARY 1981
ORDER CONCERNING TRAFFIC LAWS
Amendment 10 to Military Order 399
This sets the fine for the reclaiming of vehicles which have been towed.

MILITARY ORDER 889 20 JANUARY 1981
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO TRADE LAW
Amendment to Trade Law 12, 1966
This stipulates that post-dated cheques are not valid until the date specified on the cheque. Article 245 of the Law is cancelled.

MILITARY ORDER 890 20 JANUARY 1981
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDING PENAL LAW
Amendment to Penal Law 16, 1960
This outlines the procedures to be followed when a cheque bounces.

MILITARY ORDER 891 1 FEBRUARY 1981
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO LAND REGISTRATION LAW
Amendment 11 to Military Order 505 and the Land Registration Law 16, 1956
This sets new fees.

MILITARY ORDER 892 1 MARCH 1981
ORDER CONCERNING ADMINISTRATION OF REGIONAL COUNCILS (SETTLEMENTS)
"It is permissible for the Area Commander to create municipal courts to administer regional councils. The commander has the authority to redefine the boundaries of these regional councils". This cancels military orders 561 and 783.

MILITARY ORDER 893 23 JANUARY 1981
ORDER CONCERNING RELIGIOUS SERVICES
Amendment to Military Order 807
This redefines 'local authority'.

MILITARY ORDER 894 1 FEBRUARY 1981
ORDER CONCERNING NATURE RESERVES
Amendment 18 to Military Order 363
This designates new areas as nature reserves.

MILITARY ORDER 895 17 FEBRUARY 1981
ORDER CONCERNING URBAN AND REGIONAL PLANNING
Amendment 5 to Military Order 418
"It is permissible for the special planning committee to demand that all those applying for building permits should incorporate a shelter in the plans. These shelters should not be used for anything but the purpose for which they were originally designed.”

MILITARY ORDER 896 20 FEBRUARY 1981
ORDER CONCERNING IDENTITY CARDS AND PERSONAL STATUS
Amendment 9 to Military Order 297
It is permissible for the Israeli official-in-charge to make special marks on an identity card “for reasons pertaining to public safety”.

MILITARY ORDER 897 1 MARCH 1981
ORDER CONCERNING THE ADMINISTRATION OF REGIONAL COUNCILS
Amendment 4 to Military Order 783
The Military Commander is granted the power to create municipal courts.

MILITARY ORDER 898 2 MARCH 1981
ORDER CONCERNING ORGANISING GUARDS IN SETTLEMENTS
Amendment 5 to Military Order 432
This order specifies the jurisdiction of guards, empowering them to carry weapons and to detain any persons who are “acting suspiciously.”
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Order Title</th>
<th>Amendment Reference</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14 March 81</td>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING OFFICIAL STANDARDS</td>
<td></td>
<td>The official has the right to set and control standards for different goods including the methods of production, operation, assembly, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 April 81</td>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO INCOME TAX LAW</td>
<td>Amendment 11 to Military Order 543</td>
<td>New tax rates are set.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 April 81</td>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING COST OF ELECTRICITY</td>
<td>Amendment 17 to Military Order 386</td>
<td>This sets new prices for electricity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 April 81</td>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING IDENTITY CARDS AND PERSONAL STATUS</td>
<td>Amendment 10 to Military Order 297</td>
<td>A new fee is added to cover applications for a replacement identity card.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 April 81</td>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING RETIREMENT LAW (EMPLOYEES MOVING FROM ONE AREA TO ANOTHER)</td>
<td>Amendment to Military Order 408</td>
<td>This details additional regulations affecting workers who are moving to the Gaza Strip from the West Bank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 April 81</td>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING JURISDICTION OVER THE EDUCATION REGULATIONS</td>
<td>Amendment 9 to Military Order 91</td>
<td>This sets new levels of fees.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 April 81</td>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING PUBLIC PARKS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 April 81</td>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING STAMP REVENUE LAW</td>
<td>Amendment 13 to Military Order 599</td>
<td>This raises the fees in article c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 May 81</td>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO INCOME TAX LAW</td>
<td>Amendment 12 to Military Order 543</td>
<td>This sets new tax rates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 May 81</td>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING ROUNding-Up OF FIGURES</td>
<td>Amendment 3 to Military Order 599</td>
<td>Tax rates should be rounded-up to the nearest shekel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 May 81</td>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING COST OF ELECTRICITY</td>
<td>Amendment 18 to Military Order 386</td>
<td>This raises the price of electricity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 May 81</td>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING LOCAL COURTS</td>
<td>Amendment 5 to Military Order 412</td>
<td>This adds to the definition of &quot;local court&quot; as &quot;a court established in accordance with the law.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 May 81</td>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING IDENTITY CARDS AND PERSONAL STATUS</td>
<td>Amendment 11 to Military Order 297</td>
<td>This modifies the information which appears on identity cards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 May 81</td>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING WATER HEATING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EQUIPMENT
This sets regulations regarding solar-heating systems in residential areas. It stipulates that permits will be granted only to residential building projects in which the water heating system is solar powered.

MILITARY ORDER 913
17 MAY 1981
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 28 to Military Order 378
The fine is raised from 100 Israeli liras to 100 shekels.

MILITARY ORDER 914
25 MAY 1981
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 29 to Military Order 378
This adds the following to clause 87e: "or the deputy president."

MILITARY ORDER 915
15 MAY 1981
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENT AND EMPLOYMENT OF STAFF IN THE GOVERNMENT SECTOR
Amendment 11 to Military Order 37
This sets additional regulations regarding the grading scale of employees, unpaid leave etc. It also cancels article 1 of military order 731 and article 2 of military order 786.

MILITARY ORDER 916
19 MAY 1981
ORDER CONCERNING METHODS OF PUNISHMENT
Amendment 2 to Military Order 322
This defines a 'military court' as any court established by the Area Commander.

MILITARY ORDER 917
17 MAY 1981
ORDER CONCERNING PROVISIONAL TOURISM LAW
Amendment to Law 45, 1965
This amends article 10 regarding punishment.

MILITARY ORDER 918
12 JUNE 1981
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY

PROVISIONS
Amendment 30 to Military Order 378
This establishes an objections committee in accordance with article 85 of military order 378.

MILITARY ORDER 919
4 JUNE 1981
ORDER CONCERNING COST OF ELECTRICITY
This sets new prices for electricity.

MILITARY ORDER 920
1 JULY 1981
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO INCOME TAX LAW
Amendment 13 to Military Order 543
This sets new tax rates.

MILITARY ORDER 921
24 JUNE 1981
ORDER CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT
Amendment 19 to Military Order 399
Articles 90a and 90b of the road transport law 94 of 1958 are replaced rendering diesel engines illegal when installed in non-commercial vehicles. Other provisions relating to vehicles with diesel engines are laid out in this order.

MILITARY ORDER 922
5 JULY 1981
ORDER CONCERNING LOCAL COURTS
Amendment 6 to Military Order 412
This replaces "in accordance with article 291" with "in accordance with articles 291-298".

MILITARY ORDER 923
7 JULY 1981
ORDER CONCERNING PUBLIC PARKS
Amendment 15 to Military Order 373
This raises entry fees to public parks.

MILITARY ORDER 924
7 JULY 1981
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO INCOME TAX LAW
Amendment 14 to Military Order 543 and to Income Tax Law 25, 1964
This sets fines for late-payment or non-payment of taxes. It is permissible for the Israeli official to extend the payment period at his discretion.
ORDER CONCERNING THE ADMINISTRATION OF VILLAGE LAW
Amendment 5 to Law, 1954 and to Military Order 191
"The official has all the jurisdiction granted under this law to the Jordanian council of ministers." This also deals with the penalties for non-attendance of meetings in accordance with article 5 of the law.

ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENT AND EMPLOYMENT OF STAFF IN THE GOVERNMENT SECTOR
Amendment 12 to Military Order 37
This amends the definition of 'allowances' in article 6.

ORDER CONCERNING LAW OF EDUCATION AND CULTURE
Amendment to Law 16, 1964 and to Military Order 854
The "school year 1980-81" is to be replaced with the "school year 1981-82".

ORDER CONCERNING MUNICIPAL LAW
Amendment to Law 29, 1955 and amendment 13 to Military Order 194
"It is permissible for the official to specify the regulations relating to salaries, expenses, etc."

ORDER CONCERNING IDENTITY CARDS AND PERSONAL STATUS
Amendment 12 to Military Order 297
This sets new fees for applications for identity cards etc.

ORDER CONCERNING RETIREMENT LAW
Amendment 4 to Military Order 514
This defines a 'retiring person' as any person who has spent more than 20 years in service, provided that he/she has not resigned from their job.

ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 31 to Military Order 378
Anyone who carries a firearm, which is licenced by the Military Commander, should return it upon the expiry of his/her licence.

ORDER CONCERNING FORBIDDEN PUBLICATIONS (DEFENCE REGULATIONS) (EMERGENCY 1945)
This lists a number of books and publications which are banned. This order cancels all previous military orders and instructions pertaining to the above.

ORDER CONCERNING TRAFFIC LAWS
Amendment 11 to Military Order 391
This specifies the maximum load permitted for different vehicles.

ORDER CONCERNING RAISING FINES SET IN THE SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment to Military Order 845
This grants military courts the jurisdiction to raise the level of fines (article 1). This authority is also granted to civil courts.

ORDER CONCERNING PROHIBITION OF MILITARY TRAINING AND COMMUNICATION WITH A HOSTILE ORGANISATION
Amendment to Military Order 284
This covers anyone who is suspected of communicating with a "hostile organisation". It also includes anyone who communicates with an agency in which a hostile organisation is even partially involved.

ORDER CONCERNING TRAFFIC LAWS
Amendment 12 to Military Order 399
This involves major additions to the original order. It
covers areas such as the renewal of driving licences for those with security records, the parking of vehicles which contain flammable material, conditions for renewing licences for mentally disturbed people, etc.

MILITARY ORDER 936

10 SEPTEMBER 1981

ORDER CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT
Amendment 20 to Military Order 56
Licences can be revoked by the licensing bureau under certain conditions. Provisions regarding drunk drivers are specified here.

MILITARY ORDER 937

10 SEPTEMBER 1981

ORDER CONCERNING REVOKING DRIVERS' LICENCES
Amendment 2 to Military Order 251
Any policeman can revoke a driver's licence; the driver has to give up his licence to the policeman on demand.

MILITARY ORDER 938

5 OCTOBER 1981

ORDER CONCERNING PROVOCATION AND HOSTILE PROPAGANDA
Amendment to Military Order 101
This defines what constitutes 'hostile actions'. Supporting a hostile organisation by holding a flag or listening to a nationalist song are regarded as hostile actions.

MILITARY ORDER 939

29 OCTOBER 1981

ORDER CONCERNING ANTIQUITIES
Amendment 4 to Military Order 119 and to Antiquities Law 51, 1966
This raises permit fees.
Cancelled by Military Order 985 - 1 April 1982

MILITARY ORDER 940

15 NOVEMBER 1981

ORDER CONCERNING STAMP REVENUE
Amendment 14 to Military Order 599
This changes the numbering of various articles in the original order.

MILITARY ORDER 941

15 OCTOBER 1981

ORDER CONCERNING STAMP REVENUE
Amendment 15 to Military Order 599

This sets new prices for exit and entry permits across the Jordan bridges.

MILITARY ORDER 942

1 OCTOBER 1981

ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO SURVEYING LAW
Amendment 6 to the Surveying Regulations 6, 1967
This sets new fees.
Cancelled by Military Order 1046 - 27 January 1983

MILITARY ORDER 943

1 OCTOBER 1981

ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO INCOME TAX LAW
Amendment 15 to Military Order 543
This sets new tax rates.

MILITARY ORDER 944

29 OCTOBER 1981

ORDER CONCERNING PAYING WITNESSES' EXPENSES
Amendment 3 to Military Order 351
This raises the level of expenses which witnesses can claim.

MILITARY ORDER 944(A)

27 OCTOBER 1981

ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO LAND REGISTRATION LAW
Amendment 12 to Military Order 505 and the Land Registration Law 26, 1938
This sets new fees.

MILITARY ORDER 945

27 OCTOBER 1981

ORDER CONCERNING PUBLIC PARKS (RODYON PARK).
This designates a new public park.

MILITARY ORDER 946

8 NOVEMBER 1981

ORDER CONCERNING INTERPRETATIONS (ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS)
Amendment 6
The term 'Area Commander' should be replaced by 'IDF Commander in the Area' wherever it appears in Security Provisions. Military order 188 is to be cancelled.
MILITARY ORDER 947
8 NOVEMBER 1981
ORDER CONCERNING ESTABLISHMENT OF A CIVIL ADMINISTRATION
This establishes a Civil Administration to be headed by the head of Civil Administration who is to be appointed by the Area Commander. (See full translation of the text in Appendix III)
Amended by
Military Order 950 - 16 December 1981
Military Order 1102 - 23 March 1983
Military Order 1181 - 9 November 1986

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
7 APRIL 1977
ORDER CONCERNING FUND FOR COMPENSATING VICTIMS OF ROAD TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
Amendment to Military Order 677
This provides general instructions regarding compensation for victims of road traffic accidents.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
26 DECEMBER 1977
ORDER CONCERNING ISSUANCE OF PERMITS IN ACCORDANCE WITH LAW OF CRAFT AND INDUSTRY
Amendment to Military Order 470
The issuance of a licence in accordance with military order 470 also requires that another licence be obtained as specified in the law of craft and industry 1 of 1966.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
5 JUNE 1979
ORDER CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICE REGULATIONS
Amendment to Military Order 746
New members in the health insurance scheme who require hospitalisation in the first two months of their membership must pay 1/3rd of the hospital cost. This also applies to those who are 6 months late on payment for their health insurance. If old accounts are not settled, no medical care will be provided.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
30 JULY 1979
ORDER CONCERNING UNIFIED PROFESSIONAL ALLOWANCES FOR GOVERNMENT VETERINARIANS
Amendment to Military Order 37
This modifies the title of the original order.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
27 JUNE 1975
ORDER CONCERNING SAFETY BELTS
Amendment to Military Order 600
This specifies the different kinds of safety belts which must be worn.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
31 DECEMBER 1975
ORDER CONCERNING LOCAL COURTS (POSITION OF ISRAELI MILITARY FORCES)
Amendment to Military Order 164
Local courts are authorised to hear cases which have been brought against local government employees in specific instances.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
1 MARCH 1979
ORDER CONCERNING BUTCHERS AND MEAT PRODUCERS
Amendment to the Public Health Law 43, 1966
This stipulates general requirements for a butcher shop: type of construction, doors, cleanliness, etc..

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
2 FEBRUARY 1975
ORDER CONCERNING SUPERVISION AND MAINTENANCE OF ROADS
Amendment to Law 51, 1958
This concerns the classification of roads.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
1 APRIL 1976
ORDER CONCERNING PROVISIONAL LAW OF TOURISM
Amendment to Military Order 87 and to the Regulations for Travel Agents 46, 1966
Travel agencies should not operate in any sphere other than travel and tourism.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
25 AUGUST 1976
ORDER CONCERNING PROVISIONAL LAW OF TOURISM
Amendment to Military Order 87
This sets regulations for hotels and hostels; it specifies minimum standards for non-ranked hotels.
UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 25 AUGUST 1981
ORDER CONCERNING PROVISIONAL LAW
OF TOURISM
This sets standards for hotels and hostels, and details
the requirements for each class of establishment.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 16 NOVEMBER 1976
ORDER CONCERNING PROVISIONAL LAW
OF TOURISM
This sets regulations regarding souvenir shops and
their classification.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 27 DECEMBER 1976
ORDER CONCERNING PROVISIONAL LAW
OF TOURISM
This stipulates that tourist guides may not accept
commissions.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 12 APRIL 1977
ORDER CONCERNING PROVISIONAL LAW
OF TOURISM
This regulates the trading terms for registered tourist
shops.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 5 JULY 1979
ORDER CONCERNING PROVISIONAL LAW
OF TOURISM (TRAVEL AGENT'S
DEPOSIT)
This specifies the level of deposit that is to be paid by
travel agents.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 15 NOVEMBER 1978
ORDER CONCERNING PROVISIONAL
LAW OF TOURISM
Amendment 2
This provides additional regulations for travel agents.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 17 JULY 1981
ORDER CONCERNING PROVISIONAL
LAW OF TOURISM
Amendment 2
This provides additional regulations governing
souvenir shops.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 24 SEPTEMBER 1980
ORDER CONCERNING SHEKEL
Amendment to Military Order 823
This stipulates that a special symbol is to be printed on
cheques.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 20 JANUARY - 18 MARCH 1980
ORDERS CONCERNING LAND LAW
(EXPROPRIATION FOR PUBLIC
PURPOSES)
Five unnumbered orders, expropriating different
pieces of land in the vicinities of Nablus and
Tulkarem for "public use", are passed in accordance
with the land expropriation for public purposes law 2
of 1953.

MILITARY ORDER 948 26 NOVEMBER 1981
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY
PROVISIONS
Amendment 32 to Military Order 378
"If it is thought that the presence of a person as a
spectator in any courtroom may affect the testimony of
witnesses, that person may be forced to leave".

MILITARY ORDER 949 30 NOVEMBER 1981
ORDER CONCERNING LAND LAW
(EXPROPRIATION FOR PUBLIC
PURPOSES)
Amendment to Military Order 321
This concerns the procedure for notifying owners that
their land is to be expropriated.

MILITARY ORDER 950 16 DECEMBER 1981
ORDER CONCERNING THE
ESTABLISHMENT OF A CIVILIAN
ADMINISTRATION
Amendment to Military Order 947
This expands on the original military order, stating
that "in order to remove any doubt, there is nothing in
the provisions of this order (military order 947
regarding Civil Administration) which restricts or
abrogates any of the privileges or rights vested in the
Commander of the Israeli army in the area or in any of
those people appointed by him".
MILITARY ORDER 951 24 DECEMBER 1981
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO TELEPHONE REGULATION
Amendment 2 to the Telephone Regulation 1, 1952
This stipulates that the head of the Civil Administration has the right to establish a telephone network which may involve entering property, placing telephone poles, etc. This adds a variety of rules and regulations regarding the installation, service and use of the telephone system.

Amended by
Military Order 1279 - 15 June 1989

MILITARY ORDER 952 20 JANUARY 1982
ORDER CONCERNING CURRENCY CONTROL
This order prohibits any resident of the West Bank from buying foreign currency from a licensed money-changer except for one of the reasons specified in the order: the importation of goods and services or the transferring of money (not to exceed $3,000 annually) to a dependent relative residing outside the area. $3,000 is also the maximum permitted to be carried by a person travelling outside the area and no more than $500 of the total is to be in cash. According to this order permission must be obtained before conducting:
1. Any transaction in a foreign currency with a resident of the occupied territories regardless of whether the transaction is to take place within the occupied territories.
2. Exporting money from the area to the outside.
3. Bringing in any shekel currency whether by remittance or otherwise.
4. Any transaction involving property in the area if a resident of a foreign country is party thereto, and any transaction involving property outside the area if a resident of the area is a party thereto.
5. Possession of a foreign currency by a resident of the area.

Amended by
Military Order 1218 - 3 January 1988
27. Unnumbered Military Order - 28 October 1990
28. Unnumbered Military Order - 13 June 1990
29. Unnumbered Military Order - 5 September 1990

MILITARY ORDER 953 31 DECEMBER 1981
ORDER CONCERNING TRAFFIC LAW
Amendment 21 to Military Order 56
This details the requirements for obtaining a licence to drive a public bus.

MILITARY ORDER 954 30 DECEMBER 1981
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO PENAL LAW
Amendment 2 to the Penal Law 16 1960
This specifies the penalty for using a vehicle without permission from its owner.

MILITARY ORDER 955 17 JANUARY 1982
ORDER CONCERNING LICENSING OF TAXI-CABS
Amendment 3 to Military Order 603
"It is forbidden for a taxi driver to refuse to take passengers without a reasonable explanation." This sets the standards of conduct for taxi driver and for taxi-cab owners.

MILITARY ORDER 956 31 JANUARY 1982
ORDER CONCERNING COST OF ELECTRICITY
Amendment 20 to Military Order 386
This sets new prices for electricity.

MILITARY ORDER 957 31 JANUARY 1982
ORDER CONCERNING LEGAL ASSISTANCE
Amendment 3 to Military Order 348
This adds the term "administrative areas" to the introduction and to article 5.
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO INCOME TAX LAW
Amendment 16 to Military Order 543
This sets new tax rates.

ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 33 to Military Order 378
The sum of 25,000 shekels in article 50 is replaced by the sum of 50,000 shekels.

ORDER CONCERNING PUBLIC PARKS
Amendment 15 to Military Order 373
This raises the entry fee for public parks.

ORDER CONCERNING TRYING OF JUVENILES
Amendment 8 to Military Order 132
The sum of 2,000 liras in the original order is replaced with 10,000 shekels.

ORDER CONCERNING COST OF ELECTRICITY
Amendment 21 to Military Order 386
This sets new prices for electricity.

ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 34 to Military Order 378
This amends articles 1, 61 and 73, replacing “a Military Commander or his delegate” with “one of the departments of the IDF.”

ORDER CONCERNING EXTENDING THE OPERATION PERIOD OF THE MUNICIPAL COUNCILS.
Amendment to Military Order 830
Municipal councils are to remain in office until a new order is issued by the head of the Civil Administration.

ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 35 to Military Order 378
This changes the numbering of the clauses in article 27.

ORDER CONCERNING EMPLOYMENT OF WORKERS IN SPECIFIED PLACES
This applies a different standard of labour law to Palestinian workers working in Jewish settlements than those in force in the rest of the West Bank. It is then forbidden to employ any person in the settlement of Ma’aleh Adumim or Kiryat Arba unless the workers have been employed through the employment office.

Amended by
Military Order 1141 - 28 May 1985
2. Military Order 1198 - 12 November 1987

ORDER CONCERNING STAMP REVENUE LAW
Amendment 16 to Military Order 599
This raises prices for entry and exit permits across the Jordan river.

ORDER CONCERNING VESTING JURISDICTION IN NABLUS MUNICIPALITY (PROVISIONAL INSTRUCTIONS)
The jurisdiction given to mayors is to be granted to
the appropriate authority until a new mayor is appointed.

Amended by
Military Order 993 - 10 June 1982

MILITARY ORDER 971
25 MARCH 1982
ORDER CONCERNING VESTING JURISDICTION IN RAMALLAH MUNICIPALITY (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
The jurisdiction given to mayors is to be granted to the appropriate authority until a new mayor is appointed.

Amended by
Military Order 994 - 10 June 1982

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
28 FEBRUARY 1983
ORDER CONCERNING PLANT NURSERIES LAW
Amendment to Law 20, 1958 and to Military Order 1002
This sets down general regulations regarding the planting and sale of seedlings.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
30 DECEMBER 1982
ORDER CONCERNING COMPENSATION FOR THOSE INJURED IN ROAD AND TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS (LEVEL OF INSURANCE FEES)
Amendment to Military Order 677
This stipulates the level of insurance fees (in accordance with military order 215), the time of payment, etc. This cancels the military order concerning those injured in traffic accidents, 1980.

MILITARY ORDER 973
9 JUNE 1982
ORDER CONCERNING BRINGING MONEY INTO THE REGION.
This prohibits (unless there is a specific or general order to the contrary) the importation of money into the area, including local and foreign currencies and gold.

Amended by
Military Order 1070 - 7 July 1984

2. Military Order 1221 - 18 February 1988
4. Unnumbered Military Order - 20 February 1989
7. Unnumbered Military Order - 6 February 1991
11. Unnumbered Military Order - 6 February 1991
8. Unnumbered Military Order - 8 May 1991

MILITARY ORDER 974
9 JUNE 1982
ORDER CONCERNING ESTABLISHMENT OF A FUND FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE AREA.
Money confiscated from Palestinians upon entering Israel or the occupied territories, on the grounds that it is deemed to be from an illegal source, or is in excess of the amount allowed, will be deposited into a new development fund established by this order for this purpose.

Amended by
Military Order 1075 - 5 August 1983

MILITARY ORDER 975
This order was never issued.

MILITARY ORDER 976
11 APRIL 1982
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO INCOME TAX LAW
Amendment 17 to Military Order 543
This involves a minor amendment to the income tax law 25, of 1964.

MILITARY ORDER 977
15 APRIL 1982
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO LAW OF PROFESSIONAL LICENCES
Amendment 7 to Law 89, 1966
This sets out in tabular form the various new fees for the different professions.

MILITARY ORDER 978
12 APRIL 1982
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO INCOME TAX LAW
Amendment 18 to Military Order 543
This sets new tax rates.
MILITARY ORDER 979

ORDER CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT LAW
Amendment 22 to Military Order 56
This sets new levels of fines for different violations.

MILITARY ORDER 980

ORDER CONCERNING PAYMENT OF INTEREST ON FINES AND COMPENSATION IN COURT CASES
This stipulates that the Ottoman law concerning interest rates (9 April 1887), or any other law regarding interest rates, is not legally applicable. The head of the Civil Administration has the right to raise interest rates when he deems it necessary.

*Military Order 1359 - 17 November 1991*

MILITARY ORDER 981

ORDER CONCERNING JUDGEMENT IN RABBINICAL COURTS
The Civil Administration can establish Rabbinical courts and appeals courts. Article 9 specifies that local courts are not authorised to deal with matters relating to the personal status of Jews.

MILITARY ORDER 982

ORDER CONCERNING JURISDICTION OVER THE EDUCATION REGULATIONS
Amendment 10 to Military Order 91
This sets new fees.

MILITARY ORDER 983

ORDER CONCERNING COST OF ELECTRICITY
Amendment 23 to Military Order 386
This sets new prices for electricity services.

MILITARY ORDER 984

ORDER CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES
Amendment to Military Order 746
This redefines ‘family members’.

MILITARY ORDER 985

ORDER CONCERNING LAW OF ANTIQUITIES
Amendment 5 to Military Order 119
This sets new fees for different permits and cancels military order 939.
Cancelled by Military Order 1167 - 1 May 1986

MILITARY ORDER 986

ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS MADE IN ACCORDANCE WITH LAW OF CRAFT AND INDUSTRY
Amendment 4 to Military Order 470
“It is permissible for the head of the Civil Administration to alter or change the regulations relating to the above-mentioned order”.

MILITARY ORDER 987

ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 36 to Military Order 378
“It is permissible for a soldier to seize any animal which he suspects is involved in the violation of an order or law”.

MILITARY ORDER 988

ORDER CONCERNING DESIGNATING A DETENTION CENTRE OR PRISON
Amendment 8 to Military Order 43
Al-Fara’a is to be used as an additional prison and detention centre.

MILITARY ORDER 989

ORDER CONCERNING COST OF ELECTRICITY
Amendment 24 to Military Order 386
This sets new prices for electricity.

MILITARY ORDER 990

ORDER CONCERNING LEGAL ASSISTANCE
Amendment 6 to Military Order 348
This deals with the establishment of a rabbinical court.
MILITARY ORDER 991
3 MAY 1982
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO LAND REGISTRATION LAW
Amendment 13 to Military Order 305
This specifies the salary level for officers working in the department of surveying.

MILITARY ORDER 992
26 MAY 1982
ORDER CONCERNING METHODS OF PUNISHMENT
Amendment 3 to Military Order 322
“Any resident who has been tried and sentenced in an Israeli court will be punished in the area in accordance with the rules of the military courts.”

MILITARY ORDER 993
10 JUNE 1982
ORDER CONCERNING VESTING JURISDICTION IN THE MUNICIPALITY OF NABLUS (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
Amendment to Military Order 970
“If the head of the Civil Administration is convinced that either a member or the entire membership of the municipal council are refusing to cooperate with the appropriate authority, then it is permissible for him to transfer all the jurisdiction granted to that municipal council.”

MILITARY ORDER 994
10 JUNE 1982
ORDER CONCERNING VESTING JURISDICTION IN THE MUNICIPALITY OF RAMALLAH (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
Amendment to Military Order 971
“If the head of the Civil Administration is convinced that either a member or the entire membership of the municipal council is refusing to cooperate with the appropriate authority, then it is permissible for him to transfer all the jurisdiction granted to that municipal council.”

MILITARY ORDER 995
1 JUNE 1982
ORDER CONCERNING COST OF ELECTRICITY
Amendment 25 to Military Order 386
This sets new prices for electricity services.

MILITARY ORDER 996
30 JUNE 1982
ORDER CONCERNING IDENTITY CARDS AND PERSONAL STATUS
Amendment 3 to Military Order 297
This adds the following to article 11a: “16. The date and place of entry to the area. 17. The date on which he/she became a resident in accordance with article 1.”

MILITARY ORDER 997
2 AUG 1982
ORDER CONCERNING GRANTING PERMITS TO WORK ON AREAS SEIZED FOR SECURITY PURPOSES.
“No person is allowed to plan or build a road, or to construct a building, or to demolish an existing building, or to carry out any other work on land, or any buildings on that land, that was expropriated for security purposes”.

MILITARY ORDER 998
8 JULY 1982
ORDER CONCERNING SUPERVISION OVER PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS
“All public institutions, societies and charities should hand in to the appropriate authorities all records and documents regarding their sources of funding and expenses. It is forbidden for such an institution to accept grants, loans and gifts or engage in any sort of financial transaction without a permit; non-compliance is punishable by two years in prison.”
Amended by
Military Order 1135 - 29 April 1985

MILITARY ORDER 999
8 AUGUST 1982
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 37 to Military Order 378
This adds to article 70a, paragraph b: “or to the specialised agency appointed for this purpose.”

MILITARY ORDER 1000
20 JUNE 1982
ORDER CONCERNING CLOSURE OF INVESTIGATION FILES
Amendment to Military Order 841
This deletes “in accordance with the order concerning security provisions” from article 19.
MILITARY ORDER 1001 10 JUNE 1982
ORDER CONCERNING PAYING WITNESSES EXPENSES
Amendment 4 to Military Order 351
“It is permissible for the legal advisor to amend the appendix of the original order”.

MILITARY ORDER 1002 21 JUNE 1982
ORDER CONCERNING RESTRICTION OF AGRICULTURAL ACTIVITY
Amendment to the Jordanian Plant Nurseries Law 20, 1958
All jurisdiction granted under this law to any minister or employee of the Jordanian government will now be vested with the appropriate official. This gives the official considerable powers of control over farmers. Amended by
Unnumbered Military Order - 28 February 1983
Military Order 1248 - 11 August 1988

MILITARY ORDER 1003 8 JULY 1982
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENT OF A COMMITTEE TO ADMINISTER THE MUNICIPALITY OF DEIR DIBWAN (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS).
Amendment 2 to Military Order 709
“It is permissible for the head of the Civil Administration to alter the appendix of the original order.”

MILITARY ORDER 1004 21 JUNE 1982
ORDER CONCERNING PUBLIC PARKS
Amendment 16 to Military Order 373
This sets new entry fees.

MILITARY ORDER 1005 8 JULY 1982
ORDER CONCERNING ABSENTEE PROPERTY (PRIVATE PROPERTY)
Amendment 6 to Military Order 58
The phrase “or by the contract negotiated between a person and the official regardless of whether it was referred to another court” is added to article 14a.

MILITARY ORDER 1006 8 JULY 1982
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS AND JURISDICTION IN ACCORDANCE WITH LAW FOR THE PRESERVATION OF STATE LAND AND PROPERTY
Amendment to Law 14, 1961
Any jurisdiction granted under the Jordanian law will be transferred to the special military court. No objections can be made that might hinder the court’s proceedings. Amended by
Military Order 1096 - 12 February 1984

MILITARY ORDER 1007 8 JULY 1982
ORDER CONCERNING STATE PROPERTY
Amendment 6 to Military Order 59
“Any person occupying state property without permission will be prosecuted”.

MILITARY ORDER 1008 10 AUGUST 1982
ORDER CONCERNING PENAL LAW
Amendment 3 to Law 16, 1960
“Anyone who violates this law is to be punished by 2 years in prison and/or a 25,000 shekel fine.”

MILITARY ORDER 1009 15 JUNE 1982
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO LAND REGISTRATION LAW
Amendment 14 to Military Order 505
This sets the salary level of employees working in the department of surveying.

MILITARY ORDER 1010 24 JULY 1982
ORDER CONCERNING TRANSPORTATION OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCE
Amendment 3 to Military Order 47
“It is permissible for the appropriate authority to confiscate agricultural goods from anyone suspected of violating this law. They will not be returned to the owner unless the owner can provide proof of payment of all customs duties and other taxes”.

MILITARY ORDER 1011 25 JULY 1982
ORDER CONCERNING PUBLIC PARKS
Amendment 17 to Military Order 373
“It is permissible for the appropriate authority to set the fees for entry into parks for different categories of visitor.”
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Military Order</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1012</td>
<td>8 August 1982</td>
<td>Order concerning grazing in the Jordan Valley (Cancellation) This cancels military order 544.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1013</td>
<td>22 August 1982</td>
<td>Order concerning objections committees Amendment 10 to Military Order 172 Article 2 of military order 37 is added to the appendix of military order 172.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1014</td>
<td>22 August 1982</td>
<td>Order concerning amendment to income tax law Amendment 19 to Military Order 543 This sets new tax rates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1015</td>
<td>27 August 1982</td>
<td>Order concerning planting of fruit trees This prohibits the planting of fruit trees without first obtaining the permission of the military authorities. Amended by Military Order 1039 - 5 January 1983 2. Military Order 1147 - 30 July 1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1016</td>
<td>25 August 1982</td>
<td>Order concerning jurisdiction over the education regulations Amendment 11 to Military Order 91 This sets new fees.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1017</td>
<td>29 September 1982</td>
<td>Order concerning stamp revenue law Amendment 17 to Military Order 559 This sets new entry and exit fees for crossing the Jordan river bridges.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1019</td>
<td>3 September 1982</td>
<td>Order concerning objections committees Amendment 11 to Military Order 172 The supervisor has the right to over-rule an objection under certain specified conditions. The appendix of the original order is cancelled and replaced by a new one.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1020</td>
<td>16 September 1982</td>
<td>Order concerning security provisions Amendment 38 to Military Order 378 “If a prisoner escapes then all his movable property and immovable property may be confiscated”. The Military Commander has the right to designate certain areas as closed military areas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1021</td>
<td>22 October 1982</td>
<td>Order concerning security provisions Amendment 39 to Military Order 378 This expands on the jurisdiction of the Military Commander to issue licences and permits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1022</td>
<td>1 September 1982</td>
<td>Order concerning the cost of electricity Amendment 26 to Military Order 995 “It is permissible for the head of the Civil Administration to change, through regulations, the appendix of the original order.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1023</td>
<td>17 September 1982</td>
<td>Order concerning appointment and employment of staff in the government sector Amendment 13 to Military Order 37 The objections committee is to consider all cases of government staff misconduct.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILITARY ORDER 1024</td>
<td>17 SEPTEMBER 1982</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING BOUNCED CHEQUES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This sets the regulations pertaining to bounced cheques.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amended by</td>
<td>Military Order 1028 - 10 November 1982</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MILITARY ORDER 1025</th>
<th>4 OCTOBER 1982</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING POSSESSION OF IMMOVABLE PROPERTY BY LEGAL BODIES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amendment to Military Order 419</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article 3 is to be replaced by the following: “It is permissible for the head of the Civil Administration to licence and authorise the companies mentioned in articles 4 and 5 of the law to attain and acquire immovable property in the area and also to dispose of such even if the conditions specified in articles 5 and 8a of the law are not met.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MILITARY ORDER 1026</th>
<th>3 OCTOBER 1982</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING SUSPENSION OF DRIVERS’ LICENCES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amendment 3 to Military Order 251</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“It is permissible for the licensing office to extend the period during which a driver’s licence is suspended beyond the period which was specified in the court of law.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MILITARY ORDER 1027</th>
<th>31 OCTOBER 1982</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING ANTIQUITIES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amendment 6 to Military Order 119</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“It is permissible for the authorised official to set fees relating to transgressions of the antiquities law”.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MILITARY ORDER 1028</th>
<th>10 NOVEMBER 1982</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING BOUNCED CHEQUES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amendment to Military Order 1024</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This changes the date in article 23 from 1 November 1982 to 1 February 1983.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MILITARY ORDER 1029</th>
<th>22 NOVEMBER 1982</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| INCOME TAX LAW |
| Amendment 20 to Military Order 543 |
| This sets new tax rates. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MILITARY ORDER 1030</th>
<th>20 DECEMBER 1982</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING PROPERTY TRANSACTIONS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amendment 4 to Military Order 25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“The appropriate authority can issue a building permit regardless of whether an application for a permit was requested by all of the parties involved in a transaction.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MILITARY ORDER 1031</th>
<th>5 DECEMBER 1982</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amendment 40 to Military Order 378</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This raises the level of fines for offences in contravention of security provisions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MILITARY ORDER 1032</th>
<th>27 DECEMBER 1982</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING IDENTITY CARDS AND PERSONAL STATUS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amendment 14 to Military Order 297</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This amends article 11a regarding preliminary evidence.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MILITARY ORDER 1033</th>
<th>14 OCTOBER 1982</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING COMPENSATION FOR THOSE INJURED IN TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amendment 3 to Military Order 677</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excess insurance money is to be deposited in a special fund controlled by the head of the Civil Administration.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MILITARY ORDER 1034</th>
<th>6 DECEMBER 1982</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO LAW REGARDING THE DECLARATION OF UNREGISTERED IMMOVABLE PROPERTY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amendment to Military Order 448</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Any person can go to an objections committee within 15 days of receiving an order pertaining to the above”. Articles 7a and 8 of the law of the declaration of previously unregistered immovable property 6 of 1964 are cancelled.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Order Number</td>
<td>Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1035</td>
<td>5 December 1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1036</td>
<td>17 December 1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1037</td>
<td>17 December 1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1038</td>
<td>20 December 1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1039</td>
<td>5 January 1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1040</td>
<td>15 April 1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1041</td>
<td>15 April 1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1042</td>
<td>4 January 1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1043</td>
<td>24 January 1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1044</td>
<td>16 February 1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1045</td>
<td>7 February 1983</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MILITARY ORDER 1047
1 FEBRUARY 1983
ORDER CONCERNING RETIREMENT LAW
 Amendment 4 to Military Order 514
This concerns the retirement benefits for government employees who, during their time of service, were not classified or given a rank.

MILITARY ORDER 1048
15 APRIL 1983
ORDER CONCERNING STAMP REVENUE LAW
 Amendment to Law 27, 1952
"It is permissible for the head of the Civil Administration to change the appendix of this law."
Amended by
 Unnumbered Military Order - 15 July 1983
 Unnumbered Military Regulation - 17 June 1984
 9. Unnumbered Military Regulation - 17 September 1984
 10. Unnumbered Military Regulation - 4 February 1985
 27. Unnumbered Military Regulation - 5 February 1991
 Unnumbered Military Regulation - 4 November 1991
 33. Unnumbered Military Regulation - 31 January 1992
 33. Unnumbered Military Regulation - 8 May 1992

MILITARY ORDER 1049
28 FEBRUARY 1983
ORDER CONCERNING EXTENDING THE SERVICES OF MUNICIPAL COUNCILS
 Amendment 2 to Military Order 830
"If the municipal council’s tenure is terminated, a committee to administer the municipality can be appointed by the head of the Civil Administration and it will remain in service regardless of any law or legislation."

MILITARY ORDER 1050
27 MARCH 1983
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO INCOME TAX LAW
 Amendment 21 to Military Order 543
This sets new tax rates.

MILITARY ORDER 1051
28 MARCH 1983
ORDER CONCERNING MARKETING OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCE
This creates the ‘fund for agricultural produce’ to compensate farmers, inter alia, for providing agricultural produce for industry. Special taxes are to be levied on merchants which will be deposited in the fund. This order also places restrictions on the growth of a number of vegetables and fruit trees.
Amended by
Unnumbered Military Order - 15 July 1983

MILITARY ORDER 1052
7 APRIL 1983
ORDER CONCERNING ORGANISING GUARDS IN SETTLEMENTS
 Amendment 6 to Military Order 432
This stipulates that the names of those chosen to act as settlement guards must be posted at least two weeks prior to their commencement of duty date.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
9 JANUARY 1983
ORDER CONCERNING LAW OF TRADE MARKS
 Amendment 1 to Law 30, 1952
New levels of fees are set for services provided under the terms of the above-mentioned legislation.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
6 JANUARY 1983
ORDER CONCERNING PATENT RIGHTS LAW
 Amendment to Patent Rights Law 22, 1953
New levels of fees are set for services provided under the terms of the above-mentioned legislation.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
9 JANUARY 1983
ORDER CONCERNING LAW OF TRADE MARKS
 Amendment 2 to Law of Trade Marks 30, 1952
New levels of fees are set for services provided under the terms of the above-mentioned legislation.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
6 JANUARY 1983
ORDER CONCERNING COURT CLERKS LAW
 Amendment 2 to Court Clerks Law 11, 1952
New levels of fees are set for services provided under the terms of the above-mentioned legislation.
UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 9 JANUARY 1983
ORDER CONCERNING COMPANIES LAW
Amendment to Companies Law 12, 1964 and Companies Regulations 13, 1965
New levels of fees are set for services provided under the terms of the above-mentioned legislation.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 6 JANUARY 1983
ORDER CONCERNING ESTABLISHMENT OF CIVIL COURTS
Amendment 2 to Establishment of the Civil Courts Law 26, 1952, Regulations for Court Fees 4, 1952, and Military Order 1036
New levels of fees are set for services provided under the terms of the above-mentioned legislation.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 15 JULY 1983
ORDER CONCERNING STAMP REVENUE LAW
Amendment to Stamp Revenue Law 27, 1952 and Military Order 1048
New levels of fees are set for services provided under the terms of the above-mentioned legislation.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 15 JULY 1983
ORDER CONCERNING EDUCATION LAWS
Amendment 9 to Education and Culture Law 16, 1964 and School Contribution Regulations 22, 1965
New levels of fees are set for services provided under the terms of the above-mentioned legislation.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 15 AUGUST 1983
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH LAW OF ANIMAL DISEASES
Amendment to Military Order 263
New levels of fees are set for services provided under the terms of the above-mentioned legislation.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 15 AUGUST 1983
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment to Military Order 378 and amendment 4 to the Regulation Concerning the Expenses of Animal Quarantine
New levels of fees are set for services provided under the terms of the above-mentioned legislation.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 15 JULY 1983
ORDER CONCERNING MARKETING OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCE
Amendment to Military Order 1051
New levels of fees are set for services provided under the terms of the above-mentioned legislation.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 15 JULY 1983
ORDER CONCERNING IDENTITY CARDS AND PERSONAL STATUS
Amendment to Military Order 297
New levels of fees are set for services provided under the terms of the above-mentioned legislation.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 15 JULY 1983
ORDER CONCERNING REGISTRATION AND TESTING OF MECHANICAL VEHICLES AND ENGINEERING EQUIPMENT
Amendment to Military Order 219
New levels of fees are set for services provided under the terms of the above-mentioned legislation.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 15 JULY 1983
ORDER CONCERNING REGISTRATION OF SPECIAL TRANSACTIONS IN LAND
Amendment to Military Order 569
New levels of fees are set for services provided under the terms of the above-mentioned legislation.

CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES
Amendment 5 to Health Service Law 43, 1966
This sets new fees for hospital services by the day.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 15 JULY 1983
ORDER CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES
Amendments 4 to the Health Services Law 43, 1966 and 5 to the Health Service Fee Regulations Amendment 15 to Military Order 746
New levels of fees are set for services provided under the terms of the above-mentioned legislation.
UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 15 JULY 1983

ORDER CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES
Amendment 9 to Military Order 746
New levels of fees are set for services provided under the terms of the above-mentioned legislation.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 15 JULY 1983

ORDER CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT LAW
Amendment to the Road Transport Law 49, 1958
New levels of fees are set for services provided under the terms of the above-mentioned legislation.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 15 JULY 1983

ORDER CONCERNING TRANSACTIONS IN PROPERTY
Amendment to Military Order 25
New levels of fees are set for services provided under the terms of the above-mentioned legislation.

MILITARY ORDER 1053 7 APRIL 1983

ORDER CONCERNING PHARMACIST'S ASSOCIATION LAW
Amendment to Law 10, 1957
"It is permissible for the heirs of a deceased pharmacist to keep the pharmacy open provided that a full-time pharmacist is employed".

MILITARY ORDER 1054 31 MARCH 1983

ORDER CONCERNING PROPERTY TRANSACTIONS
Amendment 5 to Military Order 25
This stipulates that: "it is permissible for the appropriate authority to set the application fee for a permit."

MILITARY ORDER 1055 26 APRIL 1983

ORDER CONCERNING IMPOSING TAX ON THE PURCHASE OF FOREIGN CURRENCY
A tax of 1% of the value of foreign currency purchased is to be levied via money changes. Diplomats, UN and Red Cross staff and authorised money changers are to be exempt. This tax is to be deposited in the area development fund.

MILITARY ORDER 1056 27 APRIL 1983

ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 42 of Military Order 378
This amends article 84, replacing "the jurisdiction to search, seize, confiscate, inspect and stop vehicles" by "the rules and regulations of this chapter are valid".

MILITARY ORDER 1057 22 MAY 1983

ORDER CONCERNING ADMINISTRATION OF REGIONAL COUNCILS
Amendment to Military Order 892
"It is permissible for the head of the Israeli military forces to specify regulations pertaining to the administration of local councils."

MILITARY ORDER 1058 22 JUNE 1983

ORDER CONCERNING ADMINISTRATION OF LOCAL COUNCILS (SETTLEMENTS).
Amendment 5 to Military Order 783
"It is permissible for the head of the Israeli military forces to lay down regulations pertaining to the administration of the regional councils."

MILITARY ORDER 1059 4 MAY 1983

ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS.
Amendment 43 to Military Order 378
The term 'Military Commander' is replaced with 'the Military Commander who is a regional commander.'

MILITARY ORDER 1060 28 JUNE 1983

ORDER CONCERNING LAW OF REGISTRATION OF IMMOVABLE PROPERTY
Amendment 2 to Military Order 448
"The land registration committee, in accordance with article 5 of the law, has absolute jurisdiction in all matters relating to land for which an application for registration has been submitted. Local courts may not consider objection cases to land registration. If any person wishes to put forward an objection regarding the registration of immovable property then the case
should be submitted to this committee unless a final court decision was issued prior to a registration request or application.”

MILITARY ORDER 1061
5 JUNE 1983
ORDER CONCERNING PRISON AUTHORITIES
Amendment 2 to Military Order 254
The jurisdiction which is granted to soldiers under the terms of article 78 of military order 378 is also extended to prison officers.

MILITARY ORDER 1062
15 JUNE 1983
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO INCOME TAX LAW
Amendment 22 to Military Order 543
This sets new tax rates.

MILITARY ORDER 1063
7 JULY 1983
ORDER CONCERNING DISMISSAL OF THE HEBRON MUNICIPAL COUNCIL (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
The officials who comprise the Hebron municipal council, including the mayor, are to be dismissed.

MILITARY ORDER 1064
8 JULY 1983
ORDER CONCERNING VESTING JURISDICTION IN THE HEBRON MUNICIPALITY (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
The appropriate authority is to assume all jurisdiction granted by law to the municipal council.

MILITARY ORDER 1065
7 JULY 1983
ORDER CONCERNING JURISDICTION IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE EDUCATION REGULATIONS
Amendment 12 to Military Order 91
Article 5a of military order 91 is to be cancelled.

MILITARY ORDER 1066
19 APRIL 1983
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 44 to Military Order 378
This amends article 21 regarding defence procedures in a court room.

MILITARY ORDER 1067
20 JULY 1983
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 43 to Military Order 378
This cancels article 47d of the original order.

MILITARY ORDER 1068
20 JULY 1983
ORDER CONCERNING METHODS OF PUNISHMENT
Amendment 5 to Military Order 322
This amends article 4 which deals with life imprisonment.

MILITARY ORDER 1069
7 JULY 1983
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENT AND EMPLOYMENT OF STAFF IN THE GOVERNMENT SECTOR
Amendment 15 to Military Order 37
This stipulates that it is permissible to inform a member or staff in writing that his/her trial period is being extended by another year.

MILITARY ORDER 1070
7 JULY 1984
ORDER CONCERNING BRINGING MONEY INTO THE AREA
Amendment to Military Order 973
This adds the following phrase to article 1: “and any other organisation that was established under a law or security legislation or any organisation that is administered and run in the area, or by a resident of the area.”

MILITARY ORDER 1071
10 JULY 1983
ORDER CONCERNING INCREASING FINES SET BY THE SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 3 to Military Order 845
This doubles the fines for a variety of offences.

MILITARY ORDER 1072
13 JULY 1983
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENT
AND EMPLOYMENT OF STAFF IN THE GOVERNMENT SECTOR
Amendment 15 to Military Order 37
This details a number of retirement benefits for staff employed in the government sector.

MILITARY ORDER 1073 5 JULY 1983
ORDER CONCERNING DELEGATING JURISDICTION OVER NABLUS MUNICIPALITY (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
Amendment 2 to Military Order 970
This deletes the definition of ‘law’ in article 1. This also replaces articles 2 and 2a with security legislation.

MILITARY ORDER 1074 5 JULY 1983
ORDER CONCERNING DELEGATING JURISDICTION OVER RAMALLAH MUNICIPALITY (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
Amendment 2 to Military Order 971
Article 1, which includes a definition of ‘law,’ is deleted. This also replaces articles 2 and 2a with security legislation.

MILITARY ORDER 1075 5 AUGUST 1983
ORDER CONCERNING REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT FUND
Amendment to Military Order 974
This deletes paragraph 1 of the original order.

MILITARY ORDER 1076 12 AUGUST 1983
ORDER CONCERNING EDUCATION AND CULTURE
Amendment 2 to Law 16
"In accordance with this law it is permissible for the official, as specified in article 59, to conduct a unified general examination of all the teacher training colleges and to award certificates to those who pass the examination, and to outline the nature of the general certificate. The responsible party is also entitled to demand fees for the exam."

MILITARY ORDER 1077 9 AUGUST 1983
ORDER CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES
Amendment 2 to Military Order 746
This expands the definition of ‘health insurance’ given under the health services law to include family members who are older than 60 and for whom the insured is responsible.

MILITARY ORDER 1078 25 AUGUST 1983
ORDER CONCERNING LOCAL COURTS
Amendment 7 to Military Order 412
This specifies the location, name and geographic area of jurisdiction of courts in the West Bank.

MILITARY ORDER 1079 14 OCTOBER 1983
ORDER CONCERNING PROMULGATION OF PROVOCATIVE MATERIAL AND HOSTILE PROPAGANDA
Amendment 3 to Military Order 101
This adds to the definition of printing: “recording and cinematography, including records and voices”. “Tape, cassette or a record” are added to the definition of a pamphlet and “in writing, verbally, vocally, to broadcast a film or in any other way” is added to the definition of publishing.

MILITARY ORDER 1080 3 OCTOBER 1983
ORDER CONCERNING LICENCES FOR ISRAELI FIREARMS
Amendment 2 to Military Order 180, and to Military Order 378
This grants licences to carry firearms in accordance with military order 378. The Military Commander can revoke any licence whenever he deems it necessary for reasons of public safety.

MILITARY ORDER 1081 4 OCTOBER 1983
ORDER CONCERNING EMPLOYMENT LAW
Amendment 5 to Law 21, 1960
This amends an article relating to work injuries.

MILITARY ORDER 1082 4 OCTOBER 1983
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 46 to Military Order 378
This extends the power of the appropriate authority to cancel, as a result of the recommendations of the military prosecutor, a trial, either in full or part, and
request a new trial to be held before the same, or another, military court.

MILITARY ORDER 1083  4 OCTOBER 1983
ORDER CONCERNING TRYING OF JUVENILES
Amendment 9 to Military Order 132
This relates to the parents’ role in the control of juvenile delinquents.

MILITARY ORDER 1084  4 NOVEMBER 1983
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO INCOME TAX LAW
Amendment 23 to Military Order 543
This changes the tax-brackets and introduces a sliding scale.

MILITARY ORDER 1085  9 NOVEMBER 1983
ORDER CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT LAW
Amendment 23 to Military Order 56
This stipulates that buses should not be older than 1957 models.

MILITARY ORDER 1086  5 DECEMBER 1983
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 47 to Military Order 378
A minor change in terminology; this replaces the term ‘security legislation’ with ‘or on the sentence’.

MILITARY ORDER 1087  1 DECEMBER 1983
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO LAW OF COURT PROCEDURES
Amendment to the Law of Courts 42, 1952
This lays down the procedures for notifying people to attend trial, via lawyers, messengers, clerks or via the post-office.

MILITARY ORDER 1088  18 DECEMBER 1983
ORDER CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT LAW
Amendment 24 to Law 49, 1958 and to Military Orders 56 and 67
These are detailed amendments regarding the maximum weight load of various vehicles, their registration, and regulations concerning non-functional vehicles.

MILITARY ORDER 1089  18 DECEMBER 1983
ORDER CONCERNING TRAFFIC REGULATIONS
Amendment 13 to Military Order 399
These are detailed amendments regarding the speed limit, drunk driving and new levels of fines.

MILITARY ORDER 1090  31 JANUARY 1984
ORDER CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT LAW
Amendment 25 to Law 49, 1958 and to Military Order 56
This sets new levels of fines for a variety of violations.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER  31 JANUARY 1984
ORDER CONCERNING COMPENSATION FOR THOSE INJURED IN TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
Amendment to Military Order 677
This stipulates the level of insurance fees.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER  12 FEBRUARY 1984
ORDER CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT LAW
Amendment 15 to Road Transport Law 49, 1958
This specifies the various fees for driver’s licences, driving schools, changes in car ownership etc..

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION  15 MARCH 1984
REGULATION CONCERNING STAMP REVENUE LAW
Amendment 6 to Import Stamp Tax Law 27, 1952 and to Military Order 1048
This sets new fines.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION  15 MARCH 1984
REGULATION CONCERNING REGISTRATION OF SPECIAL PROPERTY TRANSACTIONS
Amendment to Military Order 569
"It is not permissible to conduct transactions without prior payment of fees.”
UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION 15 MARCH 1984
REGULATION CONCERNING IDENTITY CARDS AND PERSONAL STATUS (NOTICE CONCERNING RAISING FEES)
Amendment 7 to Military Order 297
This sets new fees.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION 15 MARCH 1984
REGULATION CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (TRANSPORTING ANIMALS ENTERING CLOSED MILITARY AREAS INTO QUARANTINE) (NOTICE CONCERNING QUARANTINE EXPENSES)
Amendment 6 to Military Order 378
This replaces the old appendix with a new one.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION 15 MARCH 1984
REGULATION CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH ANIMAL DISEASES LAW (MEDICATION AND ANIMAL DRUGS) (FEES)
Amendment 18 to Military Order 263
This amends the appendix and sets new fees.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION 15 MARCH 1984
REGULATION CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICE FEES
Amendment 10 to Public Health Law 43, 1966
The appendix in the original law is to be replaced by the appendix of this regulation which raises fees.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION 15 MARCH 1984
REGULATION CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES
Amendment 18 to Military Order 746
Article 1 of the order is replaced and new fees are set.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION 15 MARCH 1984
REGULATION CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES (HEALTH SERVICE PROJECTS AND PAYMENTS)
Amendment 14 to Military Order 746
The appendix of this regulation is to replace the appendix to the original order. This sets new fees.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION 15 MARCH 1984
REGULATION CONCERNING FEES FOR INSPECTION AND REGISTRATION OF DRUGS
Amendment 7 to Public Health Law 43 of 1966
This replaces the original appendix and sets new fees.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION 15 MARCH 1984
REGULATION CONCERNING PROPERTY TRANSACTIONS (PAYMENT OF FEES UPON APPLICATION FOR A PERMIT)
Amendment 4 to Military Order 25
This raises fees from 300 to 400 shekels.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION 15 MARCH 1984
REGULATION CONCERNING ANIMAL DISEASES
Amendment 6 to Military Order 263
This raises fees from 30 to 35 shekels.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION 15 MARCH 1984
REGULATION CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH LAW OF CRAFT AND INDUSTRY
Amendment 2 to Military Order 470
In article 27 fees are raised from 15,000 to 45,000 shekels. In article 28 fees are raised from 2,500 to 7,500 shekels and from 2,000 to 6,000 shekels.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION 15 MARCH 1984
REGULATION CONCERNING WOODS AND FORESTS
Amendment 13 to Military Order 306
This increases the number of permits for grazing.
UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION  
15 MARCH 1984

REGULATION CONCERNING PETITION WRITERS
Amendment 6 to Military Order 776
Licensing fees are raised from 5,000 to 15,000 shekels.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION  
15 MARCH 1984

REGULATION CONCERNING STONE QUARRIES
Amendment 5 to the Provisional Law for Regulating Natural Resources 37, 1966
This replaces the original appendix and sets new fees.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION  
15 MARCH 1984

REGULATION CONCERNING REGISTRATION AND INSPECTION OF AMMUNITION (FEES FOR AMMUNITION REGISTRATION)
Amendment to Military Order 219
New fees are set.

19 UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATIONS FOLLOW (DATED BETWEEN 29 AUGUST 1982 AND 26 DECEMBER 1983) ALL OF WHICH EXPROPRIATE LAND IN DIFFER ENT AREAS FOR “PUBLIC PURPOSES”

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION  
15 MARCH 1984

REGULATION CONCERNING COURT FEES
Amendment 3 to the Civil Court’s Law 26, 1952
This raises the level of fees.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION  
15 MARCH 1984

REGULATION CONCERNING VILLAGE ADMINISTRATION LAW
Amendment to Village Administration Law 5, 1954 and Military Order 191
This increases the revenue of village councils by raising the percentage level of fees collected by the village councils.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION  
15 MARCH 1984

REGULATION CONCERNING PROVISIONAL LAW ON TOURISM (TRAVEL AGENTS)
Amendment 3 to Military Order 87
A guarantee of 5,000 Jordanian dinars must be deposited. Application forms, accompanied by the guarantee, are to be submitted annually.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION  
17 JUNE 1984

REGULATION CONCERNING STAMP REVENUE
Amendment 8 to Stamp Revenue Law 37, 1952
This raises the level of fees.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION  
17 JUNE 1984

REGULATION CONCERNING SPECIAL TRANSACTIONS IN LAND
Amendment to Military Order 369
All fees should be paid prior to the transaction.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION  
17 JUNE 1984

REGULATION CONCERNING IDENTITY CARDS AND PERSONAL STATUS (NOTIFICATION REGARDING ESTIMATES OF FEES)
Amendment 8 to Military Order 297
This specifies additional fees for identification cards.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION  
17 JUNE 1984

REGULATION CONCERNING TRANSPORTING ANIMALS INTO CLOSED MILITARY AREAS INTO QUARANTINE (QUARANTINE EXPENSES)
Amendment 8 to Military Order 297
This increases the level of fees.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION  
17 JUNE 1984

ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE ANIMAL DISEASES LAW (ANIMAL DRUGS)
Amendment 20 to Military Order 263
This raises the fees specified in the appendices.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION  
17 JUNE 1984

REGULATION CONCERNING FEES FOR
HEALTH SERVICES
Amendment 11 to Public Health Law 43, 1966 and to Military Order 746
A new appendix replaces the old one.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
17 JUNE 1984
REGULATION REGARDING HEALTH SERVICES
Amendment 19 to Military Order 746
A health identification card is required for all members of the health insurance scheme.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
17 JUNE 1984
REGULATION CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES
Amendment 15 to Military Order 746
New fees are set.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
17 JUNE 1984
REGULATION CONCERNING FEES FOR REGISTRATION AND INSPECTION OF DRUGS
Amendment 8 to Public Health Law 43 of 1966 and Military Order 746
A new appendix replaces the previous one.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
17 JUNE 1984
REGULATION CONCERNING TRANSACTIONS IN PROPERTY (PAYMENT FOR AN APPLICATION FOR THE LICENSING OF PROPERTY TRANSACTIONS)
Amendment 5 to Military Order 25
This raises the fees for the above-mentioned licence from 400 to 600 shekels.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
17 JUNE 1984
REGULATION CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH ANIMAL DISEASES LAW
Amendment 7 to Military Order 263
The fees are raised from 35 to 50 shekels.

APPOINTMENTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE ANIMAL DISEASES LAW
Amendment 16 to Military Order 263
The fees are raised from 50 to 75 shekels.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
17 JUNE 1984
REGULATION CONCERNING WOODS AND FORESTS
Amendment 14 to Forestry Law and to Military Order 306
This increases the number of permits for grazing animals.

22 UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATIONS FOLLOW (17 JUNE 1984) ALL OF WHICH EXPROPRIATE LAND IN DIFFERENT AREAS FOR "PUBLIC PURPOSES".

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
17 JUNE 1984
REGULATIONS CONCERNING PERMITS FOR COSMETICS
Amendment to Military Order 1003
This sets the fees for issuing licences and permits.

MILITARY ORDER 1091
20 JANUARY 1984
ORDER CONCERNING STATE PROPERTY
Amendment 7 of Military Order 39
"State property" is now interpreted as including any property subject to an expropriation order. It is defined as:

1. "Property that on the date of occupation or afterwards was registered in the name of an enemy state, or any organisation or company linked or controlled directly or indirectly by a hostile state”.

2. "Land that has been confiscated in the public interest in accordance with legislation or security legislation through or for one of the sectors/authorities of the Israeli military forces which is not necessarily local”.

3. "All property which belongs to individuals who have requested that the official authorities administer and manage their properties, and which the official has consented to administer.”
MILITARY ORDER 1092
15 JANUARY 1984
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 48 to Military Order 378
This adds “ammunition and any weapon which has been adapted to shoot any material which may harm or endanger a person” to the definition in article 1.

MILITARY ORDER 1093
15 JANUARY 1983
ORDER CONCERNING CUSTOMS TARIFFS
This imposes custom tariffs on goods imported into the West Bank. These customs are to be regarded as if goods were imported to Israel. Section c of this order stipulates that there will be no exemptions nor any facilities provided in regard to the payment of these tariffs. Goods brought in from Israel are to be exempted if all the conditions for exemption were met or if those goods were produced in Israel and the duty was paid.

MILITARY ORDER 1094
26 JANUARY 1983
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO INCOME TAX LAW
Amendment 24 to Military Order 543
This modifies the tax brackets and the sliding scale.

MILITARY ORDER 1095
26 JANUARY 1983
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO COLLECTION OF GOVERNMENT MONIES LAW (PERMISSION TO ATTACH THIRD PARTY PROPERTY)
Amendment 2 to Military Order 113
This extends the power to attach the property of tax-debtors to include any property which is in the hands of a third party such as relatives (i.e. parents, grandparents, spouse, siblings, children or spouses of children) or any other group or agency in which the tax-debtor has:
• 51% of the capital
• the right to obtain at least 51% of the stock capital.
• the right to earn at least part of the profits.
• the right to appoint the manager or director.
This also imposes a legal obligation on the third party to inform on the debtor, and outlines the fines which can be levied for non-compliance. The provisions of sections a and b shall also apply to documents issued by the officer in charge of civil action, or by an objections committee or by the committee for the registration of previously unregistered immovable property.

MILITARY ORDER 1096
12 FEBRUARY 1984
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS AND JURISDICTION IN ACCORDANCE WITH LAW FOR THE PRESERVATION OF STATE LAND AND PROPERTY
Amendment to Military Order 1006
Every word and phrase of paragraph a should be explained in accordance with the law.

MILITARY ORDER 1097
19 FEBRUARY 1983
ORDER CONCERNING LEGAL ASSISTANCE
Amendment 7 to Military Order 348
This adds the following clause to article 6: “everyone is obliged to pay tax in accordance with any Israeli legislation. Any person who has been granted powers or jurisdiction to levy taxes by an Israeli law may exercise this right within the area.”

MILITARY ORDER 1098
17 FEBRUARY 1983
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO INCOME TAX LAW
Amendment 25 to Military Order 543
This raises tax bracket levels and specifies the terms of the sliding tax scale.

MILITARY ORDER 1099
4 MARCH 1984
ORDER CONCERNING PRISON SERVICE
Amendment 3 to Military Order 254
“All jurisdiction granted under article 4c of military order 254 is to be extended to prison guards.”

MILITARY ORDER 1100
25 MARCH 1984
ORDER CONCERNING URBAN AND RURAL PLANNING
Amendment 7 to Military Order 418
Any person authorised by the special planning committee has the power to halt or suspend any construction even if the committee has yet to consider the case at hand.
ORDER CONCERNING CLAIMS
Amendment 4 to Military Order 271
This concerns the procedure for claiming damages. It is now necessary to obtain a certificate from the Area Commander saying that the damage was due to a military operation carried out “because of security needs” before cases can be heard before the claims committee.

ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO LAW OF LAND TAX
Amendment to Military Order 642
Article 1 is deleted and replaced by: "it is permissible for the head of the Civil Administration to change the regulations in the appendix of the land tax law 30 of 1955." This article is to be added to appendix 2 of military order 947.

ORDER CONCERNING COSMETICS
This contains detailed regulations concerning the production and sale of cosmetics.

ORDER CONCERNING INCREASING THE FINES SET BY THE SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment to Military Order 845
This raises the level of fines

ORDER CONCERNING PRISONS
Amendment 9 to Military Order 43
The title of the order has changed from 'Order Concerning Central Prisons and Detention Centres' to 'Order Concerning Prisons'.

ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO INCOME TAX LAW
Amendment 26 Military Order 543
This replaces article 74 with article 74a: “it is permissible for the head of the Civil Administration to amend the upper limit of the taxes specified in article 24a of the law as well as the percentages and discounts specified in that law”.

ORDER CONCERNING LEGAL ASSISTANCE
Amendment 8 to Military Order 348
This adds to article 3: “the instructions of clauses a and b are applicable to documents issued by the official-in-charge, by the objections committee, or by the committee for the registration of immovable property.”

ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 49 to Military Order 378
This stipulates that anyone who throws an object - be it a stone, bottle or container - in such a way that it is designed to hit a person, property, vehicle or road will be punished by up to 10 years imprisonment.

ORDER CONCERNING SETTING THE TIME
This sets the time in accordance with Greenwich Mean Time.

ORDER CONCERNING PRESERVATION OF NATURE RESERVES
Amendment to Military Order 457
This specifies the fees for the granting of a licence in accordance with this law.

ORDER CONCERNING ROAD
TRANSPORT LAW
Amendment to Law 49, 1958
This sets new fees for driver’s licences, car registration etc.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
17 SEPTEMBER 1984
REGULATION CONCERNING STAMP REVENUE LAW
Amendment 9 to Military Order 1048 and Stamp Revenue Law 27 of 1952
This increases the number of permits to be issued and raises the fees.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
17 SEPTEMBER 1984
REGULATION CONCERNING REGISTRATION OF SPECIAL PROPERTY TRANSACTIONS
Amendment to Military Order 569
This stipulates that fees are payable prior to registration.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
17 SEPTEMBER 1984
REGULATION CONCERNING IDENTITY CARDS AND PERSONAL STATUS (NOTIFICATION REGARDING CHANGING FEES)
Amendment 9 to Military Order 297
This increases the level of fees.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
17 SEPTEMBER 1984
REGULATION CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (TRANSPORTING ANIMALS ENTERING CLOSED MILITARY AREAS INTO QUARANTINE) (QUARANTINE EXPENSES)
Amendment 9 to Military Order 378
This increases the fees.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
17 SEPTEMBER 1984
REGULATION CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH ANIMAL DISEASES LAW (ANIMAL DRUGS)
Amendment 22 to Military Order 263
The fees are raised.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
17 SEPTEMBER 1984
REGULATION CONCERNING PUBLIC HEALTH LAW
Amendment 13 to Public Health Law 43, 1966 and Military Order 746
A new appendix replaces the previous one.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
17 SEPTEMBER 1984
REGULATION CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES
Amendment 20 to Military Order 746
The fees are raised.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
17 SEPTEMBER 1984
REGULATION CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES (PROJECTS AND PAYMENT FOR THE PROVISION OF SERVICES)
Amendment 17 to Military Order 746
A new appendix replaces the previous one and the fees are raised.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
17 SEPTEMBER 1984
REGULATION CONCERNING FEES FOR REGISTRATION AND INSPECTION OF DRUGS
Amendment 9 to Public Health Law 43, 1966
A new appendix replaces the previous one.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
17 SEPTEMBER 1984
REGULATION CONCERNING PAYMENT FOR AN APPLICATION PERMITTING PROPERTY TRANSACTIONS
Amendment 6 to Military Order 25
This raises the fees from 600 to 900 shekels.

TWENTY NINE UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATIONS FOLLOW
(17 SEPTEMBER 1984) ALL OF WHICH EXPROPRIATE LAND IN DIFFERENT AREAS FOR “PUBLIC PURPOSES”
UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
17 SEPTEMBER 1984
REGULATION CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH ANIMAL DISEASES LAW (COW MARKING)
Amendment 8 to Military Order 263
The fees are raised from 50 to 70 shekels.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
17 SEPTEMBER 1984
REGULATION CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH ANIMAL DISEASES LAW (COW MARKING)
Amendment 8 to Military Order 263
The fees are raised from 75 to 100 shekels.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
17 SEPTEMBER 1984
REGULATION CONCERNING WOODS AND FORESTS (FEES)
Amendment 15 to Military Order 306
This increases the number of permits for grazing.

MILITARY ORDER 1111
16 MAY 1984
ORDER CONCERNING LAW OF ANTIQUITIES
Amendment 7 to Military Order 119
The phrase ‘outside the country’ is to be replaced by ‘outside the area’.
Cancelled by Military Order 1167 - 1 May 1986

MILITARY ORDER 1112
1 APRIL 1984
ORDER CONCERNING THOSE INJURED IN ROAD TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
Amendment 4 to Military Order 677
This redefines the term ‘vehicle’.

MILITARY ORDER 1113
1 APRIL 1984
ORDER CONCERNING INSURANCE OF VEHICLES
Amendment 7 to Military Order 215
This redefines the term ‘mechanical vehicle’ in accordance with military order 677.

MILITARY ORDER 1114
21 MAY 1984
ORDER CONCERNING RETIREMENT LAW
Amendment 6 to Military Order 514
This changes the specified period from 5 years to 1 year.

MILITARY ORDER 1115
28 MAY 1984
ORDER CONCERNING GUARDING EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS IN SETTLEMENTS
Amendment 3 to Military Order 817
This redefines the term ‘protection’.

MILITARY ORDER 1116
28 FEBRUARY 1984
ORDER CONCERNING RELIGIOUS SERVICES
Amendment 2 to Military Order 807
This replaces the term ‘local authority’ with ‘local committee’.

MILITARY ORDER 1117
8 JUNE 1984
ORDER CONCERNING LEGAL ASSISTANCE
Amendment 8 to Military Order 348
The tax authorities and the Israeli official-in-charge are authorised, according to corporate law, to provide written or oral information at their disposal to whomsoever is granted this jurisdiction to receive it under paragraph a of the original order.

MILITARY ORDER 1118
30 JULY 1984
ORDER CONCERNING TAX ON IMPORTED SERVICES
A 1.5% levy is to be paid on imported services by the resident of the area. This rate can be changed as the Israeli official-in-charge sees fit. Certain services are exempt from this tax such as the transportation of passengers and the transportation and insurance of imported or exported goods.

Amended by
Military Order 1120 - 6 September 1984
2. Military Order 1142 - 8 June 1985
MILITARY ORDER 1119  10 AUGUST 1984
ORDER CONCERNING PROTECTION OF NATURE
Amendment 19 to Military Order 363
This stipulates that a permit is required to enter specified nature reserves.

MILITARY ORDER 1120  6 SEPTEMBER 1984
ORDER CONCERNING TAX ON IMPORTED SERVICES
Amendment to Military Order 1118
This contains instructions affecting people travelling abroad.

MILITARY ORDER 1121  5 NOVEMBER 1984
ORDER CONCERNING FIXING THE PRICE OF GOODS AND SERVICES (PROVISIONAL Regulations)
This outlines general instructions regarding price fixing. It is possible for prices to be increased at the behest of the head of the Civil Administration. This cancels military order 738.

MILITARY ORDER 1122  1 NOVEMBER 1984
ORDER CONCERNING OPENING OF SHOPS
Amendment to Military Order 128
This specifies that it is forbidden for shop-keepers to overprice their goods.

MILITARY ORDER 1123  18 NOVEMBER 1984
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 50 to Military Order 378
This amends article 21 regarding the testimony of the accused.

MILITARY ORDER 1124  18 NOVEMBER 1984
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 51 to Military Order 378
This stipulates the terms of punishment for those involved in illegal activity which results in the death of another person.

MILITARY ORDER 1125  5 NOVEMBER 1984
ORDER CONCERNING PRICE FIXING OF GOODS AND SERVICES (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
Amendment 2
This provides further regulations concerning price-fixing and cancels military order 738.
Cancelled (with the exception of 4 clauses) by Military Order 1132 - 15 March 1985

MILITARY ORDER 1126  17 FEBRUARY 1985
ORDER CONCERNING CUSTOMS ON LOCAL PRODUCTS
Amendment 4 to Customs Law on Local Products 16, 1963 and amendment 2 to Military Order 638
It is permissible for the Israeli official-in-charge to specify a percentage of duty payable on any transaction in accordance with the VAT regulations. VAT is to be paid on the difference between the purchasing price and resale price of goods.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER  26 FEBRUARY 1985
ORDER CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT LAW
Amendment 17 to Road Transport Law 49, 1957
This sets new fees.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION 4 FEBRUARY 1985
REGULATION CONCERNING STAMP REVENUE TAX
Amendment 10 to Military Order 1048 and to Stamp Revenue Law 27, 1952
This increases the number of permits to be issued and the level of fees.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION 4 FEBRUARY 1985
REGULATION CONCERNING REGISTRATION OF SPECIAL PROPERTY
Amendment to Military Order 659
This stipulates that fees are to be paid prior to registration.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION 4 FEBRUARY 1985
REGULATION CONCERNING IDENTITY CARDS AND PERSONAL STATUS
(NOTIFICATION REGARDING CHANGING FEES)
Amendment 10 to Military Order 297
This increases the fees.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
4 FEBRUARY 1985
REGULATION CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (TRANSPORTING ANIMALS ENTERING CLOSED MILITARY AREAS INTO QUARANTINE) (QUARANTINE EXPENSES)
Amendment 10 to Military Order 378
This increases the fees.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
4 FEBRUARY 1985
REGULATION CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE ANIMAL DISEASES LAW (ANIMAL DRUGS)
Amendment 23 to Military Order 263
The fees are raised.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
4 FEBRUARY 1985
REGULATION CONCERNING PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICES
Amendment 15 to Public Health Law 43, 1966
A new appendix replaces the previous one.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
4 FEBRUARY 1985
REGULATION CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES
Amendment 21 to Military Order 746
This raises the fees.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
4 FEBRUARY 1985
REGULATION CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES (PROJECTS AND PAYMENT FOR THE PROVISION OF SERVICES)
Amendment 19 to Military Order 746
A new appendix replaces the previous one. Fees are raised.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
4 FEBRUARY 1985
REGULATION CONCERNING FEES FOR REGISTRATION AND INSPECTION OF DRUGS
Amendment 10 to Public Health Law 43, 1966
A new appendix replaces the previous one.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
4 FEBRUARY 1985
REGULATION CONCERNING PAYMENT FOR AN APPLICATION FOR PERMITTING PROPERTY TRANSACTIONS
Amendment 7 to Military Order 25
This raises the fees from 600 to 900 shekels.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
4 FEBRUARY 1985
REGULATION CONCERNING PERMITS FOR COSMETICS
Amendment to Military Order 1103
The fees are raised.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
4 FEBRUARY 1985
REGULATION CONCERNING ANIMAL DISEASES (COW MARKING)
Amendment 9 to Military Order 263
The fees are raised from 70 to 320 shekels.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
4 FEBRUARY 1985
REGULATION CONCERNING ANIMAL DISEASES (COW MARKING)
Amendment 18 to Military Order 263
The fees are raised from 100 to 350 shekels.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
4 FEBRUARY 1985
REGULATION CONCERNING WOODS AND FORESTS (FEES)
Amendment 16 to Military Order 306
This increases the number of permits for grazing.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
24 MARCH 1985
REGULATION CONCERNING STAMP REVENUE
Amendment 13 to Military Order 1048 and Stamp Revenue Law 27, 1952
This increases the number of permits and raises the fees.
UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
24 MARCH 1985
REGULATION CONCERNING
REGISTRATION OF SPECIAL PROPERTY
Amendment to Military Order 569
This stipulates that the fees must be paid prior to registration.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
24 MARCH 1985
REGULATION CONCERNING IDENTITY CARDS AND PERSONAL STATUS
(NOTIFICATION REGARDING CHANGING FEES)
Amendment 11 to Military Order 297
This increases the fees.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
24 MARCH 1985
REGULATION CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (TRANSPORTING ANIMALS ENTERING CLOSED MILITARY AREAS INTO QUARANTINE) (QUARANTINE EXPENSES)
Amendment 11 to Military Order 378
This increases the fees.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
24 MARCH 1985
REGULATION CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH ANIMAL DISEASES LAW (ANIMAL DRUGS)
Amendment 24 to Military Order 263
The fees are raised.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
24 MARCH 1985
REGULATION CONCERNING PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICES
Amendment 16 to Public Health Law 43, 1966
A new appendix replaces the previous one.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
24 MARCH 1985
REGULATION CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES
Amendment 22 to Military Order 746
The fees are raised.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
24 MARCH 1985
REGULATION CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES, (PROJECTS AND PAYMENT FOR THE PROVISION OF SERVICES)
Amendment 20 to Military Order 746
A new appendix replaces the previous one.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
24 MARCH 1985
REGULATION CONCERNING FEES FOR REGISTRATION AND INSPECTION OF DRUGS
Amendment 11 to Public Health Law 43, 1966
A new appendix replaces the previous one.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
24 MARCH 1985
REGULATION CONCERNING PAYMENT FOR AN APPLICATION FOR PERMITTING PROPERTY TRANSACTIONS
Amendment 8 to Military Order 25
This raises the fees from 600 to 900 shekels.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
24 MARCH 1985
REGULATION CONCERNING PERMITS FOR COSMETICS
Amendment 2 to Military Order 1103
The fees are raised.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
24 MARCH 1985
REGULATION CONCERNING ANIMAL DISEASES (COW MARKING)
Amendment 10 to Military Order 263
The fees are raised from 320 to 190 fils.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
24 MARCH 1985
REGULATION CONCERNING ANIMAL DISEASES (COW MARKING)
Amendment 19 to Military Order 263
The fees are raised from 350 to 220 fils.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
24 MARCH 1985
REGULATION CONCERNING WOODS AND FORESTS (FEES)
Amendment 17 to Military Order 306
This increases the number of permits for grazing.
UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION 1 JANUARY 1985
REGULATION CONCERNING ANTIQUITIES
Amendment to Military Order 119
Certain areas surrounding Nablus and Hebron are expropriated on the grounds that they are historical sites.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION 24 MARCH 1985
REGULATION CONCERNING LAW OF LICENSING PETITION WRITERS
Amendment 7 to Military Order 776 and to Law of Petition Writers 42, 1956
The fees are changed from 15,000 shekels to 50 dinars.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION 24 MARCH 1985
REGULATION CONCERNING STONE QUARRIES
Amendment 6 to Temporary Law for Replacing Natural Resources 37, 1966
The fees are raised.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION 24 MARCH 1985
REGULATION CONCERNING SPECIFYING REGISTRATION FEES FOR EQUIPMENT
Amendment 5 to Military Order 219
A new appendix replaces the old one.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION 21 APRIL 1985
REGULATION CONCERNING PROHIBITION OF HOSTILE PROPAGANDA AND PRINTED MATERIALS
Amendment to Military Order 101 and 69
The appendix to the order concerning prohibited printed material is to be cancelled and replaced with this new appendix which lists 350 banned books.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION 26 APRIL 1985
REGULATION CONCERNING CUSTOMS ON LOCAL PRODUCTS
Amendment to Law of Customs on Local Products 16, 1963
This imposes 15% VAT on all local products. VAT is defined in accordance with military order 1093 and is to be equivalent to the level of VAT charged in Israel. This order provides very long and detailed procedural details for the imposition of VAT as well as cancelling military order 31(75) of 1976.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION 26 APRIL 1985
REGULATION CONCERNING BOOK-KEEPING
Amendment to Law of Fees on Local Products 16, 1963
This provides detailed regulations governing methods of book-keeping.

MILITARY ORDER 1127 7 NOVEMBER 1985
ORDER CONCERNING LABOUR LAW (WORK INJURIES)
Amendment 2 to Military Order 663
This sets out the levels of compensation and living allowances.

MILITARY ORDER 1128 16 JANUARY 1985
ORDER CONCERNING DEPOSIT IN RETURN FOR TOURISM SERVICES OUTSIDE THE COUNTRY
" Anyone involved in providing services for tourists (car rental, entertainment, tours etc.) must put down a deposit of 15% of the service cost with the Civil Administration fund."

MILITARY ORDER 1129 3 FEBRUARY 1985
ORDER CONCERNING RAISING LEVEL OF FINES SPECIFIED BY SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 5 to Military Order 845
The head of the Civil Administration has the authority to raise the level of fines.

MILITARY ORDER 1130 13 FEBRUARY 1985
ORDER CONCERNING LOCAL COURTS
Amendment 8 to Military Order 412
"It is permissible for the Israeli official-in-charge to alter the amendments pertaining to government files and registration documents which were ruined or lost."

MILITARY ORDER 1131 18 FEBRUARY 1985
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 52 to Military Order 378
This amends article 47 d and replaces it with article 5a which stipulates that a person may be imprisoned for a second term for the same crime for which he was originally imprisoned.

MILITARY ORDER 1132
15 MARCH 1985
ORDER CONCERNING PRICE FIXING ON GOODS AND SERVICES (PROVISIONAL INSTRUCTIONS 3)
This contains further instructions regarding price fixing. It also specifies that military order 1125 is to be cancelled with the exception of articles 13, 15-17 and 19.

MILITARY ORDER 1133
1 MARCH 1985
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO LABOUR LAW
Amendment to Law 21, 1960 and to Military Order 439
This relates to the salaries of workers absent due to an illness.

MILITARY ORDER 1134
10 APRIL 1985
ORDER CONCERNING TIME
This sets the time in accordance with Greenwich Mean Time.
Amended By Unnumbered Military Order - 21 March 1991

MILITARY ORDER 1135
29 APRIL 1985
ORDER CONCERNING SUPERVISION OVER PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS
Amendment to Military Order 998 and 284
The term 'enemy' is to be replaced by 'hostile organisation'.

MILITARY ORDER 1136
5 MAY 1985
ORDER CONCERNING PRISONS (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
Amendment 10 to Military Order 43
This establishes new detention centres.

MILITARY ORDER 1137
1 MAY 1985
ORDER CONCERNING PROHIBITION OF EMPLOYMENT IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAW OF CRAFT AND INDUSTRY

Amendment 3 to Military Order 65
The appropriate authority may set the level of application fees.

MILITARY ORDER 1138
30 MAY 1985
ORDER CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT
Amendment 26 to the Road Transport Law 80, 1966
This stipulates that no vehicle licence will be issued without proof that the licence fees and car insurance have been paid.

MILITARY ORDER 1139
30 MAY 1985
ORDER CONCERNING TRAFFIC LAW
Amendment 14 to Military Order 399
This amends the regulation governing the transportation of passengers, drivers' licences and learner drivers.

MILITARY ORDER 1140
9 JUNE 1985
ORDER CONCERNING DISTRIBUTION OF PRINTED MATERIAL
Amendment 4 to Military Order 50
Newspaper editors are obliged to publish pamphlets or other publications issued by the Israeli military forces, or any of its agencies, free of charge.

MILITARY ORDER 1141
28 MAY 1985
ORDER CONCERNING EMPLOYMENT IN SPECIFIC PLACES
Amendment to Military Order 967
This adds names to the list of settlements specified in the appendices of military orders 783 and 892.

MILITARY ORDER 1142
8 JUNE 1985
ORDER CONCERNING IMPOSING TAX ON IMPORTED SERVICES
Amendment 2 to Military Order 1118
This amends article 1 regarding the definitions of 'fixed price', 'service' and 'foreign currency'.

MILITARY ORDER 1143
9 JULY 1985
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO THE INCOME TAX LAW
Amendment 27 to Military Order 543
This concerns the issue of partial payment of tax debts.
MILITARY ORDER 1144 16 JULY 1985
ORDER CONCERNING PRICE FIXING ON GOODS AND SERVICES
This provides general instructions regarding the fixing of prices. It is forbidden to sell a commodity for a higher price than that set. Wholesalers and importers must keep a record of their prices.
Cancelled by Military Order 1155

MILITARY ORDER 1145 17 JULY 1985
ORDER CONCERNING LAW OF REGISTERING PREVIOUSLY UNREGISTERED IMMOVABLE PROPERTY
Amendment 3 to Military Order 448
This details the regulations governing objections committees and their operation in respect to the decisions of the land registration committees.

MILITARY ORDER 1146 12 AUGUST 1985
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO PENAL LAW
Amendment 4 to Penal Law 16, 1960
This raises the level of fines.

MILITARY ORDER 1147 30 JULY 1985
ORDER CONCERNING SUPERVISION OVER FRUIT TREES AND VEGETABLES
Amendment 2 to Military Order 1015
"Anyone growing vegetables, as specified in article 3 of the original order, requires a permit. The responsible authority has the right to issue general permits to grow specific agricultural products and can limit those permits to specified areas."

MILITARY ORDER 1148 9 OCTOBER 1985
ORDER CONCERNING NEW SHEKEL CURRENCY
Wherever 'lira' or 'shekel' is mentioned, it will hereafter be regarded as 'new Israeli shekel'. This stipulates other instructions regarding payments of cheques written in shekels (old versus new shekels). This cancels military order 823

3.Military Order 1192 - 5 April 1987

MILITARY ORDER 1149 3 NOVEMBER 1985
ORDER CONCERNING PRODUCTION OF TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT AND ITS SALE
"It is forbidden to manufacture or trade in transportation equipment, spare parts or other material related to the manufacturing or maintenance of the equipment without a permit." This specifies the conditions for granting a permit which include strict labelling requirements.

MILITARY ORDER 1150 30 DECEMBER 1985
ORDER CONCERNING IMPOSITION OF PAYMENTS ON VEHICLES (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
This outlines the licensing fees on vehicles and lists those who are exempt from paying this fee (U.N., religious and other organisations recognised by the officer in charge of transportation). This cancels military order 1144.
Amended by
Military Order 1191 - Undated

MILITARY ORDER 1151 1 DECEMBER 1985
ORDER CONCERNING PRICE FIXING ON GOODS AND SERVICES (5)
This provides general instructions regarding fixing the prices of goods and services and outlines the jurisdiction of the Civil Administration with regards to raising prices.
Amended by
Military Order 1186 - 1 December 1986
3. Military Order 1192 - 5 April 1987

MILITARY ORDER 1152 13 DECEMBER 1985
ORDER CONCERNING DISSOLVING THE QABATIA MUNICIPAL COUNCIL AND THE APPOINTMENT OF A COMMITTEE TO ADMINISTER THE MUNICIPALITY (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
Amendment 3 to Military Order 724
This replaces one committee member with another.

MILITARY ORDER 1153 4 DECEMBER 1985
ORDER CONCERNING SUPERVISION OVER CONSTRUCTION (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
"It is prohibited to engage in construction without a
prior permit and the construction should be consistent with the terms of the permit. The committee of experts appointed by the head of the Civil Administration, however, may allow for additional construction on land beyond that specified by the law if the construction is in the “interests of the public” or if the Israeli military forces contribute up to 25% of the cost of the construction. Terms of appealing before an objections committee are also specified. Amended by Military Order 1175

MILITARY ORDER 1154
4 DECEMBER 1985
ORDER CONCERNING Rounding UP OF FIGURES
Amendment to Military Order 908
"If a tax rate, fee, or fine is specified in dinars, it should be paid in shekels in accordance with the set exchange rate. The method of rounding up these figures is specified."

MILITARY ORDER 1155
25 NOVEMBER 1985
ORDER CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT LAW
Amendment 27 to Military Order 56
This stipulates that courts have the right to accept the written or oral testimony of a policeman or any witness who was present when a violation was committed.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
1 SEPTEMBER 1985
ORDER CONCERNING ANTIQUITIES
This lists a number of buildings and areas as archeological sites.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
28 AUGUST 1986
ORDER CONCERNING EXPROPRIATION OF PROPERTY FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES (321)
This declares that a specific piece of land is to be expropriated.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
11 JUNE 1985
ORDER CONCERNING EXPROPRIATION OF PROPERTY FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES (321)
This declares that a specific piece of land is to be expropriated.

MILITARY ORDER 1156
25 NOVEMBER 1985
ORDER CONCERNING FREEZING AND CONFISCATING DRIVER'S LICENCES
Amendment 4 to Military Order 251
In case of fatal traffic accidents or various specified traffic offences, driving licences may be confiscated for a period of time depending on the seriousness of the incident, level of injuries and rank of the official involved.

MILITARY ORDERS 1157 TO 1229 HAVE TWO DIFFERENT NUMBERS DUE TO A DISCREPANCY IN THE NUMBERING BETWEEN INDIVIDUALLY PUBLISHED ORDERS AND THOSE PUBLISHED IN THE OFFICIAL VOLUMES.

MILITARY ORDER 1157
25 NOVEMBER 1985
ORDER CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT
Amendment 28 to Military Order 56
This lays out the procedural details concerning tickets (fines) for traffic offences.

MILITARY ORDER 1158
16 DECEMBER 1985
This order does not appear in any bound volume but it was issued individually
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO INCOME TAX LAW
Amendment 28 to Military Order 543
"It is permissible for the official to negotiate a tax settlement with a tax-debtor."

MILITARY ORDER 1159
1 JANUARY 1986
This order is sometimes numbered as 1157
ORDER CONCERNING LOCAL COURTS
Amendment 9 to Military Order 412
This amends the district boundaries.

MILITARY ORDER 1160
16 DECEMBER 1985
This order is sometimes numbered as 1158
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO INCOME TAX LAW
Amendment 28 to Military Order 543
Article 17 is cancelled and replaced with "it is permissible for the Israeli official-in-charge to come to
a settlement with anyone who has violated the regulations set down in articles 67 and 69 of the law. He also has the right to make such an out of court settlement before calling for a halt to the legal proceedings. Any violator of articles 67 and 69 can be asked to pay a fine that does not exceed twice the maximum fine specified.”

MILITARY ORDER 1161
8 NOVEMBER 1985
This order is sometimes numbered as 1159
ORDER CONCERNING LOCAL COURTS (THE CENTER OF THE JURISDICTION OF THE ISRAELI MILITARY FORCES)
Amendment 3 of Military Order 164
“It is permissible to take any employee of the Israeli military forces or anyone working for the various agencies which are specified in article 2a and 3 to a local court. It is also permissible for people to take their grievances/claims to an objections committee (formed in accordance with military order 172).”

MILITARY ORDER 1162
10 JANUARY 1986
This order is sometimes numbered as 1160
ORDER CONCERNING PRESERVATION OF CLEANLINESS
“It is forbidden to throw litter in public places or to leave junk lying around. This stipulates the level of related fines.”
Amended by Military Order 1189 - 22 March 1987

MILITARY ORDER 1163
20 JANUARY 1986
This order is sometimes numbered as 1161
ORDER CONCERNING ORGANISING GUARDS IN SETTLEMENTS
Amendment 7 to Military Order 432
The duties of the guard are the same as those imposed on any person in accordance with the civil defence law of 1951 and the security service law of 1959 as it relates to Israel.

MILITARY ORDER 1163A
31 MARCH 1986
ORDER CONCERNING BOOK-KEEPING PROFESSION
Amendment to Military Order 437
This amends article 2: “a licence to practice as a bookkeeper will be valid till 31 March of the next year.” Book-keepers are required to submit an application for a licence renewal one month prior to the expiry of the licence. The renewal fee is 5 Jordanian dinars.

MILITARY ORDER 1164
25 FEBRUARY 1986
This order is sometimes numbered as 1163
ORDER CONCERNING LAWYER’S COUNCIL
Amendment to Practicing Lawyer’s Law 11, 1966 and the Regulations of the Lawyer’s Syndicate, 1966
This stipulates that the lawyers’ council is to be appointed by the head of the Civil Administration. The areas of jurisdictions and privileges of the council will be based on the syndicate law, with the exception of paragraphs 3,4 and 5 of article 78 and chapter 15 of the law. It is permissible for the head of the Civil Administration to limit the regulations of this council in accordance with his own agenda.

MILITARY ORDER 1165
11 APRIL 1986
This order is sometimes numbered as 1164
ORDER CONCERNING ROUNDING UP OF FIGURES
This authorises the appropriate authorities to round up figures as they deem necessary.

MILITARY ORDER 1166
13 APRIL 1986
This order is sometimes numbered as 1165
ORDER CONCERNING METHODS OF PUNISHMENT
Amendment 6 to Military Order 322
This relates to the appropriate methods of punishment for juveniles.

MILITARY ORDER 1167
1 MAY 1986
This order is sometimes numbered as 1166
ORDER CONCERNING ANTIQUITIES LAW
Amendments to Antiquities Law 51, 1966
This provides general amendments regarding licences and trading in antiquities, and stipulates that permission must be obtained from the antiquities department before building permits can be issued. This cancels the authority of the following military orders: 119, 246, 985 and 1111.
Amended By
Unnumbered Military Order - 13 March 1991
Unnumbered Military Order - 8 March 1992
Unnumbered Military Order - 8 March 1992
MILITARY ORDER 1168
1 APRIL 1986
This order is sometimes numbered as 1167
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO
REGULATION OF EDUCATION TAX
Amendment 3 to the Regulations of Education Tax 1, 1956
This adds article b: “In rural districts the money to be
collected from landlords and tenants will be estimated
by the local education tax committee in the village and
should be authorised by the person in charge.
Landlords have the right to be compensated by their
tenants for any payment made on the tenant's behalf.
The head of the Civil Administration, or his delegate,
can change, alter or cancel these regulations.”
Cancelled by Military Order 1195 - 21 June 1987

MILITARY ORDER 1169
1 MAY 1986
This order is sometimes numbered as 1168
ORDER CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT
Amendment 28 to Military Order 56
This sets out the technicalities governing licence
plates; specifying colours, letters and size etc.

MILITARY ORDER 1170
22 JUNE 1986
ORDER CONCERNING JUVENILES
This sets new levels of fines.

MILITARY ORDER 1171
25 MAY 1986
This order is sometimes numbered as 1169
ORDER CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT
Amendment 29 of Military Order 56
This stipulates that buses used for public transport
should not be older than 1965 models.

MILITARY ORDER 1172
22 JUNE 1986
This order is sometimes numbered as 1170
ORDER CONCERNING TRYING OF
JUVENILES
Amendment 10 to Military Order 132
This changes the fine from the 1,000 Israeli liras
originally specified, bringing the level of fines in line
with those set out in article 1a of the military order
concerning fines.

MILITARY ORDER 1173
9 JULY 1986
This order is sometimes numbered as 1171

ORDER CONCERNING OBJECTIONS
COMMITTEES
Amendment 12 to Military Order 172
This deletes article 3 of the original order.

MILITARY ORDER 1174
6 AUGUST 1986
This order is sometimes numbered as 1772
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO
INCOME TAX LAW
(PROCEDURES FOR OBJECTIONS)
Amendment 29 to Military Order 543
“If the tax-inspector has reasons to believe that a tax-
payer’s documents are inaccurate, then he has the right
to undertake an estimate, but this estimate does not
absolve the tax-debtor of responsibility. Payment is due
within 7 days of the estimation, regardless of whether
the tax-debtor intends to appeal. This law is also
applicable to those who have never registered any tax
claims at all.”

MILITARY ORDER 1175
8 AUGUST 1986
This order is sometimes numbered as 1173
ORDER CONCERNING PRICE FIXING ON
GOODS AND SERVICES (5)
Amendment Military Order 1153
This extends the original order from 30 June 1986 to
31 December 1986.

MILITARY ORDER 1176
18 AUGUST 1986
This order is sometimes numbered as 1174
ORDER CONCERNING INCOME TAX LAW
(PROCEDURES FOR OBJECTIONS)
Amendment 30 of Military Order 543
“If a person pays tax on an estimate which turns out to
be in excess of the real level due he shall be
recompensed accordingly, except if he has delayed or
failed to keep good tax records. Appeal is possible.”

MILITARY ORDER 1177
15 SEPTEMBER 1986
This order is sometimes numbered as 1175
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO
TAX LAW ON BUILDINGS AND LAND
WITHIN THE MUNICIPAL BOUNDARIES
Amendment to Law 11, 1954
This sets the penalty for the non-payment of municipal
tax on a rising scale which depends on the length of
the period of non-payment. A discount is available to those who pay in advance.

Amended by
Military Order 1353 - 1 October 1991

MILITARY ORDER 1178
20 SEPTEMBER 1986
This order is sometimes numbered as 1176
ORDER CONCERNING LEGAL ASSISTANCE (TAX)
Amendment 10 to Military Order 348
"Anything which is connected to the Israeli tax laws is also applicable within the area. If a person is liable to pay tax within the area according to existing legislation, the tax may also be collected within Israel according to Israeli regulations."

Amended by
Military Order 1296 - 15 January 1990

MILITARY ORDER 1182
3 NOVEMBER 1986
This order is sometimes numbered as 1180
ORDER CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT
Amendment 15 to Military Order 399
This specifies which equipment is required for the loading and unloading of trucks (cranes etc.).

MILITARY ORDER 1183
3 NOVEMBER 1986
This order is sometimes numbered as 1181
ORDER CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT
Amendment 30 to Transportation Law 49, 1958
This specifies that all vehicles must have a special steel bumper in case of accidents.

MILITARY ORDER 1183A
23 JANUARY 1986
This order is sometimes numbered as 1182
ORDER CONCERNING TAXATION ON SERVICES AND IMPORTED GOODS (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
This provides general instructions relating to taxes due on imported goods, insurance, currency, services to passengers. It imposes a 15% tax on these services (20% of the price of the travel ticket). The head of the Civil Administration may alter the percentage of the tax. It also specifies the terms by which the tax may be refundable.

Amended by
Military Order 1196 - 19 June 1987
Military Order 1250 - 7 August 1988
4. Military Order 1307 - 17 - June 1990
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Order Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11 DECEMBER 1986</td>
<td>1183</td>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING COMPENSATION FOR THOSE INJURED IN TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Amendment to Military Order 677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>This details the procedures for claiming compensation as a result of a traffic accident.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 DECEMBER 1987</td>
<td>1184</td>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO INCOME TAX LAW (AUTHORITY TO AMEND SPECIAL REGULATIONS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Amendment to Income Tax Law 25, 1964 and amendment 31 to Military Order 343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“It is permissible for the head of the Civil Administration to specify, at the request of a certain company, that 51% of its controlling and voting shares are owned by a foreign or Israeli company. A special period for the estimation of taxes may be set along with special regulations regarding advanced payment on income tax, estimates, etc. Transitional instructions regarding the property tax law 11 of 1955 and the tax on land and property within municipal boundaries law 11 of 1954 are also given. The level of property tax is to be calculated at the rate of 75% of the amount specified in the law.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 DECEMBER 1986</td>
<td>1185</td>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING PRICE FIXING ON GOODS AND SERVICES (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Amendment 2 to Military Order 1151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>This extends the original order from 31 December 1986 to 31 March 1987.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 DECEMBER 1986</td>
<td>1186</td>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING IMPOSITION OF DUTIES ON LOCAL PRODUCTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Amendment 5 to Customs Law 16, 1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>This expands on the definition of a ‘transaction’ adding: “the sale of a property or the rendering of a service through an employer while working, including the sale of equipment”. This sets out the dates of the tax estimation period within the fiscal year in accordance with the income tax law 25, of 1964.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 FEBRUARY 1987</td>
<td>1188</td>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING ESTABLISHMENT OF MUNICIPAL COURTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Amendment 2 to Military Order 631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The head of the Civil Administration has the authority to amend the footnote of this order when necessary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 MARCH 1987</td>
<td>1189</td>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING CLEANLINESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Amendment to Military Order 1160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>This adds ‘sewage’ to the definition of waste.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 MARCH 1987</td>
<td>1190</td>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING RADIO AND TELEPHONIC TRANSMISSION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Amendment 3 to Military Order 79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The term ‘Israeli official-in-charge of postal services’ should be replaced by the “person whom I have designated to execute this order”. The term ‘postal services’ is deleted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDATED</td>
<td>1191</td>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING TAXES ON VEHICLES (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Amendment to Military Order 1150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>This amends the licensing dates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 APRIL 1987</td>
<td>1192</td>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING PRICE FIXING ON GOODS AND SERVICES (NO 5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Amendment 3 to Military Order 1151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>This extends the original order from 31 December 1986 to 31 March 1988.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 APRIL 1987</td>
<td>1193</td>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO COLLECTION OF GOVERNMENT MONIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>This order is sometimes numbered as 1192</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LAW (POWER TO DECLARE ANY PAYMENT SUBJECT TO 1952 LAW)
Amendment 3 to Military Order 113
This adds to the definition of 'government monies': “or any other payment that the responsible authority announces should be paid under this law.”

MILITARY ORDER 1194
17 MAY 1987
This order is sometimes numbered as 1193
ORDER CONCERNING REGULATIONS RELATED TO ACCOUNTING AND BOOKKEEPING
Amendment 2 to Military Order 437
This raises the rates from 5 to 25 Jordanian dinars.

MILITARY ORDER 1195
21 JUNE 1987
This order is sometimes numbered as 1194
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO REGULATIONS ON EDUCATION RATES
This delegates the powers granted to the education minister (under Jordanian law 1, 1956) to the chief education officer at the Civil Administration. The amount levied from landlords and tenants in the municipal areas is to be 7% of the net rent as specified by the law on buildings and land within the municipal boundaries. For rural areas the education tax will be levied at a percentage to be estimated by a special committee on local education in villages. The landlord has the right to be compensated by the tenant for the amount of education tax which he pays on their behalf. If the chief education officer rents a property controlled by the absentee land office (military order 58, 1967), the tax will be levied only from the tenant. The committee will include the mayor, the local education council head, and three members from the local education committee. The head of the Civil Administration has the right to amend, cancel, or replace the law. This cancels amendments to education tax regulations, 1968 and military orders 501, 520, 708, 763, 821 and 1168. In military order 28 the definition of education tax and Jizia (tax for non-Moslems) should be changed to read Jizia tax.

MILITARY ORDER 1196
19 JUNE 1987
This order is sometimes numbered as 1195
ORDER CONCERNING TAXATION ON SERVICES AND IMPORTED GOODS (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
Amendment to Military Order 1183a
This deletes articles 2b, 5c, 7a3, 7a4, 10b and 10c.

MILITARY ORDER 1197
30 JUNE 1987
This order is sometimes numbered as 1196
ORDER CONCERNING PROHIBITION OF CONSTRUCTION
Amendment to Military Order 465
This adds to article 2a stipulating that “any building that has been expropriated and has had its doors sealed should not be opened.” It also amends article 3 with “or who opens a closed building”, “or a building that has been previously closed, broken into, and must be closed again.”

MILITARY ORDER 1198
19 NOVEMBER 1987
ORDER CONCERNING EMPLOYMENT OF WORKERS IN SPECIFIED PLACES
Amendment 2 to Military Order 967
This adds a clause specifying that it is the “right of a worker in a settlement to receive from his employer a wage which is not below the minimum wage including a cost of living allowance identical to that which is granted in Israel.” The employer should make public what the minimum wage level and cost of living allowances are. It is permissible for the official to pass regulations which enforce this order: the employers should submit a report along with the employee about the employment-terms. Finally the order elaborates on the procedures involving the employment office in accordance with article 2 of the order.

MILITARY ORDER 1199
14 JUNE 1987
This order is sometimes numbered as 1197
ORDER CONCERNING ISRAELI CURRENCY AS LEGAL TENDER
Amendment 31 to Military Order 76 and to Military Order 45
“It is permissible for the bank to buy and sell Jordanian dinars even if this is at a different rate than that set by the appropriate authority, so long as the controller of banks has approved it.”

MILITARY ORDER 1200
There is no text for this order.
MILITARY ORDER 1201

11 AUGUST 1987

This order is sometimes numbered as 1199

ORDER CONCERNING TRAFFIC REGULATIONS
Amendment 3 to Military Order 56

Buses in excess of 19 years old should not have their licences renewed or a new licence granted unless the vehicle is in good condition, in which case a licence for no more than six months may be issued by the main licensing bureau.

MILITARY ORDER 1202

30 JUNE 1987

This order is sometimes numbered as 1200

ORDER CONCERNING ESTABLISHMENT OF THE CIVIL ADMINISTRATION
Amendment 2 to Military Order 947

In appendix II of military order 947, articles 32, 38, 58, 153, and 158 are cancelled. The following military orders are also added to the attached list: 1093, 1102, 1103, 1148, 1149, 1150, 1151, 1164, 1165, 1167, 1180, and 1183a.

MILITARY ORDER 1203

14 AUGUST 1987

This order is sometimes numbered as 1201

ORDER CONCERNING MUNICIPAL LAW
Amendment 14 to Military Order 194 and to Law 29, 1955

This defines the fees for parking offences; they should be between 5 - 50 Jordanian dinars.

MILITARY ORDER 1204

14 AUGUST 1987

This order is sometimes numbered as 1201

ORDER CONCERNING IDENTITY CARDS AND PERSONAL STATUS
Amendment 16 to Military Order 297

This involves minor changes in the percentage level of fees.

MILITARY ORDER 1205

16 AUGUST 1987

This order is sometimes numbered as 1203

ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO HUNTING LAW
Amendment to Law 8, 1966

This cancels the definition of “authorised body”, replacing it with the “appointed body as described in the law concerning the protection of nature 363 of 1963”. This cancels military orders 304 and 468.

MILITARY ORDER 1206

13 SEPTEMBER 1987

This order is sometimes numbered as 1204

ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO INCOME TAX LAW (PRESENTATION BEFORE OBJECTIONS COMMITTEES)
Amendment 32 to Military Order 543

This adds a clause specifying that 1: a lawyer, 2: a book-keeper as defined by law 10 of 1961, 3: anyone permitted to represent a tax-payer in Israel in accordance with the income tax laws, can represent the tax-payers before the official of the objections committee as prescribed by military order 172. It is not permitted to alter the regulations stipulated in military order 65.

MILITARY ORDER 1207

29 OCTOBER 1987

This order is sometimes numbered as 1205

ORDER CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT LAW (BEHAVIOUR ON ROADS)
Amendment 16 of Military Order 399

This replaces the phrase “any fee which should be paid in accordance with procedures” with “any fee that was imposed by the legislation, including security regulations, in other areas administered by the Israeli military forces or subject to Israeli law.”

MILITARY ORDER 1208

13 SEPTEMBER 1987

This order is sometimes numbered as 1206

ORDER CONCERNING IDENTITY CARDS AND PERSONAL STATUS
Amendment 18 to Military Order 297

This defines the terms by which a child may be registered on the parent’s identity card. 1a. A child born in the area will be registered in the population registry provided that he is under 16 and his parents are residents. 2. A child born outside the area can be registered if he is younger than 5 years old and his parents are both residents of the area. 3. A child born in or outside the area can be registered provided he is under the age of 5 and his mother is a resident of the area.

MILITARY ORDER 1209

15 NOVEMBER 1987

This order is sometimes numbered as 1207

ORDER CONCERNING JURISDICTION TO SUPERVISE GOODS AND SERVICES
Amendment to Military Order 886
Article I of military order 886 has the following added after paragraph 3: "4. military order 1151. 5. military order 530".

**MILITARY ORDER 1210**

7 NOVEMBER 1987

This order is sometimes numbered as 1208

ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENT AND EMPLOYMENT OF STAFF IN THE GOVERNMENT SECTOR

Amendment 16 to Military Order 37 and Law 23, 1966

This outlines the investigation procedures into the misconduct of employees in the government sectors.

**MILITARY ORDER 1211**

17 DECEMBER 1987

This order is sometimes numbered as 1214

ORDER CONCERNING SAFETY BELTS

Amendment 2 to Military Order 600

The phrase “the road outside cities” is cancelled.

**MILITARY ORDER 1212**

19 NOVEMBER 1987

This order is sometimes numbered as 1209

ORDER CONCERNING OBJECTIONS COMMITTEES

Amendment 13 to Military Order 172

“The person in charge of the committee can pass temporary orders before either one or both parties as he deems necessary. Temporary orders made in the presence of only one party must be executed within 10 days unless the head of the committee specifies otherwise. The order can be carried out by a soldier, policeman or by any other person designated by the head of the objections committee.”

**MILITARY ORDER 1213**

3 DECEMBER 1987

This order is sometimes numbered as 1210

ORDER CONCERNING EMPLOYMENT IN ISRAEL

Amendment 4 to Law 65, 1967, and to Military Order 297

The ‘resident of the area’ is redefined to become ‘the registered person’ as specified in military order 297.

**MILITARY ORDER 1214**

17 DECEMBER 1987

This order is sometimes numbered as 1211

ORDER CONCERNING SAFETY BELTS

Amendment 2 to Military Order 600

The phrase “the roads outside cities” is cancelled.

**MILITARY ORDER 1215**

30 DECEMBER 1987

This order is sometimes numbered as 1212

ORDER CONCERNING CONTROL OVER INSURANCE BUSINESSES

Amendment to Jordanian Law 5, 1965, and to Military Orders 65 and 954

This includes procedural details concerning how to obtain a licence, open branches in order to operate as an insurance company etc. This military order is also added to appendix II of military order 954.

Amended by

1. Military Order 1367 - 21 June 1992

**MILITARY ORDER 1216**

31 DECEMBER 1987

This order is sometimes numbered as 1213

ORDER CONCERNING SUPPLY OF ELECTRICITY (SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS)

Amendment to Law 125, 1965 and Military Order 427

This order applies to both the Israeli and Jerusalem (Palestinian) Electric Companies. It gives greater power over the supply of electricity to the head of the Civil Administration and removes a number of settlements listed in the appendix from the area of concession of the Jerusalem District Electricity Company and connects them to the Israeli grid instead.

**MILITARY ORDER 1217**

30 DECEMBER 1987

This order is sometimes numbered as 1214

ORDER CONCERNING EMPLOYMENT LAW (INJURIES IN THE WORK-PLACE)

Amendment 3 to Military Order 663 and to Military Order 95 and Jordanian Law 21, 1960

This relates to injuries sustained by policemen in the course of duty.

**MILITARY ORDER 1218**

3 JANUARY 1988

This order is sometimes numbered as 1215

ORDER CONCERNING CURRENCY CONTROL

Amendment to Military Order 952

This replaces “violations in accordance with this law” with “violations unless the court ordered otherwise”.

**MILITARY ORDER 1219**

12 JANUARY 1988

This order is sometimes numbered as 1216

ORDER CONCERNING THE PROVISION OF
ELECTRICITY
This stipulates the terms for the provision of electricity to areas specified in the appendix (Jewish settlements). It removes a number of settlements listed in the appendix from the area of concession of the Jerusalem District Electricity Company and connects them to the Israeli grid instead.

MILITARY ORDER 1220
3 FEBRUARY 1988
This order is sometimes numbered as 1217
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 53 to Military Order 378
This stipulates that there is no sovereignty over the judiciary other than the sovereignty of security legislation. It adds to article 53 that “any man who sets something alight with the intention of harming the property of another person (whether it be a building or structure, complete or incomplete, vehicle, field or agricultural plot, reservoir of mineral or vegetable oil) shall be guilty of an offence and may be sentenced for up to 10 years in prison.” It adds a clause describing the procedure for informing a new detainee’s next of kin of his whereabouts to article 78; this must be carried out “without delay” unless the authorities deem it necessary “for local security” to delay this action by up to 8 days. It describes in some detail the rights of detainees to consult a lawyer in private. This article stipulates, however, that a detainee can have this right to consult a lawyer postponed for up to 96 hours if a senior police officer deems it necessary for security reasons, or for 30 days (in two 15 day installments) if the head of the investigation deems it necessary and puts the request in writing.

MILITARY ORDER 1221
18 FEBRUARY 1988
This order is sometimes numbered as 1217
ORDER CONCERNING BRINGING MONEY INTO THE AREA
Amendment 2 to Military Order 973
Article 6, paragraph a, has been changed to “a permit is required for a resident of the area who brings in money from a hostile state, or for a resident of a hostile state wishing to bring money into the area.” Anyone who has received money contrary to the provisions of this order will be punished by 5 years in prison and a fine five times the level of the fine specified in clause 1a of article 4 of military order 845.

MILITARY ORDER 1222
25 FEBRUARY 1988
This order is sometimes numbered as 1219
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 54 to Military Order 378
This sets out detailed regulations concerning re-trials. The Military Commander has the right to ask for a retrial in the following circumstances: 1. In cases in which false evidence has been presented. 2. If new evidence comes to light. 3. If another person is convicted for the same crime as the accused. 4. If the convicted person has been sentenced to capital punishment and there remains an element of doubt. Permission to ask for a re-trial is given to the family of the accused, or his legal advisor, in the event that the accused has died. The application must be hand-written and submitted to the Military Commander within 90 days, unless it is delayed for reasons outside the applicants control, in which case the Military Commander can still call for a retrial. The Military Commander will then ask for the general military prosecutor’s opinion before making a decision concerning a retrial. The military prosecutor has the right to call for an investigation involving the police or any committee. If the prosecutor puts forward a legal opinion, then the accused has the right to see it. The decision of the Military Commander should be given to the accused and the legal advisor in writing unless the Military Commander stipulates otherwise. If the Military Commander refuses a re-trial then no other application can be made even if new evidence emerges. The usual legal procedures will be followed, but the court has the right to deviate from procedure if it deems it necessary in the pursuit of justice.

MILITARY ORDER 1223
4 FEBRUARY 1988
This order is sometimes numbered as 1220
ORDER CONCERNING THE RIGHTS AND PRIVILEGES OF CUSTOMS OFFICIALS
Amendment 2 to Military Order 309
This extends the definition of the term ‘currency’, and cancels the phrase ‘immovable property in gold and currency’.

MILITARY ORDER 1224
1 MARCH 1988
This order is sometimes numbered as 1221
ORDER CONCERNING IDENTITY CARDS AND PERSONAL STATUS
Amendment 18 to Military Order 297
The term ‘resident’ is to be replaced with more detailed information concerning the full name of father and grandfather. The Israeli official-in-charge may, under special conditions, demand information relating to any person in whom he has an interest.

MILITARY ORDER 1225 15 NOVEMBER 1987
This order is sometimes numbered as 1222
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO INCOME TAX LAW
Amendment 33 to Military Order 543
“It is permissible for the head of the Civil Administration to change the upper bracket of the tax levels, in accordance with article 241 of the law, and also the discount rates and payments.”

MILITARY ORDER 1226 4 FEBRUARY 1988
This order is sometimes numbered as 1223
ORDER CONCERNING PROCEDURES (OFFICIAL HOLIDAYS)
Amendment to Jordanian Civil Courts Law 42, 1952 and the Magistrates Courts Law 15, 1952
The head of the Civil Administration may amend the regulations relating to official holidays.

MILITARY ORDER 1227 8 MARCH 1988
This order is sometimes numbered as 1224
ORDER CONCERNING URBAN AND RURAL PLANNING
Amendment 8 of Military Order 418
The local planning committee, after receiving the consent of the district committee, may issue a licence in accordance with a construction plan even if the plan has been subsequently changed, so long as: 1. the present plan has been approved by the specified date. 2. No objection to the plan have been put forward. The district committee has the right to approve a plan and issue a licence as they see fit.

MILITARY ORDER 1228 15 NOVEMBER 1987
This order is sometimes numbered as 1225
ORDER CONCERNING FOREIGN CURRENCY TRANSACTIONS
This provides elaborate instructions regarding foreign currency transactions. The head of the Civil Administration may issue regulations to enforce this order.

MILITARY ORDER 1229 17 MARCH 1988
This order is sometimes numbered as 1226
ORDER CONCERNING ADMINISTRATIVE DETENTION (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
Amendment to Military Order 378
“If a Military Commander deems the detention of a person necessary for security reasons he may do so for a period not in excess of six months, after which he has the right to extend the detention period for a further six months according to the original order. The detention order can be passed without the presence of the detainee. A soldier or policeman can execute this order in relation to military order 21. The detainee may appeal before an appeals committee, formed according to article 85 of the security provisions. These powers of a Military Commander may not be delegated. The Military Commander can reduce the period of detention at will.”

Amended by
Military Order 1236 - 13 June 1988
2. Military Order 1254 - 7 September 1988
3. Military Order 1270 - 16 March 1989
4. Military Order 1281 - 10 August 1989
5. Military Order 1283 - 13 September 1989
6. Military Order 1299 - 16 March 1990
7. Military Order 1315A - 23 September 1990

MILITARY ORDER 1230 8 MARCH 1988
This order is sometimes numbered as 1227
ORDER CONCERNING ISRAELI CURRENCY AS LEGAL TENDER
Amendment to Military Order 76
"Anyone who has taken a loan from a bank in Jordanian dinars must repay the loan in the same currency. The rate of exchange between Jordanian dinars and the new Israeli shekel should be set in relation to international norms, and banks will be notified of its value at regular intervals. Banks have the right to buy and sell Jordanian dinars and conduct other transactions which are not related to the value of the Jordanian dinar on the condition that the bank has a permit."
MILITARY ORDER 1231
23 MARCH 1988
This order is sometimes numbered as 1231
ORDER CONCERNING PRICE FIXING (5)
OF GOODS AND SERVICES
Amendment 4 to Military Order 1151
This extends the order from 31 April 1988 to 31 April 1989. Public permits which are issued in accordance with this law should be posted in the offices of the Israeli official-in-charge of commerce and industry and they should be written in Arabic and Hebrew.

MILITARY ORDER 1232
29 MARCH 1988
This order is sometimes numbered as 1229
ORDER CONCERNING IDENTITY CARDS AND PERSONAL STATUS
Amendment 19 to Military Order 297
This replaces article 2 of the original order with “the resident who is 16 years old should apply for a personal identification card.”

MILITARY ORDER 1233
5 MAY 1988
This order is sometimes numbered as 1230
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 55 to Military Order 378
Paragraph c of the original order is cancelled.

MILITARY ORDER 1234
10 MAY 1988
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 56 to Military Order 378
“It is the right of a soldier to ask any person, whom he thinks is a wanted man or might endanger the public security, to paint, build fences, or to close roads so long as it does not endanger the life of said person.”

MILITARY ORDER 1235
29 MAY 1988
ORDER CONCERNING CONTROL OVER JUVENILES (SETTING BAIL)
(PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
“If it has been proven that a juvenile has committed a criminal act or one which endangers public safety, the Military Commander can order either one of the juvenile’s parents to pay a bail in order to ensure that the parents will not break the law. If the court is not convinced that the parents have attempted to stop or forbid the juvenile from repeating the offence, the court may ask the military prosecutor to confiscate the bail, either in full or in part. The parents have the right to put their case before the military court. Non-compliance with the law will result in imprisonment for a year. The parents can take the money back at the end of the term of bail, including interest.

Amended by
Military Order 1256 - 27 October 1988
Military Order 1275 - 28 April 1989
Military Order 1289 - 1989
5. Military Order 1318 - 18 October 1990

MILITARY ORDER 1236
13 JUNE 1988
ORDER CONCERNING ADMINISTRATIVE DETENTION (PROVISIONAL INSTRUCTIONS)
Amendment to Military Order 1229
This amends the original order, stipulating that objections must be put before a legal judge rather than an appeals committee. Article 5 specifies that the legal judge must consider all appeals against detention orders; he can authorise, cancel, limit or reduce detention orders. Any case currently subject to investigation by an appeals committee must be transferred to a legal judge.

MILITARY ORDER 1237
26 APRIL 1988
ORDER CONCERNING CURRENCY CONTROL
Amendment 2 to Military Order 952
This changes the legal status of certain foreign currencies. It amends paragraph a which stipulates that the punishment should be 3 years in prison or a fine three times as high as the original one set in military order 845. The second category of punishment for breaking this order in “dangerous circumstances” will be 5 years in prison or five times the fine.

MILITARY ORDER 1238
14 JUNE 1988
ORDER CONCERNING SAFETY BELTS
Amendment 3 to Military Order 600
This deletes the term “municipal road”.

MILITARY ORDER 1239
29 JUNE 1988
ORDER CONCERNING ACCOUNTING AND
BOOK-KEEPING REGULATIONS
Amendment 3 to Military Order 437
This raises the level of fees from 25 to 30 Jordanian dinars. In addition applicants should pay 5 Jordanian dinars for every month in which they fail to renew their licence as a book-keeper. The head of Civil Administration is permitted to change the fees when he deems it necessary.

MILITARY ORDER 1240
18 JUNE 1988
ORDER CONCERNING INDIRECT TAXATION
“If a tax-payer has paid either in excess or less than the correct amount of tax, he shall be reimbursed or made to pay more including interest according to articles 105, 106 and 115 of the customs regulations on local products.”

18 JUNE 1988
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO INCOME TAX LAW (ENFORCEMENT OF PAYMENT)
Amendment 34 to Military Order 543
This order empowers the assessing tax officer to: 1. prevent the tax-debtor from leaving the area. 2. Attach the property of a tax-debtor without reference to any other authority. The tax-debtor has the right to bring the issue to the attention of an objections committee in accordance with military order 172.

18 JUNE 1988
ORDER CONCERNING PROVISION OF LICENCES TO TAXI-CABS
Amendment 4 to Military Order 603
“The transport officer has the right to issue a licence after demanding a specific fee”.

18 JUNE 1988
ORDER CONCERNING BRINGING MONEY INTO THE AREA (CURRENCY)
Amendment 3 to Military Order 973
The phrase “if the court ordered otherwise” is to be cancelled.

20 JUNE 1988
ORDER CONCERNING COMPENSATION

27 JULY 1988
ORDER CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT LAW
Amendment 32 to Military Order 56
This sets out the regulations governing insurance policies which must be valid for a period of not less than 12 months.

ORDER CONCERNING INSURANCE OF VEHICLES
Amendment 8 to Military Order 213
This grants the head of the Civil Administration the power to change or amend the level of car insurance. Each period of insurance must extend for 12 months and can only be altered if a change in ownership occurs.

27 JUNE 1988
ORDER CONCERNING IDENTITY CARDS AND PERSONAL STATUS
Amendment 20 to Military Order 297 and Law 32, 1966
This order stipulates changes relating to the notification of the births of abandoned children.

11 AUGUST 1988
ORDER CONCERNING LAW OF NURSERIES
Amendment to Military Order 1002
The Civil Administration is entitled to appoint controllers to ensure that the law of nurseries is enforced.

17 AUGUST 1988
ORDER CONCERNING SPECIAL LEVIES (VEHICLES) (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
A new additional tax on vehicles is authorised. This order empowers any police officer or authorised soldier to impound a vehicle if the owner is suspected of...
having failed to pay this or any other levy.
Amended by
Military Order 1273 - 25 March 1989
3. Military Order 1335 - 2 April 1992

MILITARY ORDER 1250
7 AUGUST 1988
ORDER CONCERNING TAXES ON
IMPORTED SERVICES AND OUTSIDE
PROPERTY (PROVISIONAL
REGULATIONS)
Amendment 2 to Military Order 1183a
This extends the original order.

MILITARY ORDER 1251
18 AUGUST 1988
ORDER CONCERNING ROAD
TRANSPORT LAW
Amendment 33 to Military Order 56
Vehicle owners must pay for special licence plates to
be installed on their cars, after having received a
special paper from the licence bureau. These plates will
be colour-coded to specify place of origin.

MILITARY ORDER 1252
1 SEPTEMBER 1988
ORDER CONCERNING TRANSFER OF
GOODS
Amendment to Military Order 946
This order defines 'goods' and stipulates that written
permission is required to export goods from the area.
These permits may be either general in terms of
products to export, or personal. This order does not
affect the existing laws on import, export or security.
Amended by
Unnumbered Military Order - 12 January 1992

MILITARY ORDER 1253
1 SEPTEMBER 1988
ORDER CONCERNING GENERAL PERMIT
TO TAKE OUT GOODS
Amendment to Military Order 175
This specifies that it is permissible to take into Israel
all goods with the exception of fruit and vegetables,
olives, olive oil, almonds, raisins, seedlings, provided
that all the goods are legally owned, and that all due
taxes and duties have been paid. It is also permissible
to export via Israel's ports and bridges all products
except: stone, seaweed, postal stamps, frozen poultry,
scrap metal, aluminum, bread, sage, gasoline and
diesel fuel, specified plants, antiquities older than 100
years, agricultural/mechanical equipment, used tires,
Zatar, olive oil, seedlings, medicines/drugs, eggs,
recycled oil, loufa plants, paper.

MILITARY ORDER 1254
7 SEPTEMBER 1988
ORDER CONCERNING ADMINISTRATIVE
DETENTION (PROVISIONAL
REGULATIONS)
Amendment 2 of Military Order 1229
This extends the original order. It also stipulates that
during an appeals procedure it is permissible to deviate
from the evidence if the judge deems it necessary to
reveal the truth. All deviations must be explained and
recorded.

MILITARY ORDER 1255
5 OCTOBER 1988
ORDER CONCERNING COMPENSATION
FOR THOSE INJURED IN TRAFFIC
ACCIDENTS
Amendment 7 to Military Order 677
"If the rate of compensation is not linked to income
tax, then the losses incurred by the injured party will
be calculated once tax has been deducted."

MILITARY ORDER 1256
27 OCTOBER 1988
ORDER CONCERNING CONTROL OVER
JUVENILES (IMPOSING BAIL)
(PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
Amendment to Military Order 1235
"Any minor on whom bail has been set can object
before a court."

MILITARY ORDER 1257
18 SEPTEMBER 1988
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO
INCOME TAX LAW
Amendment 35 to Military Order 543
"It is permissible for the head of the Civil
Administration to initiate regulations in general so as
to administer the income tax books."

MILITARY ORDER 1258
11 NOVEMBER 1988
ORDER CONCERNING EDUCATION LAW
(PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
This allows the official-in-charge of education at the
Civil Administration to change the timing of exams.
MILITARY ORDER 1259 24 OCTOBER 1988
ORDER CONCERNING ADMINISTRATION OF REGIONAL COUNCILS (TAX COLLECTION)
This defines the relationship between Jewish settlers and regional councils: "every settler in any settlement mentioned hereafter, shall pay municipal tax/fees to the regional council rather than to the local committee."

MILITARY ORDER 1260 6 NOVEMBER 1988
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 57 to Military Order 378
"It is permissible for any soldier to ask any resident to cover or remove graffiti, or any symbol, flag, secret word, if he thinks that it may endanger security, and as long as it does not endanger the life of the person concerned."

MILITARY ORDER 1261 8 DECEMBER 1988
ORDER CONCERNING INSURANCE OF VEHICLES
Amendment 9 to Military Order 215
This clarifies that the enforcement of vehicle insurance is not applicable to owners of vehicles registered within Israel.

MILITARY ORDER 1262 17 DECEMBER 1988
ORDER CONCERNING COLLECTION OF TAXES (AUXILIARY AUTHORITIES) (TEMPORARY INSTRUCTIONS)
This order makes the granting of 23 different services or licences contingent on payment of taxes. "A person authorised to issue a licence or a service in accordance with the instructions of the law or any security legislation is authorised to make the provision of that service or licence, or its renewal, contingent on the production of evidence which, in the opinion of the official, indicates that the applicant has done everything required of him by all tax laws, and has paid all the tax which he owes at that date."
Amended by
1. Military Order 1277 - 18 May 1989
   Military Order 1291 - 1989
   Military Order 1306 - 12 June 1990

MILITARY ORDER 1263 20 DECEMBER 1988
ORDER CONCERNING ADMINISTRATIVE VIOLATIONS
This empowers the head of the Civil Administration and the legal advisor to appoint 'inspectors' and 'registrars' with the power to impose fines for a range of offences without the need to submit a claim and give the plaintiff the chance to defend himself/herself. Such claims can be made against violations of some 34 different military orders. These include income tax, VAT, licences for crafts and industries, marketing of agricultural products, travel agents etc. It also empowers the imposition of fines up to twice as high as those provided for in military order 845.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 28 DECEMBER 1988
ORDER CONCERNING CURRENCY CONTROL
Amendment 6 to Military Order 952
This reduces the amount of Jordanian dinars which it is permissible for a resident of the territories to bring in from 500 to 200.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 20 FEBRUARY 1989
ORDER CONCERNING BRINGING MONEY INTO THE AREA
Amendment 4 of Military Order 973
This prohibits documentary credit and bank transfers as well as restricting the amount of cash/gold which may be imported.

MILITARY ORDER 1264 10 DECEMBER 1989
ORDER CONCERNING RETIREMENT LAW
Amendment 7 to Military Order 514
This order redefines the term 'salary'.

MILITARY ORDER 1265 1 JANUARY 1989
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 58 to Military Order 378
This order provides very detailed regulations relating to the procedural workings of military courts. The head of the court of appeals may refuse to consider an
appeal. A single judge does not have the authority to impose the death penalty or sentence a person for more than 5 years single-handedly.

MILITARY ORDER 1266 25 DECEMBER 1989
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO INCOME TAX LAW (DEFINITIONS OF DIFFERENCES IN VALUE)
The text of this order is not available.

MILITARY ORDER 1267 7 JANUARY 1989
ORDER CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT LAW
Amendment 34 to Military Order 56
It is forbidden to put an identification sign on vehicles other than those issued by the Civil Administration.

MILITARY ORDER 1268 8 JANUARY 1989
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO BANKING LAW
Amendment to Military Order 1180
This changes the level of penalties.

MILITARY ORDER 1269 26 FEBRUARY 1989
ORDER CONCERNING IDENTITY CARDS AND PERSONAL STATUS
Amendment 21 to Military Order 297
This order permits the issuing of a new and special identity card to any resident who is not permitted to leave the area and enter Israel in accordance with any security regulation.

MILITARY ORDER 1270 16 MARCH 1989
ORDER CONCERNING ADMINISTRATIVE DETENTION (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
Amendment 3 to Military Order 1229
This extends the original order until 17 September 1989.

MILITARY ORDER 1271 29 MARCH 1989
ORDER CONCERNING LAW OF LAND LORDS AND TENANTS
This sets out the increases in rent which are permitted subject to the terms of the original contract.

MILITARY ORDER 1272 20 FEBRUARY 1989
ORDER CONCERNING BRINGING MONEY INTO THE AREA (CURRENCY)
Amendment 4 to Military Order 873
This extends the definition of 'money' to include all paper forms of monetary transaction.

MILITARY ORDER 1273 25 MARCH 1989
ORDER CONCERNING PAYMENT OF A SPECIAL FEE (VEHICLES) (TEMPORARY INSTRUCTIONS)
Amendment to Military Order 1249
This makes the payment of the special vehicle fee a condition for registering the transfer of ownership in a vehicle and it extends the original order until 31 March 1990.

MILITARY ORDER 1274 15 MARCH 1989
ORDER CONCERNING CONVERSION OF FEES
This sets the exchange rate from Jordanian dinars to new Israeli shekels at 4.5.
Amended by
Military Order 1350 - 1 August 1991
Unnumbered Military Order - 20 August 1991

MILITARY ORDER 1275 28 APRIL 1989
ORDER CONCERNING CONTROL OVER JUVENILES (IMPOSING BAIL) (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
Amendment to Military Order 1235
This extends the original order from 29 April 1989 to 29 October 1989 and it also increases the scope of the definition of security offences for minors; "any action which is a criminal offence defined by law or the security provisions of military order 378 and which may disturb public order or the security of the state."

MILITARY ORDER 1276 24 MAY 1989
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 59 of Military Order 378
This authorises the Israeli military forces to
I temporarily remove identity cards if they deem it necessary to ensure the implementation of an order given to that person, or in order to ensure the appearance of the person at a time and place specified by the Israeli military forces. The Israeli military forces must supply the person with a substitute document which will be valid for a period of not more than 96 hours.

MILITARY ORDER 1277

18 MAY 1989
ORDER CONCERNING TAX COLLECTION - ASSISTING PRIVILEGES (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
Amendment to Military Order 1262
This extends the original order, which makes the granting of a service or licence contingent on payment of taxes, until 16 December 1989.

MILITARY ORDER 1277

15 JUNE 1989
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO CIVIL LAW
Amendment of Jordanian Law 32, 1966
This transfers the powers originally granted to the Jordanian ministry of the interior to the Civil Administration's department of welfare. It also stipulates that a period of 7 years has to pass before a person can change his/her name following a previous change.

MILITARY ORDER 1278

15 JUNE 1989
ORDER CONCERNING IDENTITY CARDS AND PERSONAL STATUS
Amendment 22 to Military Order 297 and to Jordanian Law 32, 1966
This defines the conditions and terms under which a person can change his/her name.

MILITARY ORDER 1279

15 JUNE 1989
ORDER CONCERNING TELEPHONIC TRANSMISSION
Amendment 3 to Military Order 951
This amends the telephone regulations making it an offence to use the telephone for sending facsimiles, or electronic mail or any other electronic transmissions.

MILITARY ORDER 1280

29 JUNE 1989
ORDER CONCERNING CONTROL OVER THE LENDING OF VEHICLES
This details the regulations which govern the lending of cars. For example, no one can lend a car which is used as a taxi.

MILITARY ORDER 1281

10 AUGUST 1989
ORDER CONCERNING ADMINISTRATIVE DETENTION (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
Amendment 4 to Military Order 1229
This extends the maximum period during which a prisoner may be kept in administrative detention without trial from 6 to 12 months.

MILITARY ORDER 1282

8 MARCH 1989
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 60 to Military Order 378
"Any person violating this order will be charged unless that person is able to prove that he was not aware of the circumstances of the incident."

MILITARY ORDER 1283

13 SEPTEMBER 1989
ORDER CONCERNING ADMINISTRATIVE DETENTION (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
Amendment 5 to Military Order 1229
This extends the original order until 16 March 1990

MILITARY ORDER 1284

10 SEPTEMBER 1984
ORDER CONCERNING MOVEMENT ON ROADS
Amendment 35 to Military Order 399
This adds to the definition of driver's licences. Grade 1 licences enable the driver to drive a tractor.

MILITARY ORDER 1285

13 SEPTEMBER 1989
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO LAW FOR THE COLLECTION OF GOVERNMENT MONIES
Amendment 4 to Military Order 113
Under this order the tax collection officer is entitled to
ignore the provisions of articles 6-8 of the 1952 law (concerning the collection of government monies) and may "temporarily" attach the property of a tax debtor whenever the officer deems it necessary to prevent non-payment of taxes. The tax-debtor has ten days to pay his taxes before the property is confiscated.

MILITARY ORDER 1286

ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO INCOME TAX LAW
Amendment 37 to Military Order 543
This changes article 10a/61 of Jordanian law 25 of 1964, lowering the interest rate from 12% to 2%.

MILITARY ORDER 1287

ORDER CONCERNING THE COLLECTION OF TAXES (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
Amendment to Military Order 1262
This stipulates that the tax authorities now need only to publish tax claims once in 2 newspapers, or twice in the same newspaper, rather than posting the claim in the Official Gazette as before. It also gives them the power to work in secrecy when estimating, limiting, or requesting anything of a tax-payer.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER

ORDER CONCERNING ANTIQUITIES
This cancels the antiquities regulations of 1968 and 1975.

MILITARY ORDER 1288
The text of this order is not available.

MILITARY ORDER 1289

ORDER CONCERNING CONTROL OVER JUVENILES (POSTING BAIL) (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
Amendment 2 to Military Order 1235
The father of a juvenile suspected of committing an offence is obliged to pay the set fine.

MILITARY ORDER 1290

ORDER CONCERNING CONTROL OVER JUVENILES
Amendment 11 to Military Order 132
This order extends the original regulation which stipulates that if the father of a minor, who has committed an offence, fails to comply with the regulations imposed by the Israeli authorities he may be imprisoned for up to 1 year. The mother or custodian of a minor may also be imprisoned.

MILITARY ORDER 1291

29 OCTOBER 1989

ORDER CONCERNING ADMINISTRATIVE VIOLATIONS
Amendment to Military Order 1262
"If a person was fined the incorrect amount for an administrative violation he is entitled to have the sum reimbursed within 15 days rather than the previous 30 days."

MILITARY ORDER 1292

12 NOVEMBER 1989

ORDER CONCERNING CULTURE AND EDUCATION LAWS
This allows the chief education officer at the Civil Administration to change the dates and times of exams due to prevalent conditions.

MILITARY ORDER 1293

22 DECEMBER 1989

ORDER CONCERNING FEES ON IMPORTED SERVICES AND FOREIGN PROPERTY (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
Amendment 2 to Military Order 1182a
This defines terms such as 'service', 'imported service' and 'purchasing service'. It cancels articles 10a and 12a.

MILITARY ORDER 1294

31 DECEMBER 1989

ORDER CONCERNING LEGAL ASSISTANCE
Amendment 11 to Military Order 348
This cancels article 4a and stresses, in article 5g, that the executions officer is authorised to implement these instructions.

MILITARY ORDER 1295

15 DECEMBER 1989

ORDER CONCERNING THE COLLECTION OF TAXES (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
Amendment 3 to Military Order 1262
This extends the order from 16 December 1989 to 17 June 1990.
MILITARY ORDER 1296 15 JANUARY 1990
ORDER CONCERNING TAXATION (FINES FOR LATE-PAYMENT)
Amendment to Military Order 1181 and to Tax Law 25 1964
This imposes fines for the late-payment of tax. After 1 week of non-payment the level of fines will be 0.4% of total tax due, or as the head of the Civil Administration sees fit. The level of fines will be augmented with every week of non-payment.

MILITARY ORDER 1297 26 FEBRUARY 1990
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 61 to Military Order 378
This stipulates that in accordance with the regulations concerning the collection of public money (6 of 1962) the fine for non-payment of taxes in full or in part will become public money.

MILITARY ORDER 1298
The text of this order is not available.

MILITARY ORDER 1299 16 MARCH 1990
ORDER CONCERNING ADMINISTRATIVE DETENTION
Amendment to Military Order 1229
This extends the order until 16 July 1990.

MILITARY ORDER 1300
The text of this order is not available.

MILITARY ORDER 1301 1 APRIL 1990
ORDER CONCERNING SPECIAL LEVIES (VEHICLES) (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
Amendment 2 to Military Order 1246
"Due to the special conditions prevailing in the area and to the declining level of revenue, this order is essential for the provision of services for the public and for the maintenance of public order and life". The owner of any vehicle during the period 1 April 1990 - 21 March 1991, is obliged to pay the special fee on his/her vehicle. The fee will be determined according to the age and model of the vehicle. The order goes on to stipulate payment dates and terms.

Amended by
Unnumbered Military Order - 28 May 1991

MILITARY ORDER 1302 1 APRIL 1990
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO LAW ON LOCAL PRODUCTS
Amendment 6 to Military Orders 16 and 658
This order limits the regulations concerning objections and appeals.

MILITARY ORDER 1303 1 APRIL 1990
ORDER CONCERNING OBJECTIONS COMMITTEES
Amendment 14 to Military Order 172
This empowers the objections committees to issue "secondary legislations".

MILITARY ORDER 1304
The text of this order is not available.

MILITARY ORDER 1305 12 FEBRUARY 1990
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENT AND EMPLOYMENT OF STAFF IN THE GOVERNMENT SECTOR
Amendment 17 to Military Order 27
This order gives the Israeli official-in-charge the power to grant sabbaticals for periods not exceeding a year to employees wishing to upgrade their professional or technical qualifications. They may remain on full pay for the first two months and then they are to receive 75% of their salary.

MILITARY ORDER 1306 12 JUNE 1990
ORDER CONCERNING TAX COLLECTION (PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
Amendment to Military Order 1262
This extends the original order from 17 June 1990 to 16 December 1990.

MILITARY ORDER 1307 17 JUNE 1990
ORDER CONCERNING IMPORTED SERVICES AND MONEY FROM ABROAD
Amendment 4 to Military Order 1183a
The text of this order is not available.
| Date       | Title                                                                 | Amendment       | Description                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 |
ORDER CONCERNING OPERATION OF PRISONS AND DETENTION CENTRES
Amendment 4 to Military Order 29
"Force may be used against a prisoner who is refusing to take medical treatment, but only in the presence of a physician. The Military Commander may forbid someone from visiting a prisoner or suspend any visit if he has reason to suspect that the visitor is endangering security. Any person who has been previously arrested is not allowed visitation rights without permission from the Military Commander."

ORDER CONCERNING CONTROL OVER JUVENILES (IMPOSING BAIL)
(PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS)
Amendment 5 to Military Order 1235
This amends the date specified in article 7.

ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO COLLECTION OF GOVERNMENT MONIES LAW
Amendment 5 to Military Order 113
This order stipulates that if any person is suspected of transferring the ownership of any of his property to evade the payment of government monies then the official has the right to ignore this transaction and the transferal of this property. This property could be confiscated in order to repay the debt even if it is now in the hands of a third party.

ORDER CONCERNING ELECTRICITY (OPERATIONS AND WORKS)
REGULATIONS REGARDING THE ISRAELI NATIONAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
The Israeli Electric Company is given the right to operate in the West Bank with the exception of areas in the vicinity of Jerusalem. The head of the Civil Administration may ask the Israeli company to supply electricity to any area he wishes.

ORDER CONCERNING LABELLING
Amendment to Military Order 930
This stipulates that producers must clearly mark their products with their names, trade-mark, and the quality level or product grading.
Amended By
Unnumbered Military Order - 11 April 1991

ORDER CONCERNING COLLECTION OF TAXES
Amendment to Military Order 1262
This extends the original order from 16 December 1990 to 17 June 1991.

ORDER CONCERNING VILLAGE COUNCIL OF DEIR SHARAF
Amendment to Military Order 742 and Law of Local Administrative Councils 80, 1967 and Law 5, 1954
This lists appointments to the village council of Deir Sharaf.

ORDER CONCERNING VILLAGE COUNCIL OF BEIT EBA
Amendment to Military Order 742 and Law of Local Administrative Councils 80, 1967 and Law 5, 1954
This lists appointments to the village council of Beit Eba.

ORDER CONCERNING VILLAGE COUNCIL OF BEIT KAHEL
Amendment to Military Order 742 and Law of Local Administrative Councils 80, 1967 and Law 5, 1954
This lists appointments to the village council of Beit Kabel.
UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
3 FEBRUARY 1991
ORDER CONCERNING VILLAGE COUNCIL
OF AQRABA
Amendment to Military Order 742 and Law of Local
Administrative Councils 80, 1967 and Law 5, 1954
This lists appointments to the village council of
Aqraba.

MILITARY ORDER 1322
13 JANUARY 1991
ORDER CONCERNING OBJECTIONS
COMMITTEES
Amendment 16 to Military Order 172
The text of this order is not available.

MILITARY ORDER 1323
13 JANUARY 1991
ORDER CONCERNING METHODS OF
PUNISHMENT (PROVISIONAL
REGULATIONS)
Amendment 4 to Military Order 322
"It is permissible for the government to expropriate
land under defence regulations (Emergency
Regulations of 1945) , and demolish buildings in the
area."

MILITARY ORDER 1324
1 APRIL 1991
ORDER CONCERNING CRIMINAL LAW
Amendment 5 to Law 16, 1960
This increase the level of fees due from people who
have refused to pay any fines or taxes etc. Persistent
non-payment is punishable by imprisonment.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
31 JANUARY 1991
ORDER CONCERNING LAND TAX
Amendment to Military Order 642
This amends the footnote of the original order and
stipulates the percentage of tax payable on banana trees
etc..

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
30 DECEMBER 1990
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY
PROVISIONS
Amendment to Military Order 378
This increases the powers of the Military Commander
of the middle region of the West Bank, granting him
the same powers as those of an Area Commander. He
is also empowered to reduce prison sentences, by as
much as 7 days.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
5 FEBRUARY 1991
REGULATION CONCERNING STAMP
REVENUE LAW
Amendment 27 to Regulation Concerning Stamp Revenue
and to Military Order 1048
This adds to the regulations of 1983, stipulating that a
fee of 30 shekels must be paid by residents of the
Qalqilia district for the purpose of exporting
agricultural produce in accordance with military order
47.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
5 FEBRUARY 1991
REGULATION CONCERNING
SUPERVISION OF FILMS
Amendment 4 to Regulations Concerning Films, 1970
This raises the level of fees.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
6 FEBRUARY 1991
REGULATION CONCERNING
COMPREHENSIVE AND UNIFIED
EXAMINATION FEES
FOR TEACHERS
Amendment 5
This amends the appendix of the original regulations.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
6 FEBRUARY 1991
REGULATION CONCERNING
BRINGING
MONEY INTO THE REGION
Amendment 7 to Military Order 973
This replaces clause a1 of the original order with a
clause granting residents of the area automatic
permission to receive or bring in from the outside a
sum not exceeding US$ 2,000, so long as the source of
the money is not a hostile state.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
6 FEBRUARY 1991
REGULATION CONCERNING BRINGING
MONEY INTO THE REGION
Amendment 11 to Military Order 973
This changes the level of fees.
UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
13 FEBRUARY 1991
REGULATION CONCERNING CUSTOMS ON LOCAL PRODUCE LAW
Amendment 31 to Customs on Local Produce Law 16, 1963
This amends the percentage level of V.A.T. stipulated in the original order from 16% to 18%.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
14 FEBRUARY 1991
REGULATION CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES (HEALTH SERVICE PROJECTS AND FEES FOR HEALTH CARE)
Amendment to Military Order 746
This replaces the original appendix of the order and amends the level of fees.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
13 FEBRUARY 1991
ORDER CONCERNING COLLECTION OF PAMPHLETS (ERRATA)
Amendment to Military Order 111
This changes the amendment number for the regulation concerning general tawjihi and preparatory school exams from 10 to 9.

MILITARY ORDER 1327
3 MARCH 1991
ORDER CONCERNING GUARDS IN SETTLEMENTS
Amendment 8 to Military Order 432
This amends article 11 regarding the terms of pay which an employer must pay any employee seconded on guard duty. The employee may put in additional hours at work, but these should not exceed two a day.

MILITARY ORDER 1328
31 MARCH 1991
ORDER CONCERNING TAX ON IMPORTED GOODS AND SERVICES (PROVISIONAL INSTRUCTIONS)
Amendment 5 to Military Order 1183a
This changes the date in article 19 from 31 March 1991 to 31 December 1991.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
28 FEBRUARY 1991
REGULATION CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT LAW
Amendment 24 to Road Transport Law 49, 1958 and to Military Order 56
This amends the appendix of the law, specifying different fees in Israeli shekels for various services such as driving tests.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
1 MARCH 1991
REGULATION CONCERNING THE LAW OF NATURAL RESOURCES
Amendment to Law 37, 1966
This amends the appendix to the law and sets different fees in Israeli shekels for the rental, inspection and operation of mines.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
1 MARCH 1991
ORDER CONCERNING GUARDS IN SETTLEMENTS
Amendment to Military Order 432
This adds to article 1 of the original order that "guard duties should take place both day and night."

MILITARY ORDER 1329
10 MARCH 1991
ORDER CONCERNING LEGAL ASSISTANCE
Amendment to Military Order 348
This sets terms concerning registered mail. "If a person does not claim registered mail within seven days of being notified of its arrival then the contents of the mail may be used as legal evidence, even if the person refused to collect it. The postal clerk's word is deemed sufficient proof." In cases where the postal clerk deems it impossible to deliver notification of the arrival of registered mail, the notice may be posted in the post office, in the work place of the person, via a local Arabic newspaper or in any other way which he sees fit.

MILITARY ORDER 1330
10 MARCH 1991
ORDER CONCERNING TRAFFIC LAWS
Amendment to Military Order 399
This amends article 78f stipulating that "it is permissible for the head of the Civil Administration to change the fees in appendix 1 of the original order."

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
7 MARCH 1991
REGULATION CONCERNING THE LAW OF NATURAL RESOURCES
Amendment 7 to Law 37, 1966
This sets new fees for the provision of annual permits for quarries.
UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
7 MARCH 1991
REGULATION CONCERNING LAND REGISTRATION LAW
Amendment 2 to Law 26, 1958 and to Military Order 1018
This sets new fees for maps, surveyors etc..

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
7 MARCH 1991
ORDER CONCERNING EXTENSION OF PERIOD OF SERVICE OF LOCAL ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITIES
Amendment to Military Orders 80 and 742 and to Village Administration Law 5, 1952
This lists the names of members of Zabadeh village council and cancels all previous appointments.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
7 MARCH 1991
REGULATION CONCERNING CONTROL OVER INSURANCE OPERATIONS
Amendment to Law Regulating Insurance Operations 5, 1965
This sets new fees for permits for life insurance agents and general insurance agents to operate.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
10 MARCH 1991
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (TRANSPORTATION OF ANIMALS IN QUARANTINE)
Amendment 2 to Regulations Concerning the Transportation of Animals, 1982
This adds to the term "soldiers" with "and any authorised authority". It also adds the following phrase: "responsible for bringing it either into quarantine as soon as possible or removing it from the closed area." The term stipulated in clause 5 is extended from 6 to 12 months.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
10 MARCH 1991
ORDER CONCERNING LEGAL ASSISTANCE (INTERPRETING RULES AND DOCUMENTS)
Amendment to Military Order 348
This stipulates that articles 4b and 6 of the original order are also applicable to the special execution office so long as the ruling is against an inhabitant of the area, and not of Israel or a company registered in Israel.

MILITARY ORDER 1331
17 MARCH 1991
ORDER CONCERNING ADMINISTRATIVE DETENTION (PROVISIONAL INSTRUCTIONS)
Amendment 8 to Military Order 1229
This adds to article 11a of the original order: "this order is to be valid until it is superseded by another order issued by the Military Commander."

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
10 MARCH 1991
ORDER CONCERNING PROHIBITION OF EMPLOYMENT
Amendment to Military Order 65
This sets new levels of fees.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
10 MARCH 1991
REGULATION CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES
Amendment 33 to Military Order 746
This replaces the original appendix with a new one which sets fees for hospital services.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
10 MARCH 1991
REGULATION CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES
Amendment 31 to Military Order 746
This sets new fees in relation to article 1 of the regulations concerning health services of 1978.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
13 MARCH 1991
ORDER CONCERNING REGISTRATION OF LICENCED SURVEYORS
Amendment 13 to Surveying Law 6, 1967 and to Military Order 768
This sets new fees for surveyor's licences.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
14 MARCH 1991
ORDER CONCERNING TRAFFIC LAWS
Amendment to Military Order 399
This amends appendix 1 of the original order and sets new levels of fees.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
17 MARCH 1991
ORDER CONCERNING AUTHENTICATION
OF SIGNATURES
Amendment to Military Order 264
This amends article 2 of the original order and sets new levels of fees.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 19 MARCH 1991
ORDER CONCERNING PROCLAMATIONS, PAMPHLETS AND ORDERS (THE COLLECTION THEREOF) (ERRATA)
Amendment to Military Order 770 in accordance with Military Order 111
This amends article 1 of military order 770, replacing the word "or" with "but".

MILITARY ORDER 1332 20 MARCH 1991
ORDER CONCERNING INFORMATION REGARDING INJURED PERSONS
Amendment to Military Order 163
This adds clause 3b to the original order, stipulating that an hospital reception officer should notify the nearest police station if anyone suspected of being involved in a traffic accident is admitted to hospital. Clause 3c states that this notification procedure must take place within 24 hours of the patient's admittance.

MILITARY ORDER 1333 20 MARCH 1991
ORDER CONCERNING COMPENSATION FOR THOSE INJURED IN TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
Amendment 8 to Military Order 677
This amends article 7 regarding the circumstances in which compensation is payable at the discretion of the head of the Civil Administration. Compensation is only payable if an accident report has been submitted to the insurance company or fund. Any suits for compensation from the compensation fund are to be submitted in accordance with military order 271. Suits cannot be heard in local courts.
Amended by
8. Unnumbered Military Order - 14 April 1991

MILITARY ORDER 1334 20 MARCH 1991
ORDER CONCERNING LAW OF PERSONAL STATUS

Amendment 2 to Law 42, 1952, to Magistrate's Court Law 15, 1932, and to Military Order 412
This amends article 4 of law 42, stipulating that the president of a court of appeal may have a case transferred to a court of first instance, or to a magistrate's court in another area. It amends article 7 of military order 412 as follows: "regardless of what is mentioned, the president of the appeals court, or whomsoever he appoints, may order that a case be tried in its entirety or in part in a court of first instance which is outside the accused's area of residence, so long as the court remains within the president's area of jurisdiction."

MILITARY ORDER 1335 2 APRIL 1992
ORDER CONCERNING SPECIAL LEVIES (VEHICLES) (PROVISIONAL INSTRUCTIONS)
Amendment 3 to Military Order 1249
This stipulates that a special fee is to be levied for ownership of a vehicle. The fee will be set according to make, model and engine size of the vehicle.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 21 MARCH 1991
ORDER CONCERNING TIME
Amendment to Military Order 1134
This resets the time in accordance with Greenwich Mean Time.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 17 MARCH 1991
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (SUSPENSION OF GENERAL EXIT PERMIT 5) (PROVISIONAL INSTRUCTIONS)
This adds the following phrase to article 4: "unless it is indicated in the above-mentioned work permit that the bearer is authorised to work as a substitute employee."

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 25 MARCH 1991
ORDER CONCERNING LAND EXPROPRIATION FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES
Amendment to Military Order 321
This order expropriates land from the villages of Haris and Kifl Harith for the purpose of building a road.
UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION 25 MARCH 1991
REGULATION CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICE
Amendment 21 to Military Order 746 and Public Health Law 43, 1966
This amends the appendix, and sets new fees for hospitalisation.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION 28 MARCH 1991
REGULATION CONCERNING EDUCATION LAW (FEES FOR UNIFIED GENERAL EXAMINATIONS AT TEACHER TRAINING COLLEGES)
Amendment 6 to Education Law 16, 1964
This replaces the fees listed in the original appendix with new ones.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION 29 MARCH 1991
REGULATION CONCERNING THE REGISTRATION AND TESTING OF MECHANICAL VEHICLES AND ENGINEERING EQUIPMENT
Amendment to Military Order 219
This stipulates that the fees specified in the appendix of this order will be doubled as a punishment if more than 30 days pass before equipment is registered.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 12 APRIL 1991
ORDER CONCERNING CURRENCY CONTROL
Amendment 31 to Military Order 952
This amends article 3 concerning the terms under which foreign currency, acquired through the export of goods or services, may be brought into the area via a licenced money changer, deposited in the account of a resident of the area, or converted into Israeli currency.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 21 APRIL 1991
ORDER CONCERNING LAW OF CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY
Amendment to Law 41, 1949 and Regulations 59, 1961
The jurisdiction vested in the Jordanian minister of the national economy is to be transferred to the official appointed by the head of the Civil Administration.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 11 APRIL 1991
ORDER CONCERNING PROCLAMATIONS, PAMPHLETS AND ORDERS (THE COLLECTION THEREOF) (ERRATA)
Amendment to Military Order 1320 in accordance with Military Order III
This amends article 1 with regards to labelling requirements such as the name of the producer etc..

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 14 APRIL 1991
ORDER CONCERNING PROCLAMATIONS, PAMPHLETS AND ORDERS (THE COLLECTION THEREOF) (ERRATA)
Amendment 8 to Military Order 1333 in accordance with Military Order 111
This renumbers the clauses in article 3.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 7 MARCH 1991
ORDER CONCERNING INCOME AND PROPERTY TAX (AWARDING
JURISDICTION
Amendment to Military Order 28 and to Income Tax Law 25, 1965
This grants jurisdiction to the office director, inspector, assistant inspector and estimate's officer in accordance with articles 53 and 56(1) of the income tax law.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 30 JUNE 1991
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (CLOSED AREAS)
Amendment to Military Order 378
This specifies which areas in the West Bank are closed. It is forbidden to enter these areas without a permit, although this restriction does not apply to any soldier or on-duty policeman or resident of the area.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER UNDATED
ORDER CONCERNING COMPENSATION FOR THOSE INJURED IN TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS (NOTIFICATION OF INSURANCE COMPANY)
Amendment to Military Order 677
This stipulates that the injured party must provide detailed information concerning any road accident to the insurance company.

MILITARY ORDER 1336 28 APRIL 1991
ORDER CONCERNING CONTROL OVER JUVENILES (PROVISIONAL INSTRUCTIONS)
Amendment 6 to Military Order 1235
This modifies the period of bail as specified in article 1 from 1 to 2 years. The maximum punishment will be set in accordance with military order 845. Article 5 is replaced with the following: "a father of whom bail has been demanded, who has not appealed, must pay it or be sentenced to 1 year imprisonment."

MILITARY ORDER 1337 28 APRIL 1991
ORDER CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT LAW
Amendment 36 to Military Order 56 and Road Transport Law 49, 1938
This cancels the phrase "issued by the Civil Administration" from article 25 of the appendix to the original order and from article 129a of the law.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 25 APRIL 1991
ORDER CONCERNING EXTENSION OF PERIOD OF SERVICE OF THE LOCAL ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITIES (RAMOUN VILLAGE COUNCIL)
Amendment to Village Administration Law 5, 1955 and Military Orders 80 and 742
A new village council is appointed in Ramoun.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 6 MAY 1991
ORDER CONCERNING EXTENSION OF PERIOD OF SERVICE OF THE LOCAL ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITIES (SABASTIA VILLAGE COUNCIL)
Amendment to Village Administration Law 5, 1955 and Military Orders 80 and 742
A new village council is appointed in Sabastia.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 1 MAY 1991
ORDER CONCERNING EXTENSION OF PERIOD OF SERVICE OF THE LOCAL ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITIES (QADEES VILLAGE COUNCIL)
Amendment to Village Administration Law 5, 1955 and Military Orders 80 and 742
A new village council is appointed in Qadees.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 8 MAY 1991
ORDER CONCERNING BRINGING MONEY INTO THE REGION
Amendment 12 to Instructions Regarding the Bringing of Money into the Area, 1985 and to Military Order 973
This cancels clauses 1, 2a, 3, 5, and 7. In clause 2 the sum is raised from 150 to 350 dinars.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 8 MAY 1991
ORDER CONCERNING BRINGING MONEY INTO THE REGION
Amendment 8 to Military Order 973
This raises the level stipulated in article 2 from 1,000 to 2,000 dinars.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION 8 MAY 1991
REGULATION CONCERNING STAMP
REVENUE LAW
Amendment to Stamp Revenue Law 27, 1952, Military Order 1048 and amendment 28 to Instructions Regarding Stamp Revenue.
Amendment 27 to the instructions regarding stamp revenue is extended until 1 March 1991.

MILITARY ORDER 1338
2 MAY 1991
ORDER CONCERNING VILLAGE COMMITTEES
"It is permissible for the official to issue an order stipulating that a given municipality, which may fall outside the boundaries of a local authority, is to be administered by a village committee. The official may specify the structure and jurisdiction of this village committee, and decide whether chapter 2 of village administration law 5, 1954 is applicable or not."

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
16 APRIL 1991
ORDER CONCERNING OBJECTIONS COMMITTEES
Amendment to Military Order 172
This stipulates that anyone bringing a disputed tax demand before an objections committee must specify the amount of tax which he deems acceptable, and pay that amount immediately to the relevant authority. The definition of "tax" in this instance also includes the level of interest incurred and any fines. Article 11 is added which asserts that any decisions taken during the first sitting of the committee must be born in account by all subsequent sittings, and that an issue raised in the first sitting may not be re-debated during a subsequent sitting, unless there are compelling reasons to do so. Article 18a states that anyone summoned before the committee to give evidence is entitled to have his expenses paid in accordance with the appendix to military order 351. The committee may refuse to consider an objection if the required bail was not paid in time.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
8 MAY 1991
REGULATION CONCERNING LAW OF CUSTOMS ON LOCAL PRODUCE
Amendment 33 to Law 16, 1963
This amends the percentage stipulated in article 101 from 8% to 6% annually.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
12 MAY 1991
ORDER CONCERNING CURRENCY CONTROL
Amendment 32 to Military Order 952
This amends articles 2 and 3 and permits the bringing in of money into the area if the transaction is not carried out via a licenced money changer provided that all foreign currency is converted into Israeli shekels. Article 32b stipulates that "a resident or a foreigner may deposit foreign currency so long as the money was brought into the area in accordance with the law."

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
13 MAY 1991
REGULATION CONCERNING LAW OF CUSTOMS ON LOCAL PRODUCE (BOOKKEEPING)
Amendment 8 to Law 16, 1963
This lists detailed amendments concerning the use of computers in accounting and invoicing. An appendix is attached to the regulations which lists the acceptable computer software programmes for accounting. *Agricultural produce* is redefined to include all fruits and vegetables, beef, poultry, milk, eggs, honey, fish, sugar, peanuts, cotton, tobacco and seeds.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
14 MAY 1991
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAW OF ANIMAL DISEASES (VETERINARY TREATMENT AND DRUGS) (FEES)
Amendment 32 to Military Order 263
A new appendix raises the level of fees for various different services.

MILITARY ORDER 1339
23 MAY 1991
ORDER CONCERNING METHODS OF PUNISHMENT
Amendment 7 to Military Order 322 (the amendment number was subsequently changed to 8)
This stipulates that "if a person has died in the area and there is reasonable grounds to suspect that the death is the result of unnatural causes or a crime, or if the death occurred in a detention centre or prison, then it is permissible for the police or military officer to order that the corpse be taken to Israel for the purpose of investigation."

Amended by
Unnumbered Military Order - 16 June 1991

MILITARY ORDER 1340
23 MAY 1991
ORDER CONCERNING SUPERVISION OF CONSTRUCTION WORKS
Amendment to Military Order 393
This deletes the phrase "who was given the same order" from article 3.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
16 MAY 1991
ORDER CONCERNING LAW OF CUSTOMS ON LOCAL PRODUCE (ADMINISTRATION OF ACCOUNTING BOOKS)
Amendment 9 to Law 16, 1963
This deletes articles 2c, 6a and 6b, 9, 30-40. It amends the detailed regulations for keeping records of all VAT charged on transactions, as well as the appendix.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
4 MAY 1991
ORDER CONCERNING SUPPLY AND CONFI SCATION OF GUARAN TES
Amendment to Military Order 338
This stipulates that "no visitor is to be issued with an entry permit for the area unless a guarantee of 5,000 shekels is deposited by the visitor, or the resident of the area with whom the visitor is staying, in order to ensure that the visitor does not remain in the area once his permit has expired."

MILITARY ORDER 1341
16 JUNE 1991
ORDER CONCERNING TAX COLLECTION (ASSISTING PRIVILEGES) (PROVISIONAL INSTRUCTIONS)
Amendment 6 to Military Order 1262
This replaces "until 17 June 1991" in article 6 with "until another order is issued by the Military Commander."

MILITARY ORDER 1342
7 JULY 1991
ORDER CONCERNING ENCOURAGING INVESTMENT
An employment office is to be established and run by officials appointed by the head of the Civil Administration, and will include a legal advisor, a tax official and a resident of the area. This office is to be responsible for encouraging investment as well as authorising and advising industrial institutions. All industrial proposals are to be submitted to this office, and approval will be contingent on whether the office deems that this will further its stated goals, although the security of the Israel Defence Forces will also be taken into consideration. The office is entitled to set conditions with regards to the administration of a given industrial project and the way in which capital is invested. Any objections may be submitted within 30 days. Article 20 stipulates that exemption from income tax will be granted for the first three years during which a business is in operation, after which time any profit is taxable. Total tax exemption should not exceed six years from the establishment of a business. If, during the period of tax exemption, any money is withdrawn from the institution then a 20-30% rate of tax will be payable on that sum. Industrial projects will also be exempt from paying property tax for the first three years, although this exemption will only be awarded if all the permits for construction required by security provisions have been obtained.
Amended by
Unnumbered Military Order - 21 November 1991

MILITARY ORDER 1343
7 JULY 1991
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 64 to Military Orders 378 and 400
This amends the numbering of several articles and adds that "any detainee released on bail may request a reassessment of his case and the terms of his detention and release before a military court if new facts have come to light."

MILITARY ORDER 1344
7 JULY 1991
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment to Military Orders 378 and 400
In article 4a "5 years" is replaced by "10 years". Article 40b stipulates that "the decision of a single judge may
be appealed against before a military appeals court if:
1. the accused has been sentenced for 5 years. 2. The president of the court has approved the decision to appeal. In article 4 of military order 400 "a serious crime" is replaced by "if the accused was sentenced to a period of 10 or more years in prison before a military court consisting of 3 judges."

MILITARY ORDER 1345
7 JULY 1991
ORDER CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT LAW
Amendment 37 to Military Order 56 and to Road Transport Law 49, 1958
This replaces the number "12" with "6" in article 104a of the law and amends the appendix.

MILITARY ORDER 1346
7 JULY 1991
ORDER CONCERNING AUTHENTICATION OF SIGNATURES
Amendment to Military Order 264
This adds the following to article 3: "The authentication of a signature or of a document by any party authorised to do so prior to the promulgation of this order shall hereby be regarded as if it was carried out in accordance with this order."

MILITARY ORDER 1347
7 JULY 1991
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO INCOME TAX LAW
Amendment 39 to Military Order 543 and Law 25, 1964
This sets the interest rate, as specified in article 10a of the order and 11 of the law, at 6% rather than 8%.

MILITARY ORDER 1348
7 JULY 1991
ORDER CONCERNING INTERPRETATIONS
Amendment 5 to Military Order 130
This redefines 'fiscal year' in article 1 as "the period beginning on 1 January of a given calendar year and extending through until 31 December." It adds that transitional instructions will mean that the fiscal year of 1991 should be interpreted as the period from 1 April 1991 to 31 December 1991.

MILITARY ORDER 1349
7 JULY 1991
ORDER CONCERNING COMPENSATION FOR THOSE INJURED IN TRAFFIC

ACCIDENTS
Amendment 9 to Military Order 677
This extends the definitions of a 'traffic accident' to include any deliberate action taken to damage a vehicle. 'Using a mechanical vehicle' and 'injured party' are also redefined as any person involved and injured in a traffic accident, excluding those who are liable for compensation in accordance with the Israeli law concerning those injured by hostile action. The term 'crime' in article 7 is replaced with the phrase: "crime which carries a punishment of in excess of three years imprisonment."

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
16 MAY 1991
ORDER CONCERNING CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE
Amendment to Military Order 697 in accordance with Military Order 947
This stipulates that elections for chambers of commerce will be held in accordance with existing legislation in all districts at the date specified by the official-in-charge. The present boards of chambers of commerce will terminate their responsibilities 14 days after the elections.

NUMEROUS APPOINTMENT ORDERS FOLLOW FOR MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE TO SUPERVISE THE HEBRON ELECTION, TO SET THE ELECTION DATE AND TO DETERMINE THE MAKE-UP OF THE ELECTION BOARD.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
28 MAY 1991
ORDER CONCERNING PROCLAMATIONS, PAMPHLETS AND ORDERS (THE COLLECTION THEREOF) (ERRATA)
Amendment to Military Order 1301 in accordance with Military Order 111
This replaces the word 'number' in the original order with "Instructions Concerning Errata (Special Levies) (Vehicles) (Provisional Instructions) Amendment 2."

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
23 MAY 1991
ORDER CONCERNING CURRENCY CONTROL
Amendment 33 to Military Order 952
This amends the original order, defining a 'resident foreigner' as a person who has 25% of his capital controlled, either directly or indirectly, by a resident of the area. This also cancels the permit for the importers of equipment of 1990.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER

23 JULY 1991

ORDER CONCERNING CURRENCY CONTROL
Amendment 34 to Military Order 952
This amends several articles regarding the transferal of foreign currency into the area, specifying the terms under which foreign currency may be purchased through a licenced money-changer.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER

ORDER CONCERNING BOOK-KEEPING
Amendment 10
The text of this order is not available.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER

ORDER CONCERNING CURRENCY CONTROL (NOTIFICATION OF AUTHORISING BRANCHES)
The text of this order is not available.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION

27 JUNE 1991

REGULATION CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES
Amendment 34 to Military Order 746
This sets the monthly fee for membership of the public health programme at 54 shekels for any public service employee or for a student aged between 18-21.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER

1 JULY 1991

ORDER CONCERNING LAND EXPROPRIATION FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES
Amendment to Military Order 321
This order expropriates land from the area between Ramallah and Nablus for the purpose of building a road.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER

13 MARCH 1991

ORDER CONCERNING ANTIQUITIES LAW
Amendment to Military Order 1167 (sometimes numbered as 1166)
This designates a particular area of Nablus as an archaeological site. All those with ownership rights in the area are to receive a notification of this fact.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER

16 JUNE 1991

ORDER CONCERNING PROCLAMATIONS, PAMPHLETS AND ORDERS (THE COLLECTION THEREOF) (ERRATA)
Amendment to Military Order 1339 in accordance with Military Order 111
This changes the amendment number of military order 1339 from 7 to 8.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER

2 JULY 1991

ORDER CONCERNING CURRENCY CONTROL
Amendment 35 to Military Order 952
This amends the appendix of the 1981 permit, adding Ireland after Italy, Denmark after Britain, and New Zealand, Singapore, Spain and Finland after Norway. Sweden is added after Canada.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER

2 JULY 1991

ORDER CONCERNING INSURANCE OF VEHICLES
Amendment to Military Order 215
This replaces '12' with '6' in article 3a of the original order.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER

10 JULY 1991

ORDER CONCERNING COLLECTION OF TAXES (ASSISTING PRIVILEGES)
Amendment to Military Order 1262
This adds the following to article 4 of appendix I: "(5) Tax, fees, fines and compulsory payments imposed by the local authority."

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER

7 JULY 1991

ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment to Military Order 378
This grants any officer above the rank of district deputy the same jurisdiction granted to Military Commanders in article 90 of military order 378, namely the jurisdiction to declare certain regions closed military areas.
ORDER CONCERNING POSTPONING THE DATE FOR THE PAYMENT OF FINES
This states that any fine which was due to be paid, in accordance with any security legislation, between 15 January 1991 and 28 February 1991 will not be subject to late-payment interest rates so long as the fine is paid within 30 days of this order coming into effect. Should the fine not be paid within this period then interest will be charged as of the original payment date which was specified.

ORDER CONCERNING CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE
At the request of more than 20 businessmen from the Bethlehem area, and in accordance with the authority vested in the official-in-charge of economics, a chamber of commerce is to be established in Bethlehem with a 7 member board.

Elections for the Bethlehem chamber of commerce are to be held on 7 August 1991.

This sets the number of members on the board of the Jericho chamber of commerce at 7.

Elections for the Jericho chamber of commerce are to be held on 30 July 1991.

SEVERAL APPOINTMENT ORDERS FOLLOW NOMINATING INDIVIDUALS TO SUPERVISE THE FORTHCOMING CHAMBER OF COMMERCE ELECTIONS IN BETHLEHEM AND JERICHO

REGULATION CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT LAW
Amendment to Road Transport Law 41, 1958
The appendix sets the price of tickets to travel from one region of the West Bank to another.

ORDER CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT LAW
Amendment to Road Transport Law 41, 1958
This outlines additional costs which can be incurred when travelling, as a result of the time of day, number of passengers etc..

REGULATION CONCERNING EDUCATION LAW (FEES FOR A UNIFIED GENERAL EXAMINATION FOR TEACHER TRAINING COLLEGES)
Amendment 7 to Education Law 16, 1964
This replaces the old appendix with a new one which sets a different level of fees.

ORDER CONCERNING PROHIBITION OF EMPLOYMENT (REGULATIONS) (FEES)
Amendment 5 to Military Order 65
This sets new fees.

ORDER CONCERNING SUPERVISION OF FILMS
Amendment 9 to Military Order 118
This amends article 5a of the regulations and sets new fees.

ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH LAW OF CRAFT
AND INDUSTRY
Amendment 11 to Military Order 470
This specifies new prices for a range of services provided by garages and car repair shops.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION 21 JULY 1991
REGULATION CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES (FEES)
Amendment 22 to Public Health Law 43, 1966 and to Military Order 746
This sets new hospital fees and amends the regulations of 1981.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 21 JULY 1991
ORDER CONCERNING COSMETICS
Amendment 6 to Military Order 1103
This replaces the appendix to the 1988 regulations with a new one which raises the fees.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION 21 JULY 1991
REGULATION CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES
Amendment 35 to Military Order 746
This replaces the original appendix with a new one setting new levels of fees for hospital services.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION 21 JULY 1991
REGULATION CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES
Amendment 36 to Military Order 746
This amends article 1 of the regulations concerning health services of 1978 and increases the fees.

MILITARY ORDER 1350 1 AUGUST 1991
ORDER CONCERNING CONVERSION OF FEES (TAXES CALCULATED IN JORDANIAN DINARS)
Amendment to Military Order 1274
This adds the following to article 2 of the original order: "it is permissible for the head of the Civil Administration to raise the level of taxes outlined in existing regulations or instructions and also to stipulate the system by which rate increases are calculated."

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 21 JULY 1991
ORDER CONCERNING BRINGING MONEY INTO THE REGION
Amendment 9 to Military Order 973
This amends the regulations of 1982 regarding bank transfers and grants an exemption from requiring a permit for any bank transfers which do not exceed 200 Jordanian dinars.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 21 JULY 1991
ORDER CONCERNING BRINGING MONEY INTO THE REGION
Amendment 13 to Military Order 973
This deletes the definition of "bi-monthly" from the original regulation.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 26 JULY 1991
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO LAW REGARDING THE DECLARATION OF UNREGISTERED IMMOVABLE PROPERTY
Amendment 3 to Law 6, 1964
This adds to the regulations concerning property registration of 1983, as follows: "plans will be inspected initially by the official-in-charge of surveying and then a decision will be taken by the registration committee." Clause 3b is replaced with "the official-in-charge of property registration has the authority to exempt anyone at his own discretion from providing all the documents required by the secondary regulations."

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION 11 AUGUST 1991
REGULATION CONCERNING STAMP REVENUE ON LOCAL PRODUCE
Amendment 34 to Law of Stamp Revenue on Local Produce 16, 1963
This adds the following phrase to the original regulation: "and also the subject in dinars."

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 20 AUGUST 1991
ORDER CONCERNING CONVERSION OF FEES (TAXES CALCULATED IN JORDANIAN DINARS)
Amendment to Military Order 1274
This stipulates that all taxes which are quoted in Jordanian dinars are to be raised by 6%. 
ORDER CONCERNING PROTECTION OF EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
Amendment to Military Order 817
This stipulates that "the local authority may at its discretion employ professional guards and that parents of school children will be required to pay a fee for this." The commander of the Israeli military forces has the jurisdiction to exempt any local authority.

ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO INCOME TAX LAWS
Amendment 40 to Military Order 543
This redefines 'price index'. If the Civil Administration has failed to publish a price index within a certain period, then Israeli Statistical Bureau figures will be used instead.

ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO INCOME TAX LAWS
Amendment 5 to Income Tax Law 25, 1964 and to Military Order 543
This increases the tax rates.

ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO INCOME TAX LAWS
Amendment 2 to Military Order 642
This adds clause 17a to the original law: "income tax unpaid by the end of September of the fiscal year will be added to the differences in value as it appears in article 61a of the income tax law 25, of 1964." Clause 17b stipulates that it is permissible for the official to cancel or reduce this 'difference in value'.

ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO LAND TAX LAW
Amendment 9 to Military Order 418
This adds to article 3 of the original order: "if after a vote is taken it is discovered that the committee members are equally divided on an issue, the committee chairman will be given an additional vote to cast."

ORDER CONCERNING COMPENSATION FOR THOSE INJURED IN TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
Amendment 10 to Military Order 677
This amends the terms of compensation; interest is to be charged on the late payment of compensation. This also cancels article 12d of the original order.

ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment to Military Order 378
Palestinians are not allowed to walk within 150 meters of any road during the hours of darkness.
UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER  28 OCTOBER 1990
ORDER CONCERNING CURRENCY CONTROL
Amendment 27 to Military Order 952
"It is permissible for a resident outside the area to invest in the occupied territories with foreign currency”.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER  13 JUNE 1990
ORDER CONCERNING CURRENCY CONTROL
Amendment 28 to Military Order 952
"Any foreigner can buy foreign currency from an authorised money-changer.”

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER  5 SEPTEMBER 1990
ORDER CONCERNING CURRENCY CONTROL
Amendment 29 to Military Order 952
The text of this order is not available.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER  5 JANUARY 1991
ORDER CONCERNING CURRENCY CONTROL
Amendment to Military Order 952
“It is permissible to bring in money from abroad which formerly belonged to a dead person.”

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER  16 NOVEMBER 1991
ORDER CONCERNING COMPENSATION FOR THOSE INJURED IN TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
Amendment to Military Order 677
This extends the stated period from 14 to 30 days.

MILITARY ORDER 1358  17 NOVEMBER 1991
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO INCOME TAX LAW
Amendment 41 to Military Order 543
This amends the various brackets of income tax for individuals in article 6 as follows:
- On each shekel earned above 4,800 - 8 agarots
- On each shekel earned above 8,000 - 16 agarots
- On each shekel earned above 10,000 - 32 agarots
- On each shekel earned above 15,000 - 45 agarots
- On each additional shekel earned - 48 agarots

MILITARY ORDER 1359  17 NOVEMBER 1991
ORDER CONCERNING PAYMENT OF INTEREST ON FINES AND COMPENSATION IN COURT CASES
Amendment to Military Order 980
This amends article 1 of the original order as follows:
"the fine will have a 4% interest rate and a cost of living fee added to it." Article 2 has the following added to it :
"or for any sum of money due in accordance with a ruling or security legislation." This order also stipulates that any interest accumulated under these terms shall be deposited annually in the special fund.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION  22 JULY 1991
REGULATION CONCERNING STAMP REVENUE LAW
Amendment 29 to Military Order 1048 and Income Tax Law 27, 1952
This order extends the authority of the stamp revenue regulations until 28 February 1992.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER  1 OCTOBER 1991
ORDER CONCERNING PROHIBITION OF EMPLOYMENT
Amendment 6 to Military Order 65
This sets new fees for various different applications.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER  16 NOVEMBER 1991
ORDER CONCERNING COMPENSATION FOR THOSE INJURED IN TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
Amendment to Military Order 677
This extends the stated period from 14 to 30 days.

---

MILITARY ORDER 1357  17 NOVEMBER 1991
ORDER CONCERNING OBJECTION COMMITTEES
Amendment 17 to Military Order 172
This stipulates that a single judge may have the same jurisdiction awarded to objections committees in certain instances (article 3) and it amends the procedure of submitting objections (article 9). Article 9c states that an objections committee may accept or reject a complaint brought before it on the following grounds:
- a. if the subject matter has already been discussed by the committee and recommendations were made.
- b. In the absence of due authority or jurisdiction over the matter concerned.
- c. Any other justification which the committee deems appropriate.
UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
15 NOVEMBER 1991
REGULATION CONCERNING EDUCATION LAW (FEES FOR A UNIFIED GENERAL EXAMINATION FOR TEACHER TRAINING COLLEGES)
Amendment 8 to Education Law 16, 1964
This amends the appendix to the regulations and sets new fees.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
4 NOVEMBER 1991
REGULATION CONCERNING STAMP REVENUE LAW
Amendment to Law 27, 1952 and to Military Order 1048
This changes the rates for tourists crossing the bridges between Israel and Jordan.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
5 NOVEMBER 1991
REGULATION CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH LAW OF ANIMAL DISEASES
Amendment 33 to Military Order 263
This replaces the appendix with a new one which increases the level of fees for various veterinary services.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
5 NOVEMBER 1991
REGULATION CONCERNING WOODS AND FORESTS
Amendment 21 to Military Order 306
This sets new fees for permits to produce charcoal from trees in government-owned forests.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
10 SEPTEMBER 1991
ORDER CONCERNING THE SANCTITY OF HOLY PLACES (PROVISIONAL INSTRUCTIONS)
This stipulates that it is forbidden for any person to sell alcoholic beverages in the area surrounding the Church of the Nativity in Bethlehem during the Christmas period. It is similarly forbidden to consume alcohol in the area other than in a licenced restaurant as an accompaniment to a meal.

NUMEROUS APPOINTMENT ORDERS FOLLOW

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
15 OCTOBER 1991
ORDER CONCERNING CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE
Amendment to Military Order 360
This states that the elections for the Qalqilia chamber of commerce are to take place on 28 October 1991.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
15 OCTOBER 1991
ORDER CONCERNING CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE
Amendment to Law of Chambers of Commerce and Industry 41, 1949 in accordance with Military Order 360.
This sets the number of members to be elected to the board of the Qalqilia chamber of commerce at 9.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
10 SEPTEMBER 1991
ORDER CONCERNING CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE
Amendment to Law of Chambers of Commerce and Industry 41, 1949 in accordance with Military Order 360.
This appoints members to supervise the election of the Qalqilia chamber of commerce.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
10 OCTOBER 1991
ORDER CONCERNING CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE
Amendment to Law of Chambers of Commerce and Industry 41, 1949 and Regulations 58, 1961 in accordance with Military Order 360.
This sets the number of members to be elected to the board of the Jenin chamber of commerce at 9.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
13 OCTOBER 1991
ORDER CONCERNING THE SANCTITY OF HOLY PLACES (PROVISIONAL INSTRUCTIONS)
This stipulates that it is forbidden for any person to sell alcoholic beverages in the area surrounding the Church of the Nativity in Bethlehem during the Christmas period. It is similarly forbidden to consume alcohol in the area other than in a licenced restaurant as an accompaniment to a meal.
UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER  
6 SEPTEMBER 1991 
ORDER CONCERNING CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE 
Amendment to Law of Chambers of Commerce and Industry 41, 1949 and Regulations 58, 1961 in accordance with Military Order 360. 
This appoints members to supervise the election of the Jenin chamber of commerce.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER  
25 AUGUST 1991 
ORDER CONCERNING CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE 
Amendment to Military Order 360 
This states that the elections for the Tulkarem chamber of commerce are to take place on 5 September 1991.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER  
25 AUGUST 1991 
ORDER CONCERNING CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE 
Amendment to Law of Chambers of Commerce and Industry 41, 1949 in accordance with Military Order 360. 
This sets the number of members to be elected to the board of the Tulkarem chamber of commerce at 9.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER  
30 OCTOBER 1991 
ORDER CONCERNING CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE 
Amendment in accordance with Military Order 360. 
This suspends the elections for a chamber of commerce in Jenin indefinitely.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER  
31 MARCH 1991 
ORDER CONCERNING COMPENSATION FOR THOSE INJURED IN TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS 
Amendment to Military Order 677 
This outlines the responsibilities incumbent on the injured party to notify the authorities, and the system and nature that such a notification should take. A notification form is attached in the appendix.

MILITARY ORDER 1360  
8 DECEMBER 1991 
ORDER CONCERNING GUARDS IN SETTLEMENTS 
This order is not available in Arabic.

MILITARY ORDER 1361  
23 DECEMBER 1991 
ORDER CONCERNING ADMINISTRATIVE DETENTION (PROVISIONAL INSTRUCTIONS) 
Amendment 9 to Military Order 1229 
This substitutes '12 months' with '6 months'. Article 5a is cancelled and the order is to take effect as of 25 December 1991.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION  
8 NOVEMBER 1991 
REGULATION CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT LAW 
Amendment 25 to Road Transport Law 49, 1958 and to Military Order 56 
This changes the fees for drivers' licences, the registration of vehicles etc..

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION  
15 NOVEMBER 1991 
REGULATION CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH LAW OF ANIMAL DISEASES 
Amendment 34 to Military Order 263 
This sets new fees for drugs, animal inspection and veterinary services etc..

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION  
10 DECEMBER 1991 
REGULATION CONCERNING LAND REGISTRATION LAW 
Amendment to Military Order 1018 and Land Registration Law 26, 1958 
This sets new salaries for surveyors as well as fees for services such as the provision of maps.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION  
16 NOVEMBER 1991 
REGULATION CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES (INSPECTION OF MEDICAL EQUIPMENT) 
Amendment to Public Health Law 43, 1966 and to Military Order 746 
This specifies the method by which medical equipment is to be registered, sold or rented.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER  
15 DECEMBER 1991 
ORDER CONCERNING COMPENSATION FOR THOSE INJURED IN TRAFFIC
ACCIDENTS
Amendment to Military Order 677
This amends the dates in the original order, replacing "15 April of each year" with "15 January of each year."

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 17 DECEMBER 1991
ORDER CONCERNING COSMETICS
Amendment 7 to Military Order 1103
This replaces "addition to the cosmetics regulations" with "addition to the following regulations."

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION 17 DECEMBER 1991
REGULATION CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES (HEALTH SERVICE PLANS)
Amendment 39 to Public Health Law 43, 1966 and to Military Order 746
This replaces the appendix and sets new fees for hospitalisation and laboratory tests etc.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION 29 DECEMBER 1991
REGULATION CONCERNING CUSTOMS ON LOCAL PRODUCE LAW
Amendment 36 to Customs on Local Produce Law 16, 1963
This stipulates that the reporting period for those engaging in monthly transactions in excess of 305,000 shekels will be every 12 months.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION 29 DECEMBER 1991
REGULATION CONCERNING CUSTOMS ON LOCAL PRODUCE LAW (BOOK-KEEPING)
Amendment 11 to Customs on Local Produce Law 16, 1963
This stipulates that the required payment shall be tallied with the cost of living index and that the amount shall be rounded up to denominations of 5 shekels.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 12 JANUARY 1992
ORDER CONCERNING TRANSFERAL OF GOODS
Amendment 2 to Military Order 1252
This adds the following to the general permit of 1988 which allows for the exporting of goods: "including animals or their produce."

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION 14 NOVEMBER 1991
REGULATION CONCERNING COLLECTION OF GOVERNMENT MONIES
Amendment to Law 6, 1952
This defines concepts such as 'payments in return for water and electricity services' and 'local authority.' It provides instructions regarding the supply of water and electricity.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 26 NOVEMBER 1991
ORDER CONCERNING OBJECTIONS COMMITTEES
Amendment 2 to Military Order 172
This provides instructions regarding trial procedures in objections committees. Articles 13-49 of the original order are deleted. This order shall take effect on the same date as military order 1357.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 27 OCTOBER 1991
ORDER CONCERNING CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE
Amendment to Military Order 360
This suspends the elections for the Qalqilia chamber of commerce which were scheduled to take place on 28 October 1991.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER 21 NOVEMBER 1991
ORDER CONCERNING ENCOURAGING INVESTMENT
Amendment to Military Order 1342
This order appoints the head of the economics department at the Civil Administration to be the director of the centre encouraging investment.

MILITARY ORDER 1364 24 MARCH 1992
ORDER CONCERNING TAXATION ON SERVICES AND IMPORTED GOODS (PROVISIONAL INSTRUCTIONS)
Amendment 6 to Military Order 1183a
This changes the date in article 19 from '31 December 1991' to '31 December 1992'.

MILITARY ORDER 1365 8 APRIL 1992
ORDER CONCERNING GUARDS IN SETTLEMENTS
Amendment 10 to Military Order 432
This order is not available in Arabic, but it amends the guard duties of residents of Israeli settlements.
UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
24 FEBRUARY 1992
ORDER CONCERNING ELECTRICITY AUTHORITY
Amendment to Military Order 427.
This order is not available in Arabic, but it sets out in minute detail the prices for different electric services, and outlines the official's precise areas of jurisdiction over the workings of the electricity authority.

MILITARY ORDER 1366
8 APRIL 1992
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENT AND EMPLOYMENT OF STAFF IN THE GOVERNMENT SECTOR
Amendment 19 to Military Order 37
This amends article c of the original order as follows:
"regardless of any existing legislation, the official-in-charge may suspend someone's employment for reasons of public order or in the interests of security for the Israel military forces. The suspension period should not exceed 9 months unless a charge is made and the employee is brought before a disciplinary tribunal, or unless the employee is suspended under the terms of other legislation." On returning to work the employee, who has been suspended for a nine month period but neither charged nor laid off, shall be paid the same salary that he/she was receiving prior to the suspension. Any employee serving time in prison or detention will not receive pay, except at the official-in-charge's discretion. However, the employee may request that his period of annual leave be deducted from the time spent in detention. Periods in detention should not influence any future decisions regarding promotion, pay rises etc. of the employee.

MILITARY ORDER 1367
21 JUNE 1992
ORDER CONCERNING CONTROL OVER INSURANCE BUSINESSES
Amendment 1 to Military Order 1215 and Law 5, 1965
This stipulates that an individual may not be granted a licence to operate as an insurance agent in the following circumstances:
1. If he has been convicted of a crime in the past five years, or has spent time in prison for a security or morality-related offence.
2. If a criminal process is underway for an above-mentioned category of offence.
3. If the supervisor of insurance companies, in consultation with the committee, deems that other sufficient reasons exist to deny this individual a permit.

MILITARY ORDER 1368
28 APRIL 1992
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 66 to Military Order 378
This adds to article 67, stipulating the maximum prison sentences available as punishment for different kinds of kidnapping offences. The most minor kidnapping offence carries 10 years, the most grave, which includes intention to endanger life, carries 20 years.

MILITARY ORDER 1369
28 APRIL 1992
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Amendment 67 to Military Order 378
"Any wanted person should give himself up within 30 days from the date on which a Military Commander signs a notification order to his family. Any person who does not show up will be sentenced, in absentia, to seven years imprisonment."

MILITARY ORDER 1370
6 FEBRUARY 1992
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO INCOME TAX LAW
Amendment 42 to Military Order 543 and Law 25, 1964
This stipulates that "anyone who opens a shop, or any business either in addition to, or as an alternative to an existing business, or as a new business, must notify the official-in-charge of estimates within 90 days."

MILITARY ORDER 1371
6 FEBRUARY 1992
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO INCOME TAX LAW
Amendment 43 to Military Order 543 and Law 25, 1964
This supplies detailed instructions regarding the punishments due for tax evasion, the presentation of false records etc.. Any additional punishment does not exempt the tax debtor from paying tax.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
31 JANUARY 1992
REGULATION CONCERNING STAMP REVENUE LAW
Amendment 32 to Regulation Concerning Stamp Revenue and to Military Order 1048
This sets fees for crossing the Jordan river bridges at 15 shekels for cars and 30 shekels for buses.
UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
10 MARCH 1992
REGULATION CONCERNING LAND REGISTRATION LAW
Amendment 4 to Military Order 1018 and to Land Registration Law 26, 1958
This sets new fees for the provision of various services such as the provision of maps, surveying etc..

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
31 MARCH 1992
REGULATION CONCERNING CUSTOMS ON LOCAL PRODUCE LAW (BOOKKEEPING)
Amendment 12 to Customs on Local Produce Law 16, 1963
This changes the level of fees.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
1 AUGUST 1991
REGULATION CONCERNING COLLECTION OF GOVERNMENT MONIES
Amendment to Law 6, 1952 and to Military Order 113
This order stipulates that a special form, as proof of debt, must be filled out before action is taken to collect government monies due from tax debtors. The form is attached in the appendix along with a second form which is to be filled in should the debtor be imprisoned.

NUMEROUS APPOINTMENT ORDERS FOLLOWING NOMINATING VARIOUS INDIVIDUALS FOR POSITIONS IN DIFFERENT DEPARTMENTS AND AUTHORITIES.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
19 FEBRUARY 1992
ORDER CONCERNING CURRENCY CONTROL
Amendment 36 to Military Order 952
This deletes several articles concerning the transfer and exchange of foreign currency. In article 14a the dollar limit is raised from 500 to 1,500, and the 1991 general permit and article 7 of amendment 33 are cancelled.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
21 JANUARY 1992
ORDER CONCERNING CONTROL OVER INSURANCE OPERATIONS
Amendment to Law 5, 1965
This amends the amount stipulated in clause 32 to 30,000 shekels.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
1 JANUARY 1992
REGULATION CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT LAW
Amendment to Law 49, 1958 and to Military Order 56
This sets new fees for travelling across the Jordan river bridges and it includes a rate for children.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
28 JANUARY 1992
ORDER CONCERNING DEFENCE REGULATIONS (EMERGENCY) (PROVISIONAL INSTRUCTIONS)
Amendment to Emergency Defence Regulations, 1945
The Military Commander grants permission to the Civil Administration, Bezek or any other agency to provide telephone services in the area.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER
19 FEBRUARY 1992
ORDER CONCERNING INCOME AND PROPERTY TAX
Amendment to Military Order 28
This order delegates certain responsibilities to the deputy official-in-charge of estimates in the tax department.

NUMEROUS APPOINTMENT ORDERS FOLLOW

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATIONS
20 APRIL 1992
REGULATION CONCERNING INCOME TAX (DEDUCTIONS FROM PAYMENTS FOR GOODS, SERVICES AND CONTRACTS)
Amendment 3 to Income Tax Regulations, 1978
"If the official-in-charge of tax estimates has reason to believe that records have not been properly kept, he may impose an addition of 10% on the tax rate." This order also empowers the official to change the discount rate specified in article 2.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION
13 APRIL 1992
REGULATION CONCERNING CUSTOMS ON LOCAL PRODUCE LAW
Amendment 37 to Customs on Local Produce Law 16, 1963
This amends the amount stipulated in clause 32 to 30,000 shekels.
UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATIONS

REGULATION CONCERNING INCOME TAX
(DEDUCTIONS FROM PAYMENTS FOR CONSTRUCTION AND TRANSPORTATION)
Amendment 2 to Income Tax Regulations, 1978
This amends the percentage rates stipulated in clauses a1, b1 and b2. The official-in-charge may deduct a further 10% from the amount on which tax is due if he is convinced that there are irregularities in the bookkeeping.

SEVERAL APPOINTMENT ORDERS FOLLOW

MILITARY ORDER 1372
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO INCOME TAX LAWS
Amendment 44 to Military Order 543
This stipulates that "it is permissible for the official to ask the owner, or a responsible employee, to provide access to account books and other relevant documents."

MILITARY ORDER 1373
ORDER CONCERNING CLAIMS
Amendment 5 to Military Order 271
This deletes the definition of a 'claims committee' and replaces it with an "objections committee as defined in military order 172."

MILITARY ORDER 1374
ORDER CONCERNING ADMINISTRATION OF LOCAL COUNCILS
Amendment 2 to Military Order 892
The following is added to clause 3: "should a Military Commander decide that a particular settlement is to be transferred from the jurisdiction of a regional council into that of a local council, he is entitled to provide transitional instructions to ensure the continuity of work in the settlement."

MILITARY ORDER 1375
ORDER CONCERNING CLOSURE OF INVESTIGATION FILES
Amendment 2 to Military Order 841
The following is added to clause 1a: "police officers are authorised to close investigation files into a given crime if they are convinced that no public interest is served by the continued investigation, or insufficient evidence exists, and so long as the investigation relates to a crime which 1. was a misdemeanor, 2. was related to security legislation carrying a punishment of no more than five years. The legal advisor may change or cancel this order at his discretion."

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION

REGULATION CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT LAW
Amendment to Law 49, 1958
This sets a new tariff for travel from one region of the West Bank to another.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION

REGULATION CONCERNING ROAD TRANSPORT LAW
Amendment 26 to Law 49, 1958
This amends the appendix of the original law, changing the fees for the licensing of different categories of vehicle. This cancels amendment 25 of 1991.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER

ORDER CONCERNING LICENSING OF TAXI-CABS
Amendment to Military Order 603
This stipulates that the sum of 25,000 shekels is to be put down in order to licence a taxi-cab.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER

ORDER CONCERNING STAMP REVENUE LAW
Amendment 33 to Law 27, 1952 and to Military Order 1048
This sets the fee for exporting agricultural produce in a truck at 30 shekels.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER

ORDER CONCERNING PROHIBITION OF EMPLOYMENT (FEES)
Amendment 7 to Military Order 65
This amends the appendix listed in amendment 6, and sets new fees for different categories of job application.
NUMEROUS APPOINTMENT ORDERS FOLLOW

MILITARY ORDER 1376 24 JULY 1992
ORDER CONCERNING THE WATER AND SEWAGE AUTHORITY (BETHLEHEM, BEIT JALA AND BEIT SAHOUR)
This order details the jurisdiction of the water authority, its responsibilities, organisational structure, finances, property and number of employees. It empowers the Israeli official-in-charge of the interior to assume jurisdiction over the water authority should he consider that the local council is failing to fulfil its responsibilities. He may also demand reports on the water authority's workings from the director of the local council. The signature of the official-in-charge is required to authorise most of the water authority's functions and projects. Any problems arising from this order are to be brought before a local court. This cancels military order 484.

MILITARY ORDER 1377 21 JULY 1992
ORDER CONCERNING RETIREMENT LAW
Amendment 8 to Military Order 514
This amends the original order as follows: "a retired employee is entitled to receive a pension which is to be calculated on the basis of financial contributions made by the employee during the period of his employment." The committee may, at its own discretion, pay a pension to the relatives of a deceased employee.

MILITARY ORDER 1394 24 JULY 1992
ORDER CONCERNING THE WATER AND SEWAGE AUTHORITY (BETHLEHEM, BEIT JALA AND BEIT SAHOUR)
This order details the jurisdiction of the water authority, its responsibilities, organisational structure, finances, property and number of employees. It empowers the Israeli official-in-charge of the interior to assume jurisdiction over the water authority should he consider that the local council is failing to fulfil its responsibilities. He may also demand reports on the water authority's workings from the director of the local council. The signature of the official-in-charge is required to authorise most of the water authority's functions and projects. Any problems arising from this order are to be brought before a local court. This cancels military order 484.

MILITARY ORDER 1380 21 JULY 1992
ORDER CONCERNING RETIREMENT LAW
Amendment 8 to Military Order 514
This amends the original order as follows: "a retired employee is entitled to receive a pension which is to be calculated on the basis of financial contributions made by the employee during the period of his employment." The committee may, at its own discretion, pay a pension to the relatives of a deceased employee.

MILITARY ORDER 1381 21 JULY 1992
ORDER CONCERNING RETIREMENT LAW
Amendment 8 to Military Order 514
This amends the original order as follows: "a retired employee is entitled to receive a pension which is to be calculated on the basis of financial contributions made by the employee during the period of his employment." The committee may, at its own discretion, pay a pension to the relatives of a deceased employee.

MILITARY ORDER 1382 21 JULY 1992
ORDER CONCERNING RETIREMENT LAW
Amendment 8 to Military Order 514
This amends the original order as follows: "a retired employee is entitled to receive a pension which is to be calculated on the basis of financial contributions made by the employee during the period of his employment." The committee may, at its own discretion, pay a pension to the relatives of a deceased employee.

MILITARY ORDER 1383 21 JULY 1992
ORDER CONCERNING RETIREMENT LAW
Amendment 8 to Military Order 514
This amends the original order as follows: "a retired employee is entitled to receive a pension which is to be calculated on the basis of financial contributions made by the employee during the period of his employment." The committee may, at its own discretion, pay a pension to the relatives of a deceased employee.

MILITARY ORDER 1384 21 JULY 1992
ORDER CONCERNING RETIREMENT LAW
Amendment 8 to Military Order 514
This amends the original order as follows: "a retired employee is entitled to receive a pension which is to be calculated on the basis of financial contributions made by the employee during the period of his employment." The committee may, at its own discretion, pay a pension to the relatives of a deceased employee.

MILITARY ORDER 1385 21 JULY 1992
ORDER CONCERNING RETIREMENT LAW
Amendment 8 to Military Order 514
This amends the original order as follows: "a retired employee is entitled to receive a pension which is to be calculated on the basis of financial contributions made by the employee during the period of his employment." The committee may, at its own discretion, pay a pension to the relatives of a deceased employee.

MILITARY ORDER 1386 21 JULY 1992
ORDER CONCERNING RETIREMENT LAW
Amendment 8 to Military Order 514
This amends the original order as follows: "a retired employee is entitled to receive a pension which is to be calculated on the basis of financial contributions made by the employee during the period of his employment." The committee may, at its own discretion, pay a pension to the relatives of a deceased employee.
UNNUMBERED MILITARY REGULATION  12 MAY 1992

REGULATION CONCERNING CUSTOMS ON LOCAL PRODUCE LAW
Amendment 38 to Customs on Local Produce Law 16, 1963
This amends the definition of what constitutes a "small enterprise" changing the revenue from 100,000 to 120,000 shekels. It also replaces the term 'residential property' with 'homes'.

UNNUMBERED MILITARY ORDER  6 JULY 1992

ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH LAW OF ANIMAL DISEASES (VETERINARY TREATMENT AND DRUGS) (FEES)
Amendment 33 to Military Order 263
This increases the fees set out in the appendix for various veterinary services.

MILITARY ORDER 1369  16 DECEMBER 1992

ORDER CONCERNING EXPULSIONS (PROVISIONAL INSTRUCTIONS)
Amendment to Defence Regulations (Emergency), 1945
This order grants the Military Commander power temporarily to expel individuals for a period of up to two years. It also establishes objections committees chaired by a judge from a military court, to hear objections to this order, the proceedings of which may take place, for security reasons, without the presence of the expellee. The expellee has the right to be represented before the committee by either a lawyer or a relative. The order is valid immediately.
APPENDICES

APPENDIX 1 List of Amended Jordanian Laws

Alcoholic Beverages Law No. 15 of 1967: 38
Animal Diseases Law No. 39 of 1954: 263
Antiquities Law No. 51 of 1966: 119, 762, 837
Banking Law of 1966: 45
Boycott of Israel Law No. 10 of 1958: 71 (cancelled the law)
Buildings on Land Law No. 11 of 1954: 27
General Census Law No. 24 of 1950: 68
Central Bank Law No. 3 of 1966: 45, 296
Chambers of Commerce and Industry Law No. 41 of 1949: 328, 360
Civil Courts Formation Law No. 26 of 1952: 39, 499, 534
Civil Service Law No. 23 of 1966: 433, 768, 1277
Collection of Government Monies Law No. 6 of 1952: 114, 135
Companies Law No. 12 of 1964: 45, 267, 398
Cooperatives Law No. 17 of 1956: 94
Cost of Living Regulations for Municipal Staff No. 90 of 1963: 453
Crafts and Industry Law No. 89 of 1966: 184, 460, 511, 609, 641, 650, 706
Crafts and Industry Law No. 16 of 1953: 184, 282, 470
Criminal Law No. 16 of 1960: 771, 1324
Customs and Excise Duties Law No. 1 of 1962: 31, 90, 96, 353
Customs and Excise on Local Products Law No. 16 of 1963: 658, 740, 1187
Dangerous Drugs Law No. 10 of 1955: 468, 558 (cancelled the law)
Defence (Emergency) Regulation of 1945 (British Mandate): 101, 224
Disputes over Land and Water Law No. 40 of 1952: 291
Education Law No. 16 of 1964: 345, 1076
Education Law No. 1 of 1956: 91, 120, 763, 821, 1168
Electric Authority Law No. 21 of 1967: 159, 375, 386, 427
Electric Authority Law No. 125 of 1965: 1216
Employment Law (Provisional) No. 21 of 1960: 256, 663, 764, 825, 1081, 1217
Employment of Government Employees Law No. 23 of 1966: 1210
Exemption from Government Monies Law No. 24 of 1957: 238
Explosives Law No. 13 of 1953: 275, 298, 592
Film Supervision Law No. 52 of 1951: 118
Fiscal Year Law No. 24 of 1966: 192
Forestry Law No. 34 of 1958: 306
Forestry Law No. 15 of 1996: 306
Forests Law of 1926 (British Mandate Law): 306
Goat Grazing Law No. 18 of 1952: 306
Goat Grazing Law (Temporary) No. 31 of 1965: 306
Government Monies Exemption Law No. 24 of 1957: 238
Government Monies Law No. 6 of 1952: 113, 135
Hunting Law No. 8 of 1966: 304, 486, 1205
Immovable Property Law No. 51 of 1958: 811, 847
Immovable Property Law (Unregistered) No. 6 of 1964: 448
Income Tax Law No. 25 of 1964: 27, 109, 485, 543, 791, 1296
Income and Property Tax Law No. 28 of 1966: UNN (6 June 1968)
Independence of the Judiciary Law No. 19 of 1955: 129, 310
Insurance of Mechanical Vehicles Law No. of 1947: 55, 215, 1367
Insurances Operation Law No. 5 of 1965: 93, 1215
Insurance and Retirement Law No. 8 of 1964 (Gaza): 408
Land Expropriation Law No. 2 of 1953: 108, 321
Landlords and Tenants Law No. 62 of 1953: 293
Land Registration Law No. 26 of 1958: 508, 623
Land Registration Law No. 86 of 1985: 625
Land Tax Law No. 30 of 1955: 120, 643
Lawyers’ Syndicate Law of 1966: 1164
Legal Clerks Law No. 11 of 1952: 829
Literature Law No. 28 of 1927 (British Mandate Law): 549
Military Retirement Law No. 33 of 1959: 420, 525
Mukhtars Law No. 52 of 1958: 176, 237
Municipal Law No. 29 of 1955: 194, 236, 331, 394, 454, 526, 537, 548, 608, 632, 727, 765, 1203,
National Guard Tax Law No. 33 of 1954: 147 (cancelled the law)
Nature Resources Regulation Law (Temporary) No. 37 of 1966: 389, 457
Patents Law No. 22 of 1953: 555
Pensions Law No. 34 of 1959: 181, 290, 514
Personal Status Law No. 32 of 1966: 1247, 1278
Postal Law: 36
Practicing Lawyers Law No. 11 of 1966: 260, 528
Prison Law No. 23 of 1963: 127, 254
Procedures Law No. 42 of 1952: 1226
Protection of Trees and Plants Law No. 85 of 1966: 306, 474
Public Parks and the Protection of Nature Law of 1963: 89
Re-registration of Immovable Property Law No. 6 of 1964: 448
Road Transport Law No. 49 of 1958: 56, 67, 114, 198, 391, 686, 1183, 1310 (cancelled the law)
Road Transport Law No. 80 of 1966: 56, 67
Rural Construction and Services Law No. 27 of 1957: 120
School Contribution Law No. 22 of 1965: 479
Stamp Fees Law No. 27 of 1952: 75, 147, 227, 229, 250, 452, 495, 499, 647
Stamp Duties Law No. 52 of 1958: 258
State Security Tribunal Law No. 17 of 1949: 82
Supervision and Maintenance of Roads Law No. 51 of 1938 (British Mandate Law): 810
Surveying and Valuing Law No. 42 of 1953: 54, 313
Surveying Regulations No. 6 of 1967: 624, 759, 802
Tax Law No. 94 of 1966: 1180
Taxes on Buildings and Land Law No. 11 of 1954: 1177, 1353
Telephone Regulations No. 1 of 1951: 535
Tobacco Law No. 32 of 1952: 32
Tourism Law No. 45 of 1965: 87
Trade with Israel Law No. 66 of 1953: 71
Trade Marks Law No. 33 of 1952: 397
Trade Marks Law No. 30 of 1953: 795a
Urban and Rural Planning Law No. 79 of 1966: UNN (26 January 1970), 418, 577, 604
Village Administration Law No. 5 of 1954: 191, 560, 607, 640, UNN (26 October 1976), 752,
UNN (30 April 1978)
Water Law No. 31 of 1953: 92, 158
Weights and Measurements Law No. 8 of 1953: 245, 401
Woods and Forests Law of 1927: 307 (British Mandate Law)
APPENDIX II  Military Order 378*  
ORDER CONCERNING  
SECURITY PROVISIONS  

* Unofficial translation

In accordance with the jurisdiction vested in me as Commander of the Area, I hereby order as follows:

SECTION ONE - GENERAL REGULATIONS

Definitions and General Instructions

1. (A) In this order:

MILITARY COURT and COURT: established by virtue of this order.

INFLAMMABLE or EXPLOSIVE MATERIAL: any thing or material, including liquids or gasses, intended or liable to cause an explosion or start a fire.

REDUCTION OF PENALTIES: (including the shortening, substituting or postponing of execution, either totally or partially). This order shall consider a fine to be a lighter penalty than a term of imprisonment whatever its duration, so long as the substitution of a fine for a prison sentence does not exceed 30 Israeli liras for every day of imprisonment.

FIRE ARMS: any weapon of any type which can inflict injury or death, or possesses a barrel from which a bullet or projectile may be fired. This term includes any part or section of such a weapon fitted or adapted to diminish the noise or flash caused by its firing.

PUBLIC OFFICIAL: this includes the police, members of the security service, as defined by the Order Concerning Security Personnel in the Area, anyone employed by the Israeli Defence Forces or by local authorities, and any other employee in whom jurisdiction is vested by any legislation or security provision.

ORDER: this includes every appointment, order, notification, instruction, request and authorisation.

VITAL SERVICES: essential services to insure law and public order in the area, to guarantee the safety of the public and soldiers of the Israeli Defence Forces, or to protect the lives of the public.

(B) Wherever reference is made in this Order to bombs or hand-grenades or explosives or incendiary material or ammunition, this reference shall be interpreted to include any part or parts of such ordnance as well.

(C) Any subsequent order issued by virtue of the regulations which follow shall become effective from the date of issue.
Any order may be issued verbally if the appropriate authority sees fit.

The authority which creates and issues orders shall announce their implementation as quickly as possible and in whatever manner it sees fit. However, no order will be considered invalid on the grounds that it was not brought to the attention of the person whom it concerned.

The regulations of this article shall be applicable to every security legislation.

It is permissible for the Area Commander to appoint a Military Commander to any region or district in the area. This appointment may be made by announcing the appointee's name or by referring to the position. If a position is referred to, then the person occupying that position at the given time shall be deemed to be the Military Commander of that region or that district.

The Area Commander may grant an individual the jurisdiction of a Military Commander, in total or in part. In circumstances in which an issued order may be contradictory to an order issued by the Area Commander or by the Military Commander, then the order issued by the Area or Military Commander will take precedence.

SECTION TWO - THE COURTS AND THE JUDICIARY

Establishment of Courts
3. Military courts shall be established in the area; these are military courts as defined in article 4 and military courts presided over by a single judge, as defined in article 50.

Convening of Courts
4. Every military court shall be convened by a court president, who is an officer in the Israeli Defence Forces, holding the rank of captain or a more senior grade, and possessing legal qualifications, and two magistrates who are also officers. The court shall be established by the Military Commander, who will also appoint the president and the two magistrates.

Substitution of a Judge
5. In circumstances in which it is impossible for a single-judge military court, for whatever reason, to complete the proceedings, whether the court has begun to hear evidence or not, the Military Commander may appoint another judge in his place. The court, in its new form may take up the proceedings from the stage which they had previously reached. It may also, after granting the parties the opportunity to make their submissions, freely make use of the evidence heard before the previous court, or ask to hear the evidence once again, either in whole or in part.

Location of Courts
6. The military court shall sit at a time and place specified by the president. The court president shall be responsible for appointing the time and place in which the military court shall hear the trial.
Jurisdiction
7. The military court shall be granted the jurisdiction to try a crime specified in any security provision or other legislation without prejudice to the provisions of the security legislation.

Prosecutor and Defence
8. Every case for the prosecution which is to be tried before a military court shall be conducted by a military prosecutor appointed by the Area Commander. The accused may be defended by an advocate.

Evidence
9. Military courts shall conduct themselves in accordance with the same laws of evidence which apply in cases in which soldiers are tried. However, military courts may diverge from the laws of evidence in special circumstances which must be recorded, if they deem it to be in the interests of justice to do so.

General Procedural Provisions
10. A military court may, with regard to procedural matters not laid down by this order, adopt any course which it deems to be best calculated to ensure that justice is done.

Trials to be Held in Public
11. The military court shall hold cases brought before it in public. However, a military court may order that a case brought before it shall be conducted wholly or in part behind closed doors if it considers it appropriate to do so in the interests of the security of the Israeli Defence Forces, justice, or for public safety.

Translator for the Accused
12. If the accused does not understand Hebrew the military court shall appoint him an interpreter who will translate for him the statements made during the course of the hearing and the decisions of the court, unless the accused willingly renounces his right to have the proceedings translated wholly or in part. The accused has the right to object to a particular translator and to request that he/she be replaced.

Swearing-in and Warning of Witnesses and Interpreters
13. (A) A military court shall warn a witness, prior to the giving of testimony, that he is obliged to tell the truth, and that he will be subject to punishment in accordance with security provisions should he fail to do so. The witness shall be required to swear to tell the truth. He is, however, entitled to make it known that, for reasons of conscience or religious belief, he does not want to swear, but would rather affirm, so long as the court is of the opinion that the reasons given by the witness are in good faith.

(B) The provisions of sub-clause (A) shall also apply, with the necessary modifications, to the warning and swearing-in of the interpreter.

Adjournment of the Court
14. A military court may adjourn at any stage during the proceedings and may reconvene at any place or time that the court orders. The court shall provide directives concerning the custody of the accused and order his appearance at the adjourned hearing.
Recording the Trial

15. (A) The president of the court shall either record the case personally or use the services of a registrar.

(B) The record shall comprise a summary of the following matters:
1. The accused's reply to the allegations;
2. The testimony of witnesses;
3. Submissions presented;
4. Findings of law (findings and decisions taken by the court, regardless of whether they are to the accused's advantage or disadvantage);
5. The judgement and sentence.

(C) The president of the court shall sign every legal finding and sentence.

Summoning the Accused and Witnesses

16. (A) A military court may summon, at the request of either party, any person to give evidence in the case if it considers that summoning him will assist in the clarification of any question pertaining to the hearing. The court may, of its own accord, summon a witness itself.

(B) A military court may at any time issue an attendance order to the accused, if it deems such a measure necessary to compel the accused's attendance at the hearing at the appointed time.

(C) A military court may, at the request of a party or at the suggestion of a court, order a witness who has been summoned, or any other person, to present to the court at the time fixed by it in the summons or order, any documents, specified in the summons or order, which are in his possession.

(D) A military court may order any person appearing before it to give evidence or to produce documents at any time which it sets. Such persons shall be subject to the same law which applies to individuals who have been summoned or ordered to produce documents before the court.

(E) Any person summoned to give evidence who fails to appear, or ordered to produce documents who does not so produce, may have an attendance order brought against him in order to compel his attendance in court.

(F) Any person against whom an attendance order has been brought, in accordance with sub-clause (B) or (E) above, is to appear as soon as possible before the military court, which shall determine whether to detain him in custody or to free him on conditions which it shall lay down.

Imprisonment of Witnesses or the Accused for Failure to Obey a Summons. Contempt of Court

17. Any person summoned to appear before a military court who, without reasonable excuse, has failed to attend, or to produce a document or evidence in his possession or control, or who, having attended court, leaves without having obtained the prior consent of the court, or who fails to appear after the adjournment of the court in spite of being ordered...
to attend, or any person who, in the presence of the court, refuses to obey any directive of the court, or insults the court, or any member thereof, or obstructs or hinders the proceedings of the court, may be immediately sentenced to imprisonment by the court, although the term should not exceed two years. Nothing contained herein shall affect the authority of the military court to try an offence, under this clause, by way of ordinary prosecutory proceedings fixed by this order, provided that no person shall be charged twice for the same offence.

Examination of Witnesses
18. All witnesses, other than the accused, who have chosen to make a statement rather than take an oath prior to giving evidence before a military court, shall be liable to examination, cross-examination and re-examination.

Witnesses in Cases in which there are Several Accused
19. In cases in which there are several individuals accused of an offence, the order of the examination of witnesses shall proceed as follows:
   1. In cross-examination - witnesses shall be cross-examined by the prosecution or by their counsel in accordance with the order in which their names appear on the list of court proceedings;
   2. Primary prosecution - a witness shall be first examined by the prosecution or the counsel who summoned him, and thereafter by the other members of the prosecution or defence in the order set out in sub-clause 1.

Unanimous Determination of Guilt
20. No person shall be found guilty in a military court other than by the unanimous decision of the president and its members.

The Charge and Response thereto
21. (A) Prior to the accused’s appearance in a military court, the nature of the charges and details thereof shall be recorded in the charge sheet which shall be brought by the prosecutor before the court. A copy of the charge sheet shall be given to the accused before his hearing.
   (B) At the beginning of the hearing the charge sheet shall be read out in front of the accused.
   (C) The accused shall be asked if he pleads guilty as charged or admits to the facts or not.
   (D) The accused may answer such questions in one of the following ways:
      1. He may admit the charge;
      2. He may refute the charge;
      3. He may refute the charge, but admit to certain facts, in whole or in part, raised in connection with the action which is the subject matter of the charge.
   (E) If an accused does not answer the question put to him in accordance with sub-clause (D) above, he shall be deemed to have refuted the charge.
any witness in his defence; and, should the accused wish to give evidence, the court shall hear the evidence and that of any witness whom he summons.

(B) If the accused declares that he has witnesses to call but that they are not present the court may, at its own discretion, adjourn the trial and, if it sees fit, may order steps to be taken to secure the attendance of such witnesses at the appointed time.

Summing Up
32. Once the counsel for the defence has put its case before the court, the Prosecutor may sum up his case and then the accused or his counsel may sum up their case.

Acquittal to be Pronounced Immediately
33. If the court acquits the accused, the finding of acquittal shall be pronounced at once and the accused shall be freed if there are no other reasons to detain him in custody.

Conviction and Sentence
34. (A) If the court convicts the accused on a charge, it shall pass sentence upon him.

(B) Prior to passing sentence on the accused the military court shall give the military prosecutor the opportunity to bring forward any further evidence at his disposal which may influence the nature of the punishment or its extent. Thereafter, the accused shall have the right to make any statement or provide any testimony, reasons or evidence with a view to mitigating the sentence.

(C) At the end of the proceedings set out in sub-clause (B) above the prosecutor shall be entitled, and after him the accused or his counsel shall be entitled, to deliver a statement concerning the extent of the punishment; when the Counsel has summed up his statement, the court shall enable the accused to have a final say.

Presence of the Accused During the Trial
35. (A) Every person tried before a military court shall be entitled to be present during the whole trial so long as he conducts himself properly.

(B) If the accused does not conduct himself properly the court may, at its own discretion, order his removal from the courtroom and continue the proceedings in his absence, provided that it makes provisions for informing the accused of what has occurred during the trial, and gives the accused the opportunity to defend himself.

(C) The court may, as it deems fit, permit the accused to be absent from the court during the whole or any part of a trial on such terms as it may set.

The Accused Being of Unsound Mind
36. (A) In circumstances in which a military court decides that the accused being tried before it cannot be punished on account of suffering from a psychological illness at the time of the crime, the court may decide to detain him in a suitable establishment to be specified by the Area Commander, and to hold him in custody
there so long as the Area Commander remains convinced that the accused is suffering from the above-mentioned illness.

(B) If, during the proceedings in a military court, it appears to the court that the accused is not capable of being tried because he is suffering from a disease of the mind, the court may order that the individual be detained for a period to be determined by the Area Commander. The Area Commander may, on the evidence of two military doctors that the individual detained in accordance with this sub-clause is now of sound mind, and if he deems it fit, determine that the accused be tried in accordance with the law for the offence for which he has was originally charged.

(C) The Area Commander may make provisions from time to time as he sees fit concerning the detention of individuals held in accordance with this clause.

Medical Examination of the Accused
37. (A) In order to enable the military court to determine if it is appropriate to pass an order in accordance with clause 36, the court may at the request of one of the parties or of its own volition, order that the accused undergo a medical examination and, if it is deemed necessary, that he be admitted to hospital.

(B) A hospitalisation order, passed in accordance with this clause, shall be executed by a psychiatrist appointed for the purpose by the Area Commander or by a person authorised by him; the court may not use its own judgement to specify to which particular hospital the sick individual is to be admitted, only the psychiatrist so appointed may specify the hospital which shall then admit the individual referred to in the order.

Length of Detention
38. In circumstances in which a military court has passed a sentence of imprisonment upon an individual who has been tried, the period in which the accused was held in custody for the offence prior to the trial shall be incorporated into the term of imprisonment.

Confirmation of Sentence
39. As soon as possible after the end of a trial the conviction shall be passed onto the Area Commander for his confirmation.

Place of Custody and Imprisonment
40. (A) A person detained in accordance with this order shall be held in custody in a place specified by the Military Commander.

(B) A sentence of imprisonment shall be carried out in a prison specified by the Area Commander.

Confirmation of Conviction and Sentence
41. The conviction and sentence passed by the military court shall not be valid until it has been confirmed by the Area Commander. Where a sentence of imprisonment has been given to the convicted person, the court president shall order that the accused be detained until
confirmation of the sentence is received, and such a period of detention shall be recorded and incorporated into the term of imprisonment should the sentence be confirmed.

Powers of the Commander on Passing of a Sentence
42. Upon passing of a sentence the Area Commander may:
   1. Confirm the conviction and sentence; or
   2. Reverse the finding of the court, acquit the accused and order his release; or
   3. Confirm the conviction; or pardon the accused, or mitigate the sentence; or
   4. Cancel the findings of the trial and order a retrial before the same or a different military court.

Petitions to the Area Commander
43. There can be no appeal against a judgment on jurisdictional grounds, however, the convicted person may apply to the Area Commander or the Military Commander, as the case may be, in order to appeal or make a petition in connection with the finding of guilt or the sentence. A military court, when passing sentence on a convicted person, shall bring to his notice his rights in accordance with this clause.

Review of Sentence
44. The Area Commander may at any time review the sentence of a military court which has been confirmed, and has the power to mitigate or remit the sentence.

Conditions for Mitigating the Sentence
45. (A) The Area Commander, while acting under the powers conferred on him by clauses 42 and 44, and the Military Commander, while acting under the powers conferred on him by clause 50(C), (5), may impose conditions upon the convicted person before his punishment may be mitigated. Similarly, before the convicted person shall have his sentence mitigated, he may be asked to produce a surety guaranteeing that he will not commit an offence, or offences (hereinafter referred to as "further offences"), for a period which shall be determined by the Area Commander or the Military Commander by an order, but which shall not exceed three years (hereinafter referred to as "the period of surety"), from the date of giving the surety.

   (B) If any of the conditions set for the mitigation of a term of punishment for the convicted person are subsequently broken, any military court may, upon being so requested by the military prosecutor, make provisions for the execution of the sentence as though no mitigation had been passed, with the exception of any part of the sentence which was served prior to the mitigation.

   (C) Where the Area Commander or the Military Commander has mitigated a convicted person’s sentence through the offices of a surety, the following provisions shall apply:

      1. The bail shall be a personal bond undertaken by the convicted person either alone, or through the offices of a surety, or by a cash deposit, or partly by a bond and partly by a cash deposit, as the Area Commander or the Military Commander may direct;
2. The amount of the surety may not exceed the maximum fine which the military court is able to impose for the offence of which the accused has been found guilty;

3. If the accused is found guilty of a further offence committed during the period of surety the court which tries the accused for the subsequent offence shall pass an order which concerns the realisation and forfeiture of the surety in whole or in part;

4. If the accused is found guilty of a further offence committed during the period of surety and the court does not make provisions referred to in sub-clause 3, any military court may, upon being requested to do so by the military prosecutor, make provisions by order concerning the realisation and forfeiture of the surety in whole or in part;

5. Any surety for which an order has been passed in accordance with the terms of sub-clauses 3 and 4, shall be treated as a fine which has not been paid on time;

6. Sub-clause (B) shall not apply to the conditions of mitigation of punishment referred to in this sub-clause.

Execution of Confirmed Sentence

46. (A) Confirmation by the Area Commander in accordance with clauses 42 or 44 shall be regarded as granting permission to any authorised person to execute the sentence of the court, or the provisions made by the Area Commander as the case may be.

(B) In circumstances in which an individual, in accordance with a sentence confirmed by the Area Commander, is obliged to pay a fine and does not do so, the Area Commander may order the seizure of the individual’s property and its sale in order to secure the payment of the fine.

Punishment

47. (A) 1. In circumstances in which an individual is convicted before a military court, the court may impose upon him any sentence which does not exceed the maximum sentence fixed for that offence by law or by security provisions as the case may be, or any lighter sentence, including a sentence which combines a term of imprisonment with a fine, provided that the court does not impose a fine in excess of five thousand Israeli liras in cases where only a prison sentence has been specified in existing legislation.

2. A military court may impose a sentence of imprisonment, for as long a term as it sees fit, for non-payment of a fine, provided that such a term does not exceed two years in prison, in addition to any term of imprisonment already imposed by the court.

3. In circumstances in which a military court does not pass a ruling to impose a term of imprisonment upon the convicted person for non-payment of a fine, as stated in sub-clause (2), it is permissible for the military court to issue an imprisonment order at the request of the military prosecutor brought after the fine has not been paid within its due time.

4. A term of imprisonment for non-payment of a fine shall begin to be served after the convicted person has served his other term of imprisonment.
5. In circumstances in which a military court has imposed a sentence of imprisonment for non-payment of a fine, if part of the fine is paid before the convicted person has served his punishment, the period of imprisonment shall be shortened in the same proportion which the sum paid bears to the total fine.

6. Notwithstanding the provisions of sub-clause 1, no death penalty shall be passed upon a convicted person by a military court unless at least two of its judges are officers with legal qualifications and the sentence is unanimous.

(B) In circumstances in which a person has been sentenced to a term of imprisonment, except for reasons of non-payment of a fine, if, before the end of the punishment, he is sentenced to another term of imprisonment for a different offence, the second period of imprisonment shall begin immediately and run concurrently with the first unless the military court directs otherwise.

(C) In circumstances in which a military court in a single judgment sentences the convicted person to two terms of imprisonment for different periods, it may stipulate that the convicted person serve all or part of one term after another. If no such provision is made all terms of imprisonment shall begin on the same day.

(D) A court which imposes a sentence of imprisonment, except imprisonment for non-payment of a fine, may stipulate that the convicted person shall serve "hard labour" for either part or the entire period of imprisonment; the Area Commander shall determine from time to time the nature of the labour to be imposed upon the convicted person as stated.

(E) 1. A military court which imposes a sentence of imprisonment for a fixed term, except imprisonment for non-payment of a fine, may stipulate that the punishment, in whole or in part, shall be suspended.

2. Any person sentenced to a suspended term of imprisonment shall not serve his punishment unless, during the period fixed by the sentence (hereinafter referred to as "the suspended period") he commits one of the offences specified in the sentence (hereinafter referred to as "further offence").

3. In circumstances in which a suspended sentence has been imposed, and the convicted person is found guilty during the suspended period or thereafter of a further offence, the court shall order that the suspended sentence be put into effect.

4. In circumstances in which a person is found guilty as stated and the court does not order the implementation of the suspended punishment, the military prosecutor may, not later than two months after the sentence has been passed, petition the court for the execution of the suspended sentence.

5. Any person sentenced to imprisonment for a further offence, and against whom a suspended prison sentence has been enforced, shall serve the two terms, either in whole or in part, consecutively unless the military court directs otherwise for reasons to be recorded.

6. An order made under sub-clauses 3-5 shall be deemed for all purposes as a sentence of a military court.
Pledge by the Accused to Refrain from Committing a Subsequent Crime

48. (A) A military court which makes a finding of guilt against any person may, in addition to the punishment which it imposes or in substitution thereof, order the convicted person to be bound over not to commit an offence for a period which the court shall specify but which shall not exceed three years; the binding over shall be with or without sureties and for a sum which shall not exceed the maximum penalty which the court is permitted to impose for the offence for which the convicted person has been found guilty, as the court shall order.

(B) In circumstances in which a military court passes an order, in accordance with sub-clause (A), to bind over a convicted person from committing an offence, the military court may compel the accused’s obedience to the binding over order by imposing a sentence of imprisonment upon him for a period which shall not exceed three months.

(C) In circumstances in which a person is found guilty of an offence which he had, in accordance with sub-clause (A), pledged not to commit, and if he fails to pay the amount of the surety for the said offence, this amount shall be deemed by the court which imposed the original surety as a fine which has not been paid. The court may exact the amount which the accused owes from the bondsman in the same way as if it were a fine which was not paid in time.

Enforcement of Compensation

49. (A) A military court which finds an accused person guilty may oblige him, in addition to any punishment, to pay damages for the offence which he committed, or any part of such a sum, as compensation for the damage or suffering caused by him.

(B) A military court shall not pass a compensation order, as stated in sub-clause (A), unless the victim and the accused have both been given the opportunity to present evidence relating to the extent of the damage.

(C) Sub-clause (A) shall be applied only to the category of damage defined in clause 2 of Military Order 164 (Order Concerning Local Court) (The Status of Army Authority) 1967.

(D) The same laws which are applicable to the late payment of a fine shall be applied to unpaid damages.

Single-Judge Military Courts

50. (A) Single-judge military courts shall be set up by the Area Commander and shall be presided over by an officer with legal qualifications who shall be appointed by the Area Commander (such courts are hereinafter to be referred to as "single-judge courts").

(B) The provisions of this order shall apply to single-judge courts as if they were military courts set up in accordance with clause 4, and wherever the word "court" appears in this order it will be interpreted to mean single-judge courts as well unless any provision exist which stipulates the contrary.
Single-judge courts shall sit at such times and in such places as they are instructed to.

A single-judge court shall not have the jurisdiction to pass the death sentence.

A single-judge court shall not have the jurisdiction to pass any sentence of imprisonment which exceeds five years or a fine which exceeds three thousand Israeli liras or a combination of this degree of fine and term of imprisonment.

The conviction and sentence passed by a single-judge court shall not be subject to the confirmation of the Area Commander but shall be valid upon pronouncement.

In relation to a judgement and sentence passed by a single-judge court, a Military Commander may of his own volition or upon application of the convicted person:

a. invalidate the finding, acquit the accused and order his release;
b. mitigate the punishment or commute the sentence.

The record of every case brought before a single-judge court shall contain the following information:

a. the charge or charges;
b. the plea of the accused;
c. a summary of the evidence;
d. the court's verdict and sentence.

Any authorised person shall be entitled to enforce the sentence passed by a single-judge court, or at the order of a Military Commander in accordance with sub-clause 5.

If an individual has, by sentence from a single-judge court, been ordered to pay a fine and fails to do so, then the Military Commander may order the seizure and sale of the convicted person's property in order to secure payment of the fine.

At any time prior to the court issuing its final judgement, a single-judge court shall have authority to transfer any charges to a military court, set up in accordance with clause 4 above, to place the accused in custody or free him on conditions which it shall set in order to secure his appearance before such a military court; and thereafter the military court shall have the jurisdiction to hear the case and reach a verdict in the same way as if the accused has been brought before it from the beginning.

An accused brought to trial before a single-judge court may request at the beginning of the case that the case be transferred to a military court set up in accordance with clause 4 and the single-judge court is obliged to fulfill such a request. A single-judge court shall inform the accused at the beginning of the case of his rights in accordance with this clause.

In circumstances in which a single-judge court is prevented for whatever reason from completing a trial, whether it has already begun to hear evidence or not, the Military Commander may order that another single-judge court should continue to try the case, picking up the proceedings from the point at which the previous
single-judge court left off, and it may, after granting the parties the opportunity to be heard on the matter, conduct itself in accordance with the evidence heard by the previous court as if such evidence was presented to it, or it may request that such evidence either in whole or in part, be presented before it again.

SECTION THREE - OFFENCES

Sabotage and the Causing of Death
51. (A) Any person who intentionally causes the death of another or carries out an act of sabotage against any military target shall be subject to the death sentence or any other punishment to be determined by the court.

(B) No death sentence may be passed by a court if the accused was under the age of eighteen at the time of committing the offence.

Carrying of Firearms, Explosives, Etc.
52. (A) No person may carry any firearm, ammunition, bomb, grenade, explosive or incendiary device without a permit granted by the Military Commander, or his delegate, or other than in accordance with the terms of the permit.

(B) Membership is not permitted of any group, any of whose other members have committed an offence in accordance with clause 51 or sub-clause (A) of this order.

(C) Any person committing an offence under the terms of this clause shall be liable to life imprisonment or any other punishment to be determined by the court.

Offences against the Maintenance of Public Order
53. (A) 1. No person may have in his possession any firearm, ammunition, bomb, grenade, explosive or incendiary device or any instrument article or thing designed or adapted for causing death or serious injury unless he carries a permit granted by the Military Commander or his delegate and unless he has fulfilled all the conditions of the licence or permit which he holds.

2. No person shall manufacture any firearm, ammunition, bomb, grenade, explosive or incendiary device without a permit granted by the Military Commander or his delegate or other than in accordance with the terms of such a permit.

3. No person shall destroy, endanger, interfere with, or do any act or omission calculated to destroy, damage, obstruct, endanger or interfere with the security of the area or of the Israeli Defence Forces and its soldiers, or its activities or the safe operation of the following equipment - ship, airplane, port, quay, pier, mooring, railway, waterway, road, track, railway engine, carriage, truck or any other means of public transport or public communication or any works, plant or equipment used for or designed for the manufacturing, supply, storage, transporting, transmission or distribution of water, fuel, gas or electricity, or any property of the State of Israel or of the Israeli Defence Forces.

4. No person may approach or be in the vicinity of any such property as is
defined in sub-clause (3) or enter thereon for the purpose of carrying out any act prohibited by that sub-clause.

5. Membership is prohibited of any group, any of whose members have committed or are planning to commit any offence as defined in this clause.

(B) Any person who has committed an offence under this clause shall be sentenced to a term of life imprisonment or any other punishment which the court shall determine.

Contact with the Enemy
54. No person may make contact either in writing, orally or in anyway whatsoever with any person who, there is reason to suspect, is working for the enemy, whether they be in the employ of an enemy organisation or in any other way connected to the enemy.

Disguises
55. (A) No person shall adopt any disguise in any circumstance calculated to prejudice or endanger public safety, or the security of the Israeli Defence Forces, or the defence of the area, or the maintenance of public order.

(B) Any person committing an offence under this clause shall be sentenced to a term of imprisonment which should not exceed five years.

Impersonation
56. Any individual who, while not a public servant, impersonates a public servant shall be guilty of an offence under this order.

Harbouring Criminals
57. No person shall assist or harbour anyone who has committed an offence against the security provisions or who is, or has been, engaged in any activity prejudicial to public safety, to the safety of the Israeli Defence Forces and its soldiers, and to the maintenance of public order, or when there are reasonable grounds to suspect that he has done so, whether by providing information, shelter, food, drink, money, clothes, weapons, ammunition, supplies, provisions, means of conveyance, fuel or petrol of any kind whatsoever, or by any other means.

False or Contradictory Evidence
58. (A) Any person who knowingly gives false evidence in any proceeding before a military court or behaves in an unseemly manner before any such court shall be sentenced to a term of imprisonment of up to five years.

(B) Any person who knowingly gives false evidence before any person authorised by any law or by the security provisions to hear evidence shall be sentenced to a term of imprisonment of up to two years.

(C) Any person who, during the course of giving evidence before a military court, contradicts in an important detail evidence which he previously gave before another military court or before any other court or person authorised by any law or security provision to hear evidence, and if the court proves that there was an intention in
so doing to deceive those before whom evidence was given, shall be sentenced to a term of imprisonment of up to two years, irrespective of whom the accused intended to deceive. For the purpose of this clause 'evidence' shall be taken to mean any statement given under oath, under affirmation or otherwise.

**Non-Prevention of an Offence**

59. Any person who knows or has reasonable ground for suspecting that another person is committing or intends to commit an offence against an existing law or the security provisions the punishment for which exceeds three years of imprisonment, and who does not forthwith inform the Military Commander or the nearest police station or any officer in the Israeli Defence Forces, or does not act in any other reasonable manner in order to prevent the act or its continuation or completion shall be guilty of an offence under this order.

**Licences and Authorisations Issued under the Security Provisions**

60. (A) Any licence-holder shall act in accordance with the request of a soldier.

(B) No person shall break any condition laid down in a licence.

(C) No person shall alter or permit another to alter any document issued in accordance with security provisions.

(D) No person shall use or allow another to use any such document to which alterations have been introduced in contravention of sub-clause (C).

(E) No person shall lend any document issued in accordance with the security provisions.

(F) No person shall keep in his possession or control any document similar to a document issued under the security provisions with the intent of misleading.

(G) For the purposes of sub-clauses (B)-(F), any act committed outside the region shall be regarded as though it was done within the region.

**Evasion of Obligatory Payment**

61. Any person who intentionally evades the obligation to make any monetary payments to the Area Commander, or any of the authorities in the area, such a sum being imposed by law or by the security provisions and constituting one of the actions hereinafter set out, shall be sentenced to a term of up to five years imprisonment or to a fine of ten thousand Israeli liras and/or one-and-a-half times the sum the payment of which was evaded or intended to be evaded, or both such punishments together. These actions are as follows:

1. Deleting from any document, which is to be presented in accordance with a law or the security provisions, any sum recorded in that document;

2. Transmitting in any document, which is to be presented in accordance with a law or the security provisions, any false written statement;

3. Making a false reply orally or in writing to a question or a request for information put to him in accordance with a law or the security provisions;
4. Preparing or maintaining or permitting the preparation or maintenance of false account books or other false statements or falsifying or permitting the falsification of account books or statements;

5. Using deceit, cunning or tricks or permitting the use thereof.

Meddling with the Affairs of the Israeli Defence Forces

62. Any person who:
   1. Commits any act which it is reasonable to assume is liable to prevent the Defence Forces of Israel or any person occupied in the execution of essential services from carrying out their duties; or
   2. Knowingly commits any act intended to cause any soldier or person occupied in essential services to be unable efficiently to carry out his duties, shall be deemed to be guilty of an offence under this order.

Information of Military Value

63. (A) Any person who, without legal authority,
   1. obtains; or
   2. records; or
   3. communicates with any other person or publishes; or
   4. has in his possession any certificate or record containing any information purporting to be in respect of the following subjects:
      - the number, description, armaments, equipment, disposition, movement or condition of the Israeli Defence Forces, their vehicles, aircraft and fleets or their operations, completed or projected, or their prisoners of war, materials or any measures for the defence or fortification of any place, or any other information of military value or purporting to be of such value;
      - shall be guilty of an offence against this order and shall be sentenced to fifteen years imprisonment.

   (B) Without prejudice to the generality of clause 3 (A) above any person who passes, sends or signals any information whatsoever by any means, or who communicates with any other person in a manner or in circumstances or by means likely to convey information, shall be deemed to have communicated the information within the meaning of clause 63 (A) to another person.

Obstruction

64. Any person who obstructs a soldier in the execution of his duty, or any person exercising any powers or performing any duties conferred or imposed on him by the security provisions, or discharging any duty in connection with public safety, the security of the Israeli Defence Forces, the defence of the area, the maintenance of public order or the maintenance and supply of services; shall be guilty of an offence under this order.

Insults and Threats

65. Anyone who:
   1. Behaves in an insulting manner towards any of the authorities of the Israeli Defence Forces within the region or any of its representatives; or
2. Threatens another person or insults him in a manner likely to disturb the peace or public order; shall be guilty of an offence under this order.

Attacking a Soldier
66. (A) Any person who attacks a soldier or uses violence towards him shall be guilty of an offence under this order.

(B) "Soldier" in connection with this clause shall be interpreted to include any person invested with the authority of a soldier in accordance with the security provisions.

Attacking Service Personnel
67. Any person who attacks or uses violence toward a person in the service of, or previously in the service of, the Israeli Defence Forces or any of its authorities, or who causes damage to its property; shall be guilty of an offence under this order.

Activity against Public Order
68. Any person who commits any act which disturbs or is likely to disturb the peace or public order shall be guilty of an offence under this order.

Offences Concerning Military Equipment
69. (A) In this clause "military equipment" shall be interpreted to mean weapons, ammunition, explosive material, clothing, uniforms, personal equipment of soldiers or any item of equipment supplied for the use of the Israeli Defence Forces, or which is the property of the Israeli Defence Forces, or vested by law in the Israeli Defence Forces, or forming part of the supplies of the Israeli Defence Forces, or brought the region for their use.

(B) No person shall keep in his possession any military equipment without permission or reasonable justification whereof the burden of proof shall be upon him.

(C) No person shall purchase, or exchange, or keep in his possession, or receive military equipment from a soldier or on behalf of a soldier or in his name, nor shall a person request military equipment, take it, or remove it from the hands of a soldier in order to sell or transfer possession therein in any way whatsoever.

(D) No person shall knowingly and unlawfully remove military equipment from the possession of the army.

(E) Any person committing an offence under this clause shall be sentenced to up to ten years imprisonment.

Entry to a Prohibited Area
70. (A) Any person who enters a prohibited area, attempts to penetrate the same, remains therein, attempts to investigate its structure or what occurs therein, or without reasonable explanation wanders nearby without being authorised to do so, and also any person who attempts to disturb or deceive a guard or watchman keeping guard over the prohibited area shall be sentenced to up to ten years imprisonment.
(B) In this clause "prohibited area" shall mean a place occupied by the Israeli Defence Forces or used for security purposes or for the provision of essential services.

Escape from Custody
71. Any person who escapes from custody to which he is subject by law shall be guilty of an offence under this order.

Intimidation
72. Any person who:
   1. Threatens to injure the person, or reputation, or property of an individual, or of any other person to whom the individual is beholden for his property or his status, with intent to cause the said individual to commit any act which he is not legally obliged to do, or to omit to do any act which he is legally entitled to do; or
   2. Threatens in like manner and with a similar intention any persons generally, or any class or description of persons, shall be guilty of an offence under this order.

Authority to Obtain Information
73. Any person who does not comply with the directives given by the Military Commander, or on his behalf, to produce or reveal information or articles which are in his possession to the authority or person specified in such a directive, shall be guilty of an offence under this order.

False Information
74. Any person who makes a false declaration or representation, or makes use of any document containing false information, to any of the authorities of the Israeli Defence Forces or to any authority acting under the auspices of the Israeli Defence Forces in the area, or to anyone authorised by order of the Area Commander of the Israel Defence Forces, shall be guilty of an offence under this order.

Offences Involving Bribery
75. (A) In this clause:
   1. "Bribe" shall mean money, things of monetary value, services or any other gain.
   2. "Receipt" shall include receipt on behalf of another person or from another person directly or indirectly.

   (B) A public servant who accepts a bribe in connection with any activity connected with his duty shall be liable to a sentence of seven years imprisonment or a fine of ten thousand Israeli lira or both punishments together.

   (C) The law which applies to anyone proffering a bribe also applies to any individual who accepts a bribe. A person who offers or promises a bribe, even if it is not carried out, shall be deemed to be a person who has given a bribe.

   (D) A person who receives money in order to bribe a public servant shall be guilty of an offence under this order, whether the money is given for his intercession with one person or another or not, and irrespective of whether there was an intention to bribe or not.
(E) Any person receiving money in order, either himself or through another directly or indirectly, to cause a public servant wrongly to act, desist from acting, delay, be inactive, act slowly, favour or to discriminate against, shall be guilty of an offence under this order.

(F) Any person who gives money to a person in circumstances set out in clauses (D) and (E) shall be considered to have given a bribe.

(G) There shall be no distinction in matters relating to bribery:
1. In what manner the bribe is given;
2. Whether it is in connection with wrongful actions, inaction, delay, preferment or discrimination;
3. Whether it is given with a particular job in mind or in order to pervert fairness in general;
4. Whether it is for an action of the taker himself or to buy his influence over the actions of another;
5. Whether it is actually given by the giver or through the offices of a third party; whether it is given to the acceptor or to another person on the acceptor’s behalf either before or after the event; whether the person benefitting from the bribe is the acceptor or another individual;
6. Whether the position of the acceptor is one of power or subservience; whether the performance of his job is paid or not paid; whether voluntary or by virtue of an obligation.

(H) In any case concerning an offence under this clause the military court may reach a guilty verdict on the evidence of one witness alone, even if the witness was a party to the offence.

Damaging the Property of the Security Forces
76. (A) Any person who negligently causes damage to the property of the security forces shall be guilty of an offence under this order.

(B) For the purposes of this clause "property of the security forces" shall mean property in the ownership or use of any one of the category of persons set out in clause (2) of Military Order 164 Concerning Local Courts (Status of the Authorities of the Israeli Defence Forces) 1967.

Causing Damage due to Negligence
77. Any person who negligently causes damage to the person of a soldier or a worker in the service of or on a mission for the Israeli Defence Forces or any of the authorities appointed or authorised to act in the area by the Area Commander or the Military Commander, shall be guilty or an offence under this order.
SECTION 4 - ARREST, SEARCH, SEIZURE AND FORFEITURE

Arrest

78. (A) Any soldier may, without a warrant, arrest any person contravening the provisions of this order or who, there is reason to suspect, has committed an offence under the terms of this order.

(B) Any person arrested under sub-clause (A) shall be brought as soon as possible to a Police Station or a place of detention specified in this order.

(C) A warrant of arrest must be made within a reasonable time against any person arrested in accordance with sub-clause (A); if such an arrest warrant is not issued within ninety-six hours of an individual’s arrest, then he shall be released.

(D) Any police officer is authorised to issue an arrest warrant in writing, which shall not exceed seven days.

(E) A Police officer, not being below the rank of "Pakad", who is of the opinion that the investigation material collated against a person, in respect of whom an arrest warrant has been taken out in accordance with the terms of sub-clause (D), necessitates continuation of his detention, may extend the period for not more than seven days.

(F) 1. A military court is authorised to issue an arrest warrant for a period not exceeding six months;
2. In circumstances in which an arrest warrant is issued for a period of less than six months a military court may extend it from time to time, provided that the total period of detention shall not exceed six months.

(G) In circumstances in which a charge has been brought before a military court, the court shall be authorised to order the continued detention of the accused until the end of his case.

(H) An arrest warrant, under the terms of sub-clauses (D) to (G), shall be executed by a soldier.

(I) 1. A military court or a police officer is authorised to order the release of any person arrested in accordance with this clause; no person arrested by virtue of an arrest warrant issued by a court shall be released except by a court order emanating from the court which originally ordered the arrest, in accordance with sub-clause (G);

(J) 'Police officer' in this article shall be taken to include any other officer defined in Military Order 52 - Order Concerning Police Forces Working in Conjunction with the Israeli Defence Forces, 1967.
Release on Bail

79. (A) Release on bail, in accordance with clause 78, may be by way of a personal bond on the part of the person arrested or charged, either undertaken alone or in conjunction with the bond of a surety, or by way of monetary deposit, as the police officer or court, which ordered the provision of a surety as a condition of release, shall deem fit.

(B) Release on bail shall be conditional upon the arrested or charged person presenting himself for questioning and for the hearing of the case at any time that he is requested to do so.

(C) In circumstances in which a person has been released on bail, any soldier may, either on his own initiative or at the request of the surety, if he has reasonable grounds to suspect that the person released is about to evade justice, arrest the released person without an arrest warrant. A released person arrested accordingly shall be dealt with in accordance with the terms of clause 78 (B).

(D) 1. At the request of the military prosecutor, the military court may, upon it being proved to the court that the person released has broken any one of the conditions of his release, order the arrest of the released person. Thereupon it may order:

   (i) Payment of the whole amount of the bond, or part thereof to the funds of the Area Command, and any such order shall be regarded as a fine which has not been paid in due time;

   (ii) The forfeiture of the deposit, either in whole or in part, in favour of the Area Command.

2. At any time after the issuing of an order, in accordance with subclause (A), a military court may, for reasons which it shall record, cancel or alter the order as it deems fit.

Seizure and Forfeiture

80. (A) Any soldier may seize and detain any goods, articles, documents or things which, he has reasonable grounds to suspect, prove that an offence against this order has been committed, or are the reward for the committing of any such offence, or the means by which an offence has been committed or ordered or facilitated, and which may serve as evidence that an offence against the terms of this order has occurred.

(B) Any goods, articles, documents or things which prove that an offence against this order has been committed, or which have been given as a reward for the commission of such an offence, or to commission or facilitate any such offence, shall be dealt with in whatever way the Area Commander shall direct.

(C) Any goods, articles, documents or things seized in accordance with this clause which, it is subsequently discovered, have not been used for the commission, rewarding, execution or facilitation of an offence under the terms of this order, and
which cannot be used as evidence that an offence against this order has been committed, shall be released in accordance with directions of the Area Commander.

Investigations
81. An officer or soldier, authorised by an officer generally or specifically, may at any time enter any place, vehicle, ship or aircraft, which, he has reason to suspect, is being used or has been used for any purpose prejudicial to public safety, the security of the Israeli Defence Forces or its soldiers, the maintenance of public order, or for purposes of inciting rebellion, riot or disturbance, or in which he suspects that a person who has committed an offence against the terms of this order may be hiding, and he may search the place, vehicle, ship or aircraft and any person found on the premises or leaving the premises.

Personal Check
82. Any soldier may detain and search any person who, he has reason to suspect, has been using any article liable to seizure under this order, or any animal on which, he has reason to suspect, any such article is hidden.

Stopping Vehicles, Vessels and Aircraft
83. (A) Any person authorised by this order to enter any vehicle, ship or airplane may stop or detain the same using force if necessary.

(B) If any person in command or charge of any vehicle, ship or airplane, does not stop the said vehicle immediately when called upon to do so, either orally, or by signals, or by any other means, by any person authorised to do so, he shall be guilty of an offence under the terms of this order.

Delegation of Jurisdiction
84. The jurisdiction to arrest, seize, forfeit, search, conduct body searches, and stop vehicles, ships and airplanes, which is vested in a soldier in accordance with this clause shall be extended to cover any offences against security provisions, or any other law in effect in the area or in any other territory occupied by the Israeli Defence Forces.

SECTION 5 - RESTRICTION ORDER, SUPERVISION ORDERS AND ADMINISTRATIVE DETENTION

Restriction Orders
85. (A) A Military Commander may, in relation to any individual, pass an order for all or any part of the following purposes:
1. For ensuring that an individual is not allowed access to any region or area which the order specifies, except insofar as he may be permitted to enter by the order, or by the authority of any person who may be specified in the order;
2. For requiring that individual to notify the authority or person specified in the order of his movements in such manner and at such times as may be specified by the order;
3. Prohibiting or restricting the possession or use by that person of any articles
specified in the order;
4. Imposing upon him restrictions in respect of his employment or business, or his association with other persons, or his activities in relation to the dissemination of information or opinions, as may be set out in the order.

(B) If any person contravenes the terms of this clause, he shall be guilty of an offence against this order.

Special Supervision
86. (A) A Military Commander may direct by order that any person shall be placed under special supervision.

(B) Any person placed under special supervision in accordance with this clause shall be subject to all or some of the following restrictions as the Military Commander shall order:
1. He shall be required to reside within the limits of a particular area in the region, which shall be specified by the Military Commander by order;
2. He shall not leave the town, village or sub-district within which he resides without the written permission of the Military Commander;
3. He shall at all times keep the Military Commander or his delegate, informed of the whereabouts of his residence;
4. He shall be obliged to present himself, whenever requested to do so by the Military Commander at the place which he orders;
5. He shall remain within the doors of his house during such hours as the Military Commander may specify by order;

(C) A soldier may arrest any person against whom an order has been made in accordance with the terms of sub-clauses (A) and (B) and may convey him to the area in which he should be.

(D) Any person who contravenes an order in accordance with this clause shall be guilty of an offence against the terms of this order.

(E) The provisions concerning the right of appeal specified in clause 87 (E), (with such alterations as may be necessary in the circumstances), shall apply to any person against whom a supervision order has been made in accordance with this clause.

Administrative Detention
87. (A) A Military Commander, or anybody to whom he delegates his authority in this capacity, may issue an order determining that an individual be detained in whatever place of detention specified by the order.

(B) When an order is issued in accordance with this clause against any person who, under the terms of clauses 85 or 86, is already subject to an order, the order issued under this clause shall be deemed to take precedence.

(C) Any person who issues a detention order in accordance with this clause shall immediately in writing and not later than ninety-six hours after passing the order,
inform the legal advisor of the Area Commander and the legal advisor of the Military Commander thereof.

(D) Any soldier may arrest any person against whom an order has been issued, in accordance with the terms of this clause, by the Military Commander, and may convey him to the place of detention specified in the arrest order.

(E) An appeals committee shall be established for the purpose of this order appointed by the Area Commander and shall be presided over by a judge. The function of such a committee shall be to consider any appeal against an order issued in accordance with this clause and to inform the Area Commander of its recommendations. The committee shall examine the case of any person who is detained in accordance with this clause at least once every six months regardless of whether the individual has appealed or not.

(F) Any person held in a place of detention in accordance with the provisions of this clause who commits a breach of discipline and obedience while in detention shall be guilty of an offence under this order.

SECTION SIX - RESTRICTIONS

Transport and Traffic

88. (A) A Military Commander, or a person acting under the general or specific authority of a Military Commander, may through the issuing of an order or instructions, or otherwise:

1. Prohibit, restrict or regulate the use of certain roads or set the routes to be followed by vehicles or animals or persons generally or of any specific class;
2. Require of any person owning or having in their possession, or under their control any vehicle, to use the vehicle for the conveyance of such goods at such times and by such routes as may be specified by him;
3. Prohibit, restrict or regulate the movement of people in general, or of people of any specified class, or particular individuals, in airplanes.

(B) Any soldier may issue an order requiring any of the inhabitants of any town, village, area or quarter, either in whole or in part, to remove from a road any barricade or obstruction, or any glass, nails or other obstacles which may prevent the use of such road.

(C) Any person who contravenes any order, provision or requirement issued in accordance with the terms of this clause shall be guilty of an offence under this order.

Curfews

89. A Military Commander may issue an order requiring every person within a specified area to remain within doors during the hours set by the order. Anyone who is found out of doors without a written permit issued by or on behalf of a Military Commander, in the area or during the hours set by the order, shall be guilty of an offence under this order.
Closed Areas
90. (A) A Military Commander may issue an order declaring any area or place to be a closed area. Anyone who is found entering or leaving the area without a written permit issued by or on behalf of a Military Commander, or with a permit which was issued under false pretenses, shall be guilty of an offence under this order.

(B) Any person who enters a area or place closed in accordance with sub-clause (A) without a written permit issued by or on behalf of a Military Commander or with a permit which was issued under false pretenses, or who remains in the area or place subsequent to the expiry of the validity of such a permit or in contravention of the conditions set by the permit, may be removed from the area or place by any soldier.

Opening and Closing of Premises
91. (A) A Military Commander may issue an order under the following circumstances:

1. If it appears to him to be necessary, in the interests of maintaining essential services, he may require any person who is in possession of business premises, an institute of learning, or any other place which is visited by the public or part thereof (hereinafter referred to as "the place") which he may have reason to believe to has been closed in pursuance of an organised or general closure of places, to open the place and carry on business as usual.

2. If it appears to him to be necessary, in the interests of maintaining normal administrative services, public order and the security of the Israeli Defence Forces, he may require any person in possession of a place to close it, and cease conducting business therefrom, and to keep it closed for such period as is specified in the order.

(B) In this clause:
"Business premises" shall include any workshop, factory, commercial premises, shop, restaurant, buffet bar, pharmacy, bakery, laundry and any business which manufactures or sell goods or provides services for the public;
"Possesses" in relation to any place or business premise, shall include the proprietor, the manager, the clerk, the deputy or any person who has control of any place or is able to operate the same.

(C) Any person breaking the terms of this clause shall be guilty of an offence under this order.

SECTION SEVEN - VARIOUS PROVISIONS

General Punishment
92. Any person contravening any provision of this order on failing to observe any provision or obligation specified in the security provisions, shall be liable to imprisonment for five years or to a fine of five thousand Israeli liras or to both such punishments together, if no other punishment is specified for the offence.
Offences By Corporations

93. In circumstances in which a person convicted of an offence against the security provisions is a corporate body, every person who, at the time the offence was committed, was a director or officer of the corporate body shall be deemed to be guilty of that offence, unless he proves that the offence was committed without his knowledge or that he exercised all reasonable means to prevent the commission of the offence.

Burden of Proof

94. It shall be the responsibility of any person charged in connection with an offence against the security provisions to prove that his case comes within any exemption, or allowance or right which he pleads or that he is in possession of any licence, permit, consent or authorisation.

Repeals

95. This order shall repeal:


Commencement of Validity

96. This order shall come into force on the twenty-eighth day of Nissan 5730 (1st May 1970).

Name


14th Nissan 5730 (20th April 1970)

RAPHAEL VARDI, TAT-ALUF,
Area Commander
Yehuda and Shomron
APPENDIX III  

Military Order 947*  
ORDER CONCERNING THE ESTABLISHMENT OF  
A CIVILIAN ADMINISTRATION  

* Translation from ‘Civil Administration in the Occupied West Bank’ (Al-Haq, Ramallah, 1982). Reprinted with kind permission from the authors Raja Shehadeh and Jonathan Kuttab.

By virtue of the authority vested in me as Israeli Defence Force Area Commander, and since I believe that this is required to preserve orderly administration and the public order, and in order to ensure the well-being and the good of the population and to supply and implement public services, I herewith order as follows:

Definitions
1. In this order:
   "Head of the Civilian Administration" - whoever is appointed by me to be the head of the Civilian Administration in the area.

Establishment of a Civilian Administration
2. A Civilian Administration is hereby established in the region. The Civilian Administration will administer the civilian affairs in the region, in accordance with the directives of this order, for the well-being and good of the population and in order to supply and implement public services, and taking into consideration the need to maintain an orderly administration and public order in the region.

Powers of the Head of the Civilian Administration
3. (A) The Head of the Civilian Administration shall be accorded powers as detailed below:
   1. All the powers set forth in the law, except for powers set forth in acts of legislation that are detailed in the first appendix;
   2. All the powers set forth in the security provisions as detailed in the second appendix.
   
   (B) With respect to the article, acts of legislation that were issued by virtue of the law after the determining date shall be regarded as part of the law and not as security provisions.

Subsidiary Legislation
4. The Head of the Civilian Administration is authorised to issue subsidiary legislation by virtue of the law and of the security provisions according to which he is empowered to act.

Appointments and Powers
5. The Head of the Civilian Administration may, within the framework of the powers that have been accorded him:
(A) Authorise any person to act according to the law and to the security provisions;

(B) Authorise any person as noted in subsection (B) to issue subsidiary legislation by virtue of the law and the security provisions.

Preservation of Powers

6. Nothing in this order:

(A) Shall be detrimental to any appointment made or authority granted by virtue of the law and the security provisions before this order took effect, unless the Head of the Civilian Administration, within the framework of the powers granted him, shall assume them himself or grant them to someone else.

(B) In order to remove any doubt nothing in the provisions of this order restricts or abrogates any privilege or power vested in the Commander of the Israeli Defence Forces in the area in whoever was appointed by him or his agents.

* As amended by Military Order 950

7. This order shall come into effect on 11 Heshvan 5742 (8 November 1981).

URI OR
Area Commander

SUMMARY OF THE LAWS LISTED IN APPENDIX 1 OF MILITARY ORDER 947

Law for the Defence of East Jordan, 1935
and the Orders and Regulations Passed by Virtue Thereof
Defence (Emergency) Regulations, 1945
Prisons Law, 1953
Guards Law, 1925
SUMMARY OF THE MILITARY ORDERS LISTED IN APPENDIX 2 OF MILITARY ORDER 947

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Military Order No.</th>
<th>Order Description</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Order Prohibiting Trade and Financial Deals (Banks)</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Order Concerning Freezing Accounts and Delivery of Records and Accounts (Banks)</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Order Concerning Safeguarding the Rights of Depositors</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Order Concerning Deals in Real Property</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Order Concerning Income Tax and Property Tax</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Order Concerning Appointments Pursuant to Customs and Stamp Laws</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Order Concerning Depositing Money for Security Reasons</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Order Concerning Appointments Pursuant to Postal Laws</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Order Concerning Appointing Employees in the Governmental Structure</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Order Concerning Alcoholic Beverages</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Cancelled (text not available)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Order Concerning the Banks Law</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Order Concerning Transport of Agricultural Produce</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>Order Concerning Closed Areas (Prohibitions on Transporting Goods)</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Order Concerning Import and Distribution of Newspapers</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Order Concerning Insuring Mechanical Vehicles (Third Party Dangers) (Provisional Regulations)</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Order Concerning Road Transport</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Order Concerning Absentee Property - (Private Property)</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>Order Concerning Government Properties</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>Order Concerning Prohibition on Professions</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>Order Concerning the General Census Law</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>Order Establishing Israeli Currency as Legal Tender</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>Order Concerning Extending the Tenure of the Local Administrative Authorities</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>Order Concerning Establishment of Israeli Currency as Legal Tender (Additional Regulations)</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>Order Concerning the Temporary Tourism Law</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>Order Amending the Customs Law (Amendment No.1)</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>Order Granting Powers Concerning Education</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>Order Concerning Powers for Water Concerns</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>Order Concerning the Law on Supervising Insurance Operations</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>Order Concerning Cooperative Societies</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>Order Concerning Customers Area</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td>Order Concerning Customs Duties</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107</td>
<td>Order Concerning the Use of School Textbooks</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>109</td>
<td>Order Concerning Income Tax Appeals</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112</td>
<td>Order Concerning Government Cases</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>113</td>
<td>Order Concerning Amending the Collection of Public Monies Law</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
118 Order Concerning Film Supervision Law - 1967
119 Order Concerning Antiquities Law - 1967
128 Order Concerning Opening Work Places - 1967
133 Order Concerning Selling Official Publications - 1967
134 Order Concerning the Prohibition on the Use of Tractors and Agricultural Equipment from Israel - 1967
145 Order Concerning Israeli Attorneys before the Courts (Provisional Regulations) - 1967
147 Order Concerning Collecting the Increase on Stamp Taxes - 1967
149 Order Concerning Labelling of Goods - 1967
150 Order Concerning Absentee Property (Private Property) (Additional Regulations) (No.1) - 1967
158 Order Amending the Water Supervision Law - 1967
159 Order Concerning the Jordanian Electricity Authority Law - 1967
172 Order Concerning Objections Committee - 1967
173 Order Concerning Travel Agents and Israeli Tour Guides - 1967
180 Order Concerning Israeli Licenses for Firearms - 1967
191 Order Concerning Village Administration Law No.5 of 1954 - 1967
194 Order Concerning the Municipalities Law - 1967
215 Order Concerning Vehicle Insurance (Third Party Dangers) - 1967
216 Order Concerning the Authority to Execute Deals - 1967
219 Order Concerning Registering and Inspecting Mechanical and Engineering Equipment - 1967
227 Order on the Prohibition Against the Use of Jordanian Revenue Stamps - 1968
237 Order Concerning Appointments Pursuant to the Mukhtars Law - 1968
246 Order Concerning Inspectors of Antiquities - 1968
251 Order Concerning Cancelling and Withdrawing of Drivers’ Licenses - 1968
256 Order Concerning Professional Associations - 1968
260 Order Concerning Attorneys’ Licenses (Provisional Regulations) - 1968
263 Order Concerning Appointments Pursuant to Animal Diseases Law - 1968
264 Order Concerning Authenticating Signatures - 1968
271 Order Concerning Claims (except Article 2g) - 1968
271 Article (2g) only (this act was added by means of Military Order 385)
275 Order Concerning the Explosives Law - 1968
280 Order Concerning Regulating Public Bathing Places - 1968
293 Order Concerning Inapplicability of Tenant Protection Laws in Certain Cases - 1969
295 Order Concerning Executing Financial Transactions in Post Offices - 1969
297 Order Concerning Identity Cards and Registration of the Inhabitants - 1969
299 Order Concerning Supervision of Currency, Bills of Exchange and Gold - 1969
306 Order Concerning Forestry Laws - 1969
309 Order Concerning Customs Authorities - 1969
310 Order Concerning Independence of the Judiciary Law - 1969
321 Order Concerning Expropriation of Land for Public Purposes - 1969
324 Order Concerning Attorney Licenses (Extending Period of Validity) - 1969
327 Order Concerning Protection of Holy Places - 1969
328 Order Concerning Extending the Tenure of the Boards of Directors of Chambers of Commerce - 1969
338 Order Requiring Guarantees and Confiscating such Guarantees - 1969
348 (Not listed in Appendix 2)
349 (Not published)
350 Order Concerning Indirect Taxes (Overpayment or Underpayment of Tax) - 1969
360 Order Concerning Chambers of Commerce - 1969
363 Order Concerning Protection of Nature Reserves - 1969
370 Order Concerning Imposing Duties on Stored Goods - 1970
373 Order Concerning Public Parks - 1970
389 Order Concerning Utilising Natural Resources (not listed in Arabic Text at all) - 1970
397 Order Concerning Trademarks - 1970
398 Order Concerning Companies - 1970
399 Order Concerning Road Transport Law - 1970
401 Order Concerning the Weights and Measurements Law - 1970
408 Order Concerning Pension Law (Employees from Other Areas) - 1970
412 Order Concerning Local Courts - 1970
418 Order Concerning Town and Village Planning and Construction Law - 1971
419 Order Concerning the Law on the Possession by Juridical Persons of Real Property - 1971
424 Order Concerning Display of Signs on Work Places - 1971
427 Order Concerning Electric Works (Regulation and Supply) - 1971
437 Order Concerning the Practice of the Auditing Profession - 1971
439 Order Concerning Labour Law - 1971
446 Order Concerning Amending the Civil Service Regulations - 1971
448 Order Concerning Amendment of Law on Re-registration of Immovable Property - 1971
450 Order Concerning Land Laws - 1971
451 Order Concerning Land Survey - 1971
454 Order Concerning Municipal Elections - 1971
457 Order Concerning the Law Regulating Natural Resources - 1972
459 Order Concerning Municipal Elections (Provisional Regulations) - 1972
470 Order Concerning Appointments Pursuant to the Crafts and Industries Law - 1972
471 Order Concerning Exemptions from Licenses for Crafts, Industries and Professions - 1972
474 Order Concerning Amendment of the Law for Preservation of Trees and Plants (Inspectors) - 1972
484 Order Concerning Water Authority (Bethlehem, Beit Jala, Beit Sahour) - 1972
486 Order Concerning Amendment of Game Protection Law - 1972
487 Order Concerning Interest (Determining Amounts) - 1972
501 Order Concerning Amendment of the Regulation on Educational Fees - 1972
502 Order Concerning Supervision of Prices (Cement) - 1972
514 Order Concerning Pension Law - 1973
515 Order Concerning Service with the Military Government (Restrictions after Resignation) - 1973
528 Order Concerning Lawyers-in-Training - 1973
530 Order Concerning the Placement of Labels on Products - 1973
532 Order Concerning Appointments by Virtue of Telephone Laws - 1973
533 Order Concerning Income Tax Laws - 1973
535 Order Concerning an Amendment to the Jordanian Telephone Regulation - 1973
538 Order Concerning Consumer Goods and Services - 1974
Order Concerning the Jordanian Law on Public Plays (Supervision) - 1974
Order Concerning Patents and Designs (New Registration) - 1974
Order Concerning Dangerous Drugs - 1975
Order Concerning the Registration of Special Transactions in Land - 1975
Order Concerning Elections for Village Council for the Village of Beita - 1975
Order Concerning Elections for Village Council for the Village of Thaneria - 1975
Order Concerning Safety Belts in Vehicles - 1975
Order Concerning Electricity (Electrical Power Stations and Electrical Works) - 1975
Order Concerning Licenses for Public Vehicles - 1975
Order Concerning Elections for Village Councils - 1975
Order Concerning the Establishment of Municipal Courts - 1976
Order Concerning the Extermination of Olive Flies - 1976
Order Concerning the Imposition of Supervision on Certain Products - 1976
Order Concerning an Amendment to the Jordanian Law on Customs Duties on Local Products - 1976
Order Concerning Insurance Against Labour Injuries - 1976
Order Concerning the Jordanian Labour Law (Work Injuries) - 1976
Order Concerning Compensation for Victims of Road Accidents - 1976
Order Concerning the Period of Functioning of Councils of Chambers of Commerce - 1977
Order Concerning Explosives (Licensing of Explosives) - 1977
Order Concerning Prohibition of Increasing Prices - 1977
Order Concerning Medical Services - 1978
Order Concerning the Resumption of Functions of Village Councils - 1977
Order Concerning Licensing of Medical Professions and their Practice - 1978
Order Concerning Powers of Licensed Surveyors - 1978
Order Concerning Jordanian Law for Licensing Petition Writers - 1979
Order Concerning the Administration of Regional Councils - 1979
Order Concerning Appointments by Virtue of the Law of Registration of Trade Names - 1979
Order Concerning Religious Services - 1979
Order Concerning the Protection of Educational Institutions - 1980
Order Concerning Regulation of Planting of Decorative Plants - 1980
Order Concerning Maintenance of Cleanliness - 1980
Order Concerning the Shekel as Currency - 1980
Order Concerning Extension of Tenure of Municipal Councils - 1980
Order Concerning Supervision of Goods and Services - 1980
Order Concerning the Administration of Local Councils - 1981
Order Concerning Official measurements - 1981
Order Concerning Adjustment of sums - 1981
Order Concerning Installation of Water Solar Heaters - 1981
Order Concerning Settlement of Disputes over Land and Water - 1968
APPENDIX IV  Selected Index

ABSENTEE PROPERTY
Military Order 58 - 23 July 1967
ORDER CONCERNING ABSENTEE PROPERTY (Private Property)
Military Order 115 - 5 September 1967
ORDER CONCERNING ABSENTEE PROPERTY (Private Property)
Military Order 150 - 23 October 1967
ORDER CONCERNING ABSENTEE PROPERTY (Private Property) (Additional Regulations)
Military Order 172 - 22 November 1967
ORDER CONCERNING OBJECTIONS COMMITTEES
Military Order 256 - 24 July 1968
ORDER CONCERNING ABSENTEE PROPERTY (Private Property) (Additional Regulations)
Military Order 273 - 12 August 1968
ORDER CONCERNING ABSENTEE PROPERTY (Private Property)
Military Order 283 - 26 September 1968
ORDER CONCERNING ABSENTEE PROPERTY (Private Property)
Military Order 358 - 9 December 1969
ORDER CONCERNING ABSENTEE PROPERTY (Private Property) (Additional Instructions 1)
Military Order 493 - 20 November 1972
ORDER CONCERNING ABSENTEE PROPERTY (Private Property)
Military Order 520 - 4 September 1973
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE EDUCATION TAX REGULATIONS
Military Order 562 - 6 September 1974
ORDER CONCERNING ABSENTEE PROPERTY (Private Property)
Military Order 1005 - 8 July 1982
ORDER CONCERNING ABSENTEE PROPERTY (Private Property)
Military Order 1195 - 21 June 1987
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE EDUCATION TAX REGULATIONS

AGRICULTURE
Military Order 5 - 8 June 1967
ORDER CONCERNING THE CLOSURE OF THE WEST BANK
Military Order 47 - 9 July 1967
ORDER CONCERNING TRANSPORT OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
Military Order 49 - 11 July 1967
ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREAS (Prohibition on the Transport of Goods)
Military Order 98 - 23 August 1967
ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREAS (Prohibition on the
Transport of Goods)
Military Order 134 - 29 September 1967
ORDER CONCERNING PROHIBITION ON OPERATING ISRAELI TRACTORS AND OTHER AGRICULTURAL EQUIPMENT
Military Order 155 - 24 October 1967
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE LAW OF THE TRANSPORT OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
Military Order 219 - 11 February 1968
ORDER CONCERNING THE REGISTRATION AND TESTING OF MECHANICAL VEHICLES AND ENGINEERING EQUIPMENT
Military Order 222 - 21 February 1968
ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREAS (Prohibition on the Transfer of Goods)
Military Order 305 - 16 January 1969
ORDER CONCERNING TRANSPORT OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
Military Order 357 - 8 December 1969
ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREAS (Prohibition on the Transfer of Goods)
Military Order 474 - 26 July 1972
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDING THE LAW OF THE PRESERVATION OF TREES AND PLANTS
Military Order 642 - 31 March 1976
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE LAND TAX LAW
Military Order 664 - 23 June 1976
ORDER CONCERNING REGISTRATION AND OPERATION OF EQUIPMENT
Military Order 791 - 9 April 1979
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE INCOME TAX LAW (Fines)
Military Order 818 - 22 January 1980
ORDER CONCERNING THE PLANTING OF CERTAIN DECORATIVE FLOWERS
Military Order 826 - 20 February 1980
ORDER CONCERNING CLOSED AREAS (Prohibition on the Transfer of Goods)
Unnumbered Military Order - 30 July 1979
ORDER CONCERNING UNIFIED PROFESSIONAL ALLOWANCES FOR GOVERNMENT VETERINARIANS
Unnumbered Military Order - 1 March 1979
ORDER CONCERNING BUTCHERS AND MEAT PRODUCERS
Unnumbered Military Order - 28 February 1983
ORDER CONCERNING PLANT NURSERIES LAW
Military Order 1002 - 21 June 1982
ORDER CONCERNING THE RESTRICTION OF AGRICULTURAL ACTIVITY
Military Order 1010 - 24 July 1982
ORDER CONCERNING TRANSPORT OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
Military Order 1015 - 27 August 1982
ORDER CONCERNING PLANTING OF FRUIT TREES
Military Order 1019 - 3 September 1982
ORDER CONCERNING OBJECTIONS COMMITTEES  
Military Order 1039 - 5 January 1983

ORDER CONCERNING CONTROL OVER THE PLANTING OF  
FRUIT TREES  
Military Order 1051 - 28 March 1983

ORDER CONCERNING MARKETING OF AGRICULTURAL  
PRODUCTS  
Military Order 1248 - 11 August 1988

ORDER CONCERNING LAW OF NURSERIES  
Military Order 1252 - 1 September 1988

ORDER CONCERNING TRANSPORT OF GOODS  
Military Order 1253 - 1 September 1988

ORDER CONCERNING GENERAL PERMIT TO TAKE OUT  
GOODS  
Military Order 1302 - 1 April 1990

ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE LAW ON LOCAL  
PRODUCTS

BANKS  
Military Order 7 - 8 June 1967

ORDER CONCERNING DEALING IN MONETARY  
TRANSACTIIONS (Banke)  
Military Order 9 - 10 June 1967

ORDER CONCERNING ACQUIRING BANK STATEMENTS AND  
FREEZING OF ACCOUNTS  
Military Order 21 - 18 June 1967

ORDER CONCERNING SECURING THE RIGHTS OF  
DEPOSITORS  
Military Order 33 - 26 June 1967

ORDER CONCERNING DEPOSITING MONEY FOR SECURITY  
REASONS  
Military Order 45 - 9 July 1967

ORDER CONCERNING BANKING LAWS  
Military Order 76 - 31 July 1967

ORDER CONCERNING ISRAELI CURRENCY AS LEGAL  
TENDER  
Military Order 255 - 27 May 1968

ORDER CONCERNING PROHIBITION ON TRADING AND  
CONDUCTING MONETARY TRANSACTIONS (Banke)  
Military Order 296 - 8 January 1969

ORDER CONCERNING BANKING LAWS  
Military Order 487 - 22 September 1972

ORDER CONCERNING INTEREST RATE (Setting the Rate)  
Military Order 661 - 18 June 1976

ORDER CONCERNING ISRAELI CURRENCY AS LEGAL  
TENDER  
Military Order 735 - 28 October 1977

ORDER CONCERNING BANK HOLIDAYS  
Military Order 869 - 28 September 1980

ORDER CONCERNING THE SHEKEL (BANK HOLIDAY)  
(Provisional Instructions)  
Military Order 1024 - 17 September 1982

ORDER CONCERNING BOUNCED CHEQUES  
Military Order 1028 - 10 November 1982

ORDER CONCERNING BOUNCED CHEQUES.  
Military Order 1179 - 26 September 1986

ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE BANKING LAWS  
Military Order 1180 - 26 September 1986

ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE BANKING LAWS  
Military Order 1199 - 14 June 1987

ORDER CONCERNING ISRAELI CURRENCY AS LEGAL  
TENDER  
Military Order 1230 - 8 March 1988

ORDER CONCERNING ISRAELI CURRENCY AS LEGAL  
TENDER  
Military Order 1268 - 8 January 1989

ORDER CONCERNING THE AMENDMENT OF THE BANKING  
LAWS  
Military Order 1323 - 13 January 1990

ORDER CONCERNING METHODS OF PUNISHMENT  
Military Order 1475 - 1 August 1989

ORDER CONCERNING THE ESTABLISHMENT OF MILITARY  
COURTS  
Military Order 1476 - 20 August 1989

ORDER CONCERNING JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION  
Military Order 1477 - 24 August 1989

ORDER CONCERNING THE POWERS AND JURISDICTION OF  
DISTRICT COURTS  
Military Order 1478 - 1 September 1989

ORDER CONCERNING THE JUDICIARY (Local Courts)  
Military Order 1479 - 1 September 1989

ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS' COMMITTEE OF THE  
JUDICIARY  
Military Order 1480 - 1 September 1989

ORDER CONCERNING DEFENCE ATTORNEYS IN MILITARY  
COURTS  
Military Order 1481 - 10 October 1989

ORDER CONCERNING THE PRESENCE OF ISRAELI LAWYERS  
IN COURTS  
Military Order 1482 - 29 October 1989

ORDER CONCERNING METHODS OF PUNISHMENT  
Military Order 1483 - 14 January 1990

ORDER CONCERNING THE JUDICIARY (Local Courts)  
Military Order 1484 - 14 January 1990

ORDER CONCERNING THE AMENDMENT OF THE BANKING  
LAWS  
Military Order 1485 - 14 January 1990

ORDER CONCERNING METHODS OF PUNISHMENT  
Military Order 1486 - 14 January 1990

ORDER CONCERNING THE JUDICIARY (Local Courts)  
Military Order 1487 - 14 January 1990

ORDER CONCERNING THE AMENDMENT OF THE BANKING  
LAWS  
Military Order 1488 - 14 January 1990

ORDER CONCERNING METHODS OF PUNISHMENT  
Military Order 1489 - 14 January 1990

ORDER CONCERNING THE JUDICIARY (Local Courts)  
Military Order 1490 - 14 January 1990

ORDER CONCERNING THE AMENDMENT OF THE BANKING  
LAWS  
Military Order 1491 - 14 January 1990

ORDER CONCERNING METHODS OF PUNISHMENT  
Military Order 1492 - 14 January 1990

ORDER CONCERNING THE JUDICIARY (Local Courts)  
Military Order 1493 - 14 January 1990

ORDER CONCERNING THE AMENDMENT OF THE BANKING  
LAWS  
Military Order 1494 - 14 January 1990

ORDER CONCERNING METHODS OF PUNISHMENT  
Military Order 1495 - 14 January 1990

ORDER CONCERNING THE JUDICIARY (Local Courts)  
Military Order 1496 - 14 January 1990

ORDER CONCERNING THE AMENDMENT OF THE BANKING  
LAWS  
Military Order 1497 - 14 January 1990

ORDER CONCERNING METHODS OF PUNISHMENT  
Military Order 1498 - 14 January 1990

ORDER CONCERNING THE JUDICIARY (Local Courts)  
Military Order 1499 - 14 January 1990

ORDER CONCERNING THE AMENDMENT OF THE BANKING  
LAWS  
Military Order 1500 - 14 January 1990

ORDER CONCERNING METHODS OF PUNISHMENT  
Military Order 1501 - 14 January 1990

ORDER CONCERNING THE JUDICIARY (Local Courts)  
Military Order 1502 - 14 January 1990
ORDER CONCERNING COURT SUMMONS FOR OFFENSES COMMITTED OUTSIDE THE AREA
Military Order 164 - 3 November 1967
ORDER CONCERNING LOCAL COURTS (In Place of the Authority of the Israeli Military Forces)
Military Order 167 - 8 November 1967
ORDER CONCERNING AUTHENTICATING SIGNATURES
Military Order 218 - 11 February 1968
ORDER CONCERNING ESTABLISHMENT OF MILITARY COURTS
Military Order 248 - 22 April 1968
ORDER CONCERNING ISRAELI LAWYERS PRACTICING IN COURTS
Military Order 260 - 23 June 1968
ORDER CONCERNING LAWYERS' PRACTICES
Military Order 268 - 24 July 1968
ORDER CONCERNING LOCAL COURTS (Death Penalty)
Military Order 286 - 8 October 1968
ORDER CONCERNING DEFENCE BEFORE MILITARY COURTS
Unnumbered Military Order - 15 November 1968
ORDER CONCERNING DEFENSE PROCEDURES IN MILITARY COURTS
Military Order 301 - 16 January 1969
ORDER CONCERNING THE INDEPENDENCE OF THE JUDICIARY LAW
Military Order 324 - 6 May 1969
ORDER CONCERNING PRACTICES OF LAWYERS
Military Order 348 - 3 November 1969
ORDER CONCERNING LEGAL ASSISTANCE
Military Order 384 - 12 May 1970
ORDER CONCERNING LOCAL COURTS (In Place of the Israeli Military Authorities)
Military Order 400 - 13 July 1970
ORDER CONCERNING DEFENCE BEFORE MILITARY COURTS
Military Order 412 - 5 October 1970
ORDER CONCERNING LOCAL COURTS
Military Order 419 - 19 March 1971
ORDER CONCERNING JURIDICAL BODIES
Military Order 421 - 25 March 1971
ORDER CONCERNING LEGAL ASSISTANCE
Military Order 472 - 3 July 1972
ORDER CONCERNING THE INDEPENDENCE OF THE JUDICIARY LAW
Military Order 500 - 31 December 1972
ORDER CONCERNING LOCAL COURTS
Military Order 528 - 7 October 1973
ORDER CONCERNING LAWYERS UNDER TRAINING
Military Order 531 - 5 November 1973
ORDER CONCERNING LOCAL COURTS
Military Order 567 - 18 November 1974
ORDER CONCERNING LOCAL COURTS
Military Order 631 - 13 January 1976
ORDER CONCERNING ESTABLISHMENT OF MUNICIPAL COURTS
Unnumbered Military Order - 3 March 1976
ORDER CONCERNING THE ESTABLISHMENT OF MUNICIPAL COURTS
Military Order 710 - 17 April 1977
ORDER CONCERNING PRACTICING LAWYERS
Military Order 713 - 10 June 1977
ORDER CONCERNING ESTABLISHMENT OF MUNICIPAL COURTS
Military Order 714 - 21 June 1977
ORDER CONCERNING LEGAL ASSISTANCE
Unnumbered Military Order - 19 June 1977
ORDER CONCERNING LEGAL ASSISTANCE (348) (Fees and Expenses for the Special Execution Department)
Unnumbered Military Order - 19 July 1977
ORDER CONCERNING LEGAL ASSISTANCE (Establishment of a Special Execution Department)
Military Order 757 - 24 April 1978
ORDER CONCERNING LEGAL ASSISTANCE
Unnumbered Military Order - 24 April 1978
ORDER CONCERNING LEGAL ASSISTANCE (Fees and Expenses for the Execution Department)
Military Order 776 - 12 January 1979
ORDER CONCERNING THE LICENSING OF PETITION WRITERS
Military Order 790 - 21 February 1979
ORDER CONCERNING PRACTICING LAWYERS
Military Order 799 - 19 August 1979
ORDER CONCERNING LOCAL COURTS
Military Order 808 - 14 September 1979
ORDER CONCERNING THE REGULATION OF COURT FEES
Military Order 829 - 23 March 1980
ORDER CONCERNING THE LAW OF NOTARY PUBLICS
Military Order 830 - 23 March 1980
ORDER CONCERNING LOCAL COURTS
Military Order 922 - 5 July 1981
ORDER CONCERNING LOCAL COURTS
Unnumbered Military Order - 31 December 1975
ORDER CONCERNING LOCAL COURTS (Israeli Military Forces)
Military Order 957 - 31 January 1982
ORDER CONCERNING LEGAL ASSISTANCE
Military Order 981 - 11 April 1982
ORDER CONCERNING JUDGEMENT IN RABBINATE COURTS
Military Order 990 - 9 May 1982
ORDER CONCERNING LEGAL ASSISTANCE
Military Order 1036 - 17 December 1982
ORDER CONCERNING ESTABLISHMENT OF THE CIVIL COURTS LAW
Military Order 1037 - 17 December 1982
ORDER CONCERNING THE LAW OF COURT CLERKS
Unnumbered Military Order - 6 January 1983
ORDER CONCERNING THE LAW OF COURT CLERKS
Unnumbered Military Order - 6 January 1983
ORDER CONCERNING ESTABLISHMENT OF CIVIL COURTS
Military Order 1078 - 25 August 1983
ORDER CONCERNING LOCAL COURTS
Military Order 1087 - 1 December 1983
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE LAW OF COURT PROCEDURES
Unnumbered Military Regulation
REGULATION CONCERNING COURT FEES No 4 OF 1952 (AMENDMENT No 3)
THE CIVIL COURTS LAW No 26 OF 1952
Military Order 1097 - 19 February 1983
ORDER CONCERNING LEGAL ASSISTANCE
Military Order 1107 - 25 March 1984
ORDER CONCERNING LEGAL ASSISTANCE
Military Order 1117 - 8 June 1984
ORDER CONCERNING LEGAL ASSISTANCE
Military Order 1130 - 13 February 1985
ORDER CONCERNING LOCAL COURTS
Military Order 1159 - 1 January 1986
ORDER CONCERNING LOCAL COURTS
Military Order 1161 - 8 November 1985
ORDER CONCERNING LOCAL COURTS (The Center of the
Jurisdiction of the Israeli Military Forces)
Military Order 1164 - 25 February 1986
ORDER CONCERNING LAWYERS’ COUNCIL
Military Order 1178 - 20 September 1986
ORDER CONCERNING LEGAL ASSISTANCE (Tax)
Military Order 1294 - 31 December 1989
ORDER CONCERNING LEGAL ASSISTANCE
Military Order 1329 - 10 March 1991
ORDER CONCERNING LEGAL ASSISTANCE
Unnumbered Military Order - 10 March 1991
ORDER CONCERNING LEGAL ASSISTANCE
(INTERPRETING RULES AND REGULATIONS)

CURRENCY TRANSACTIONS
Military Order 26 - 18 June 1967
ORDER CONCERNING CONTROL OVER CURRENCY, BILLS OF
EXCHANGE, AND GOLD
Military Order 41 - 7 July 1967
ORDER CONCERNING CONTROL OVER CURRENCY, BILLS OF
EXCHANGE, AND GOLD
Military Order 76 - 31 July 1967
ORDER CONCERNING ISRAELI CURRENCY AS LEGAL
TENDER
Military Order 81 - 1 August 1967
ORDER CONCERNING CONTROL OVER CURRENCY, BILLS OF
EXCHANGE, AND GOLD
Military Order 83 - 6 August 1967
ORDER CONCERNING ISRAELI CURRENCY AS LEGAL
TENDER
Military Order 102 - 27 August 1967
ORDER CONCERNING JURISDICTION TO SIGN
TRANSACTIONS
Military Order 139 - 4 October 1967
ORDER CONCERNING CONTROL OVER CURRENCY, BILLS OF
EXCHANGE, AND GOLD
Military Order 218 - 5 February 1968
ORDER CONCERNING JURISDICTION TO SIGN
TRANSACTIONS
Military Order 221 - 18 March 1968
ORDER CONCERNING CONTROL OVER CURRENCY, BILLS OF
EXCHANGE, AND GOLD
Military Order 299 - 15 January 1969
ORDER CONCERNING CONTROL OVER CURRENCY, BILLS OF
EXCHANGE, AND GOLD
Military Order 316 - 18 March 1969
ORDER CONCERNING CONTROL OVER CURRENCY, BILLS OF
EXCHANGE, AND GOLD
Military Order 442 - 22 August 1971
ORDER CONCERNING ARRANGEMENTS RESULTING FROM
CURRENCY FLUCTUATIONS
Military Order 513 - 8 May 1973
ORDER CONCERNING SUPERVISION OVER CURRENCY,
IMMOVABLE PROPERTY, AND GOLD
Military Order 564 - 10 October 1974
ORDER CONCERNING NEW INSTRUCTIONS RESULTING
FROM CURRENCY FLUCTUATIONS
Military Order 565 - 18 November 1974
ORDER CONCERNING NEW INSTRUCTIONS RESULTING
FROM CURRENCY FLUCTUATIONS
Military Order 579 - 3 March 1975
ORDER CONCERNING NEW INSTRUCTIONS RESULTING
FROM CURRENCY FLUCTUATIONS
Military Order 582 - 26 February 1975
ORDER CONCERNING NEW INSTRUCTIONS RESULTING
FROM CURRENCY FLUCTUATIONS
Military Order 598 - 29 February 1975
ORDER CONCERNING NEW INSTRUCTIONS RESULTING
FROM CURRENCY FLUCTUATIONS
Military Order 620 - 28 September 1975
ORDER CONCERNING NEW INSTRUCTIONS RESULTING
FROM CURRENCY FLUCTUATIONS
Military Order 673 - 18 August 1976
ORDER CONCERNING REGULATIONS RESULTING FORM
CURRENCY FLUCTUATIONS
Military Order 680 - 23 September 1976
ORDER CONCERNING CONTROL OVER CURRENCY, BILLS OF
EXCHANGE, AND GOLD
Military Order 734 - 28 October 1977
ORDER CONCERNING NEW INSTRUCTIONS RESULTING
FROM CURRENCY FLUCTUATIONS
Military Order 739 - 30 October 1977
ORDER CONCERNING NEW INSTRUCTIONS RESULTING
FROM CURRENCY FLUCTUATIONS
Military Order 792 - 15 April 1979
ORDER CONCERNING CONTROL OVER CURRENCY, BILLS OF
EXCHANGE, AND GOLD
Military Order 823 - 2 February 1980
ORDER CONCERNING SHEKEL AS A NEW CURRENCY
Military Order 847 - 1 June 1980
ORDER CONCERNING THE AMENDMENT OF THE LAW OF
IMMOVABLE PROPERTY
Military Order 952 - 20 January 1982
ORDER CONCERNING CURRENCY CONTROL
Military Order 973 - 9 June 1982
ORDER CONCERNING BRINGING MONEY INTO THE AREA
Military Order 980 - 12 April 1982
ORDER CONCERNING PAYMENT OF INTEREST ON FINES
AND COMPENSATION IN COURT CASES
Military Order 1055 - 26 April 1983
ORDER CONCERNING IMPOSING TAX ON THE PURCHASE
OF FOREIGN CURRENCY
Military Order 1070 - 7 July 1984
ORDER CONCERNING BRINGING MONEY INTO THE AREA
Military Order 1199 - 14 June 1987
ORDER CONCERNING ISRAELI CURRENCY AS LEGAL
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Number</th>
<th>Date of Issue</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1218</td>
<td>3 January 1988</td>
<td>Military Order 1218 - TENDER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1221</td>
<td>18 February 1988</td>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING CURRENCY CONTROL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1223</td>
<td>4 February 1988</td>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING BRINGING MONEY INTO THE AREA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1228</td>
<td>15 November 1987</td>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING THE RIGHTS OF CUSTOMS' OFFICIALS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1228</td>
<td>15 November 1987</td>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING FOREIGN CURRENCY TRANSACTIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1230</td>
<td>8 March 1988</td>
<td>Military Order 1230 - ORDER CONCERNING ISRAELI CURRENCY AS LEGAL TENDER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1237</td>
<td>26 April 1988</td>
<td>Military Order 1237 - TENDER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1243</td>
<td>20 June 1988</td>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING CURRENCY CONTROL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1272</td>
<td>20 February 1989</td>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING BRINGING MONEY INTO THE AREA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Unnumbered Military Order - ORDER CONCERNING CURRENCY CONTROL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Unnumbered Military Order - ORDER CONCERNING CURRENCY CONTROL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Unnumbered Military Order - ORDER CONCERNING CURRENCY CONTROL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Unnumbered Military Order - ORDER CONCERNING CURRENCY CONTROL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Unnumbered Military Order - ORDER CONCERNING CURRENCY CONTROL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Unnumbered Military Order - ORDER CONCERNING CURRENCY CONTROL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Unnumbered Military Order - ORDER CONCERNING CURRENCY CONTROL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1323</td>
<td>13 January 1991</td>
<td>Military Order 1323 - ORDER CONCERNING BLACK-OUTS (Emergency Instructions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1369</td>
<td>16 December 1992</td>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING METHODS OF PUNISHMENT (Provisional Instructions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Military Order 1369 - ORDER CONCERNING DEPORTATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING DEPORTATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>12 August 1967</td>
<td>Military Order 65 - EMPLOYMENT/LABOUR LAW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>663</td>
<td>24 June 1976</td>
<td>Military Order 663 - ORDER CONCERNING PROHIBITION ON EMPLOYMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>764</td>
<td>14 June 1978</td>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE LABOUR LAW (Work Injuries)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>825</td>
<td>20 February 1980</td>
<td>Military Order 825 - ORDER CONCERNING LABOUR LAW (Work Injuries)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>825</td>
<td>20 February 1980</td>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE LABOUR LAW (Work Injuries)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>967</td>
<td>3 March 1982</td>
<td>Military Order 967 - ORDER CONCERNING THE EMPLOYMENT OF LABOUR IN SPECIFIED PLACES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1127</td>
<td>7 November 1985</td>
<td>Military Order 1127 - ORDER CONCERNING THE EMPLOYMENT OF LABOUR IN SPECIFIED PLACES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1133</td>
<td>1 March 1985</td>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE LABOUR LAW (Work Injuries)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1198</td>
<td>19 November 1987</td>
<td>Military Order 1198 - ORDER CONCERNING THE EMPLOYMENT OF WORKERS IN SPECIFIED PLACES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1141</td>
<td>28 May 1985</td>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE LABOUR LAW (Work Injuries)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Emergency Regulations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Number</th>
<th>Date of Issue</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>27 August 1967</td>
<td>Military Order 101 - EMERGENCY REGULATIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>224</td>
<td>20 February 1968</td>
<td>ORDER CONCERNING PROHIBITING INCITEMENT AND HOSTILE PROPAGANDA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Military Order 1200 - 19 November 1987
ORDER CONCERNING THE EMPLOYMENT OF WORKERS IN
SPECIFIED PLACES
Military Order 1213 - 3 December 1987
ORDER CONCERNING EMPLOYMENT IN ISRAEL
Unnumbered Military Order - 8 April 1992
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENT AND EMPLOYMENT OF
STAFF IN THE GOVERNMENT SECTOR

HEALTH
Military Order 745 - 4 January 1978
ORDER CONCERNING THE LICENSING AND PRACTICING OF
HEALTH AND MEDICAL PROFESSIONS
Military Order 746 - 20 January 1978
ORDER CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES
Unnumbered Military Order - 23 January 1978
ORDER CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES
Unnumbered Military Order - 5 June 1979
ORDER CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICE REGULATIONS
Military Order 984 - 9 April 1982
ORDER CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES
Unnumbered Military Order - 15 July 1983
ORDER CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES
Unnumbered Military Order - 15 July 1983
ORDER CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 15 March 1984
MILITARY REGULATION CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES
FEES (Amendment)
PUBLIC HEALTH LAW No 43 OF 1966
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 15 March 1984
REGULATION CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES (No 746)
(Amendment No 18)
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 15 March 1984
REGULATION CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES (No 746)
NOTICE CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES, HEALTH
SERVICES PROJECTS AND PAYMENT IN RETURN OF
HEALTH SERVICES (AMENDMENT No 14)
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 15 March 1984
ORDER CONCERNING FEES FOR INSPECTION AND
REGISTRATION OF DRUGS
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 17 June 1984
Unnumbered Military Regulation CONCERNING HEALTH
SERVICES FEES (Amendment No 11)
PUBLIC HEALTH LAW No 43 OF 1966
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 17 June 1984
REGULATION CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES (No 746)
(Amendment No 19)
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 17 June 1984
REGULATION CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES (No 746)
NOTICE CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES, HEALTH
SERVICES PROJECTS AND PAYMENT IN RETURN OF
HEALTH SERVICES (Amendment No 15)
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 17 June 1984
ORDER CONCERNING FEES FOR INSPECTION AND
REGISTRATION OF DRUGS
(Amendment No 8)
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 17 September 1984

MILITARY REGULATION CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES
FEES (Amendment No 13)
PUBLIC HEALTH LAW No 43 OF 1966
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 17 September 1984
REGULATION CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES (No 746)
(Amendment No 20)
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 17 September 1984
REGULATION CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES (No 746)
NOTICE CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES, HEALTH
SERVICES PROJECTS AND PAYMENTS IN RETURN OF
HEALTH SERVICES (Amendment No 17)
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 17 September 1984
ORDER CONCERNING FEES FOR INSPECTION AND
REGISTRATION OF DRUGS
(Amendment No 9)
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 4 February 1985
MILITARY REGULATION CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES
FEES (Amendment No 15)
PUBLIC HEALTH LAW No 43 OF 1966
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 4 February 1985
REGULATION CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES (No 746)
(Amendment No 21)
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 4 February 1985
REGULATION CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES (No 746)
NOTICE CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES, HEALTH
SERVICES PROJECTS, AND PAYMENTS IN RETURN OF
HEALTH SERVICES (AMENDMENT No 19)
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 4 February 1985
ORDER CONCERNING FEES FOR INSPECTION AND
REGISTRATION OF DRUGS
(Amendment No 10)
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 24 March 1985
MILITARY REGULATION CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES
FEES (Amendment No 16)
PUBLIC HEALTH LAW No 43 OF 1966
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 24 March 1985
REGULATION CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES (No 746)
(AMENDMENT No 22)
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 24 March 1985
REGULATION CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES (No 746)
NOTICE CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES, HEALTH
SERVICES PROJECTS AND PAYMENTS IN RETURN OF
HEALTH SERVICES (Amendment No 20)
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 15 March 1984
ORDER CONCERNING FEES FOR INSPECTION AND
REGISTRATION OF DRUGS
(Amendment No 11)
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 16 November 1991
REGULATION CONCERNING CONTROL OVER HEALTH
SERVICES (INSPECTION OF MEDICAL EQUIPMENT)
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 17 December 1991
REGULATION CONCERNING HEALTH SERVICES (HEALTH
SERVICES PLANS)

INDUSTRY
Military Order 184 - 10 December 1967
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENT IN ACCORDANCE
WITH LAW OF CRAFTS AND INDUSTRIES
Military Order 209 - 24 January 1968
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAW OF CRAFTS AND INDUSTRIES
Military Order 267 - 24 July 1968
ORDER CONCERNING THE LAW OF COMPANIES
Military Order 284 - 26 September 1968
ORDER CONCERNING LAW OF COMPANIES
Military Order 398 - 19 June 1970
ORDER CONCERNING COMPANIES
Military Order 447 - 31 August 1971
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAW OF CRAFTS AND INDUSTRIES
Military Order 470 - 4 May 1972
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAW OF CRAFTS AND INDUSTRIES
Military Order 471 - 4 May 1972
ORDER CONCERNING EXEMPTION FROM THE LAW OF LICENSING CRAFTS AND INDUSTRIES
Military Order 480 - 15 August 1972
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAW OF CRAFTS AND INDUSTRIES
Military Order 511 - 28 May 1973
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE LAW OF LICENSING CRAFTS AND INDUSTRIES
Military Order 609 - 22 August 1975
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE LAW OF CRAFTS AND INDUSTRIES
Military Order 641 - 28 March 1976
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE LAW OF CRAFTS AND INDUSTRIES
Military Order 650 - 6 May 1976
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE LAW OF CRAFTS AND INDUSTRIES
Military Order 705 - 25 April 1977
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS MADE IN ACCORDANCE TO THE LAW OF CRAFTS AND INDUSTRIES
Military Order 706 - 30 March 1977
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE LAW OF CRAFT AND INDUSTRY
Military Order 753 - 30 March 1978
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS MADE IN ACCORDANCE TO THE LAW OF CRAFTS AND INDUSTRIES
Military Order 757 - 30 March 1980
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS IN ACCORDANCE TO THE LAW OF CRAFTS AND INDUSTRIES [470] (Supervision over Distributors of Gas Cylinders)
Military Order 986 - 25 April 1982
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS MADE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAW OF CRAFTS AND INDUSTRIES
Military Order 1117 - 8 June 1984
ORDER CONCERNING LEGAL ASSISTANCE
Military Order 1137 - 1 May 1985
ORDER CONCERNING PROHIBITION ON EMPLOYMENT IN

CRAFTS AND INDUSTRIES

INSURANCE
Military Order 59 - 20 July 1967
ORDER CONCERNING INSURANCE OF MECHANICAL VEHICLES (Notifying the Third Party)
Military Order 93 - 22 August 1967
ORDER CONCERNING CONTROL OVER INSURANCE OPERATIONS
Military Order 215 - 1 February 1968
ORDER CONCERNING INSURANCE OF VEHICLES (Notifying the Third Party)
Military Order 272 - 12 August 1968
ORDER CONCERNING INSURANCE OF MECHANICAL VEHICLES (Notifying the Third Party)
Military Order 499 - 27 December 1972
ORDER CONCERNING INSURANCE OF MECHANICAL VEHICLES (Notifying the Third Party)
Military Order 580 - 3 March 1975
ORDER CONCERNING INSURANCE OF MECHANICAL VEHICLES (Notifying the Third Party)
Military Order 678 - 23 September 1976
ORDER CONCERNING INSURANCE OF MECHANICAL VEHICLES
Military Order 1215 - 30 December 1987
ORDER CONCERNING CONTROL OVER INSURANCE BUSINESSES
Military Order 1246 - 27 June 1988
ORDER CONCERNING THE INSURANCE OF VEHICLES
Military Order 1261 - 8 December 1988
ORDER CONCERNING THE INSURANCE OF VEHICLES
Military Order 1263 - 7 March 1991
REGULATION CONCERNING CONTROL OVER INSURANCE OPERATIONS
Military Order 1367 - 21 June 1992
ORDER CONCERNING CONTROL OVER INSURANCE BUSINESSES

LAND, STATE PROPERTY, SURVEYING LAWS
Military Order 25 - 18 June 1967
ORDER CONCERNING TRANSACTIONS IN PROPERTY
Military Order 27 - 22 June 1967
ORDER CONCERNING INCOME AND PROPERTY TAX
Military Order 54 - 6 July 1967
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH SURVEYING LAWS
Military Order 59 - 31 July 1967
ORDER CONCERNING STATE PROPERTY
Military Order 108 - 22 September 1967
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE LAW OF LAND
EXPROPRIATION (for Public Purposes)
Military Order 113 - 8 September 1967
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE COLLECTION OF GOVERNMENT MONIES LAW (Transfer of Authority to Military Commander of the West Bank)
Military Order 116 - 6 September 1967
ORDER CONCERNING GOVERNMENT PROPERTY
Military Order 120 - 10 September 1967
ORDER CONCERNING INCOME AND PROPERTY TAX
Military Order 129 - 29 September 1967
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS’ COMMITTEE OF THE JUDICIARY
Military Order 135 - 29 September 1967
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE COLLECTION OF GOVERNMENT MONIES LAW (Granting Power to Representing Authority)
Military Order 141 - 29 September 1967
ORDER CONCERNING LAND TRANSACTIONS
Military Order 199 - 8 January 1968
ORDER CONCERNING STATE PROPERTY
Military Order 214 - 28 January 1968
ORDER CONCERNING STATE PROPERTY
Military Order 232 - 18 March 1968
ORDER CONCERNING PROPERTY TRANSACTIONS
Military Order 247 - 21 April 1968
ORDER CONCERNING GOVERNMENT MONIES
Military Order 291 - 19 December 1968
ORDER CONCERNING EXPROPRIATION FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES
Military Order 291 - 19 December 1968
ORDER CONCERNING SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES OVER LAND AND WATER
Military Order 306 - 7 February 1969
ORDER CONCERNING WOODS AND FORESTS
Military Order 313 - 25 February 1969
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE SURVEYING LAW
Military Order 321 - 25 March 1969
ORDER CONCERNING LAND EXPROPRIATION FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES
Military Order 321 - 25 March 1969
ORDER CONCERNING THE DECLARATION OF PREVIOUSLY UNREGISTERED IMMOVABLE PROPERTY (Money)
Military Order 450 - 6 October 1971
ORDER CONCERNING LAND LAW
Military Order 451 - 6 October 1971
ORDER CONCERNING THE SURVEYING AND DEFINITION OF LAND BOUNDARIES
Military Order 457 - 15 February 1972
ORDER CONCERNING THE REGULATION THE LAW OF NATURAL RESOURCES
Military Order 473 - 21 August 1972
ORDER CONCERNING OBJECTIONS COMMITTEES
Military Order 504 - 31 December 1972
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF SURVEYING REGULATIONS
Military Order 505 - 31 December 1972
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF FEES FOR LAND REGISTRATION LAW
Military Order 569 - 17 December 1974
ORDER CONCERNING THE REGISTRATION OF SPECIAL TRANSACTIONS IN LAND
Military Order 605 - 24 July 1975
ORDER CONCERNING THE REGISTRATION OF SPECIAL TRANSACTIONS IN LAND (Administration and Registration)
Military Order 623 - 30 October 1975
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE LAW OF LAND REGISTRATION FEES
Military Order 624 - 30 October 1975
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE SURVEYING LAW
Military Order 624 - 30 October 1975
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE SURVEYING LAW
Military Order 624 - 30 October 1975
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE SURVEYING LAW
Military Order 693 - 31 January 1977
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE LAW OF THE LAND REGISTRATION FEES
Military Order 741 - 6 November 1977
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 759 - 25 May 1978
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE SURVEYING LAWS
Military Order 760 - 25 May 1978
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE LAND REGISTRATION FEES
Military Order 760 - 25 May 1978
ORDER CONCERNING JURISDICTION IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAW OF LICENSING SURVEYORS
Military Order 796 - 4 July 1979
ORDER CONCERNING LAND TRANSACTIONS
Military Order 802 - 5 September 1969
ORDER CONCERNING SURVEYING LAW
Military Order 804 - 4 September 1979
ORDER CONCERNING THE LAW OF LAND REGISTRATION FEES
Military Order 804 - 4 September 1979
ORDER CONCERNING THE LAW OF LAND REGISTRATION FEES
Military Order 805 - 11 September 1979
ORDER CONCERNING THE LAW OF LAND REGISTRATION FEES
Military Order 811 - 23 November 1979
ORDER CONCERNING THE AMENDMENT OF THE LAW OF THE DECLARATION OF PREVIOUSLY UNREGISTERED IMMOVABLE PROPERTY
Military Order 828 - 18 March 1980
ORDER CONCERNING LAND ADMINISTRATION FEES
Military Order 846 - 26 May 1980
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE LAND REGISTRATION LAW
Military Order 858 - 1 August 1980
ORDER CONCERNING THE AMENDMENT OF THE LAND REGISTRATION LAW
Military Order 875 - 1 October 1980
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDING THE LAND REGISTRATION LAW
Military Order 884 - 1 December 1980
ORDER CONCERNING THE LAND SURVEYING LAW
Military Order 891 - 1 February 1981
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDING THE LAND REGISTRATION LAW
Military Order 942 - 1 October 1981
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDING THE SURVEYING LAW
Military Order 944 - 29 October 1981
ORDER CONCERNING PAYING WITNESSES’ EXPENSES
Military Order 944(A) - 27 October 1981
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDING THE LAND REGISTRATION LAW
Military Order 997 - 2 August 1982
ORDER CONCERNING GRANTING PERMITS TO OPERATE ON AREAS SEIZED FOR SECURITY PURPOSES
Military Order 1006 - 8 July 1982
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS AND JURISDICTION IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAW OF THE PRESERVATION OF STATE LAND AND PROPERTY
Military Order 1007 - 8 July 1982
ORDER CONCERNING STATE PROPERTY
Military Order 1009 - 15 June 1982
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE LAND REGISTRATION LAW
Military Order 1018 - 15 September 1982
ORDER CONCERNING LAND REGISTRATION LAW
Military Order 1025 - 4 October 1982
ORDER CONCERNING POSSESSION OF LEGAL BODIES IN IMMOVABLE PROPERTY
Military Order 1030 - 20 December 1982
ORDER CONCERNING PROPERTY TRANSACTIONS
Military Order 1034 - 6 December 1982
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE LAW REGARDING THE DECLARATION OF UNREGISTERED IMMOVABLE PROPERTY
Military Order 1046 - 27 January 1983
ORDER CONCERNING THE LAW OF SURVEYING
Unnumbered Military Order - 15 July 1983
ORDER CONCERNING PROPERTY TRANSACTIONS
Military Order 1054 - 31 March 1983
ORDER CONCERNING PROPERTY TRANSACTIONS
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 15 March 1984
REGULATION CONCERNING REGISTRATION OF SPECIAL PROPERTY TRANSACTIONS (No 569)
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 15 March 1984
REGULATION CONCERNING PROPERTY TRANSACTIONS (No 25)
REGULATION CONCERNING PAYMENT OF FEES UPON REQUESTING AN APPLICATION FOR A PERMIT (PROPERTY TRANSACTIONS) (AMENDMENT No 4)
DECISIONS CONCERNING LAND EXPROPRIATION - 29 AUGUST 1982 TILL 26 DECEMBER 1983
ORDER CONCERNING THE LAW OF THE REGISTRATION OF IMMOVABLE PROPERTY
Military Order 1091 - 20 January 1984
ORDER CONCERNING STATE PROPERTY
Military Order 1095 - 26 January 1983
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE COLLECTION OF GOVERNMENT MONIES LAW (Permission to Attach Third Party Property)
Military Order 1096 - 12 February 1984
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS AND JURISDICTION IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAW OF THE PRESERVATION OF STATE LAND AND PROPERTY
Military Order 1102 - 23 March 1984
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE LAW OF LAND TAX
Military Order 1107 - 25 March 1984
ORDER CONCERNING LEGAL ASSISTANCE
Military Order 1145 - 17 July 1985
ORDER CONCERNING THE LAW OF REGISTERING PREVIOUSLY UNREGISTERED IMMOVABLE PROPERTY
Unnumbered Military Order - 28 August 1986
ORDER CONCERNING EXPROPRIATION OF PROPERTY FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES (321)
Unnumbered Military Order - 11 June 1985
ORDER CONCERNING EXPROPRIATION OF PROPERTY FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES (321)
Military Order 1177 - 15 September 1986
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE TAX LAW ON BUILDINGS AND LAND WITHIN THE MUNICIPAL BOUNDARIES (Referred to sometimes as Military Order 1175)
Military Order 1185 - 22 December 1987
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE INCOME TAX LAW (Authority To Amend Special Regulations)
Military Order 1193 - 27 April 1987
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE LAW OF THE COLLECTION OF GOVERNMENT (Power to Declare any Payment Subject to the Law of 1952)
Military Order 1285 - 13 September 1989
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE LAW OF THE COLLECTION OF GOVERNMENT MONIES
Military Order 1308 - 20 July 1990
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE TAX LAW ON BUILDINGS AND LAND WITHIN MUNICIPAL ZONES
Military Order 1323 - 13 January 1991
ORDER CONCERNING METHODS OF PUNISHMENT
Unnumbered Military order - 7 March 1991
ORDER CONCERNING LAND REGISTRATION LAW
Unnumbered Military Order - 7 March 1991
ORDER CONCERNING INCOME AND PROPERTY TAX
Unnumbered Military Order - 26 July 1991
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO THE DECLARATION OF UNREGISTERED IMMOVABLE PROPERTY
Military Order 1353 - 1 October 1991
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE LAW CONCERNING THE BUILDING ON LAND WITHIN MUNICIPAL ZONES
Military Order 1354 - 1 October 1991
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO THE LAND TAX LAW
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 10 December 1991
REGULATION CONCERNING LAND REGISTRATION LAW
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 10 December 1991
REGULATION CONCERNING LAND REGISTRATION LAW
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 10 March 1992
REGULATION CONCERNING LAND REGISTRATION LAW

OBJECTIONS, CLAIMS, APPEALS
Military Order 108 - 22 September 1967
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE LAW OF LAND
EXPROPRIATION (for Public Purposes)
Military Order 109 - 5 September 1967
ORDER CONCERNING INCOME TAX APPEALS
Military Order 172 - 22 November 1967
ORDER CONCERNING OBJECTIONS COMMITTEES
Military Order 271 - 12 August 1968
ORDER CONCERNING CLAIMS
Military Order 302 - 16 January 1969
ORDER CONCERNING CLAIMS
Military Order 303 - 16 January 1969
ORDER CONCERNING OBJECTIONS COMMITTEES
Military Order 321 - 28 March 1969
ORDER CONCERNING LAND EXPROPRIATION FOR PUBLIC
PURPOSES
Military Order 353 - 7 December 1969
ORDER CONCERNING OBJECTIONS COMMITTEE
Military Order 354 - 7 December 1969
ORDER CONCERNING CUSTOMS’ JURISDICTION
Military Order 356 - 7 December 1969
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS RELATED TO THE
LAWS OF CUSTOMS AND EXCISE DUTIES
Military Order 372 - 1 February 1970
ORDER CONCERNING CLAIMS
Unnumbered Military Order - 1 February 1970
ORDER CONCERNING CLAIMS
Military Order 395 - 25 May 1970
ORDER CONCERNING CLAIMS
Military Order 398 - 19 June 1970
ORDER CONCERNING COMPANIES
Military Order 406 - 1 September 1970
ORDER CONCERNING INCOME TAX APPEALS
Military Order 410 - 6 September 1970
ORDER CONCERNING OBJECTIONS COMMITTEES
Military Order 473 - 21 August 1972
ORDER CONCERNING OBJECTIONS COMMITTEES
Military Order 476 - 26 July 1972
ORDER CONCERNING OBJECTIONS COMMITTEES
Military Order 521 - 16 September 1973
ORDER CONCERNING OBJECTIONS COMMITTEE
Military Order 800 - 28 August 1979
ORDER CONCERNING OBJECTIONS COMMITTEES
Military Order 817 - 31 February 1980
ORDER CONCERNING PROTECTION OF EDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTIONS
Military Order 832 - 21 March 1980
ORDER CONCERNING OBJECTIONS COMMITTEES
Military Order 1013 - 22 August 1982
ORDER CONCERNING OBJECTIONS COMMITTEES
Military Order 1019 - 3 September 1982
ORDER CONCERNING OBJECTIONS COMMITTEES
Military Order 1101 - 15 March 1984
ORDER CONCERNING CLAIMS
Military Order 1173 - 9 July 1986
ORDER CONCERNING OBJECTIONS COMMITTEES
Military Order 1206 - 13 September 1987
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE INCOME TAX
LAW (Presentation before an Objections Committee)
Military Order 1212 - 19 November 1987
ORDER CONCERNING OBJECTIONS COMMITTEES
Military Order 1236 - 13 June 1988
ORDER CONCERNING ADMINISTRATIVE DETENTION
(Provisional Instructions)
Military Order 1302 - 1 April 1990
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE LAW ON LOCAL
PRODUCTS
Military Order 1310 - 30 July 1990 (Sometimes referred to as
Military Order 1311)
ORDER CONCERNING OBJECTIONS COMMITTEES
Military Order 1322 - 13 January 1991
ORDER CONCERNING OBJECTIONS COMMITTEES
Unnumbered Military Order - 16 April 1991
ORDER CONCERNING OBJECTIONS COMMITTEES
Military Order 1357 - 17 November 1991
ORDER CONCERNING OBJECTIONS COMMITTEES
Unnumbered Military Order - 26 November 1991
ORDER CONCERNING OBJECTION COMMITTEES
Military Order 1373 - 24 May 1992
ORDER CONCERNING CLAIMS

SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Proclamation 3 - Undated
CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 14 - 13 June 1967
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 24 - 16 June 1967
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 53 - 17 July 1967
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 60 - 6 August 1967
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (Closure of
Military Training Zones)
Military Order 61 - 1 August 1967
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (Closure of
Military Training Zones)
Military Order 62 - 1 August 1967
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (Closure of
Military Training Zones)
Military Order 63 - 1 August 1967
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (Closure of
Military Training Zones)
Military Order 64 - 8 August 1967
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS

Military Order 72 - 27 July 1967
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 85 - 10 August 1967
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 100 - 29 August 1967
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Unnumbered Military Order - 16 October 1967
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 117 - 10 September 1967
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 122 - 11 September 1967
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (The Closure of Military Training Zones)
Military Order 144 - 22 October 1967
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 169 - 22 November 1967
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 186 - 19 December 1967
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Unnumbered Military Order - 30 November 1967
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS AND CLOSED AREAS
Military Order 223 - 20 February 1968
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 231 - 18 March 1968
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 257 - 28 May 1968
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 281 - 13 June 1968
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (Closure of Military Training Zones)
Military Order 295 - 17 August 1968
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 307 - 10 February 1969
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Unnumbered Military Order
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (Movement and Passage)
Military Order 334 - 29 August 1969
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (Closed Areas)
Military Order 340 - 30 September 1969
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (Curfew Hours for Theodosius) (Cancellation)
Military Order 341 - 13 September 1969
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (Closed Area - Theodosius) (Cancellation)
Military Order 346 - 30 October 1969
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Unnumbered Military Order - 1 December 1969
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (Transfer and Transport) (Dead Sea)
Military Order 377 - 18 March 1970
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (Closure of Training Zones)
Military Order 378 - 20 April 1970
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 383 - 4 June 1970
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (Closed Areas)
Military Order 422 - 30 March 1971
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 423 - 5 May 1971
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 431 - 27 May 1971
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 449 - 28 September 1971
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 464 - 24 March 1972
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Unnumbered Military Order - 22 May 1974
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (Closed Areas)
Unnumbered Military Order - 6 December 1971
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (Entry to Bethlehem and Hebron Districts)
Unnumbered Military Order - 1 July 1971
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Unnumbered Military Order - 2 July 1972
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (Closed Areas)
Unnumbered Military Order - 2 July 1972
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (Closed Areas)
Unnumbered Military Order - 10 August 1972
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (Closed Areas)
Unnumbered Military Order - 22 May 1974
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 517 - 15 July 1973
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 546 - 10 May 1974
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Unnumbered Military Order - 19 August 1973
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Unnumbered Military Order - 22 May 1974
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (Restrictions on Movement)
Unnumbered Military Order - 22 May 1974
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 557 - 4 August 1974
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 585 - 12 March 1975
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Unnumbered Military Order - 21 June 1974
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (Closed Areas)
Unnumbered Military Order - 21 June 1974
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (Restrictions on Movement) (Cancellation)
Military Order 629 - 8 January 1976
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 682 - 14 October 1976
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 700 - 3 March 1977
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 726 - 6 September 1977
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 741 - 6 November 1977
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 801 - 28 August 1979
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 813 - 25 November 1979
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 815 - 11 January 1980
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 842 - 17 May 1980
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 845 - 7 May 1980
ORDER CONCERNING INCREASING FINES SET BY SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 852 - 22 June 1980
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 853 - 25 June 1980
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 859 - 3 August 1980
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 865 - 26 August 1980
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 870 - 2 September 1980
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 872 - 22 September 1980
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 876 - 26 September 1980
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 879 - 20 November 1980
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 913 - 17 May 1981
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 914 - 25 May 1981
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 918 - 12 June 1981
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 931 - 21 July 1981
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 948 - 26 November 1981
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 959 - 3 February 1982
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 964 - 10 March 1982
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 966 - 11 March 1982
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 987 - 3 May 1982
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 999 - 8 August 1982
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 1020 - 16 September 1982
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 1021 - 22 October 1982
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 1031 - 5 December 1982
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 1041 - 15 April 1983
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 1056 - 27 April 1983
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 1059 - 4 May 1983
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 1066 - 19 April 1983
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 1067 - 20 July 1983
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 1071 - 10 July 1983
ORDER CONCERNING INCREASING FINES SET UNDER THE SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 1082 - 4 October 1983
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 1086 - 5 December 1983
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 15 March 1984
MILITARY REGULATION CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS (No 378)
REGULATIONS CONCERNING TRANSPORTING ANIMALS ENTERING CLOSED MILITARY AREAS INTO QUARANTINE
NOTICE CONCERNING EXPENSES FOR HOLDING ANIMALS IN QUARANTINE
Military Order 1092 - 15 January 1984
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 1108 - 25 March 1984
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 1123 - 18 November 1984
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 1124 - 18 November 1984
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 1131 - 18 February 1985
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 1260 - 6 November 1988
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 1265 - 1 January 1989
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 1276 - 24 May 1989
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 1282 - 8 March 1989
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 1307 - 26 February 1990
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 1309 - 18 October 1990
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 1316 - 21 October 1990
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Unnumbered Military Order - 30 December 1990
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Unnumbered Military Order - 16 December 1991
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 1359 - 28 April 1992
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Unnumbered Military Order - 30 December 1990
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 1343 - 7 July 1991
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 1344 - 7 July 1991
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Unnumbered Military Order - 7 July 1991
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 1368 - 28 April 1992
ORDER CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS

TAX, CUSTOMS AND EXCISE DUTIES, VAT, STAMP DUTIES, SPECIAL LEVIES
Military Proclamation 1 - 7 June 1967
CONCERNING THE ASSUMPTION OF AUTHORITY BY THE ISRAELI MILITARY FORCES
Military Proclamation 2 - 7 June 1967
CONCERNING THE REGULATION OF AUTHORITY AND THE JUDICIARY
Military Proclamation 3 - Undated
CONCERNING SECURITY PROVISIONS
Military Order 27 - 22 June 1967
ORDER CONCERNING INCOME AND PROPERTY TAX
Military Order 28 - 22 June 1967
ORDER CONCERNING INCOME AND PROPERTY TAX
Military Order 31 - 27 June 1967
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS WITH REGARD TO THE LAWS OF CUSTOMS FEES AND EXCISE DUTIES
Military Order 32 - 27 June 1967
ORDER CONCERNING TOBACCO DUTIES
Military Order 75 - 30 July 1967
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS MADE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAWS OF CUSTOMS AND EXCISE DUTIES
Military Order 78 - 24 August 1967
ORDER CONCERNING JURISDICTION OVER CUSTOMS AND EXCISE DUTIES
Military Order 84 - 10 August 1967
ORDER CONCERNING INCOME AND PROPERTY TAX
Military Order 90 - 7 August 1967
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF LAW OF CUSTOMS AND EXCISE DUTIES
Military Order 96 - 15 August 1967
ORDER CONCERNING CUSTOMS AREAS
Military Order 103 - 27 August 1967
ORDER CONCERNING CUSTOMS DUTIES
Military Order 109 - 5 September 1967
ORDER CONCERNING INCOME TAX APPEALS
Military Order 120 - 10 September 1967
ORDER CONCERNING ADDITIONAL FEES ON STAMP DUTIES
Military Order 147 - 18 October 1967
ORDER CONCERNING THE COLLECTION OF ADDITIONAL FEES ON STAMP DUTIES
Military Order 172 - 22 November 1967
ORDER CONCERNING OBJECTIONS COMMITTEES
Military Order 192 - 20 December 1967
ORDER CONCERNING THE FISCAL YEAR (Transitional Regulations)
Military Order 227 - 1 March 1968
ORDER CONCERNING PROHIBITION OF USE OF JORDANIAN STAMP DUTIES
Military Order 229 - 5 March 1968
ORDER CONCERNING THE LAW OF STAMP DUTIES (Import and Export Applications)
Military Order 238 - 25 March 1968
ORDER CONCERNING INCOME AND PROPERTY TAX
Military Order 250 - 12 May 1968
ORDER CONCERNING STAMP DUTIES (Exit Permits to the East Bank)
Military Order 258 - 6 June 1968
ORDER CONCERNING THE LAW OF STAMP DUTIES (Entry Permits from the East Bank)
Military Order 276 - 12 August 1968
ORDER CONCERNING CUSTOMS DUTIES
Military Order 289 - 16 December 1968
ORDER CONCERNING CUSTOMS AREAS
Military Order 309 - 16 February 1969
ORDER CONCERNING CUSTOMS' JURISDICTION
Military Order 317 - 18 March 1969
ORDER CONCERNING CUSTOMS DUTIES
Military Order 350 - 2 December 1969
ORDER CONCERNING INDIRECT TAXES (Insufficient or Excess Tax Paid)
Military Order 355 - 7 December 1969
ORDER CONCERNING CUSTOMS' JURISDICTION
Military Order 355 - 7 December 1969
ORDER CONCERNING CUSTOMS DUTIES
Military Order 356 - 7 December 1969
ORDER CONCERNING APPOINTMENTS RELATED TO THE LAW OF CUSTOMS AND EXCISE DUTIES
Military Order 370 - 22 January 1970
ORDER CONCERNING THE IMPOSITION OF TAX ON GOODS IN STOCK
Military Order 406 - 1 September 1970
ORDER CONCERNING INCOME TAX APPEALS
Military Order 452 - 28 January 1972
ORDER CONCERNING STAMP DUTIES (Exit and Exit Permits to the East Bank)
Military Order 461 - 24 March 1972
ORDER CONCERNING CUSTOMS DUTIES
Military Order 485 - 1 September 1972
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE INCOME TAX LAW
Military Order 495 - 25 December 1972
ORDER CONCERNING STAMP LAW (Permits to go to the East Bank)
Military Order 509 - 27 March 1973
ORDER CONCERNING PAYMENTS OF TAXES (Provisional Instructions)
Military Order 520 - 4 September 1973
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE EDUCATION TAX REGULATIONS
Military Order 533 - 16 December 1973
ORDER CONCERNING INCOME TAX LAW (Authority to Exempt from Tax, Cost of Living Increase)
Military Order 543 - 20 March 1974
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE INCOME TAX LAW
Military Order 1014 - 22 August 1982
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE INCOME TAX LAW
Military Order 1017 - 29 September 1982
ORDER CONCERNING STAMP DUTIES LAW
Military Order 1029 - 22 November 1982
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE INCOME TAX LAW
Military Order 1042 - 4 January 1983
ORDER CONCERNING STAMP DUTIES LAW
Military Order 1048 - 15 April 1983
ORDER CONCERNING STAMP DUTIES LAW
Military Order 1050 - 27 March 1983
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE INCOME TAX LAW
Unnumbered Military Order - 15 July 1983
ORDER CONCERNING STAMP DUTIES LAW
Military Order 1055 - 26 April 1983
ORDER CONCERNING IMPOSING TAX ON THE PURCHASE OF FOREIGN CURRENCY
Military Order 1062 - 15 June 1983
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE INCOME TAX LAW
Military Order 1084 - 4 November 1983
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE INCOME TAX LAW
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 15 March 1984
REGULATION CONCERNING STAMP DUTIES (No 1048)
Military Order 1093 - 1984
ORDER CONCERNING CUSTOMS DUTIES
Military Order 1094 - 26 January 1983
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE INCOME TAX LAW
Military Order 1098 - 17 February 1983
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE INCOME TAX LAW
Military Order 1102 - 23 March 1984
ORDER THE AMENDMENT OF THE LAW OF LAND TAX
Military Order 1106 - April 9 1984
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE INCOME TAX LAW
Military Order 1117 - 8 June 1984
ORDER CONCERNING LEGAL ASSISTANCE
Military Order 1118 - 30 July 1984
ORDER CONCERNING TAX ON IMPORTED SERVICES
Military Order 1120 - 6 September 1984
ORDER CONCERNING TAX ON IMPORTED SERVICES
Military Order 1126 - 17 February 1985
ORDER CONCERNING CUSTOMS ON LOCAL PRODUCTS
Military Order 1142 - 8 June 1985
ORDER CONCERNING IMPOSING TAX ON IMPORTED SERVICES
Military Order 1143 - 9 July 1985
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE INCOME TAX LAW
Military Order 1158 - 16 December 1985
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE INCOME TAX LAW
Military Order 1160 - 16 December 1985
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE INCOME TAX LAW
Military Order 1168 - 1 April 1986
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE REGULATION OF EDUCATION TAX
Military Order 1174 - 6 August 1986
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE INCOME TAX LAW (Objection Procedure)
Military Order 1176 - 18 August 1986
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE INCOME TAX LAW (Objection Procedure)
Military Order 1177 - 15 September 1986
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE TAX LAW ON BUILDINGS AND LAND WITHIN THE MUNICIPAL BOUNDARIES (Referred to sometimes as Military Order 1175)
Military Order 1178 - 20 September 1986
ORDER CONCERNING LEGAL ASSISTANCE (TAX)
Military Order 1181 - 9 November 1986
ORDER CONCERNING EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION BETWEEN TAX AUTHORITIES
Military Order 1183A - 23 January 1986
ORDER CONCERNING TAXATION ON SERVICES AND IMPORTED GOODS
Military Order 1185 - 22 December 1987
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE INCOME TAX LAW (Authority To Amend Special Regulations)
Military Order 1187 - 30 December 1986
ORDER CONCERNING IMPOSITION OF DUTIES ON LOCAL PRODUCTS
Military Order 1191 - Undated
ORDER CONCERNING TAXES ON VEHICLES (Provisional Instructions)
Military Order 1196 - 19 June 1987
ORDER CONCERNING TAXATION ON SERVICES AND IMPORTED GOODS
Military Order 1206 - 13 September 1987
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE INCOME TAX LAW (Presentation in Objections Committee)
Military Order 1225 - 15 November 1987
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE INCOME TAX LAW
Military Order 1240 - 18 June 1988
ORDER CONCERNING INDIRECT TAXATION
Military Order 1241 - 10 April 1988
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE INCOME TAX LAW (Enforcement of Payment)
Military Order 1249 - August 17 1988 - Judea & Samaria
ORDER CONCERNING SPECIAL LEVIES (VEHICLES)
Military Order 1250 - 7 August 1988
ORDER CONCERNING TAXES ON IMPORTED SERVICES AND OUTSIDE PROPERTY
Military Order 1257 - 19 September 1988
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF INCOME TAX LAWS
Military Order 1259 - 24 October 1988
ORDER CONCERNING ADMINISTRATION OF REGIONAL COUNCILS (Tax Collection)
Military Order 1262 - 17 December 1988
ORDER CONCERNING COLLECTION OF TAXES (Auxiliary Authorities)
Military Order 1266 - 25 December 1989
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE INCOME TAX LAW (Definitions of Differences in Value)
Military Order 1277 - 18 May 1989
ORDER CONCERNING TAX COLLECTION - ASSISTING PRIVILEGES
Military Order 1285 - 13 September 1989
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE LAW FOR THE COLLECTION OF GOVERNMENT MONIES
Military Order 1286 - 13 October 1989
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE INCOME TAX LAW
Military Order 1287 - 12 November 1989
ORDER CONCERNING THE COLLECTION OF TAXES (Provisional Instructions)
Military Order 1295 - 15 December 1989
ORDER CONCERNING THE COLLECTION OF TAXES (Provisional Instructions)
Military Order 1296 - 12 November 1989
ORDER CONCERNING TAXATION (Fines for Late-payment)
Military Order 1301 - 1 April 1990
ORDER CONCERNING SPECIAL LEVIES (Vehicles)
Military Order 1306 - 12 June 1990
ORDER CONCERNING TAX COLLECTION (Provisional Instructions)
Military Order 1313 - 12 August 1990
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE INCOME TAX LAW
Military Order 1319 - 18 October 1990
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE COLLECTION OF GOVERNMENT MONIES LAW
Military Order 1321 - 28 November 1990
ORDER CONCERNING COLLECTION OF TAXES
Unnumbered Military Order - 31 January 1991
ORDER CONCERNING LAND TAX
Military Order 1324 - 1 April 1991
ORDER CONCERNING CRIMINAL LAW
Military Order 1355 - 1 October 1991
Unnumbered Military Order - 31 January 1991
ORDER CONCERNING LAND TAX
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 5 February 1991
REGULATION CONCERNING STAMP REVENUES
Unnumbered Military Order - 5 February 1991
ORDER CONCERNING STAMP REVENUES
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 13 February 1991
REGULATION CONCERNING CUSTOMS ON LOCAL PRODUCE LAW
Unnumbered Military Order - 7 March 1991
ORDER CONCERNING INCOME AND PROPERTY TAX (AWARDING JURISDICTION)
Military Order 1370 - 6 February 1992
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO THE INCOME TAX LAW

Military Order 1371 - 6 February 1992
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT TO THE INCOME TAX LAW

Unnumbered Military Regulation - 31 January 1992
REGULATION CONCERNING STAMP REVENUE TAX
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 31 March 1992
REGULATION CONCERNING CUSTOMS ON LOCAL PRODUCE LAW (BOOK KEEPING)

Unnumbered Military Regulation - 1 August 1992
REGULATION CONCERNING COLLECTION OF GOVERNMENT MONIES

Unnumbered Military Regulation - 20 April 1992
REGULATION CONCERNING INCOME TAX (DEDUCTIONS FOR PAYMENTS FOR TRANSPORTATION AND CONSTRUCTION)

Military Order 1372 - 28 April 1992
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE INCOME TAX LAW

Unnumbered Military Order - 8 May 1992
ORDER CONCERNING STAMP REVENUES
Unnumbered Military Regulation - 12 May 1992
REGULATION CONCERNING CUSTOMS ON LOCAL PRODUCE LAW

URBAN AND RURAL PLANNING
Unnumbered Military Order - 26 January 1970
ORDER CONCERNING LAW OF URBAN & RURAL PLANNING REGULATIONS.
Unnumbered Military Order - 27 July 1970
ORDER CONCERNING URBAN AND RURAL PLANNING (Construction Regulations)
Military Order 393 - 14 June 1970
ORDER CONCERNING THE SUPERVISION OF CONSTRUCTION WORKS
Military Order 418 - 23 March 1971
ORDER CONCERNING URBAN AND RURAL PLANNING
Military Order 465 - 18 April 1972
ORDER CONCERNING PROHIBITION ON CONSTRUCTION
Military Order 577 - 17 December 1974
ORDER CONCERNING THE LAW OF URBAN AND RURAL PLANNING
Military Order 604 - 20 July 1975
ORDER CONCERNING THE LAW OF URBAN AND RURAL PLANNING

Unnumbered Military Order - 11 November 1975
ORDER CONCERNING URBAN AND RURAL PLANNING
Military Order 778 - 7 February 1979
ORDER CONCERNING THE VILLAGE AND URBAN PLANNING LAW (Maintenance of Jurisdiction)

Military Order 814 - 11 December 1979
ORDER CONCERNING URBAN AND RURAL PLANNING

Military Order 860 - 13 August 1980
ORDER CONCERNING URBAN AND RURAL PLANNING
Military Order 895 - 17 February 1981
ORDER CONCERNING URBAN AND REGIONAL PLANNING

Military Order 1043 - 24 January 1983
ORDER CONCERNING URBAN AND RURAL PLANNING

Military Order 1100 - 25 March 1984
ORDER CONCERNING PROHIBITION ON CONSTRUCTION

Military Order 1197 - 30 June 1987
ORDER CONCERNING URBAN AND RURAL CONSTRUCTION PLANNING

Military Order 1227 - 8 March 1988
ORDER CONCERNING URBAN AND RURAL CONSTRUCTION PLANNING

Military Order 1314 - 11 July 1990
ORDER CONCERNING CONSTRUCTION AND FENCING

Military Order 1353 - 1 October 1991
ORDER CONCERNING THE SUPERVISION OF THE LAW OF URBAN AND RURAL PLANNING

Military Order 1376 - 24 July 1991
ORDER CONCERNING WATER AND SEWAGE AUTHORITY (Bethlehem, Beit Jala and Beit Sahour)

Unnumbered Military Order - 5 September 1991
Order Concerning Urban and Rural Planning

WATER
Military Order 92 - 15 August 1967
ORDER CONCERNING JURISDICTION OVER WATER REGULATIONS

Military Order 158 - 19 November 1967
ORDER CONCERNING AMENDMENT OF THE SUPERVISION OVER WATER LAW

Military Order 291 - 19 December 1968
ORDER CONCERNING SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES OVER LAND AND WATER

Military Order 457 - 15 February 1972
ORDER CONCERNING THE REGULATION OF THE LAW OF NATURAL RESOURCES

Military Order 484 - 15 September 1972
ORDER CONCERNING THE WATER WORKS AUTHORITY (Bethlehem, Beit Jala and Beit Sahour)

Military Order 494 - 26 November 1972
ORDER CONCERNING WATERWORKS (Bethlehem, Beit Jala & Beit Sahour)

Military Order 715 - 17 June 1977
ORDER CONCERNING WATERWORKS (Bethlehem, Beit Jala and Beit Sahour)

Military Order 1376 - 24 July 1991
ORDER CONCERNING WATER AND SEWAGE AUTHORITY (Bethlehem, Beit Jala and Beit Sahour)

Unnumbered Military Regulation - 14 November 1991
Regulation Concerning the Collection of Government Monies
SUBJECT INDEX

A

Absentee Property (Private Property)
  Education Tax 1195
  General Instructions 58, 115, 150, 266, 273, 283, 358, 493, 562, 1005
  Objections Committee 172
Accomplices 225, 541
Accounting (see Book-Keeping)
Administrative Detention 378, 1229, 1236, 1254, 1270, 1281, 1283, 1299, 1315a, 1331, 1361
Agriculture (see also Land, Plants, Taxation)
  Activity 1001, UNN (28 Feb 1983)
  Agricultural Equipment 134
  Confiscation 155, 1010
  Fund 1051, UNN (15 July 1983)
  Marketing 1051, UNN (15 July 1983)
  Transporting Agricultural Products 47, 49, 98, 155, 263, 222, 305, 337, 357, 826, 1010
Alcohol 31, 38
Animals
  Diseases 263 (see order for amendment numbers)
  Quarantine 2, UNN (15 March 1984)
  Seizure of 987
Antiquities 119, 246, 707, 762, 837, 939, 985, 1027, 1111, UNN (1 Jan 1985), 1167
  (cancelled all) (see amendments of Military Order 1167)
Appeal 85, 413, 815
  Income Tax 109, 406
  Objections Committee (Taxpayers) 172
Assumption of power
  Military Proclamation 1
Attorneys 260, 324
  Advocates under Training 528, 710, 780
  Council 1164
  Israeli Lawyers 145, 248
  Military Courts 143, 286, UNN (15 Nov 1968), 301, 400 (cancellation)
  Power of Attorney 847
Authority (Assumption of)
  Military Proclamation 2
Aviation
  Restriction 13
Awards 514, 1377

B

Bails (see Detention and Juveniles)
Bankruptcy 808
Banks 296
  Authority 21
  Depositors 21, 521
  Freezing Accounts 9
  Holidays 735, 869
  Interest Rate 487
  Laws 45
  Security Reasons 33, 74
  Transactions 7, 255, UNN (27 May 1968)
Bills of Exchange 299, 316, 513, 680, 792
Book-keeping 437, UNN (26 April 1985), 1194, 1239
Boundaries (see Districts)
Boycott
  Israel 71, 481
Bribes 156
Bridges 175, 466, 941, 1253
Broadcasting 79, 230, 701, 1190
Budget
  Local Authorities 197
Building (see Construction)
  Tax 1177
Butchers
  UNN (1 March 1979)

C

Cement 502
Censorship 3, 101 (see also Newspapers, Propaganda)
Census
  General 68
  Curfew 69
Chambers of Commerce 328, 360, 482, 83, 697, UNN (21 April 1991)
Checks 889
  Bounced Checks 890, 1024, 1028
Civil Administration 947, 950, 1102, 1181, 1202
Civil Service (see also Israel: Contract Staff), 438, 446, 467
Claims Committee 271, 302, 372, UNN (1 Feb 1970), 385, 1101, 1373 (see also Objections Committees)
Cleanliness 1162, 1189
Closed Areas 34, 97, 146, UNN (10 April 1968), 151, 240, 383, 388, 405, 691, 726
Al-Fara'a Valley 287
Area 22 571
Area 23 572
Area 24 576
Area 25 597
Area 904 North A 590
Area 904 South 667
Area 927 578
Area 929 593
Bethlehem 182 UNN (29 Dec 1972)
Christmas 185 (cancellation)
Eilat UNN (23 July 1971), UNN (2 July 1972)
Fees 691
Gaza UNN (30 Nov 1967)
General Exit Permit UNN (24 Jan 1968)
Hebron 377, 382, 497 UNN (29 Dec 1972)
Jerin 492
Jerusalem-Jericho Road 490
Jordan Valley 151, 377, 388, 405, 496
Military Camp 200, 201, 202, 203, 204
Movement 726
Objections Committees 357, 826
Permit to Enter 18, 40
Permit to Pray UNN (8 Jan 1968), UNN (19 Dec 1968)
Sabastia 411
Transport of Agricultural Products 49, 98, 222, 337, 357, 826 (see also Security Provisions)
Collection of Money (see Taxation)
Colleges (see Education)
Cooperatives 94
Committees (see Objections, Claims)
Commodities 523, 524
Companies (see also Crafts and Industry)
Fees UNN (9 Jan 1983)
Jurisdiction 267
Legal Bodies 419, 1025
Objection Committees 398
Registration 362, 398
Confiscation
Agricultural Products 155
Ammunition 178
Currency 792
Land Confiscation (See Land)
Non-Payment 307
Property
Customs and Excise 78
Prisoners 1020
Construction 418, 1177, 1340, 1355 (see also Planning)
Fences 464, 1314
Issuance of Special Permits 1030
Prohibition 465, 997 (see also Land)
Supervision 393, 1043, 1153, 1175
Cosmetics 1103 (see also amendments of the Order)
Cost of Living (see Living Expenses)
Courts
Cancellation of Trials (see Court Trials)
Civil Courts Law 1036, UNN (6 Jan 1983)
Court of Cassation 57
Clerks 1037, UNN (6 Jan 1983)
Criminal Offence 242
Duties 808, 1036
Evidence 700
Fines 980, 1359
Government Trials 112
High Court (Israel) 57
Interest Rate 980
Judiciary 129, 310 (cancellation), 472
Independence 310, 472
Lawyers (Israeli) 145, 248
Legal Assistance 348, 421, 714, 757, 957, 990, 1097, 1117, 1178 (see amendments of Military Order 348)
Local Courts
Jurisdiction 39, 52, 73, 164, 384, UNN (31 Dec 1975), 412, 500, 531, 567, 799, 842, 910, 922, 1078, 1130, 1159
Military Courts 100, 269, 585, 842, 933
Attorneys 143, 286, UNN (15 Nov 1968), 40 (cancellation)
Claims 302
Defence 143, 286, UNN (15 Nov 1968), 301, 400
Establishment 3, 218
Jurisdiction 223
Trials 378, 546, 1082
Municipal Courts 631, UNN (3 March 1976), 713, 1188
Eilat UNN (23 July 1971)

Elections
- Chambers of Commerce 483
- Beita 570
- Dahriya 573
- Municipal 459, 628, 644
- Said 574
- Village Councils 614, UNN (26 Oct 1976)
- Yatta 575

Electricity 159, 375, 427, 595, 602, 651
Jurisdiction 375, 427
Plants 427, 595, 1216

Emergency Regulations (see also Interpretations, Hidden Law, Textbooks, Propaganda)
Black-out 522
Expulsion 1369
Prohibition on Storage 523, 524, 534, 538
Vehicles 529, 539, 540

Employment
Government (see Government)
Israel 433, 515
Labour in Specific Place 967, 1141, 1198, 1200
Law 1076, 1081
Police 519
Prohibition 65, 177, 440
Work injuries 1081

Entry Permits (see Closed Areas)

Equipment
Inspection and Registration 219, 352, 664, 696, UNN (15 Aug 1983)

Espionage 517
Execution Office (see Legal Assistance)
Exit Permits (see Closed Areas and Stamp Revenue)
Explosives 75, 298, 592, 733
Exports 229
Expropriation (see Land)
Expulsion 1369

Films 118
Firearms 378, 981
Definition of 378, 859
Permits 180, 699, 1080
Fiscal Year 192, 1348
Flowers (planting of) 81
Forests
Acquisition UNN (22 Nov 1967)
Appointments (see order for amendments)
Fruits (see Plants)
Fund (Development) 103
Area Command 826
Agricultural Products 1051, UNN (15 July 1983)
Excess Insurance 1033
Development Fund 974, 1075
Foreign Currency Purchase 1055
Victims of Road Traffic Accidents UNN
(7 April 1977)

G
Geneva Convention
   Military Proclamation 3, 144
Gold (see Bills of Exchange)
Goods
   Controlled 653
   Labelling 149
   Standards 899
   Transportation (see Transportation)
Government
   Appointment 37, 88, 96, 367, 430, 477, 611, 635, 652, 731, 786, 915, 26, UNN (30 July 1979), 1023, 1069, 1072, 1210
   Collection 113, 135, 238, 1095, 1193, 1285, 1319 (see also Taxation)
   Money 59, 257
   Objections Committees 1023
   Policemen 95, 519
   Trials 112
Grazing Areas 544, 588, 596, 634, 852, 1012

H
Health Services 746 (see amendments of the Order)
   Insurance 1077
Hidden Law 160
Holy Places
   Sanctity 66, 327, 1038
Hostile Organisations 284, 934, 1135
Hostile Propaganda (see Propaganda)
Hotel Registration 153, 244, 320
Hunting 304, 486, 1205 (cancellation)

I
Identity Card (see also Personal Status)
   207, 332 (cancellation)
   Application 234, 270
Immovable Property 448, 811
   Legal Bodies 419, 1025
   Objections 1034
   Power of Attorney 847
   Registration of 448, 1034, 1060, 1145
Implementation 126
Imported Services (see Taxation)
Imports
   Application 229
Income Tax (see Taxation)
Industry (see Crafts)
Infiltration 106, 125, 190, 241, 315, 329, 831
Injured persons 163, 1332
Insurance 55
   Control over Insurance Operations 93, 215, 1215, 1367
   Health 746 (and the amendments of the Order), 1077
   Work Injuries 662
Interest Rate 980 (see also Banks)
Interpretations 130, 174, 187, 188, 211, 224, 274, 319, 359
   Decisions 161
   Fiscal Year 1348
   Hidden Law 160
   Judea Samaria 187
International Law
   Geneva Convention 144
Investigation
   Closure of Files 841, 1000
   Dinar 20
   Witnesses 17
Investment 1342, UNN (21 Nov 1991)
Israel
   Boycott 71, 481
   Contract Staff 433, 515
   Head of Israeli Military Forces
      Jurisdiction to Sign Transactions 101
   High Court 57
   Land Authority 364
   Legal Tender 76, 189, 414, 443,
J

Jordan
Court of Cassation 57
Currency 83
Electric Authority 159, 375, 427
Government Vehicles 15
Judea Samaria (see Interpretations)
Judicial Administration 11, 19
Judiciary (see Courts)
Juridical Bodies 419, 1025
Juveniles
Trying of 132, 235, 311, 371, 417, 587, 639, 863, 961, 1083, 1172, 1235, 1256, 1275, 1289, 1290, 1318, 1336

L

Labels (see Trade Marks)
Labour
Employment in Specific Places 967, 1141, 1198, 1200
Labour Law 439, 764, 825, 1133
Trade Disputes 439
Work Injuries 663, 1127
Land (see also Absentee Property, Parks, Forests)
Administration (see Registration)
Boundaries 451
Building on Expropriated Land 997 (see also Construction)
Compensation 321
Notification for Landowners 949
Law 451
Law of Natural Resources 457
Prohibition on Construction 465 1197
Registration 505, 623, 625, 693, 760, 804, 805, 828, 846, 875, 891, 944a, 991, 1009, 1018
Settlement of Disputes 291
Special Transactions 569, 605, UNN (17 Dec 1974), 796, UNN (9 Dec 1979) (see also amendments of Military Order 569)
State Land 59, 116, 199, 214, 247, 364, 1007, 1091, 1308
Objections Committee 172
Tax 642, 1102, UNN (31 Jan 1991)
Transactions 25, 141, 232, 794, 1030, UNN (15 July 1983), 1054, UNN Regulations (see amendments of Military Order 25) (see also Special Transactions above)
Landlords and Tenants 293
Lawyers (see Attorneys, Courts)
Legal Advisor
Definition 53
Legal Assistance 348, 421, 714, UNN (19 Jun 1977), UNN (19 Jun 1977), UNN (24 April 1978), 1329
Legal Bodies (see Juridical Bodies)
Literature 549
Littering 2
Living expenses 533
Municipal Staff 454
Local Councils (see Settlements)
Local Courts (see Courts)
Local Authorities
Extension of Service 80
Looting 1
Lost and Found 326, 339, 374

M

Marketing (see Agriculture)
Marks
Distinguishing 530
Matches 31
Material (see Goods)
Military Courts (see Courts)
Military Hardware
Prohibition on Dealing 243
Military Proclamation 3 (repealed and replaced by Military Order 378)
Money
Changers (see also Currency) 299, 316, 513, 680, 792
Money from Abroad 973, 1070, 1221, 1243, UNN (20 Feb 1989)
Mukhtar 176, 237, 365
Village Administration Law 366
Municipal Courts (see Municipalities)
Municipalities 194, 236, 312, 331, 394, 459, 526, 537, 548, 608, 632, 727,
765, 830, 928, 965, 1049, 1203
Beit Sahour 416
Buildings (see Construction)
Courts 631, UNN (3 March 1976), 713, 1188
Delegation of Authority UNN (26 March 1968)
Deir Dibwan 709, 712, 755, 766, 1003
Elections 459, 628, 644
Extension of Service 830, 965, 1049
Hebron 1063, 1064
Living Expenses 453
Nablus 970, 993, 1073
Olive Fly 645
Qabatia UNN (22 Jan 1975), 724, 767, 773, 1152
Ramallah 971, 994, 1074
Regulations UNN (3 May 1972)
Services 537
Yatta 729, 772, 1045

N
Nature Protection 239
Nature Reserves 166, 277, 308, 342, 363, 402, 415, 426, 458, 503, 542, 554, 622, 657, 704, 748, 751, 781, 803, 836, 880, 885, 894, 1119
(see also Public Parks)
Objections Committee 473
Natural Resources 457, 1110
Investment 389
Negotiable Instruments (see Bills of Exchange)
Newspapers
Distribution 50, 110, 379, 862, 1140
Notary Publics 829
Nurseries UNN (28 Feb 1983), 1002, 1248

O
Objection Committees 172, 303, 353, 410, 473, 476, 521, 800, 832, 1013, 1019, 1173, 1212, 1303, 1322, 1357, 1373
Claims 302
Companies 398
Compensation for Expropriated Land 321
Government Employees 1023
Nature Reserves 473
Retirement 476
Taxation
   Customs 355, 356
   Transfer of Goods 357
Unregistered Immovable Property 1034
Olive Fly 645
Orders and Pamphlets 111, 435

P
Parks (see Public Parks)
Patents 555, UNN (6 Jan 1983)
Penal Law 1008 (see also Criminal Offences)
Pension Law 290, 368, 408, 514 (cancellation), 732, 785, 864, 1047, 1114, 1264
Security Detainees 369
Petition Writers 776, UNN (15 March 1984), UNN (24 March 1985)
Petrol Products 31
Pharmacists 1053
Planning 418, 577, 604, 778, 814, 860, 895, 1043, 1100, 1227
Boundaries of Settlements 892
District Planning Council 418, 860
Heights of Buildings in Ramallah UNN (26 Jan 1970), UNN (27 July 1970)
Higher Planning Council 577
Municipalities 418
Regional Planning Committee 418
Special Planning Committee 604, 895
Plants 1002, UNN (28 Feb 1983)
   Flowers 818
   Fruit Trees 1015, 1039, 1051, UNN (15 July 1983) 1147
   Nurseries UNN (28 Feb 1983), 1102, 1248
   Preservation of Trees 474
   Vegetables 1051, UNN (15 July 1983), 1039
Police 105
   Appointment 95
   Jurisdiction 52
   Retirement 181, 420, 475, 525, 784, 827
Postal Services
   Appointments 36
   Monetary Transactions 295, 666
   Packages UNN (13 Nov 1969)
Search 90
Telephones 532, 535, 951
Price Control 738, 886, 1209, 1121, 1151, 1175, 1186, 1192, 1231
Cement 502
Printed Material 862 (see also Newspapers)
Prisons (see Detention)
Proclamations 111, 435
Property (see also Land)
  Absentee 58
  State 59
  Stolen 771
  Tax (see Taxation)
  Transactions (see Land)
Propaganda
  Definition of Provocative Material 1079
  Hostile Propaganda 101, 718, UNN (18 Jan 1977) 938, 1079
Public Institutions 998, 1135
Public Parks
  Jurisdiction of Israeli Official 89, 325, 373, 390, 404, 456, 527, 550, 621, 656, 703, 747, 790, 833, 849, 874, 905, 923, 945, 960, 1004, 1011
Publications 133 (see also Newspapers, Textbooks, Printed Material)
Punishment 226
  Methods 206, 212, 278, 322 (cancellation), 498, 916, 992, 1040, 1068, 1166, 1323, 1339
Q
Quarantine 2
R
Rabbinate Courts (see Courts)
Rate of Exchange 81
Regional Councils (see Settlements)
Regional Planning Council (see Planning)
Relief Agencies 330
Retirement
  Law 181, 290, 408, 420, 903
  Objections Committee 476
  Pensions 514, 732, 785, 864, 1047, 1114, 1264, 1377
  Police 420, 475, 525, 784, 827
Road Maintenance 810, UNN (2 Feb 1975)
Road Transport (see Traffic Laws, Transportation)

S
Safety Belts 600, UNN (15 Dec 1975), 758, UNN (27 Jun 1975), 1214, 1238
Salt 31
Schools (see Education)
Security Provisions
  Military Proclamation 3, 24, 64, 100, 169, 186, 231, 257, 378 (see the amendments of 378), 422
  Appeals 85, 413
  Attach Property 741
  Attack on Soldiers 449
  Closure of Military Training Zones 60, 61, 63, 122, 259
  Communicate with the Enemy 117
  Construction of Fences 464
  Depositing Money 33, 74
  Geneva Convention 144
  Imprisonment 72, UNN (16 Oct 1967)
  Implementation Military Pamphlet 3, 12
  Instructions Military Proclamation 3
  Jurisdiction of Area Commander 14, 431
  Legal Advisor 53
  Non-Payment of Fines 307
  Possession of Documents or Permits 629
  Retrials 423
  Surrendering 6
  Trials 378, 801, 948
Security Service 121, 208, 429
Settlements
  Boundaries 892
  Courts 892
  Educational institutions 817, 840, 868, 1115
  Guards 432, 516, 669, 730, UNN (11 Oct 1977), 838, 844, 898, 1052, 1163, 1327, 1365
  Ma'aleh Adumim 788
  Local Councils (see Regional Councils)
  Regional Councils 783, 795, 806, 807, UNN (9 Dec 1979), 848, 892, 897, 1058, 1374
  Rabbinate Courts 981, 990
  Religious Services 807, 893, 1116
Settlement of Disputes over Land and Water 291
Shekel (see Israel)
Shops 128, 1122
  Signs 424
Signatures
  Authenticating 167, 264 (cancellation)
Soldiers' Jurisdiction (see Security Provisions)
Standards 899
State Property
  General Instructions 59, 116, 199, 214, 247, 364, 1006, 1007, 1091, 1308
Surrender (see Security Provisions)
Surveying
  Appointments 54, 313
  Land Boundaries 451
  Regulations 504, 624, 690, 759, 802, 1046
  Surveyors 768
  Fees 884, 942, 1046
Swimming Areas 280, 463

T
Taxation
  Advance Payment 770, 791
  Additional Tax 120
  Agriculture Fund 1051, UNN (15 July 1983)
  Alcohol 31, 38
  Appeal 109, 406
  Appointment 84
    Jurisdiction UNN (6 June 1968)
  Collection 1262, 1277, 1287, 1291, 1295, 1306
  Government Money 113, 135, 1095, 1193, 1285, 1314, 1319
  Non-Payment 78
  Revenue Stamps 147
  Cost of Living 533
  Currency Fluctuations 734
  Customs and Excise 103, 276, 317, 355, 461, 584, 643, 658, 660, 736, 740
    Appointments 31, 75
    Confiscation of Property 78
    Fund 103, 826
    Goods in Stock 370, 615
    Jurisdiction 309, 354
    Non-Payment 78
    Objections Committee 800
    Search of Packages 90
    Services 643
    Tariff 103, 354, 1093
    Taxi Cabs 461
    VAT 658, 739, 1126, UNN (26 April 1985), 1302, UNN (13 Feb 1991)
  Education (see Education Fees)
  Fines 770, 791
  Fiscal Year 192
  Foreign Currency 1055
  Fuel Tax 442
  Goods in Stock 370, 615
  Import Tax 442
  Imported Services 1183a, 1196, 1250, 1293, 1307, 1328, 1364
  Income 28, 238, 543, 636, 655, 725, 754, 770, 782, 791, 816, 835, 873, 900, 907, 920, 924, 943, 958, 976, 978, 1014, 1029, 1050, 1062, 1084, 1094, 1098, 1106, 1143, 1158, 1160, 1174, 1176, 1185, 1206, 1225, 1241, 1247, 1257, 1266, 1286, 1313, 1347, 1352, 1358, 1371, 1372
  Indirect 350
  Land 642, 11102, UNN (31 Jan 1991)
  Matches 31
  Payment 509, 586, 612, 770, 924
  Petrol Products 31
  Price Index 1352
  Property 28, 120, 238
    Appointment 84
    Purchase of Foreign Currency 1055
    Revenue Stamps 144
      Entry Permit from the East Bank
      258, 452, 495, 599
    Exit Permit to East Bank 250
    Prohibition on Jordanian Revenue Stamps 227
    Rounding Figures 908, 1154
    Tobacco 31, 32
    Validity 28
  Taxi Cabs 461, 556, 603, 769, 774, 955, 1242
  Telephone (see Postal Services)
  Tenants (see Landlords)
  Text Books 107, 183, 812
  Time 552, 589
  Tobacco 31, 32, 336
Trade
Check 889
Customs 103
Trade Marks 397, 462, 617, 795a, UNN (9 Jan
1983), UNN (9 Jan 1983)
Trade Unions 256
Traffic Accidents 677 (see also the amendments
of this Order), 887, 1333, 1349
Fund (UNN 7 April 1977)
Traffic Laws 399, 409, 428, 434, 455, 506,
591, 797, 839, 888, 921, 935, 1089,
1139, 1182, 1310, 1345 (see also
Transportation)
Transactions (see also Land, Banks)
Prohibitions 8, 42
Property 25, 232
Sign Transactions 102, 216
Transmission (see Broadcasting)
Transportation
   Agricultural Products 47, 49 (see also
   Agriculture)
   Equipment 1149
   Goods 124, 137 (cancellation), 826
   Restrictions 488, 547
   Traffic UNN (15 Dec 1968)
Travel Agents (see Tourism)
Trees (see Plants)
Trials (see Security Provisions)

U
Universities (see Education)
Urban and Village Planning (see Planning)

V
Value Added Tax (see Taxation)
Vehicles 1141, 1150
   Driving without Permission from Owner 954
   Emergency Regulations 529, 539, 540
   Garages 361, 395
   Insurance (see Insurance)
   Licenses 67, 469
   Registration and Testing 219, 352,
   696, UNN (15 Aug 1983), UNN
   (15 March 1984), UNN (24 March
   1985)
Veterinarians (see Government Employees)
Village
   Administration 191, 366, 560, 607,
   614, 640, 752, 925, UNN (15
   March 1984)

Cooperation UNN (30 April 1978)
Councils 742 (see amendments of order),
1338

W
Water
Bethlehem, Beit Jala, and Beit Sahour
484, 494, 715, 1376
Law of Natural Resources 457
Regulations 92, 158
Settlement of Disputes 291
Water Heating 912
Weights and Measurements 245, 281, 401
(cancellation) UNN (28 March 1978)
West Bank (see also Interpretations)
Closure 5
Witness Expenses 351, 618, 723, 787,
944, 1001
Woods (see Forests)
Work Injuries 662, 663, 1081, 1127